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About Content Analysis 3.1
Overview of Content Analysis, including new features in this release.

Symantec Content Analysis is a next-generation antivirus, malware, and spyware detection system. Content Analysis
includes the following features:

• Malware and Antivirus Scanning — Content Analysis supports Symantec, Kaspersky, McAfee, and Sophos antivirus
engines and virus signature databases. You can use one or two AV engines with Content Analysis.

• Predictive Analysis — Optional subscription service from Symantec uses an advanced artificial intelligence engine to
identify malware.

• File Reputation Service — Content Analysis generates SHA1, MD5, and SHA-256 hashes for each file it processes.
These hashes are compared with Symantec's cloud-based File Reputation classification service to identify known files.
The service uses reputation scores, numbers (1–10) that indicate whether files are known to be trusted or malicious;
low scores are less likely to be threats whereas high scores are more likely. Depending on the reputation score, files
are then either blocked if the score is high, passed to the user as safe if the score is low, or processing continues with
anti-virus scanning and sandboxing if the service doesn't know whether the file is malicious.

• Manual File Blacklist and Whitelist — As your organization identifies files that are known good or bad, you can add
them to a list of manually defined file hashes to either allow or deny those files without further processing.

• Sandbox Integration with external vendors (Symantec Malware Analysis, Lastline, or FireEye) — Sandbox services
use different methods to identify the actions an executable file would take on a client workstation, including malicious
URL web requests and changes to system files.

• On-box Sandboxing — Offers the convenience of analyzing suspicious files on Content Analysis, without having to
purchase and integrate with an external sandbox appliance.

• Endpoint Integration — As the sandbox detects malware, Content Analysis can query a CounterTack Sentinel server in
your network to determine which users (if any) have retrieved it. If Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) is
integrated with Content Analysis, the administrator is notified when the sandbox finds a malicious file and provides an
option to add the file hash to a blacklist on the SEPM.

• Cached Responses — When a Content Analysis module determines a verdict (clean vs. malicious) for a file, it will
cache the file hashes and verdicts to avoid having to scan the same file on subsequent requests. Content Analysis has
separate caches for responses from each of its services: antivirus, file reputation, predictive analysis, and sandboxing
(threats and clean).

• Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN) — Users are protected by the Symantec WebFilter and GIN databases
on the ProxySG appliance, and when malware is discovered through scanning, those results can be shared with
WebFilter to classify bad URLs for the benefit of all GIN users worldwide.
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1. A user in the protected network requests a file from the Internet.
2. The ProxySG appliance evaluates policy for the user's request, and allows or denies the request according to policy.
3. The ProxySG appliance compares the file against the Symantec WebFilter and GIN databases. If the domain hosting

the file has been categorized as a malware source, the file download is denied and the user is notified. If the domain is
not recognized, the file is sent to Content Analysis for inspection.

4. Other Symantec solutions such as Security Analytics, Secure Message Gateway, Symantec Endpoint Protection, and
Advanced Threat Protection can send files to Content Analysis for analysis.

5. Content Analysis looks for the file hash in each of its caches (Antivirus, File Reputation service, Predictive Analysis,
and Sandboxing). If the hash is located in a cache, Content Analysis either serves or blocks the file based on the
verdict.
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6. Content Analysis compares the file details against the both the manual blacklist/whitelist and the Symantec File
Reputation service. If the file's hash is on the blacklist or results in a malicious reputation score, the file is blocked.
If the file's hash is on the whitelist or results in a reputation score that is trusted, scanning is suspended and the file
is sent to the user. If the file's reputation score is unknown or the hash is not on the whitelist or blacklist, the file is
compared against the virus scan cache. If not present, the file is forwarded to the enabled antivirus scanners.

7. The file is examined by an optional predictive analysis service (Symantec Advanced Machine Learning), and then
scanned by the configured antivirus engines for known virus signatures. If the file contains malware, the file is blocked
and the user receives a deny page with a description of the virus or malware.

8. If the file is clean, but is of a suspicious type (such as an executable or a type defined in the sandboxing configuration),
it is simultaneously sent to the user and forwarded to the on-box sandbox,  an external sandbox appliance/service, or
Symantec Cloud Sandboxing for further analysis. (If you prefer real-time sandboxing for a particular file type, you can
select theWait for Result option when configuring general sandbox settings.) The results of the sandbox analysis are
reported to the administrator and shared with Symantec GIN. If the file is malicious, the Content Analysis administrator
is notified via email or other configured notification method.

9. If endpoint integration is configured on Content Analysis and the sandbox analysis found the file to be malicious,
Content Analysis queries the endpoint manager (Symantec Endpoint or CounterTack Sentinel) to determine if
any workstations in the network have been infected. That information is then included in the report emailed to
the administrator. If Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) is configured, Content Analysis notifies the
administrator, providing the option to add the file hash to a blacklist on the SEPM.

• Secure the Appliance
• Prepare the Appliance to Scan Data for Threats
• File Reputation Service (Whitelisting)
• Isolate and Analyze Suspicious Files (Sandboxing)
• Perform System Administration Tasks
• Contact Symantec Support

 Content Analysis Caches
A cache is a location that stores data so future requests for that data can be served faster. A cache hit occurs when the
requested data can be found in a cache.

Each of the Content Analysis modules has its own cache: Antivirus, File Reputation service, Predictive Analysis, and
Sandboxing (Threat and Clean). When a module scans a file and renders a verdict (clean vs. malicious), Content Analysis
stores the file hash and its verdict in the appropriate cache. The exception is the File Reputation service which caches a
reputation score for the file hash, not a verdict.

When presented with a file to scan, Content Analysis determines what should be done with the file by looking for the file
hash in each of its caches in the following order.

NOTE
When there is a clean or malicious verdict in a cache, the file is served or blocked immediately, without further
investigation. If the hash is not in a particular cache, Content Analysis looks for the hash in the next cache on
the list.

1. File Reputation Service cache If the reputation score is1 (trusted), the file is served. If the reputation score is in the
malicious range (7-10), the file will be blocked immediately .

2. Predictive Analysis cache If the Predictive Analysis cache verdict for the file is malicious, the file is blocked.
3. Antivirus cache If the AV cache verdict for the file is malicious, the file is blocked.
4. Sandbox Threat cache If the file is in the threat cache, the file is blocked.
5. Antivirus cache If the AV cache verdict is clean, the file is served.
6. Sandbox Clean cache If the file is in the clean cache, the file is served.
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If the file hash isn't located in any of the caches, Content Analysis will scan the file using its normal process.

 18
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What's New in Content Analysis 3.1.x
New in Version 3.1.5.1

This release introduces the following changes:

New Symantec AV File Types

You can now set Ignore, Scan, and Block actions for Symantec file types.

In the web console, select Services > AV File Types, and then click the Symantec Options tab. You can apply the global
defaults to the file types, override global settings, and specify actions for individual file types.

In the CLI, use the command (config)# filetype-policy symantec <file_type> action scan | ignore
| block .

AV File Types Enhancement

You can now apply the rules set in Global Options to the Symantec, Kaspersky, and Sophos AV file types Services >
AV File Types. The Symantec, Kaspersky, and Sophos Options tabs each have an option to Apply Global Options to
<vendor> Antivirus  Engine.

FIPS Mode Support for Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS

Content Analysis supports FIPS mode when running on Azure and on AWS. During deployment, you download the user
data file from the Broadcom support portal. Add "fips_mode" : "true" to the file.

Refer to the following example:

{

"password": "mypassword",

"enable_password": "anotherpassword",

"console_password": "serialconsolepassword",

"hostname": "CAS_77",

"serial_number": "1111111111",

"fips_mode" : "true"

}

New in Version 3.1.5.0

This release introduces the following changes:

Content Analysis on Hyper-V

This release introduces support for deploying a Content Analysis virtual appliance on a server running a Microsoft Hyper-
V hypervisor.  Refer to documentation at:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-security/content-analysis/3-1/content-
analysis-va-on-hyper-v.html

Download Malware Analysis Samples in Zipped and Compressed Format

The web console Settings > Web Management page has a new Enable Compressed Password Protected Sample
Downloads checkbox. Select this option to to have the management console request sample downloads contained in a
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zipped, password-protected file. When this option is enabled, clicking Download Resource on sample pages downloads
the sample contained in an encrypted ZIP file.

The default password is "infected". To change the password, use the (config)# ma-settings rapi
sample_resource_compressed_password password command line interface (CLI) command. If the option is not
enabled, and in versions before 3.1.5.0, samples are downloaded as unencrypted files.

To enable or disable the feature using the CLI, use the (config)# web-management compressed-password-
protected-sample-downloads disabled | enabled command.

Symantec Enhanced Scanning Support

You can now enable deep scanning analysis capabilities to provide more thorough anti-malware protection. Enabling this
feature might have a slight impact on system performance.

In the web console, select Services > AV Scanning Options.

In the CLI, use the (config)# services symantec enhanced-scan true | false command.

Support for ClamAV Mirror

You can configure Content Analysis to download the ClamAV virus database pattern files from a local mirror. Use the
following CLI commands:

(config)# services clam mirror force-mirror-only 

true | false

Use the mirror for updates when the appliance has no internet connectivity.

(config)# services clam mirror url url

Specify the URL of the mirror where you have installed ClamAV virus database pattern files.

(config)# services clam mirror use-proxy true | false

If a networking proxy is specified in Settings > Proxy, use the proxy to access the mirror.

Increased MTUS for Antivirus Services

Kaspersky, McAfee, Sophos, and Symantec antivirus (AV) services now support a maximum total uncompressed size of
8GB.

In the AV service options in the Management Console (Services > AV Scanning Behavior), specify the limit in MB (the
maximum is 8192 MB). In the CLI, use the following command:

(config)# services {kaspersky | mcafee | sophos | symantec}limits mtus <value_in_MB>

New in Version 3.1.4.1

This release introduces the following changes:

Install Management Center Certificates to Establish SSL Trust

You can now add Management Center certificates to Content Analysis 3.1.4.1. If you are running a previous 3.1.x release,
upgrade to version 3.1.4.1 to establish SSL trust with Management Center. [NPPCAS-69145]

The process is different from version 3.0. For current instructions, refer to the following Management Center
documentation:
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-security/management-center/3-1/
Troubleshoot-and-Resolve-Issues/ca-export-for-upgrade.html

Content Analysis on Azure

This release introduces support for deploying a Content Analysis virtual appliance on a server running Microsoft Azure.
 Refer to documentation at:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-security/content-analysis/3-1/about-
content-analysis-va-azure.html

New in Version 3.1.4.0

This release introduces the following changes:

Enhancements for Malware Detonation

You can disable screenshots when documents are detonated to prevent confidential information from being exposed.

Use the following CLI command: (config)# ma-settings ivm detection disable_screenshots value
{true | false]}

You can enable a randomly generated hostname for each malware detonation. Use the following CLI command:
(config)# ma-settings ivm detection random_hostname_enabled value {true | false}

Alerts for Hardware Failures

You can now configure alerts for hardware failures. In the web console, select Settings > Alert Locations and enable
notifications for the Hardware sensor detected a problem event. In the CLI, use the command (config)# alerts
destinations HARDWARE_FAILURE .

Removed DDNA

DDNA is no longer supported. In this release, the Run DDNA option is no longer available in Detection Options and
the Malware Analysis task creation wizard.

New in Version 3.1.3.2

This release introduces the following changes:

ClamAV Support

Starting with this release, Content Analysis includes ClamAV as an antivirus engine.

To enable ClamAV:

1. In the Content Analysis web console, select System > Licensing. ClamAV appears in the Antivirus list but is
'unavailable'.

2. Select Download License from Symantec to download an updated license.
3. Refresh the browser. ClamAV should be available in the Antivirus list (this might take up to 30 minutes).
4. Under Antivirus, select ClamAV.
5. Select Save Changes.

NOTE
If you have an Enterprise license, the Symantec AV is enabled by default. You can enable ClamAV as an
additional AV service for another layer of malware inspection. For optimal performance, enable no more than
two AV engines at once.
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New in Version 3.1.2.2

This release introduces the following changes:

Updated ABRCA Root CA Certificate

Content Analysis 3.1.2.2 includes an updated Appliance Birth Registration Certificate Authority (ABRCA) root CA
certificate. The ABRCA root CA certificate is the ultimate root of trust for all appliance certificates that Symantec products
use. The ABRCA certificates installed on Content Analysis appliances running releases prior to 3.1.2.2 will expire in
November, 2021. If you are running a 3.1.x release, you must upgrade to version 3.1.2.2 as soon as possible to ensure
the uninterrupted operation of your appliances. The new certificate has an expiration date of December 31, 2037. Upgrade
to version 3.1.2.2 to update the new certificate. See https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=207138 for
additional information.

Content Analysis on KVM

This release introduces support for deploying a Content Analysis Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) instance
on CentOS 7. Refer to the documentation at: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-
network-security/content-analysis/3-1/aboutca-kvm.html

Improved Web Console Security

This release includes the following security improvements for the Content Analysis web console:

• Implementation of HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS).
• Support for Content Security Policy (CSP).

New in Version 3.1.0.0

This release introduces the following changes.:

Integrated Secure Gateway Support

You can now host Content Analysis on Integrated Secure Gateway (ISG) when ISG version 2.2 is available.

ISG software runs on the Symantec Security Platform (SSP) appliance used to deploy applications.
Use the ISG command line interface (CLI) to perform the following tasks:

• Connect the SSP appliance to your network
• Connect to the ISG serial console
• Create and run one or more applications
• License applications

When administering Content Analysis on the ISG, some functions will be available only though the ISG. For example, use
the ISG web console or CLI to manage licenses, system images, and upgrades.

More information:

• When ISG 2.2 is released, refer to documentation at Tech Docs: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-
security-software/web-and-network-security.html

Enterprise Licensing

Content Analysis now supports Enterprise licensing, where a single license ID can be used for multiple Content
Analysis applications, appliances, and virtual appliances. For example, you could simultaneously use the same license ID
for a Content Analysis application on ISG and a Content Analysis VA running on AWS. Each Content Analysis instance
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or appliance using the license can be a different size. You purchase this license by the number of cores that you will use
across all instances and appliances.

Speak with your Symantec sales point of contact if you have questions regarding subscription duration and cost details.

New Windows ISOs Support

This release supports the following Windows ISOs to use for on-box sandboxing:

• Windows 10 (64-bit)
– Version 1903 (OS Build 18362)
– Version 1909 (OS Build 18363)

More information:

• KB article 188512: https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/188512/

Trust Package Updates

You can update the trust package manually using the following new CLI command:

(config)# ssl trust-package download-now

Use the following new command to view the trust package configuration:

(config)# trust-package view

More information:

• Content Analysis documentation: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-
security/content-analysis/3-1.html

Removals and Other Changes

• Broadcom Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) licensing telemetry has been updated for Content Analysis. As a result,
some (config)# licensing-telemetry CLI commands, introduced in version 3.0.2, have been removed. Refer
to the Command Line Interface documentation for details.

TIP
Refer to Content Analysis 3.1.x release announcements to learn about features and changes in 3.1.x
releases. See KB 142615 for instructions on subscribing to product notifications.
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 Content Analysis Security Best Practices
Content Analysis examines much of the traffic that passes through your network, so it's very important that it be managed
in a secure fashion. The items listed here represent best-effort security considerations. Consult your organization's
security requirements when deploying Content Analysis in your environment.

Physical Location and Networking

• Secure the physical location where  Content Analysis  is deployed.
Make sure that access is limited to a few top-level administrators, and wherever possible, that their access is
monitored.

• Configure management access to the appliance.
Secure the setup console via serial connection to the appliance. The serial console password must be at least
eight characters in length and contain at least three character types (upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numeric
characters, and special characters).

• Secure any serial console servers attached to  Content Analysis .
If the CA appliance is connected to a serial console server, be aware of who can remotely connect to the server and
the CLI, and treat those types of remote management tools with the same or greater care as you do for other methods
of connecting to the appliance.

• Avoid deploying  Content Analysis  with a direct connection to the Internet.
Wherever possible, Content Analysis should be behind a firewall, proxy, and/or other security appliance to protect it
from Internet-based attacks. The one exception is the dirty line interface (used for on-box sandboxing) which should be
directly connected to the internet; however, dirty-line traffic is firewalled off from the management/ICAP interfaces.

• Control access to the network where  Content Analysis  is deployed.
Configure ICAP and management services to use access control lists. See the access-list CLI command for more
information.

• Configure the management and ICAP interfaces on the appliance in unique, non-congruent subnets.
Attackers should not be able to access adjacent networks nor infer the existence of other networks.

• For best security, use secure ICAP.
Because secure ICAP introduces a significant performance penalty, another way to mitigate security concerns is
to deploy Content Analysis and the ProxySG appliance on a segmented network, to which no outside access is
permitted. Only when properly segmented does Symantec recommend enabling plain-text ICAP connections.

• Ensure that your network infrastructure is prepared for the connections to and from your  Content Analysis 
appliance.
See Content Analysis Points of Access for a list of URLs and ports used by Content Analysis.

• Do not use TLS 1.0 or 1.1.
Some earlier versions of Content Analysis come with TLS versions 1.0 or 1.1 enabled for secure services (such
as Web Management and secure ICAP). Disable these versions and use only 1.2 or higher. See Enable Secure
ICAP Connections for details on managing the TLS version.

• Use only high-strength security ciphers.
Regardless of the default values, Symantec encourages Content Analysis administrators to be aware of the security
landscape, and only use ciphers known to be highly secure.

• Don't rely on the self-signed certificate.
Before deploying your Content Analysis appliance, Symantec recommends that you replace the built-in self-signed
certificate with one signed by a public Certificate Authority. This certificate should be generated with a 2048-bit or
higher key, and use the SHA256 hashing algorithm. While Content Analysis does not provide a facility to generate
a Certificate Signing Request, you can generate one externally using OpenSSL or from your Certificate Authority's
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website. The instructions to install a Certificate Authority–signed certificate are detailed here: Enable Secure
ICAP Connections.

Administering and Monitoring the Appliance

• Web browsers used to access the appliance's web management console should not have access to the
Internet.
This ensures that no web applications can glean login or other details used in your connection to the Content Analysis
management console.

• Do not enable HTTP web management.
By default, only HTTPS web administration is enabled. Symantec does not recommend that you enable the
HTTP management console for any reason.

• Set a UI inactivity timeout.
If the Inactivity Timeout is set to 0, users are not automatically logged out of the management console after a period
of inactivity. The security best practice is to use the default limit of 10 minutes so that other users can't access the
Content Analysis management console if a logged-in user leaves the browser open and unattended. See Control
Access to the Management Console for more information.

• Follow best password-management practices.
Set admin passwords to use twelve or more characters, and include a mix of case and special characters. Save
the details in a secure location. The most secure passwords are long, easily remembered passwords created by
combining several words. If unauthorized activity is suspected on an account, change the password immediately, and
choose a new, strong password that you haven't previously used.

• Ensure that the primary administrator account (admin) details are known only to a select few administrators.
Do not disclose the primary admin password to more people than need to know it.

• Set a unique enable password, different from that of the built-in admin account.
The enable password should be stronger than the primary admin password and be shared among only a few admins,
on a need-to-know basis.

• Make sure that all  Content Analysis  administrators have their own account.
Wherever possible, use LDAPS (Secure LDAP) authentication or RADIUS instead of local authentication or standard
LDAP.

• Use SNMPv3 for system activity reporting.
Earlier versions of SNMP do not support authentication or security features. See Configure SNMP for more
information.

• Set the  Content Analysis  Audit Log to output to syslog.
Thecas_audit.log details the connections to and from the appliance. Check the log file for unauthorized access to the
Content Analysis appliance. See Configure Syslog Alerts for more information.

• Enable all email and other alerts.
Direct alerts to addresses and services that can be viewed by multiple administrators. See Set Up Alert Delivery
Methods for more information.

• Review system logs on a regular basis.
Symantec recommends that administrators frequently examine the system on a regular basis. Specifically, review
system logs for errors, anomalies, or unexpected events, and review the audit logs for unauthorized access attempts
or suspicious activities. See Review System Activities.

Data Analysis Settings

• Improve the scanning process.
The supported antivirus engines offer settings that can improve the scanning process. For example, Symantec AV
scanning can be enhanced by enabling Advanced Machine Learning, and Kaspersky detection can be improved
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by enabling the antivirus engine heuristic and enhanced scanning. See Set AV Scanning Options for more
information.

• Configure the dirty-line interface.
For on-box sandboxing, Symantec recommends that you configure a dedicated dirty line interface to be used during
IVM dynamic analysis. The more network access you allow, the better fidelity of test results you get because of the
wider range of network activities that are recorded. On the other hand, executing live malware samples carries the risk
that the sample will attempt to attack internal or external hosts. For maximum detection efficacy, use the Unlimited
firewall policy and ensure that the dirty line is properly isolated from production traffic. See Specify Task Firewall Type
for more information.

• Defaults are set for best practice. The default values for general antivirus scanning behavior policies are defined
with security best practices in mind. Under typical operation, the default values should not require modification. See
Set AV Scanning Options for more information.
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Required Ports, Protocols, and Services
Content Analysis requires specifci services and ports while operating. Ensure that you allow these ports while setting up
Content Analysis.

For a list of ports and protocols for all Symantec Enterprise Security products, refer to the following document: Required
Ports, Protocols, and Services for Symantec Enterprise Security Products

Inbound Connections to Content Analysis

Whether for administrative access, or to accept incoming data to be scanned, this table details the connection points that
are open on Content Analysis.

Service Port Protocol Configurable? Source Description

ICAP 1344 TCP yes ProxySG Accept unencrypted
Internet Content
Adaptation Protocol
(ICAP) traffic.

Secure ICAP 11344 TCP yes ProxySG Accept secured
ICAP traffic.

HTTP 8081 TCP yes user's client Manage and
configure Content
Analysis with a web
browser. Disabled by
default.

HTTPS 8082 TCP yes user's client Secure Content
Analysis
management and
integration with other
services

SSH 22 TCP no user's client Securely manage
and configure
Content Analysis
with a command line
interface.

SNMP 161 UDP no SNMP analysis tools Listen for queries
from remote SNMP
analysis tools (if
SNMP is enabled).

RDP 3389 TCP no user's client Remote desktop
connection during
IVM customization.
The user may
open these ports
while IVMs are in
customization mode
using ma-settings
ivm customize .
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Service Port Protocol Configurable? Source Description

SMB 139 445 TCP no user's client Windows file
sharing during IVM
customization.
The user may
open these ports
while IVMs are in
customization mode
using ma-settings
ivm customize .

VNC 5900 TCP no user's client Virtual Network
Computing (VNC)
access during IVM
customization.
The user may
open this port
while IVMs are in
customization mode
by enabling VNC
with ma-settings ivm
customize services
vnc enable.

Outbound Connections from Content Analysis

Content Analysis connects to the services listed below. Note that many of these services are optional, and the ports don't
need to be open on the firewall unless they are being used.

Service Port Protocol Configurable? Destination Function

CounterTack
Sentinel Endpoint
Security

9090 TCP no CounterTack
Sentinel server

Track scanning
activity to be used for
incident response,
to determine if any
clients in the network
have been infected
by malware.

Symantec Reporter 21 22 TCP yes FTP server FTPS
server

Upload sandboxing
logs to a Symantec
Reporter server.

DNS 53 TCP/UDP no DNS server Perform domain
name resolution for
URLs in data sent
to Content Analysis
for scanning, and
to resolve Internet
addresses the
appliance connects
to.
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Service Port Protocol Configurable? Destination Function

HTTPS 443 TCP no Depends on the
service

Provides access
to various HTTPS
services. See full
list in the "Required
URLs" section below.

LDAP 389 3268 3269 TCP TCP/UDP TCP/
UDP

yes LDAP server Communicate
with LDAP servers
to authenticate
Content Analysis
administrators.

LDAPS 636 TCP yes LDAP server Communicate
with LDAPS
severs to securely
authenticate
Content Analysis
administrators.

RADIUS 1812 1813 TCP/UDP yes RADIUS server Communicate with
RADIUS servers
to authenticate
Content Analysis
administrators

Sandboxing –
Symantec Malware
Analysis

443 (for standalone
MA) 8082 (default
port for external
CA w/ on-box
sandboxing)

HTTPS yes External Malware
Analysis sandbox

Transmit data for
sandbox analysis to
either a standalone
Symantec Malware
Analysis appliance
or another Content
Analysis appliance
dedicated to on-box
sandboxing.

Sandboxing –
FireEye NX

None - physical
access to an
interface on the
appliance.

N/A N/A N/A Transmit data to a
FireEye sandbox
appliance for data
analysis.

Sandboxing –
FireEye AX

22 SSH no FireEye AX
appliance

Transmit data to a
FireEye sandbox
appliance for data
analysis.

SMTP 25 TCP yes Mail gateway Send alerts via
email.

SNMP 162 UDP no Trap receiver Send SNMP traps.

Symantec Endpoint
Protection Manager

8446 TCP no SEPM server Add malicious files
to the Symantec
Endpoint Protection
Manager blacklist.
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Service Port Protocol Configurable? Destination Function

Splunk Phantom 443 TCP no Splunk Phantom
server

Send data for
orchestration to a
Splunk Phantom
server

syslog 514 6514 UDP yes syslog server Report appliance
health and statistical
data to a syslog
server on the internal
network. Symantec
recommends using
secure syslog
connections on
port 6514 wherever
possible.

Required URLs

Under normal operation, Content Analysis requires access to several cloud-based resources. Ensure connectivity from
Content Analysis to the following URLs.

Service URL Protocol Port Function

Content Analysis
Documentation

Links to Content Analysis
documentation within the
Help Files.

Firmware Update

support.symantec.com HTTPS 443

Notifications of firmware
updates.

Symantec AV Heartbeat shasta-clt-symantec.com HTTPS 443 A heartbeat to check
the status of antivirus
engines.

Symantec Certificate
Authority

abrca.bluecoat.com HTTP 80 A Blue Coat/Symantec
service that responds
to CSR requests by
returning a signed
certificate in response.
This is used when
renewing or initially
requesting a certificate.

ClamAV® 1 *.clamav.net TCP 80 Requires only HTTP
access to update the
signature database.
Analysis is performed
locally on the appliance.

Symantec Cloud
Sandboxing

api.us.dmas.symantec.com
api.eu.dmas.symantec.com

HTTPS 443 Sends files to Symantec's
cloud-based service for
malware scanning.
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Service URL Protocol Port Function

Symantec Diagnostics
Server

remote-support.bluecoat
.com

HTTPS 8888 A backend Blue Coat/
Symantec service used
for "remote debugging".
This allows Symantec
personnel to log in to
customer appliances
and debug an issue by
opening a shell on the
box.

Symantec File Insight ent-shasta-rrs.symantec.
com

HTTPS 443 Symantec File Insight
is the file-reputation
component of Symantec
Endpoint Protection.

Symantec GIN File
Reputation Service

frs.es.bluecoat.com HTTPS 443 This URL is used to
perform file reputation
(whitelisting) hash
lookups, and when
malware is discovered,
report the source and file
hash to Symantec Global
Intelligence Network,
provided the option is
enabled in Settings >
GIN.

Symantec GIN Web
Reputation Service

sp.cwfservice.net HTTPS 443 This URL is used
to perform website
reputation services.

Symantec GIN (for MA) contentanalysis-ma.es.bl
uecoat.com

HTTPS 443 When malware is
discovered by a Malware
Analysis appliance,
Content Analysis
contacts this URL to
report it.

Symantec Heartbeat
Server

subscription.es.bluecoat.
com/heartbeat/post

HTTPS 443 Content Analysis emits
a heartbeat to the Blue
Coat/Symantec heartbeat
server on the following
occasions: appliance
bootup, daily, and after a
system failure. Using the
information contained in
the heartbeat messages,
Symantec is able to
provide better, faster
support to its users.

Symantec Live Updates liveupdate.symantec.com HTTP 80 AV pattern updates
Symantec Advanced
Machine Learning (AML)
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Service URL Protocol Port Function

Symantec Network
Protection (Blue Coat)
Licensing

subscription.es.bluecoat.
com

HTTPS 443 Manage the subscription-
based services
(antivirus, file reputation,
sandboxing) associated
with your Content
Analysis serial number.

Symantec Network
Protection (Blue Coat)
Licensing

device-
services.es.bluecoat.com

HTTPS 443 URLs used by the
appliance to manage
the appliance license
(applicable to licenses
without birth certificates)

Symantec Network
Protection (Blue Coat)
Licensing

bto-services.es.bluecoat
.com

HTTPS 443 URL for managing the
virtual appliance license,
and to perform software
image update checks for
all versions of Content
Analysis (applicable
to licenses with birth
certificates).

Symantec Malware
Analysis

maa-updates.es.bluecoa
t.com

HTTPS 443 Malware Analysis
telemetry

Symantec "Phone Home"
Server

validation.es.bluecoat.com HTTPS 443 A backend Symantec
service that validates VM
installations by ensuring
that the same serial
number is not used on
multiple machines.

Symantec Support upload.bluecoat.com
mftbc.symantec.com

HTTPS 443 A web form for submitting
files to Symantec
Support.

Symantec Telemetry stnd-ipsg.crsi.symantec.
com

HTTPS 443 System Telemetry —
Anonymous Usage Data

Microsoft Windows
activation and validation

activation-
v2.sls.microsoft.com 

HTTPS 443 Activate Windows in
an IVM; required for
Windows 10 version
1909 and later.

wpa.one.microsoft.com HTTPS 443 Activate Windows in an
IVM.

NTP ntp.bluecoat.com,
ntp2.bluecoat.com
(Content Analysis can
also accept configuration
of other NTP servers)

UDP 123 Synchronize the
appliance clock with a
verified time reference
server.
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Service URL Protocol Port Function

On-box Sandboxing cas-base-
images.osl.bluecoat.com
*.cloudfront.net

HTTPS 443 IVM base image
download. The first
address resolves to
several servers in the
*.cloudfront.net domain.

Sandboxing - Lastline lastline.mycompany.com
(replace mycompany.com
for your specific Lastline
cloud-based sandboxing
URL)

HTTPS 443 Used to transmit data to
a cloud-based Lastline
sandbox service for data
analysis.

Trust Package Updates appliance.bluecoat.com HTTP 80 Download trust packages
(CA certificate update
packages) from
Symantec.

VirusTotal lookups virustotal.com/vtapi/v2/fil
e/report

HTTPS 443 Sends files and URLs
to the VirusTotal service
for malware scanning.
Only required when a
VirusTotal API key is
configured.
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Product Information
Hardware and software requirements, and other system information.

Product-specific information about Content Analysis:

• Powering On the Content Analysis Appliance
• Upgrade the Content Analysis Image
• Content Analysis Product Specifications
• About Content Analysis RAID
• Diagnostic Data (Heartbeats)

Powering On the Content Analysis Appliance
The CAS-S400 and CAS-S500 models have dual hot-swappable alternating power supplies. For information about
replacing power supply modules, see S-Series Maintenance and Upgrade Guide.

For models with dual power supplies, two power cables are included with your Content Analysis appliance — one for
each power supply. Ideally, each power cable should be connected to a different power source. In addition, Symantec
recommends connecting Content Analysis to an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) to avoid configuration corruption that
can occur if the appliance loses power unexpectedly.

The power switch on the back panel of the appliance should be used for power cycling the unit, not for powering down.
This switch does not completely power down the appliance; when the Content Analysis appliance is turned off with this
switch, you can no longer access any of the user interfaces or ping the unit, but there is still power going to the appliance.

Powering On

1. Connect the power cord(s) to the Content Analysis appliance’s power socket(s) in the back of the unit.
2. Plug the other end of the power cord into AC power. Be sure to connect the two power cords to outlets on separate

circuit breakers.
3. If the appliance does not automatically power on, switch the appliance on by pressing the rear soft power switch.

Powering Cycling

To power cycle (reset) the Content Analysis appliance:

1. Press and release the rear soft power switch.
2. Wait a moment.
3. Press and release the power switch again.

Powering Off

1. Go to the command-line interface.
2. Typeshutdown and press Enter.
3. Unplug the power cord(s).

Do NOT turn off the appliance power without executing the proper shutdown procedure. Unplugging the power cords
when the appliance is turned on will corrupt the file system.
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Upgrade the Content Analysis Image
When new Content Analysis images are available, they will be posted on the Symantec Support site. You can download
the image for your platform along with the Release Notes, and then upload the image onto the appliance.

1. Refer to Release Notes of the version to which you want to upgrade to find out the supported upgrade path to your
desired release; you may need to upgrade to an intermediate release before upgrading to the new release.

2. Back up your current configuration using the Utilities > Configuration > Get Configuration option in the Content
Analysis management console. See Archive or Restore the System Configuration.

3. Log in to broadcom.com and download the desired Content Analysis image for your platform. See Download the
System Image from the Symantec Support Site.
During the upgrade process, Symantec recommends you disable the Content Analysis appliance from receiving
production traffic to prevent issues that could affect users while the system reboots. In addition, this will avoid potential
loss of analysis data.

4. On the System > Firmware page in the management console, upload the system image to your appliance. See
Upload an Image File.

 Content Analysis Hardware and Software Requirements
The Content Analysis hardware and software requirements listed below are valid as of the publishing of this guide. For the
most current list, refer to the release notes for the Content Analysis release you are operating.

Supported Hardware Platforms

Content Analysis is supported on the following platforms:

• Amazon Web Services
• CAS-S400-A1
• CAS-S400-A2
• CAS-S400-A3
• CAS-S400-A4
• CAS-VA: CAS-V100
• CAS-VA: Virtual Appliance high-performance models (such as C4R16-S and C64R128-L)

Supported Browsers

Symantec has tested the Content Analysis web management console with the following web browsers:

• Mozilla Firefox, latest stable release
• Google Chrome, latest stable release

Other browsers may be compatible, but have not been tested.
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 Content Analysis Product Specifications
Specifications for each of the Content Analysis hardware models are indicated in the following table.

 CAS S200-A1 CAS S400-A1 CAS S400-A2 CAS S400-A3 CAS S400-A4 CAS S500-A1

Throughput 25Mbps 50Mbps 100Mbps 250Mbps 500Mbps 1000Mbps
On-box
Sandboxing
IVMs Supported
(Balanced
Profile)

NA 2 2 4 4 12

On-box
Sandboxing
IVMs Supported
(Sandboxing
Profile)

NA 2 3 8 12 36

On-Board Ports (2) 1000Base-T Copper ports (with bypass)(2) 1000Base-T Copper ports (non-bypass)(1)
1000Base-T Copper, System Management Port(1) 1000Base-T Copper, BMC Management
Port

(2) 10GBase-
T Copper ports
(without bypass)
(1) 1000Base-T
Copper, System
Management
Port(1)
1000Base-T
Copper, BMC
Management Port

Optional NICs 4x10/100/1000Base-
T (Copper with
bypass capability)

4x10/100/1000Base-T (Copper with bypass capability)  2x10Gb Base-T (Copper with bypass
capability)  2x10Gb Fiber (SR with bypass capability)

Memory 6 GB 16 GB 16 GB 32 GB 32 GB 128 GB
Disk Drives 500 GB (1x500

GB)
1 TB (2 x 500 GB) 1 TB (2 x 500 GB) 1 TB (2 x 500 GB) 1 TB (2 x 500 GB) 6 x 1 TB

Dimensions
(without
extensions)

1U 2U 2U

 Height: 1.71in
(43.5mm)

Height: 1.69in (42.9mm) Height: 3.43in
(87.2mm)

 Width: 17.32in
(440.0mm)

Width: 17.03in (432.5mm) Width: 17.05in
(433.3mm)

 Depth: 17.57in
(446.3mm)

Depth: 22.5in (572mm) Depth: 27.95in
(710mm)

Weight Approx. 16.4 lbs
(7.4 kg) +/- 5%

Approx. 28 lbs (12.8 kg) +/- 5% Approx. 66.12 lbs
(30 kg) +/- 5%

Maximum Power AC 350 watts AC 450 watts AC 1100 watts
Power Supplies Single,

100-127VAC @
6A 200-240V @
3A, 47-63Hz

Dual redundant and hot swappable power supplies, AC power 100-127V @
8A 200-240V @ 4A, 47-63Hz (optional DC power)

Dual redundant
and hot
swappable power
supplies, AC
power 100-240V,
50-60Hz, 12-5A
(optional DC
power)
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 CAS S200-A1 CAS S400-A1 CAS S400-A2 CAS S400-A3 CAS S400-A4 CAS S500-A1

Environmental
(Operating)

Thermal Rating:
Typical: 785 BTU/
hr Max: 1195
BTU/hr

Thermal Rating:  Typical: 1086 BTU/hr Max: 1381 BTU/hr Thermal Rating: 
Typical: 2598
BTU/hr Max:
3751 BTU/hr

 Temperature: 41°F to 104°F ( 5°C to 40°C) at sea level  Relative humidity: 20% to 80% non-condensing Altitude:
up to 10,000 ft. (3048 M)

Power LED Not lit: appliance is powered off Green: appliance is powered on
RJ-45 Status
LEDs

Link Status (Upper/Left) LED: Illuminated green when the network cable is properly connected on both ends.
Flickers when the unit is transmitting and receiving data.   Speed Status (Lower/Right) LED:   Yellow: 1 Gbps link
speed Green: 10 Gbps link speed Blinking green: 10 Gbps link speed with bypass  Blinking yellow: Disconnect  

System
Management
LED

Not lit: No statusGreen: HealthyAmber: WarningBlinking amber: Critical

About Content Analysis RAID
CAS-S400 and CAS-S500 models use RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) to link a group of physical disks into
a single, logical, large-capacity storage device. The system uses RAID 10 to manage mirroring and synchronization of
data between two sets of disks (set-A andset-B), providing automatic data redundancy. If a physical drive fails, Content
Analysis reconfigures and rebuilds the RAID system across the remaining disks. RAID runs in a degraded state until you
replace the failed drive.

To function in a degraded state, RAID 10 requires at least half of the physical drives to be active. If more than half of the
drives have failed, the RAID system will fail and data will be lost.

RAID is preconfigured on the Content Analysis appliance and requires no manual configuration. To check the state of the
drives in your RAID array, use the following CLI command:

#show raid members

RAID name: casma_raid
Location     State
slot6        active sync set-A
slot1        active sync set-B
slot2        active sync set-A
slot3        active sync set-B
slot4        active sync set-A
slot5        active sync set-B
 

The above output shows that all six physical drives in thecasma_raid array are active (not failed). The output also
indicates which disk set a drive is a member ofset-A or set-B. The content of drives inset-A are mirrored on the drives
inset-B for data redundancy.

Drive Failure

When a drive fails on the Content Analysis appliance:
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• The drive's LED goes from a green glowing light to flashing red.
• The slot number of the failed drive has afailed state in theshow raid members CLI output.
• The syslog contains RAID messages indicating a drive has disappeared.
• SNMP drive failure traps are sent out (if enabled withhealth-monitoring metric raid-status-casma-raid trap enable CLI

command).
• The Content Analysis health monitoring system goes into a WARNING state, as indicated under the System Status on

the web UI Home page.

If a physical drive fails, Content Analysis reconfigures and rebuilds the RAID system across the remaining disks. RAID
runs in a degraded state until the failed drive is replaced. In a degraded state, the system will do its best to mirror data
on the second drive set, but redundancy is not guaranteed. For optimal performance, you should replace failed drives
promptly. Symantec recommends having extra drives on hand for this purpose.

Replace a Failed Drive

For instructions on replacing a drive, refer to Broadcom hardware documentation.

NOTE
The Content Analysis hard drives on the S400 and S500 series are not hot-swappable.

RAID recovery begins soon after you have replaced the failed drive. The System Status will be in a CRITICAL state
during the initial recovery process, will transition to a WARNING state once the recovery process is more than half done,
and will return to OK state when recovery is complete.
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 First Steps
Initial configuration of Content Analysis.

Symantec assumes that before completing these Content Analysis appliance initial configuration tasks you have
successfully installed the appliance (in a test or production network) according to the Quick Start Guide. The Quick Start
Guide is provided in the package with your Content Analysis appliance, and is available on Symantec's Support page,
here: Content Analysis Product Documentation

Step 1—Possible Requirement: Provide alternate routes to the Internet.

Deployments where the default gateway configured on the appliance does not route traffic to all segments of the network,
you may require additional routes. A typical use for the route table is when the SMTP or DNS servers to be used by the
appliance are located on an internal network.

Step 2—Possible Requirement: Proxy Content Analysis through a gateway device.

Deployments where all connections destined for the Internet require a proxy configuration.

Step 3—License Content Analysis.

Before Content Analysis can process traffic, it has to be licensed.

Step 4—Set a Name for the appliance and specify an administrator e-mail address.

Give the system a unique name and identify the email address for system alerts.

Step 5—Set the local date and time.

Perform one of following.

• Synchronize Content Analysis appliance with NTP servers.
• Set the date/time manually (in Settings > Date Time).

Step 6—Examine the Home page.

Proxy Connections Through a Gateway Device
Define a proxy in networks where all servers are required to connect through a proxy to access Internet resources.

1. Select Settings > Proxy.
2. Select Enabled.
3. Enter the Server IP address or host name and Port for your ProxySG appliance.
4. Enter the proxy authentication Username and Password, if required.
5. Click Save Changes.

Route Traffic to Alternate Networks
For deployments where the default gateway does not route traffic to all segments of the network, you can define additional
routes . A typical use for the route table is when the SMTP or DNS servers located on an internal network.
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Routes added here do not affect traffic that is scanned by the appliance; they are only used for connections where
Content Analysis is the client. Examples of this include updates of pattern and engine files, checking for updates to the
firmware, and sending alerts.

Add a Route to a Route Table

1. Select Settings > Network Routes.
2. Identify the interface that will be used to route traffic.
3. Click Add.The Add Network Route dialog opens.
4. Enter the static route information: 

a. Destination—Enter the network address for the alternate network.
b. Mask—Enter the subnet mask for the alternate network.
c. Gateway—Enter the IP address for the gateway that will route traffic to the alternate network.
d. Click Add.

5. Click Save Changes.

Modify a Route Table

If you need to modify existing routes: 

1. Select the route you want to modify.
2. Click Edit to modify the settings in the selected route. The Edit Route dialog opens.
3. Modify the settings for the route, and click Edit.
4. Click Save Changes.

Remove a Route Table

If you need to remove existing routes: 

1. Select the route you want to modify.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click Save Changes.

IPv6 in Content Analysis
Beginning with version 3.0, Content Analysis supports IPv6 in the following circumstances:

• Dual IPv4/IPv6 networks, including an IPv6 and IPv4 router for accessing IPv4 networks
• Network settings can be IPv4 and/or IPv6:

– Interfaces
– Default gateway
– DNS servers
– Static routes

• Management interface — Web UI and REST APIs
• Servers for alert notifications (email, syslog, and SNMP traps)
• Reporter server
• Proxy server
• SSH CLI access
• SNMPv2 and v3
• NTP for the Content Analysis side
• iVM profile customization (see also IPv6 Limitations below)
• Symantec Malware Analysis appliance
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NOTE
Malware Analysis functions require that you enable IPv6 with the following command: ma-settings
network ipv6 enabled

• ICAP connections with IPv6 clients
• IPv6 support for these features requires a NAT64 translator:

– External lookups
– Malware Analysis pattern downloads
– iVM ISO import, if importing from an external IPv4 network
– Profile import/export, if importing from an external IPv4 network
– Symantec web services communications

• IPv6 limitations:
– If the management IP address is IPv6, you cannot use KMS to activate Windows in an iVM, nor can you use

product key online activation. After a product key online activation fails, you will be given an option to do offline
activation. With offline activation, Windows will generate an installation ID that you provide to Microsoft via phone;
Microsoft will then give you a confirmation ID to complete the Windows activation.

– The dirty line supports IPv4 only, so a Content Analysis appliance on an IPv6-only network needs a separate IPv4
connection; otherwise, samples will not have connectivity to the internet during iVM detonation.

– During customization of IntelliVM profiles, IPv4 access from within the iVM is not available in an IPv6-only network.

Setting Up the NAT64 Translator

When using a NAT64 translator you must configure the translator on the Content Analysis network routes page.

1. Select Settings > Network Routes.
2. Determine which interface is able to route traffic to the NAT64 translator. For that interface click Add.
3. Fill in the fields on the Add Network Route dialog as follows:

– Destination — The NAT64 prefix that is configured on the translator.
– Mask — The IPv6 prefix of the destination prefix.
– Gateway — The IPv6 address of the NAT64 gateway.

License Content Analysis

About Content Analysis Licensing

Content Analysis must be licensed before it can scan and protect your network. Licenses are broken down into the
following types:

• The Base license is included with all Content Analysis systems and allows the appliance to scan traffic, accept
firmware updates, and support optional external sandboxing services.

• Subscription-based licenses enable additional services on your Content Analysis system. Subscriptions are
available for File Inspection, Malware Analysis on-box sandboxing, and Cloud Sandboxing.

• Enterprise licenses allow you to use a single license ID for multiple Content Analysis applications, appliances, and
virtual appliances. For example, you could simultaneously use the same license ID for a Content Analysis application
on ISG and a Content Analysis VA running on AWS. Each Content Analysis instance or appliance using the license
can be a different size. You purchase this license by the number of cores that you will use across all instances and
appliances.

These services require that your appliance is connected to the Internet and can reach several Symantec domains. See
"Internet Connectivity" below for the specific URLs to which the appliance needs access.

Speak with your Symantec sales point of contact if you have questions regarding subscription duration and cost details.
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Access to the Internet is required to operate Content Analysis services. To see the URLs and ports Content Analysis
communicates with, see Required Ports, Protocols, and Services.

Internet Connectivity

In order for your Content Analysis appliance to function, verify that it has access to the following URLs at all times:

• abrca.bluecoat.com
• subscription.es.bluecoat.com
• frs.es.bluecoat.com
• contentanalysis-ma.es.bluecoat.com
• services.es.bluecoat.com
• device-services.es.bluecoat.com
• bto-services.es.bluecoat.com
• liveupdate.symantec.com

Make sure that your organization's outbound firewall allows Content Analysis to access the above URLs. If your
Content Analysis appliance is deployed behind an explicitly-deployed proxy, or if proxy authentication is required, see
Proxy Connections Through a Gateway Device.

Access to the Internet is required to operate Content Analysis services.

Licensing Workflow Overview

After registering the appliance on MySymantec (see Manage the Appliance Licenses and Subscriptions), the Content
Analysis admin performs the following tasks:

1. Log into the Content Analysis management console to request the appliance base license.
2. Content Analysis, after validating the base license, connects to the licensing server to retrieve the subscription license.
3. The admin enables subscription elements.
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Detailed Licensing Activities

1. Manage the Appliance Licenses and Subscriptions
2. Activate Licensed Components

Set the Appliance Hostname
The appliance name is used when alerts are sent out to recipients, plus in other elements such as the CLI prompt and
SNMP logs.

1. Enter a unique Appliance Name, to assign the appliance with a hostname. Consider using a geographic or other
location-based name to ensure each appliance in your network can be identified easily.

2. The Administrator Email identifies the primary administrator for this appliance. If an alert is sent that mentions
contacting the administrator, this address is given. To enter multiple administrator email addresses, separate each with
a comma: admin@domain.ext,admin2@domain.ext,admin3@domain.ext.

3. Click Save Changes.

Synchronize the System Clock with NTP
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of a computer client or server to another server or
reference time source. Content Analysis includes a predefined list of Symantec NTP servers, and attempts to connect to
them in the order they appear in the NTP server list. If the Symantec NTP servers aren't accessible, or if you want to use
a particular NTP server, you can define other NTP servers. In addition, you can reorder the servers to give a specific NTP
server higher priority over others.

Use the options on this page to have Content Analysis synchronize with Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers..

Configure NTP

1. Select Settings > NTP.
2. Make sure Enable usage of NTP on device is enabled.
3. Add an NTP server by clicking Add NTP Server. The Add NTP Server dialog opens.

In version 3.1.3.0 and later, you can optionally select a symmetric key:
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4. Specify the following settings:
– Server: Enter the NTP server's IP address or hostname.
– Key Id: (Optional) Select an existing symmetric key. For more information, see "Configure Symmetric Keys to

Secure NTP Servers" below.
5. Click Add to add the NTP server.
6. Repeat the previous steps to add more servers if needed.
7. Click Save Changes.
8. Click Acquire Time Now (at the top of the page) to force the appliance to synchronize the system time with the

configured NTP server.

NOTE
Content Analysis queries the servers in the order they appear on the NTP server list. To change the order, drag
and drop the servers to the desired priority position in the list.

Configure Symmetric Keys to Secure NTP Servers

Starting in Content Analysis 3.1.3.0, you can add symmetric keys to secure connections between Content Analysis and
NTP servers.

1. Select Settings > NTP.
2. Under Symmetric Keys, click Add Key. The Add NTP Symmetric Key dialog opens.

3. Specify the following settings:
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– Key Id: Enter a unique key ID. The ID must be a numeric value between 1 and 65534.
– Algorithm: Select an algorithm. SHA-1 is supported in this release.
– Secret: Copy and paste a non-encrypted key to share with the NTP server. To specify an encrypted key, use

the CLI command: (config-ntp)# symmetric-key <key_id> algorithm sha1 encrypted-secret
<secret>

4. Click Add to add the key.
5. Repeat the previous steps to add more keys if needed.
6. Click Save Changes.

Set the Date/Time Manually
Content Analysis uses the date and time settings to record events and to track engine file updates. Some AV engines,
however, do not use the configured system time and instead use an internal time tracking mechanism for maintaining the
most current version of the pattern file.

By default, the appliance acquires Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) from the NTP servers configured on the appliance.
If you prefer to manually set the date and time on the appliance, do the following:

1. Select Settings > Date Time.
2. Under Date Settings, either enter the date ( in mm/dd/yyyy format) or click the calendar icon select the correct date for

the location for this appliance.
3. In Time Settings, either directly enter the time, or use the up and down arrows to set the hour, minutes, and seconds.
4. Click Save Changes.

NOTE
If you change the time or date to a value greater than what was previously set, the appliance will log out the
system administrator. Log in again to verify your changes.

Set the Time Zone
To use local time instead of UTC time in recording events, you should select the proper time zone. Content Analysis uses
the date and time settings to record events on the appliance and to track engine file updates. Some AV engines, however,
do not use the configured system time and instead use an internal time tracking mechanism for maintaining the most
current version of the pattern file.

By default, the appliance acquires Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) from the NTP servers configured on the appliance.
If you prefer to use the local time instead, configure the appliance to use local time:

1. Select Settings > Time Zone.
2. Select your time zone region from the Time Zone Region drop-down list.
3. Select your local time zone from the Time Zone drop-down list.
4. Click Save Changes.

Content Analysis Home Page
The Home page displays the current Content Analysis scanning summary, most recent antivirus pattern updates, and
service statistics.
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System Summary

Displays the current health status of the system and the uptimes for the Content Analysis system and associated services.

Last antivirus pattern update

Displays the last pattern update installed on the system by each AV vendor.

Scanning Summary

Displays the number of viruses or threats blocked, scanned, and currently scanning.

Threats

Displays the number of threats Content Analysis detected over the past hour. Statistics include threats discovered in files
submitted via ICAP or REST API clients.

Threats by module

Displays the threats currently being analyzed by each Content Analysis module. Click the name of each module,
(Antivirus,Sandboxing,File Reputation,Black and White lists, andPredictive Analysis) to show or hide the statistics
generated by a particular module. Statistics include threats discovered in files submitted via ICAP or REST API clients.

CPU

Displays the appliance CPU utilization over the past hour.
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Memory

Displays the appliance memory utilization over the past hour.

Last 5 Threats Detected

Displays the last five threats detected, the module that detected it, the type of protocol used for file submission (ICAP
or API), the source of the threat, the IP address of the client that requested it, and the date and time of detection. Click

to
display information about the virus; details will display in a pop-up window such as the one shown below.

TIP
Click the Full Report link to see more details about the virus.

Log In or Out

• For information about logging into or out of Content Analysis, refer to Log In or Log Out of the Web UI.
• To see more information on the threats discovered, select Statistics > Overview. See Monitor Threat Activity in

Statistics Overview.

Log In or Log Out of the Content Analysis Web UI
The Logout link displays when you click the down arrow next to the admin login name on the Management Console
banner, as shown below.

To log out, click Logout. You are logged out and a message confirming the logout displays.

NOTE
If you have disabled authentication, the logout link does not display in the Management Console banner.
Symantec does not recommend operating Content Analysis without authentication.
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Log In to Content Analysis

By default, Content Analysis challenges administrative users for their log-in credentials before permitting access to the
Management Console. As a best practice, Symantec recommends that you log out of the appliance after completing your
tasks in the Management Console.

To log in to the appliance again, click the link on the window that displays or the following URL into a browser:

https://<content_analysis_IP_address>:8082
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Verify VMware Requirements
If you are running Content Analysis as a virtual appliance, follow these guidelines to achieve satisfactory performance and
operation.

Symantec recommends that the virtualization environment has the following resources:

• VMware® ESX Server 6.5 or 6.7
• 4 CPU Cores
• 16 GB RAM
• 100 GB hard disk space
• 3 Virtual Network Interfaces

Your VMware license must be Enterprise or Enterprise Plus if you want to use remote serial connections. For more
information, please refer to VMware support.

Verify System Requirements
To achieve the best performance on the CA VA, it is important that you install the software on a system that meets the
specified requirements. Follow these guidelines to guarantee satisfactory performance and operation of the CA VA.

NOTE
The following requirements reflect Symantec ’s test environment. Using the same or a similar configuration
should achieve satisfactory performance of the CA VA; however, you should expect different performance
results if your resources or virtual drive configuration are different from the configuration described in Table
1 and Table 2. Be aware that over-provisioning CPUs and memory cause license suspension, but under-
provisioning can cause sub-optimal VA performance and operation.

Table 1: General System Requirements

Resource Requirement

VMware versions
Note: Your VMware license must be Enterprise or Enterprise Plus
if you want to use remote serial connections.

VMware ESX Server 6.5 or 6.7

Virtual CPU
Note: You must reserve at least the minimum CPU.

1 GHz (minimum); 2.6 GHz (recommended)

Minimum storage space per drive 100 GB

The table below lists requirements for each model. Symantec recommends creating 100GB virtual drives, although
models with higher storage requirements can have larger drives.

NOTE
The OVF template contains two virtual disk files (VMDK). The smaller disk is used for boot only.
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Table 2: Model-Specific Requirements

Model Virtual CPUs Virtual
Memory (GB)

Total
Storage (GB)

Recommended
Virtual Drive

Configuration

Estimated Throughput
Mbps* 1 vs 2 AV

Recommended
ProxySG
VA Model

CAS-VA-C4S 4 8 100 1x100GB 100 100 C1S(1x4)
CAS-VA-C4M 4 12 100 1x100GB 100 100 C1M(1x6)
CAS-VA-C4L 4 16 100 1x100GB 100 100 C1L(1x8)
CAS-VA-C8S 8 16 100 1x100GB 200 200 C2S(2x8)
CAS-VA-C8M 8 24 100 1x100GB 200 200 C2M(2x12)
CAS-VA-C8L 8 32 100 1x100GB 200 200 C2L(2x16)
CAS-VA-C16S 16 32 100 1x100GB 400 400 C4S(4x16)
CAS-VA-C16M 16 48 100 1x100GB 400 400 C4M(4x24)
CAS-VA-C16L 16 64 100 1x100GB 400 400 C4L(4x32)
CAS-VA-C32S 32 64 200 1x200GB 800 500 C8S(8x32)
CAS-VA-C32M 32 96 200 1x200GB 800 500 C8M(8x48)
CAS-VA-C32L 32 128 200 1x200GB 800 500 C8L(8x64)
CAS-VA-C64S 64 128 200 1x200GB 1600 1000 C16S(16x64)
CAS-VA-C64M 64 192 200 1x200GB 1600 1000 C16M(16x96)
CAS-VA-C64L 64 256 200 1x200GB 1600 1000 C16L(16x128)

NOTE
*Throughput values are subject to change based on traffic mix and the virtual host hardware.

Verify Resource Availability
Because all virtual appliances use a hardware resource pool that can be shared and assigned as needed, you must verify
that the vSphere Hypervisor meets the minimum hardware requirements for the CA VA model that you have purchased.

The following instructions describe how to verify system resources on the vSphere Hypervisor using a VMware client. The
client is used to connect directly to a vSphere Hypervisor or indirectly to a vSphere Hypervisor through vCenter Server.

To verify resource availability:

1. Use your VMware client to log in to the vSphere Hypervisor.
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2. To display the summary of the vSphere Hypervisor's resources, select the ESX server and click the Summary tab.
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3. Verify adequate resource availability.
a. In the General panel, confirm that the processor speed meets or exceeds requirements. See Table 1: General

System Requirements.
b. In the Resources panel, beside Memory usage, confirm that the memory Capacity meets or exceeds

requirements of your CA VA model. For example, the CAS-VA-C16S requires 32 GB RAM. See Table 2: Model-
Specific Requirements.

c. In the Resources panel, in the Storage section, confirm that there is adequate free space on a local datastore on
the vSphere Hypervisor to accommodate the disk requirements of your CA VA model. For example, the CAS-VA-
C16S requires a total storage space of 100 GB.

Prepare for Initial Configuration
The initial configuration wizard prompts you to configure basic network settings. Record the information specific to your
deployment in this table, and then use your notes for reference when you go through the installation process.

TIP
Print out this table for reference.

Requirement Description My values

Appliance serial number See Retrieve Your Serial Number.  
Interface configuration IP address  
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Requirement Description My values

Subnet mask  
Defaultgateway IP address for the default gateway  
DNS server IP address for the primary DNS server  

Retrieve Your Serial Number
You must use the correct serial number to ensure that your license is valid.

To retrieve appliance serial numbers:

1. Make sure you have a MyBroadcom username and password. In addition to retrieving appliance serial numbers, these
credentials are required for obtaining your license and downloading software upgrades. If you do not have an account,
refer to https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/145581 to create one.

2. Locate the e-mail you received from Symantec following your purchase of the Content Analysis Virtual Appliance.
3. Log into MyBroadcom to view your entitlements. This page lists all of the devices that are associated with your account

along with their serial numbers.
4. Locate the virtual appliance that you are going to deploy and record the appliance serial number. You will need this

number during initial configuration.

NOTE
Each serial number is unique. When performing initial configuration, ensure that you use a dedicated serial
number. Reusing a serial number from another virtual appliance will result in the license being suspended for
both instances.

Next step:  Create the Virtual Appliance.

Set Up Content Analysis
If you are using Content Analysis for the first time, perform the following steps to install and set up Content Analysis.

1. Download the VAP file from the Symantec Support site. See Download and Extract the OVF File.
2. Retrieve your serial number for the VA.See Retrieve Your Serial Number.
3. Import the OVF file to your VMware client to create the Content Analysis VA. 
4. Enter the valid serial number to activate Content Analysis. See Enter Your Serial Number.
5. Complete the steps in the initial configuration wizard to configure the Content Analysis VA. See Configure the Virtual

Appliance.
6. Install the Content Analysis license.See Install the VA Appliance Certificate and License.
7. (Optional). Configure a proxy for Internet access.If your Content Analysis deployment requires that all traffic be

processed by a ProxySG appliance, see Configure Explicit Proxy.

Next step: Download and Extract the OVF File

Download and Extract the VAP File
Log in to the MyBroadcom support site and download the Content Analysis Virtual Appliance Package (VAP) file. The VAP
is a ZIP file that contains:

• An Open Virtualized Format (OVF) file
• Two Virtual Machine Disk Format (VMDK) files:

– CASMA-VA-disk1.vmdk (for the boot disk)
– CASMA-VA-disk2.vmdk (for the virtual disk)

To download the VAP, refer to https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/151364.
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NOTE
The OVF file includes a pointer to the VMDK files; thus, you must extract and store the contents of the ZIP file
within the same folder. Do not rename the files.

Next step: Retrieve Your Serial Number.

Create the Virtual Appliance Using vSphere Client
NOTE
If you are using the ESXi web client go to Create the Virtual Appliance Using the ESXi Web Client.

After you extract the OVF file, create the virtual appliance by deploying the OVF template.

1. Log into VMware client.
2. Select File > Deploy OVF Template. The VMware client displays a wizard.
3. In the Source dialog, click Browse and browse to where you extracted the OVF file.
4. Click Next.
5. Verify the details for OVF template and click Next.
6. Specify a name for the VA and the inventory location, and then click Next.
7. Select where to put the VA (host or cluster) and click Next.
8. Select where to store the virtual machine's files and click Next.
9. Specify thick or thin provisioning for the disk format and click Next. If you select thin provisioning, VMware allocates

only the required amount of virtual disk space for the VA. Thick provisioning could result in slightly better performance,
but it is not required. Refer to VMware documentation if you require more information on virtual disk provisioning.

10. Select a network to map to and click Next.
11. On the Ready to Complete dialog, review your settings.
12. Optional — At the bottom of the dialog, select Power on after deployment to power on the VA after deployment. If

you do not select it, you can power on the VA later.
13. Click Finish. The VMware client displays a Deploying <name>  message with a progress bar. When deployment is

complete, close the message. The inventory on the left displays the VA.

Power On the Virtual Appliance

If you did not power on the VA in step 12 of the previous procedure, power it on now.

1. Right-click the Content Analysis VA in your inventor and select Power > Power On.
2. Verify that the VA is powered on. If it is powered on, its icon should look similar to the following:

If the VA is already powered on, the Power > Power On option should be unavailable.

Next step: Enter Your Serial Number.

Create the Virtual Appliance Using the ESXi Web Client

Follow these instructions if you are using the ESXi web client.

After you extract the OVF file, create the virtual appliance by deploying the OVF template.

1. In the left pane click Virtual Machines and then click Create / Register VM to launch the New virtual machine
wizard. Complete each screen as follows and click Next.
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– Select creation type — Deploy a Virtual Machine from an OVF or OVA file
– Select OVF and VMDK files — Provide a name and then click the space provided to upload the template files or

drag the files onto the space.
– Select storage — Select where to place the virtual machine files.
– Deployment options — Do the following:

• Select the network to map for ESX-port-1. This is the port where the VM receives ICAP and other traffic.
• Select Thin or Thick provisioning, as desired. If you select thin provisioning, VMware allocates only the required

amount of virtual disk space for the VA. Thick provisioning could result in slightly better performance, but it is not
required. Refer to VMware documentation if you require more information on virtual disk provisioning.

• Clear the Power on automatically check box.
2. Click Finish to deploy the VM.
3. When the VM has finished deploying, click the VM's entry and then click Edit.
4. Delete the Serial Port entry.
5. Verify that Network Adapter 1 is on your management network.
6. Click Save and then click Power on.

Next step: Enter Your Serial Number.

Create the Virtual Appliance
After you extract the files from the Virtual Appliance Package ZIP, create the virtual appliance by deploying the OVF
template.

1. Create the CA VA on your host vSphere Hypervisor.
a. In your VMware client, select your host vSphere Hypervisor.
b. Select File > Deploy OVF Template. The Deploy OVF wizard begins.
c. In the Source dialog, click Browse and browse to where you extracted the OVF file.
d. Click Next.
e. Verify the details for OVF template and click Next.
f. In the Name and Location dialog, enter a name for the CA VA, such as CAVA_Sydney. (The default name is

CASMA-VA-1). You should enter a name that is unique within your vSphere Hypervisor host.
g. Click Next.
h. In the Disk Format dialog, select a datastore with sufficient free space for your CA VA model. See Table 2: Model-

Specific Requirements for disk space requirements.
i. Select one of the thick provisioning types for the virtual disk format and click Next.
j. On the Ready to Complete dialog, review your settings.
k. Click Finish. The VMware client displays a Deploying <name>  message with a progress bar.

When deployment is complete, close the dialog. The inventory list on the left displays the new virtual machine.
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2. Increase the size of your virtual disk, if required for your CA VA model. For example, the CAS-VA-C64L
requires 200 GB of storage space so you must increase the disk size from 100 GB (the default size) to 200. See Table
2: Model-Specific Requirements.
a. Select the Content Analysis VM on the vSphere Hypervisor Server.
b. Right-click and select Edit Settings. The Virtual Machine Properties dialog opens.
c. In the Hardware tab, select Hard disk 2.

d. For Provisioned Size, enter 200.
e. Click OK.

3. Make sure the VM is powered off, as the next step will work only on a powered-off VM.
a. Right-click the Content Analysis VM in your inventory list, and select Power > Power Off.

If the VM is already powered off, the Power > Power Off option will be unavailable.
b. Verify that the VM is powered off. Its icon should look similar to the following:

4. Set the virtual memory size according to your VA model license. See Table 2: Model-Specific Requirements.
a. Right-click the Content Analysis VM in your inventory list, and select Edit Settings. The Virtual Machine Properties

dialog opens.
b. In the Hardware tab, select Memory.
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c. For Memory Size, enter the value from the Virtual Memory column of Table 2: Model-Specific Requirements
d. Click OK.

Power On the Virtual Appliance

1. Right-click the Content Analysis VM in your inventory list, and select Power > Power On.
2. Verify that the VM is powered on. Its icon should look similar to the following:

Proceed to the next step:  Enter Your Serial Number .

Enter Your Serial Number
The first time you open the VM's console window, you will be prompted to enter the serial number of your Content
Analysis virtual appliance; this process activates your virtual appliance. After your serial number is validated, you can set
up the Content Analysis VA with the initial configuration wizard.

1. Locate the serial number that you retrieved earlier (see Retrieve Your Serial Number).
2. In the VMware client, click the Content Analysis VA (located in the inventory on the left).
3. Click the Console tab. The VMware client opens the Console window, where you are prompted to enter the serial

number.
4. Type your serial number and press Enter.
5. If you receive an error message indicating that the serial number is not valid, check the number and try again. If the

serial number is not accepted, stop and contact Symantec Support. When the system has determined the serial
number is valid, the console will prompt you to press Enter three times.

6. Press Enter three times. The console displays a menu similar to the following.
Copyright (c) 2021, Symantec 

Welcome to the Content Analysis CLI 

Version: 3.1.3.0 Release id: 265731 

--------------------MENU-------------------- 

1) Command Line Interface 

2) Setup 

-------------------------------------------- 
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Enter option:

Next step: Configure the Virtual Appliance.

Configure the Virtual Appliance
Follow the prompts to complete initial configuration of Content Analysis.

TIP
When you are typing in the Console window, the mouse is inactive and the cursor is restricted to the Console.
To release the cursor from the Console and use the mouse elsewhere, press Ctrl+Alt. To return to typing in the
Console, click the mouse anywhere in the Console window.

1. From the menu, select 2 to run the Setup console and start the initial configuration wizard.
When prompted, hit any key to begin; the first page of the wizard opens.

2. Select the number corresponding to the interface you want to configure;1 (0:0, the management interface) is the
default choice.

3. Referring to your notes in Prepare for Initial Configuration, enter the following details when prompted:
– IP address (you will use this IP address for the web console)
– Subnet mask
– IP address for the default gateway
– IP address for the primary DNS server

4. The wizard presents you with a summary of the interface settings and gives you an opportunity to change them. When
the settings are correct, enterN at theWould you like to change any of them? prompt.

5. Create a console password for the admin user. The password must be at least eight characters in length and be a mix
of at least three out of four character types: upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numeric characters, and special
characters.
The console does not display the characters as you type them, nor are asterisk placeholders displayed.

6. Verify the console password by typing it again.
7. Enter an enable password; this password is required when using privileged mode in the command line interface. The

enable password must meet the same requirements as the console password.
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8. Verify the enable password by retyping it. TheConfiguration Complete message is displayed in the console.

Next step:  Install the VA Appliance Certificate and License.

Access the Web Management Console
Verify that you can access the web management console. Refer to the Release Notes for a list of supported browsers.

1. Open a web browser.
2. In the address bar, enter the URL:

https://<IP_address>:8082 where <IP_address> is the IP address you specified in the initial configuration wizard
The web browser displays the Content Analysis login prompt.

3. Enteradmin for the username, and enter the console password you configured during initial configuration.
4. When you initially log in to the web management console, you will be prompted to configure an appliance certificate for

the VA. See Install the VA Appliance Certificate and License.

Install the VA Appliance Certificate and License
The first time you log into the web management console, you are prompted to configure the virtual appliance certificate,
which contains the virtual appliance base license.
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NOTE
To install the appliance certificate, Content Analysis must be configured with the correct DNS server. The
download will fail if Content Analysis cannot access the Internet or the DNS server.

1. Configure the appliance certificate:
a. In the Invalid or Missing Birth Certificate dialog shown above, enter your MySymantec credentials.
b. Click Configure Birth Certificate.

The appliance certificate and base license are downloaded from Symantec and installed on the virtual appliance.

TIP
If the configuration failed, make sure you have the correct DNS server configured on Content Analysis.
To verify DNS settings, select Settings > Network, and make sure you can ping the DNS server from
Content Analysis (Utilities > Ping).

2. Confirm that the license is active:
a. Select System > Licensing.
b. Verify that the base license has a check mark in the Active column.

Configure Explicit Proxy
If the secure environment your Content Analysisvirtual appliance is deployed in requires that all traffic destined for the
Internet traverses a ProxySG appliance, you can configure the proxy settings in the Content Analysis management
console.

1. Log in to the web console.
2. Browse to Settings > Proxy.
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3. Click Save Changes.
4. Refresh the browser window.

Log In to the CLI
Log in to the CLI through an SSH connection or through the Content Analysis VMware console.

Log on using SSH

1. Open an SSH client (such as PuTTy) and specify the following information for a new host connection:
– Host Name (or IP address)—The IP address that you specified for the Virtual Appliance
– Port—22

2. Click Open.
3. The SSH window opens with a note about the private key.
4. Click Yes to accept the private key and dismiss the private key message. Future SSH connections to this virtual

appliance will be compared against this key, and an alert will be presented if it does not match with the key saved
during this initial session.

5. At thelogin as: prompt, type admin and press Enter.
6. At the  password: prompt, enter your password and press Enter. The CLI prompt is displayed: CAS>.
7. To enter privileged mode, typeenable, and enter the enable password when prompted.

Log on through the VMware Console

NOTE
The VMware Console emulates an out-of-band console connection in that can be accessed regardless of the
configured IP address for the VM.

1. In the VMware client, locate the Content Analysis VM in the inventory.
2. Click the Console tab, or right-click the Content Analysis Virtual Appliance, and select Open Console. The console

prompts you to press Enter three times.
3. Press Enter three times. A menu displays in the Console window.
4. Enter1 to use the Command Line Interface. The CLI prompt is displayed: CAS>.
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5. To enter privileged mode, type enable, and enter the enable password when prompted.

Prevent Licensing Issues
To prevent licensing issues, ensure that the VA is allowed network access to the license validation server athttps://
validation.es.bluecoat.com.

If communication with the server fails, a network issue may be present. A constant internet connection is required for
Content Analysis to communicate regularly with the license validation server to confirm that the serial number is valid.

Duplicate Serial Numbers

If the license validation server detects duplicate serial numbers, your license is invalidated. Verify your license in your
entitlements at the Broadcom support portal and contact Customer Care if you have problems with your license or serial
numbers.
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Deploy Content Analysis on AWS
Deploy a Content Analysis virtual appliance running on Xen Hypervisor in Amazon Web Services.

Because AWS is outside of the Symantec network, you must manually transfer Content Analysis virtual machine images
into AWS, where you can configure and manage your virtual Content Analysis instances. Deployment consists of the
following steps:

Table 3:

Deployment Step Reference

Prepare your environment and make sure you have the required
resources and files to deploy Content Analysis on AWS.

Complete Prerequisite Tasks

Use a virtual hard disk (VHD) file to create an Amazon Machine
Image (AMI).

Import and Register an AMI

Import the AMI into the AWS Management Console and configure
it using a user data file and manual settings.

Deploy the Instance

Install the Content Analysis license through the Management
Console.

License Content Analysis on AWS

Disassociate the user data from the instance so that you can
easily change usernames and passwords later.

Disassociate User Data from the Instance

Complete Prerequisite Tasks
Before deploying CAS on AWS, complete the following tasks:

1. Prepare and verify your environment, including firewall configuration, Amazon VPC configuration, and security groups
for the VPC. Refer to Amazon documentation for details.

2. Allow access to the following Symantec servers:
– https://download.bluecoat.com
– https://services.bluecoat.com
You require access to these servers in order to retrieve and install the Content Analysis on AWS license

3. Set up the AWS CLI:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-getting-setup.html

4. Obtain or confirm your MyBroadcom credentials. You require these credentials to generate the instance user data file
and to retrieve the Content Analysis on AWS license.

5. Obtain or confirm the following information:
– The username for the administrator account
– The virtual appliance serial number
– The intended password for the administrator account
– The intended enable password for the appliance

6. Generate the user data file:
a. Go to the following URL: https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/user-data-generator
b. When prompted to log in, enter your MyBroadcom username and password.
c. Enter the following:
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• User Type: Select Content Analysis.
• Console User: The administrative username for accessing the Management Console.
• Serial Number: The appliance serial number.
• Console Password: The administrative password.
• Enable Password: The enable password

d. Click Generate User Data. The browser displays the user data.

7. Click Download File to download the user data file.
8. (To enable FIPS mode; version 3.1.5.1 and later) Add "fips_mode" : "true" to the user data file, as in the

following example:
{

"password": "mypassword",

"enable_password": "anotherpassword",

"console_password": "serialconsolepassword",

"hostname": "CAS_77",

"serial_number": "1111111111",

"fips_mode" : "true"

}

9. (If necessary) Create an S3 bucket for the region from which you intend to launch EC2 instances.

Import and Register an AMI
This section describes the CLI commands, and required parameters, you use to import and register an AMI. Refer to the
instructions for your preferred CLI tools-either EC2 or AWS. Complete prerequisite tasks before proceeding.

1. Upload the CAS VHD file to the appropriate S3 bucket:
$ aws s3 cp local_path_to_vhd S3_URI

Example:
$ aws s3 cp C://My_VHDs/CAS_AWS_193348.vhd s3://cas-image

2. After the upload is complete, create a snapshot of the VHD file specifying the S3 bucket and VHD file from the
previous step:
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$ aws ec2 import-snapshot --description "CAS Snapshot Import" --disk-container

"{ \"Description\":\"Description\", \"UserBucket\":{

\"S3Bucket\":\"S3_bucket\", \"S3Key\":\"VHD_name\" } }"

Example:
$ aws ec2 import-snapshot --description "CAS Snapshot Import" --disk-container

"{ \"Description\":\"CAS Snapshot Import Task\",

\"UserBucket\":{ \"S3Bucket\":\"cas-images\",

\"S3Key\":\"CAS_AWS_193348.vhd\" } }"

JSON output such as the following indicates successful snapshot creation:
{

"SnapshotTaskDetail": {

    "Status": "active",

    "Description": "CAS Snapshot Import",

    "DiskImageSize": 0.0,

  "Progress": "3",

      "UserBucket": {

        "S3Bucket": "cas-images",

        "S3Key": "CAS_AWS_193348.vhd"

      },

      "StatusMessage": "pending"

    },

    "Description": "CAS Snapshot Import",

    "ImportTaskId": "import-snap-fgxcnc3v"

}

Wait for the snapshot to be created. To view its progress, use the describe-import-snapshot-tasks command:
$ aws ec2 describe-import-snapshot-tasks --import-task-ids SNAPSHOT_IMPORT_TASK_ ID

where SNAPSHOT_IMPORT_TASK_ID is the identifier that AWS uses to track the snapshot creation task; look for the
ImportTaskId key in the output. In this example, the identifier is import-snapfgxcnc3v .
Example:
$ aws ec2 describe-import-snapshot-tasks --import-task-ids import-snapfgxcnc3v

3. Confirm that the snapshot is created. Look for the Status key in the output; it should read "completed", as follows:
{

"ImportSnapshotTasks": [

    {

      "SnapshotTaskDetail": {

      "Status": "completed",

      "Description": "CAS Snapshot Import",

      "Format": "VHD",

      "DiskImageSize": 430756352.0,

      "SnapshotId": "snap-87af1b61",

      "UserBucket": {

          "S3Bucket": "cas-images",

          "S3Key": "CAS_AWS_193348.vhd"

                             }

             },

             "Description": "CAS Snapshot Import",

             "ImportTaskId": "import-snap-fgxcnc3v"

          }

      ]

}

4. Register the snapshot as the AMI you will use to launch EC2 instances:
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$ aws ec2 register-image --name "AMI_NAME" --description "VHD_NAME" 

--architecture x86_64 --root-device-name "/dev/sda1" --virtualization-type hvm

--block-device- mappings "[{\"DeviceName\":

\"/dev/sda1\",\"Ebs\":{\"SnapshotId\":\"SNAPSHOT_ID

\",\"VolumeSize\":100,\"DeleteOnTermination\":true,\"VolumeType\":\"io1\",\"I

ops\" :300}}]"

where AMI_NAME is the AMI name. Create user-friendly, memorable AMI names to help identify the AMI if you use the
AWS web console to launch your EC2 instances.
Example:
$ aws ec2 register-image --name "Lab_1" --description "CAS_AWS_193348.vhd" 

--architecture x86_64 --root-device-name "/dev/sda1" --virtualization-type hvm

-- block-device-mappings "[{\"DeviceName\": \"/dev/sda1\",\"Ebs\":

{\"SnapshotId\":\"snap-87af1b61\",\"VolumeSize\":100,\"DeleteOnTermination\":true,\"VolumeType\":\"i

o1\", \"Iops\":300}}]"

The block device mappings specify the default EBS volume to be used as the root volume. You can change the
volume type when you create and launch the EC2 instance.
When the snapshot is registered successfully, the CLI returns the AMI identifier:
{

"ImageId": "ami-8ba466e6"

}

Deploy the Instance
After you import and register the AMI, deploy the instance through the AWS Management Console. To complete this step,
you require the user data file.

1. Log in to the AWS Management Console:
a. Open a web browser window/tab.
b. Sign in to https://console.aws.amazon.com. The browser displays the AWS Management Console.

2. In the AWS Management Console, select All services > EC2. The browser displays the EC2 Dashboard.
3. In the Create Instance section, click Launch Instance. The browser opens a wizard to guide you through the import

process.
4. On the left menu on the EC2 dashboard, select My AMIs.

a. Select the AMI and click Select.
b. Choose a supported instance type:

• t2.large
• m4.large (recommended)
• t2.medium
• c4.large
Click Next: Configure Instance Details.

c. (Optional) Specify networks/subnets in your AWS region and assign the instance to a placement group.
d. (Required) Expand the Advanced Details section:

• Beside User data, select As file.
• Browse to the location where you saved the user data file that you created and select it. Do not select Input is

already base64 encoded.
• Click Next: Add Storage.

e. Specify storage settings:
• For the default Root volume, specify a single EBS volume 100 GiB in size.
• For Volume Type, select Magnetic or Provisioned IOPS SSD (I01) for Volume Type.
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NOTE
If you select Provisioned IOPS, set the IOPS to 300.

f. Click Next: Tag Instance.
g. If a keypair is not already set up, add one. The wizard will prompt you to specify a keypair when you launch the

instance. Click Next: Configure Security Group.
h. Create a new security group or select an existing one. Security groups allow you to control the inbound

connections to, and outbound connections from, your EC2 instance. Click Review and Launch.
i. Review the instance settings. Make corrections as needed.

5. Launch the instance using your preferred method:
– In the Management Console:

a. Click Launch to launch the instance.
b. When prompted, select the appropriate keypair, accept the acknowledgment, and click Launch Instance.

The browser displays the Launch Status page.
– Using AWS CLI, issue the aws ec2 run-instances command. For details, refer to http://

docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/ec2/run-instances.html.

Verify the Instance

Verify that you can access the instance through SSH and the Content Analysis Management Console

1. In the "Your instances are now launching" message box, click the link to the instance. The browser displays the
Instances page.

2. Under Instance State, look for a status icon and an indication of the number of checks passed. If the instance
launched successfully, you should see a green icon and "2/2 checks passed".
If fewer than two checks passed (as follows), refer to the tabs at the bottom of the page.

3. Click Status Checks to determine which check(s) failed, and troubleshoot the problem(s) as suggested.

License Content Analysis on AWS
After you verify that you can access the instance, install and verify your license. The Content Analysis on AWS license
contains data that is used to uniquely identify the virtual appliance.

1. SSH to the instance.
2. Enter enable mode: #enable
3. Load the license:

#licensing load password <password> uusername <username>

Disassociate User Data from the Instance
After you verify that the instance boots successfully, dissociate the user data from it. Doing so allows you to change
your console username, console password, and enable password using standard methods— through the Management
Console and CLI commands—and these changes persist after instance restarts.

1. Stop the instance. In the Instances list, select an instance and right click. On the menu, select Instance State > Stop.
2. Verify the instance state. In the Instance State column, look for a red icon and the status "stopped".
3. Select the instance again and right click. On the menu, select Instance Settings > View/Change User Data. On the

dialog that appears, replace the contents of the User Data field with two sets of quotation marks, as follows: ""
Deleting the contents of the User Data field does not disassociate user data from the instance; it only reverts to the
user data that was associated with the instance when it was first launched.
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4. Click Save to save your changes.
5. Restart the instance. Select the instance again and right click. On the menu, select Instance State > Start.
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KVM Deployment
Deploy a Content Analysis KVM instance on CentOS 7.

Content Analysis on Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is supported starting in version 3.1.2.2.

Reference Documentation

Refer to the following documentation for more information:

• Content Analysis documentation: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-
security/content-analysis/3-1.html

• General KVM Howto's: https://www.linux-kvm.org/page/HOWTO
• KVM Common Commands: https://cmdref.net/middleware/virtualization/kvm/index.html
• Dell - KVM Virtualization in RHEL 7 Made Easy: http://linux.dell.com/files/whitepapers/

KVM_Virtualization_in_RHEL_7_Made_Easy.pdf
• Install KVM Hypervisor on CentOS 7.x and RHEL 7.x: https://www.linuxtechi.com/install-kvm-hypervisor-on-centos-7-

and-rhel-7/
• Ubuntu 20.04 add network bridge (br0) with nmcli command: https://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/ubuntu-20-04-add-network-

bridge-br0-with-nmcli-command/

Enable Virtualization
To enable virtualization:

1. Connect to your CentOS 7 host via a terminal connection (terminal window, ssh, etc.). 
2. Verify that virtualization is supported on the new VM:

grep -cw "svm\|vmx" /proc/cpuinfo
A non-zero response confirms that virtualization is supported. A zero (0) response means that you can't run KVM on
this host machine.

3. Adjust the BIOS settings to see if virtualization can be enabled. Update the image, and install the packages and
services needed to support KVM virtualization:
sudo yum update -y
sudo yum install qemu-kvm libvirt-python libvirt libguestfs-tools virt-install -y
sudo systemctl enable libvirtd
sudo systemctl start libvirtd
systemctl status libvirtd
Verify that the status for the service is active (running) .

4. Run the following command to verify that the kernel supports virtualization:
lsmod | grep kvm

NOTE
For an Intel processor, command output should include both kvm and kvm_intel .

For an AMD processor, command output should include both kvm and kvm_amd .
5. Run the following command to verify that you now have the virbr0 bridge:

ip addr show
If you don't see a virbr0 as an interface type, an issue occurred when starting the libvirtd service. To troubleshoot,
refer to CentOS documentation.
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Configure Bridge Networking
Configure bridge networking that the Content Analysis KVM instance can use to access a network interface.

TIP
You might lose network connectivity over the interface during the configuration process. If you have only one
network interface to the host, perform the following steps with a direct connection to the computer, rather than
over a network connection (such as ssh).

Create a networking bridge

Determine the name of the network adaptor you want Content Analysis to use for its network connections. You can see
the available adapters with the ip addr show command.  (Ignore the lo and virbr0 results.)  For example:
$ ip addr show
1: lo: <LOOPBACK,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 65536 qdisc noqueue state UNKNOWN group default qlen
 1000
    link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00
    inet 127.0.0.1/8 scope host lo
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
    inet6 ::1/128 scope host
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
2: p1p1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc mq state UP group default qlen
 1000
    link/ether a0:36:9f:86:2c:82 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 192.168.2.100/24 brd 192.168.2.255 scope global noprefixroute enp0s31f6
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
3: enp0s31f6: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast state UP group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether f4:8e:38:86:c9:73 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 192.168.2.25/24 brd 192.168.2.255 scope global noprefixroute enp0s31f6
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
4: virbr0: <NO-CARRIER,BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP> mtu 1500 qdisc noqueue state DOWN group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether 52:54:00:9e:9c:6a brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 192.168.122.1/24 brd 192.168.122.255 scope global virbr0
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
5: virbr0-nic: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast master virbr0 state DOWN
 group default qlen 1000
    link/ether 52:54:00:9e:9c:6a brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

This output shows that the p1p1 and enp0s31f6 interfaces are available. The rest of the examples in this section use the
p1p1 interface.

To create a new networking bridge:

sudo nmcli con add ifname br0 type bridge con-name br0

sudo nmcli con add type bridge-slave ifname <myinterface> master br0

For example:
$ sudo nmcli con add ifname br0 type bridge con-name br0
Connection 'br0' (99be42bf-e107-4465-ba86-7ffe25cd87ef) successfully added.

$ sudo nmcli con add type bridge-slave ifname p1p1 master br0
Connection 'bridge-slave-p1p1' (8f8330f8-df18-4947-a889-15c667b0f122) successfully added.
$ nmcli connection show
NAME               UUID                                  TYPE      DEVICE
br0                99be42bf-e107-4465-ba86-7ffe25cd87ef  bridge    br0
enp0s31f6          81fccfcd-cc0a-447f-8e76-1485d9a33ed0  ethernet  enp0s31f6
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virbr0             59adbf21-4e44-4aa0-9aad-d688ade732d0  bridge    virbr0
bridge-slave-p1p1  8f8330f8-df18-4947-a889-15c667b0f122  ethernet  p1p1
p1p1               2c9a4f34-5d11-41a8-b9a0-f8b5a6a32118  ethernet  --

Set the IP address for the new bridge

Assign an IP address to the bridge.  If the interface we are using already has a static IP address, you can reuse it because
the interface is now only accessible via the bridge.

NOTE
If you are using DHCP to get IP addresses, you can skip the rest of this sub-section.

Refer to the following examples for setting IPv4 br0 settings:
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv4.addresses '192.168.2.100/24'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv4.gateway '192.168.2.1'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv4.dns '8.8.8.8'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv4.dns-search 'example.com'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv4.method manual

Refer to the following examples for setting IPv6 br0 settings:
$ sudo nmcli connection modify bridge0 ipv6.addresses 'Your-Static-IPv6-Address'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv6.gateway 'Your-Static-IPv6-Gateway-Address'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv6.dns 'Your-Static-IPv6-DNS'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv6.dns-search 'example.com'
$ sudo nmcli connection modify br0 ipv6.method manual

Enable the network bridge

Use the command sudo nmcli con up br0 to enable the new network bridge:
$ sudo nmcli con up br0
Connection successfully activated (master waiting for slaves) (D-Bus active path: /org/
freedesktop/NetworkManager/ActiveConnection/6)
$ nmcli con show
NAME               UUID                                  TYPE      DEVICE
enp0s31f6          81fccfcd-cc0a-447f-8e76-1485d9a33ed0  ethernet  enp0s31f6
br0                99be42bf-e107-4465-ba86-7ffe25cd87ef  bridge    br0
virbr0             59adbf21-4e44-4aa0-9aad-d688ade732d0  bridge    virbr0
bridge-slave-p1p1  8f8330f8-df18-4947-a889-15c667b0f122  ethernet  p1p1
p1p1               2c9a4f34-5d11-41a8-b9a0-f8b5a6a32118  ethernet  --
$ ip addr show
1: lo: <LOOPBACK,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 65536 qdisc noqueue state UNKNOWN group default qlen
 1000
    link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00
    inet 127.0.0.1/8 scope host lo
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
    inet6 ::1/128 scope host
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
2: p1p1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc mq master br0 state UP group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether a0:36:9f:86:2c:82 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
3: enp0s31f6: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast state UP group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether f4:8e:38:86:c9:73 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 192.168.2.25/24 brd 192.168.2.255 scope global noprefixroute enp0s31f6
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
4: virbr0: <NO-CARRIER,BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP> mtu 1500 qdisc noqueue state DOWN group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether 52:54:00:9e:9c:6a brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
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    inet 192.168.122.1/24 brd 192.168.122.255 scope global virbr0
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
5: virbr0-nic: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast master virbr0 state DOWN
 group default qlen 1000
    link/ether 52:54:00:9e:9c:6a brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
6: br0: <NO-CARRIER,BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP> mtu 1500 qdisc noqueue state DOWN group
 default qlen 1000
    link/ether a0:36:9f:86:2c:82 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 192.168.2.100/24 brd 192.168.2.255 scope global noprefixroute br0
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever

Because the bridge will forward any traffic sent to network interface, you can use the sudo nmcli connection
delete  command if you want to delete the network interface being used by the bridge:
$ sudo nmcli connection delete p1p1
Connection 'p1p1' (2c9a4f34-5d11-41a8-b9a0-f8b5a6a32118) successfully deleted.
$ nmcli connection show
NAME               UUID                                  TYPE      DEVICE
enp0s31f6          81fccfcd-cc0a-447f-8e76-1485d9a33ed0  ethernet  enp0s31f6
br0                99be42bf-e107-4465-ba86-7ffe25cd87ef  bridge    br0
virbr0             59adbf21-4e44-4aa0-9aad-d688ade732d0  bridge    virbr0
bridge-slave-p1p1  8f8330f8-df18-4947-a889-15c667b0f122  ethernet  p1p1
$ bridge link show
2: p1p1 state UP : <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 master br0 state forwarding
 priority 32 cost 100
5: virbr0-nic state DOWN : <BROADCAST,MULTICAST> mtu 1500 master virbr0 state disabled
 priority 32 cost 100

Copy the Content Analysis Image to the KVM Directory
To copy the Content Analysis image to the KVM directory:

1. Unzip the image from the tar.gz file.
2. Copy the Content Analysis image to the KVM folder on your CentOS 7 host. By default, this is the /var/lib/

libvirt/images folder:
sudo cp ~/disk.raw /var/lib/libvirt/images/.

3. Rename the disk.raw file to conform to the name of the Content Analysis appliance, such as casma-test-1-1.raw.
$ mv disk.raw casma-test-1-1.raw

Optionally, you can create another folder and launch your images from there. For example, enter the following commands
in the specified order as root user to create a new /vm-images folder:

Command Description
mkdir /vm-images Any non-default directory location and name.
yum -y install policycoreutils-python Get the semanage SELinux utility.
semanage fcontext --add -t virt_image_t '/
vm-images(/.*)?'

Set the security context for the directory and everything under it.

semanage fcontext -l | grep virt_image_t Verify the security context for the directory.
restorecon -R -v /vm-images Restore the security context.
ls -aZ /vm-images Verify that the context was changed.
setsebool -P virt_use_samba 1 To export the directory on Samba share, set SELinux Bootleans.
setsebool -P virt_use_nfs 1 To export the directory on NFS share, set SELinux Bootleans.

Start the Content Analysis KVM Instance
NOTE
Before proceeding, make sure you have a Content Analysis serial number.
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To start the Content Analysis KVM instance:

1. Use a command such as:
sudo virt-install --name casma-test-1 --cpu host --vcpus 4 --ram 12288 --disk
 path=/var/lib/libvirt/images/casma-test-1-1.raw,bus=virtio --disk path=/var/lib/
libvirt/images/casma-test-1-2.img,bus=virtio,size=100 --graphics none --network
 bridge=br0,model=virtio

NOTE
--graphics none displays the console.

2. To exit the console, press the Ctrl+]  keys.
To reconnect to the console, use the sudo virsh console command (such as sudo virsh console casma-
test-1 ).
You can monitor the console output and interact with it as the Content Analysis instance runs. The initial boot-up
process will take several minutes.

3. When the console displays the initial Press ENTER three times to activate the console message, press
Enter three times. Then, select option 2 to Setup console to configure Content Analysis.
Because you are using the bridge, you must specify an IP address on the same subnet as the bridge interface (but is
not the IP address of the bridge). The following example uses the address 192.168.2.101.
Welcome to the Symantec Virtual Series Appliance Setup console.
-------------------------- (page 1 of 3) --------------------------
Press <CTRL-C> to exit the Initial configuration wizard at any time
Please enter the IP addresses for the Virtual Appliance
The following interfaces are available for configuration:        
 1. 0:0

Enter interface number to configure [1]:
IP address: 192.168.2.101
IP subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
IP gateway: 192.168.2.1
DNS server: 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4

You have entered the following IP addresses:

IP address: 192.168.2.101
IP subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
IP gateway: 192.168.2.1
DNS server: 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4

Would you like to change any of them? Y/N [No]

Delete the Content Analysis KVM Instance
(If necessary) To delete the Content Analysis KVM image:

NOTE
Change the names as needed to reflect the name and drives of your Content Analysis KVM instance.

1. If the Content Analysis KVM instance is still running, issue the sudo virsh shutdown casma-test-1-1
command to stop it. You can view the status with sudo virsh list --all .
If the shutdown fails, use sudo virsh destroy casma-test-1-1 to force a shutdown.

2. After the image shuts down, use the following commands to delete it:
sudo rm -f /var/lib/libvirt/images/casma-test-1-1.raw
After the image is deleted, you can create a new image with the same name, if desired.
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About the Content Analysis Virtual Appliance on Azure
Deploy a Content Analysis virtual appliance (VA) version 3.1.4.1 and later running on Microsoft Azure.

You must manually create the Content Analysis virtual machine images in Azure. To help you create the VM, the
compressed file you downloaded from the Broadcom support portal contains the following files:

• casma_<version>_<build_number>_azure.vhd—VHD file for the Content Analysis VA
• A PDF file of these deployment instructions

NOTE
For details beyond the scope of Content Analysis documentation, refer to Azure documentation: https://
docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/

Important Details About Content Analysis on Azure

You can manage Content Analysis VMs through:

• The Azure serial web console
• SSH to the Content Analysis CLI
• The Content Analysis web console in a web browser

NOTE
You cannot downgrade the Content Analysis VA to a version prior to 3.1.4.1.

Before Deploying Content Analysis on Azure
Verify prerequisites for successful deployment of Content Analysis on Microsoft Azure.

1. Prepare and verify your environment, including firewall and security groups configurations.
2. Verify that the subnet where you will deploy the Content Analysis VA has access to the following Symantec servers:

– https://download.bluecoat.com
– https://services.bluecoat.com
Allow these servers through any firewalls and security controls, such as Security Groups and Network Access Control
Lists (NACLs). You require access to these servers to retrieve and install the Content Analysis license.

3. Verify system requirements for the virtual appliance. The VM supports HDD and SSD disk types, and a data disk at
least 500 GiB in size is recommended.

4. Obtain or confirm your Broadcom support portal credentials. You require these credentials to retrieve the Content
Analysis license.

5. Obtain the following information to create and configure your VM:
– The username for the administrator account
– The virtual appliance serial number (which you retrieve when you download the VHD from the support portal)
– The password for the administrator account
– The enable password for the appliance

Azure Account Requirements

Your require access to an Azure account with the following configurations:

1. A subscription with necessary resource access permissions for one or more resource groups. The following service
access permissions are required:
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– Blob Storage
– Virtual Machine
– Images
– Disks
– Virtual Networks
– Network Interfaces
– Network Security Groups
– Public IP Addresses

2. A storage account for the following resources:
– Uploaded VHD disk image in a page blob
– Azure VM's booting diagnostics screenshot and log, if enabled
For instructions, refer to Create a storage account - Azure Storage | Microsoft Docs

NOTE
On the Basics tab, make sure the resource group and location specified match the ones with which the
Content Analysis VM will be deployed.
NOTE
On the Advanced tab, clear the "Allow Blob public access" setting to prevent information from accidentally
being exposed to the Internet.

3. A virtual network with at least one subnet to access the Content Analysis VM deployed from outside of the virtual
network.
For instructions, refer to Create a virtual network - quickstart - Azure portal | Microsoft Docs.

NOTE
When creating the virtual network, make sure the subscription, resource group, and location are the same as
those with which the Content Analysis VM will be deployed.

To secure access to the VMs deployed inside the virtual network, create a network security group for the subnet of the
virtual network with inbound/outbound rules. For instructions, refer to Azure security groups overview | Microsoft Docs.

Deploy the Content Analysis Azure VM
Deploying the VM from the Azure portal comprises three steps: uploading the image to storage, creating the OS disk, and
creating the VM from the OS disk.

Log in to the Azure portal before proceeding:

• Upload the Content Analysis Azure VHD Image File to Storage
• Create OS Disk from Content Analysis Azure VHD Blob
• Create the Azure VM from Content Analysis OS Disk

Upload the Content Analysis Azure VHD Image File to Storage
As mentioned in Before Deploying Content Analysis on Azure, the storage account is required. You should have already
created a container under your storage account for Content Analysis Azure VHD images.
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NOTE
The Azure image has a “.vhd.gz” extension, which means it is compressed. Before uploading the image,
decompress it using a tool such as gunzip or 7-Zip. After decompression, the file should have the “.vhd”
extension.

1. On the portal homepage, locate the Storage accounts service (you might have to enter "storage accounts" in search
bar). The portal displays the Storage accounts page.

2. Select the storage account to use from the list. On the storage account page, select Data storage > Containers on
the left. The portal displays the Containers page.

3. Select the container to use from the list, or create a new one and select it.

4. Select Upload to upload the Content Analysis Azure .vhd file to the container. The Azure VHD file's size is 4GB. It will
take some time to upload to the Azure storage.

Create OS Disk from Content Analysis Azure VHD Blob
Create the Azure OS disk image from the VHD blob uploaded in Upload the Content Analysis Azure VHD Image File to
Storage.

1. On the portal webpage, locate the Images service (you might have to enter "images" in the search bar).

2. On the Images page, select Create to create the disk image.

3. Specify the Subscription, Resource group, Name, and Region. Make sure the resource group, and region selected are
the ones where the VM will be deployed.

4. Specify the following settings:

Setting Description
OS type Select Linux.
VM generation Select Gen 1.
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Setting Description
Storage blob Browse to the VHD blob uploaded in storage. Click Select to

select it.
Account type Select the best option based on the use of the OS disk.

Content Analysis does not write frequently on the OS disk, so
Standard HDD is recommended (with read/write host caching);
however, SSD is also supported.

5. Select Create to create the image.

When the image is created successfully, it appears in the list on the Images page.

NOTE
Optionally, you can now delete the VHD blob and the container. Keep the container if you want to use it in the
future.

Create the Azure VM from Content Analysis OS Disk
After you create the Content Analysis Azure OS disk successfully, create the VM from the OS disk.

1. On the portal page, locate the Images service (you might have to enter "images" in the search bar).
2. In the Services list, select the name of the image you just created.
3. From the OS disk image page, select Create VM.

Perform the following steps on the specified tabs on the Create a virtual machine page.

Basics

Configure basic settings for the VM:

Setting Description
Size Select a VM with at least 12 GB RAM.
Username/Password As noted in Before Deploying Content Analysis on Azure, these

credentials are required during setup but will not be used for the
Azure VM.

Public inbound ports Select None. The Network Security Groups permissions are used
for access control instead.
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Select Next: Disks to proceed.

Disks

Configure an extra data disk for the VM:

1. For OS disk type, select an appropriate OS disk type. Then, select Create and attach a new disk.
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2. On the Create a new disk page, select None (empty disk) for Source type.
3. Specify a Source type and Size based on actual usage; both HDD and SSD disk types are supported. Select a disk at

least 500 GiB in size.

4. Select OK to add the disk. The disk appears under Data disks for <VM_name>.
5. Select Next: Networking to proceed.

Networking

Configure networking for the VM. Specify the following settings:

Setting Description
Virtual network

Subnet

Select the virtual network and subnet that was created for the VM.

Public IP Select Create new to create a public interface to enable
direct internet access from the VM.

Without the public interface, the VM is available only internally
within the virtual network.

NIC network security group Select Advanced to use a security group to control access to
the VM from the public internet.

Configure network security group Select Create new to create a security group specifically for
this VM instance or a create a common security group in the
virtual network to control VM access.

Then, configure the inbound rules for the network security group.

Configure networking settings:
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Configure inbound rules:

Select Next: Management to proceed.

Management

If you plan to use the serial console, select the Enable with custom storage account option under Boot diagnostics: 
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NOTE
If you forget to enable this setting here, you can do so when you try to access the serial console after the VM is
running.

Select Next: Advanced to proceed.

Advanced

The VM requires provisioning with proprietary user data.

Provision the Content Analysis VM with the following resources:

• password: (Required) ConfD CLI admin user password
• enable_password: (Required) ConfD CLI advanced enable user password
• serial_number: (Required) Serial number of the VM for licensing
• hostname: (Optional) Host name of VM
• name_server: (Optional) DNS name server
• salt_master_ip: (Optional) IP address of SALT master

Generate Hashed Passwords

For better security, you can specify the password and enable_password in hashed format. To generate the hashed
passwords, use the User Data Generator tool at the Broadcom support site.

NOTE
If you are unable to use the User Data Generator tool, you can generate the hashes from plaintext values. Use
the following script.
#!/usr/bin/python3

from getpass import getpass

from passlib.hash import sha256_crypt

# Get the password to use

password = getpass('Password: ')

if not password:

    print("\nERROR:  Password cannot be empty")

    quit(1)

password_dup = getpass('Repeat Password: ')

if password != password_dup:

    print("\nERROR:  Passwords do not match")

    quit(2)

# Hash the password and display the result

hashed_password = sha256_crypt.using(salt_size=16, rounds=5000).hash(password)

print("\nHashed Password:\n%s" % hashed_password)

Use the User Data Generator tool to generate hashed passwords:

1. Obtain or confirm the following information:
– The username for the administrator account
– The virtual appliance serial number
– The intended password for the administrator account
– The intended enable password for the appliance

2. Generate the user data:
a. Go to the following URL: https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/user-data-generator
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b. When prompted to log in, enter your MyBroadcom username and password.
c. Enter the required information:

• User Type: Select Content Analysis.
• Console User: The administrative username for accessing the Management Console.
• Serial Number: The appliance serial number.
• Console Password: The administrative password.
• Enable Password: The enable password

d. Click Generate User Data. The browser displays the user data in JSON format.
3. Copy and paste the user data in the Custom data field in Azure:
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(To enable FIPS mode; version 3.1.5.1 and later) Add "fips_mode" : "true" to the user data, as in the following
example:
{

"password": "mypassword",

"enable_password": "anotherpassword",

"console_password": "serialconsolepassword",

"hostname": "CAS_77",

"serial_number": "1111111111",

"fips_mode" : "true"

}

Select Next: Tags to proceed.

Tags

(Optional) Add tags to the VM.

Select Review + create to proceed.

Create the VM

To create the VM, select Review + create. After validation passes, select Create. Wait for Azure to indicate that the
resource deployed successfully.

Configure the Azure VM
After successful deployment, configure the VM via SSH or serial console.

After you create the VM, the Azure displays the Overview page. When this page displays the message "Your deployment
is complete" and all the resources for the VM have a status of OK or Created, your VM has successfully deployed. The
Content Analysis VM boots up for the first time and prints information about itself to the serial console. This information is
required to initially configure the virtual appliance.

To configure the VM:

1. Use one of the following methods:
– Over SSH, use port 22 with the admin credentials set in the user data.
– Over serial console, open the VM view and select Serial console on the left.
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NOTE
You might have to configure your VM to use a custom boot diagnostics storage account to access the
serial console; refer to instructions in the information message that appears when you try to connect to
the serial console.

2. The console displays the initial configuration wizard. Follow the prompts to configure or change network settings and
passwords.
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License Content Analysis on Azure
After you verify that you can access the virtual appliance, install and verify your license. The Content Analysis on
Azure license contains data that is used to uniquely identify the VA.

1. Put the license file on a remote server that the VA can access.

2. Log in to the Content Analysis CLI.

3. Enter enable mode: # enable

4. Specify the URL : # licensing load url <url>

5. Load the license: # licensing load password <password> username <username>

Alternatively, perform these steps in configuration mode:
# config 

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z. 

(config)# licensing 

(config-licensing)# load url <url>

(config-licensing)# load password <password> username <username>
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About the Content Analysis VA on Hyper-V

This documentation provides instructions for deploying a Content Analysis 3.1.4.1 and later virtual appliance on a server
running Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor. Before you set up your set up your Content Analysis VA for the first time, review the
following documentation:

• Hyper-V documentation, for assistance with setting up your virtualization environment: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-windows/about/

• Symantec Product Documentation, for Content Analysis: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/
us/en/symantec-security-software/web-and-network-security/content-analysis/3-1.html

• Release Notes, which contains information on third-party requirements, known issues, and other important information
for setting up Content Analysis whether as part of an on-box solution or as a virtual appliance. Release notes are
available when downloading an image.

Download the Content Analysis VHD
Download the zipped VHD for the Content Analysis VA.

1. Download the Hyper-V VHD zip from myBroadcom (https://support.broadcom.com/).
2. Create a directory for the Content Analysis VM (such as CASMA_3_1_4).

Make sure that the directory can be accessed from the system running the Hyper-V hypervisor.
3. Extract the contents of the Hyper-V VHD zip file into the directory.
4. Proceed to Deploy Content Analysis on Hyper-V.

Deploy Content Analysis on Hyper-V
Perform the following steps in the specified order to deploy Content Analysis on Hyper-V.

1. Create a Virtual Switch
2. Create the Virtual Machine
3. Reserve Resources on the Hyper-V Host
4. Connect to the Content Analysis VA

Create a Virtual Switch
Create a virtual switch in Hyper-V Manager.

A virtual machine has virtual network interfaces that are not physically cabled to a network interface card (NIC) on the
vSphere Hypervisor host. To provide network access, a virtual switch (vSwitch) is required to logically connect the virtual
network interfaces on the virtual machine to a physical NIC on the Hyper-V hypervisor host. To provide network access, a
virtual switch (VMSwitch) is required to logically connect the virtual network interfaces on the virtual machine to a physical
NIC on the HyperV hypervisor host.

1. Launch the Hyper-V Manager.
2. Select the VM in the Actions pane on the right.
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3. Select Virtual Switch Manager in the Actions pane on the right.
4. In the Virtual Switch Manager dialog, select External and click Create Virtual Switch.
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5. On the Virtual Switch Propeties dialog, enter a name for the virtual switch.
6. For Connection type, select External Network and choose the network connection for connecting to Content Analysis.
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Click OK to save your changes.

Create the Virtual Machine
Create and configure the virtual machine for Content Analysis.

1. In the Hyper-V Manager, right click the local machine. On the menu, select New > Virtual Machine.
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The New Virtual Machine Wizard opens.
2. On the Specify Name and Location dialog, specify a name and location to store the VM. The location should where

you extracted the VHD. Click Next.
3. On the Specify Generation dialog, select Generation 1 for the generation version. (BIOS is the recommended for the

Content Analysis VA.)
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Click Next.
4. On the Assign Memory dialog, select the appropriate amount of memory.
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Click Next.
5. On the Configure Networking  dialog, select the network connection created in Create a Virtual Switch.
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Click Next.
6. On the Connect Virtual Hard Disk dialog, select Use existing virtual hard disk. Browse to the extracted VHD from the

previous step.
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7. Review the summary and click Finish to save the virtual machine configuration.

Reserve Resources on the Hyper-V Host
Reserve memory and CPU core(s) for the Content Analysis VA. Allocate resources appropriately so that the VA performs
optimally.

Select the newly created VM from the virtual machine mane right click and select settings.

1. In the Hyper-V Manager, select the newly-created VM, right click, and select Settings on the menu.
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2. On the Settings dialog, select Processor on hte left pane and specify the Number of virtual processors.
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Select Apply to save changes.
3. In the left pane, select IDE Controller 0. In the IDE Controller section, select Hard Drive and click Add. Add a

secondary drive sized 100GB or larger.
NOTE
(In Windows Server 2016 and Windows Server 2019 Datacenter only) Adding the hard drive to IDE
Controller 0 in these versions result in Hyper-V boot issues. Instead of IDE Controller 0, add the hard drive
to IDE Controller 1. If a DVD drive is attached to IDE Controller 1, remove the DVD drive and then add the
hard drive.
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4. Save the changes to the VM settings.

Connect to the Content Analysis VA
Power on the Content Analysis VA in Hyper-V, complete the initial configuration wizard, and verify the connection in a
browser.

Start the Content Analysis VA

1. In the Hyper-V Manager, select the Content Analysis VA.
2. Right click the VA and select Start on the menu.
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When the VA is started, the State changes to "Running" in the Hyper-V Manager (for example, see step 2 in the
following section).

Connect to the Content Analysis VA

1. Connect to the Content Analysis VA. Right click the VA  and select Connect on the menu.
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2. When you connect to the VA, the console displays Content Analysis initial configuration wizard.
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The initial configuration wizard prompts you to specify your license and configure basic network settings. When
configuration is complete, you should be able to configure the VA using the serial connection.

Verify Access to the Management Console

Verify that you can access the VA through the the Management Console.

In a web browser, go to the following URL:

https://<IP_address>:8082

The default management port is 8082. <IP_address> is the IP address you configured in the previous step.
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Prepare to Scan for Malware
Configure Content Analysis for malware scanning.

Preparing Content Analysis to perform malware scans requires that you also configure the ProxySG appliance to forward
traffic to Content Analysis. In addition, Content Analysis includes settings for configuring file types, scanning options, file
reputation, whitelisting/blacklisting, and sandbox scanning of unknown files.

TIP
While Content Analysis is designed to work with the ProxySG appliance, it supports the Internet Connection
Adaption Protocol (ICAP) and should function with other devices that also support ICAP.

Symantec assumes that before starting these preparation tasks you have successfully completed the Content Analysis
initial configuration steps as described in First Steps .

Step 1—Optimize Content Analysis file scanning configuration.

• Define how Content Analysis handles specific file extensions or known file types. See Define File Type Policy.
• Define scanning parameters, such as file size limits and exceptions. See Set AV Scanning Options.
• Set the thresholds for Predictive Analysis heuristic file scanning. See Use Predictive Analysis Scanning .

Step 2—Manually define file hashes and sources that your organization trusts (or doesn't).

If your Content Analysis includes a File Reputation license, you can define the hashes, sources, and related trust values,
to improve the efficiency of file analysis. See Manually Define File Reputation .

Step 3—Isolate suspicious files for further scanning (sandboxing).

If your Content Analysis includes a Sandboxing license, you can isolate content that is not already identified and rated and
have a sandboxing system perform a more detailed content scan. See Sandbox Suspicious Files.

Step 4—Instruct Content Analysis to drop slow download or infinite streams.

Some content, such as stock tickers or internet radio streams, needlessly consumes AV scanning resources. You can
configure Content Analysis to drop such connections. See Drop Slow Download Connections.

Step 5—Configure the ProxySG to send data to Content Analysis.

• (Optional) Enable secure ICAP connections from the ProxySG appliance to Content Analysis. See Enable Secure
ICAP Connections.

• Configure proxy policy to forward traffic to Content Analysis for malware scanning. If you enabled secure ICAP, you
must also create a secure ICAP service. See Establish ICAP Connections Between the ProxySG and Content Analysis
.

Step 6—Test file scanning.

Manually test Content Analysis AV scanning. See Manually Scan Files for Threats.

Step 7—Monitor system statistics.

See Monitor Threat Activity in Statistics Overview.
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Activate Licensed Components
All Content Analysis components require a license to operate. In addition to the base license, you can purchase
subscriptions for File Inspection, Malware Analysis on-box sandboxing, and Cloud Sandboxing. The File Inspection
license includes the following components:

• Antivirus Engines—Symantec, Sophos, McAfee, Kaspersky, and (added in version 3.1.3.2) ClamAV. You can enable
up to two AV engines at once.

NOTE
If you have an Enterprise license, the Symantec AV is included and enabled by default. You can
disable Symantec AV to preserve bandwidth usage or if you prefer not to use it. If you want to run two third-
party AV engines, disable Symantec AV first.

• Symantec Advanced Machine Learning—A predictive analysis service that uses artificial intelligence algorithms to
identify and block malware.

• Hash Reputation Services—File Reputation Service and Custom Whitelist/Blacklist

After you have verified that the base license for your system is installed, review the subscription components and enable
them as required.

NOTE
Symantec Advanced Machine Learning is included with any antivirus vendor you have selected for your File
Inspection license. Note that the Symantec Antivirus subscription requires that AML be enabled; if AML is not
enabled when you enable Symantec AV, Content Analysis will automatically enable it for you.

1. Select System > Licensing.

The Licensing Activation section of this page contains the following columns:
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– Active—This column informs you of the activation status of a given component.
– Component —The name of the licenseable component.
– Status—The status of the component (Active or Available) and the date and time the license for that component

expires.
The Content Analysis licenseable components are grouped by type:
– Base—The license to operate your Content Analysis appliance.
– Antivirus—The available antivirus vendor licenses: Symantec, Kaspersky, McAfee, and Sophos.
– Sandboxing—Three components are available. Sandbox Broker forwards traffic to a configured external sandbox

appliance or service.  On-box Sandboxing performs the analysis in one or more virtual machines on the Content
Analysis appliance (not supported on virtual appliance or CAS-S200 models).  Symantec Cloud Sandboxing is a
cloud-based service (not supported on CAS-V100).

– Predictive Analysis—Scanning services that use advanced artificial intelligence algorithms to identify and block
malware. Symantec Advanced Machine Learning is supported.

– Hash Reputation—Two components are included with the File Inspection license: File Reputation (formerly
Whitelisting) and Custom Whitelist/Blacklist.

2. To activate each component, check the box in the Active column.
3. Click Save Changes.

Should any of your subscriptions expire, the appliance will not send an alert. The service will continue to function, but it
will be unable to retrieve updates until the subscription is renewed.

Define File Type Policy
You can configure how Content Analysis reacts when specific file extensions or file types are sent over ICAP from a
ProxySG appliance. Global file extension and file type policies apply to all analysis engines (AV scanning, predictive
analysis). If you employ Symantec, Kaspersky, or Sophos AV engines, you can configure additionalIgnore,Scan, andBlock
polic

Set Policy Based on File Extensions

Content Analysis scans files and files within an archive. You can specify file types that are blocked — neither scanned, nor
served to the client — or served to the client unscanned (allow). Checks are performed on the original file and files inside
an archive.

To reduce Content Analysis resource overhead, you can create policy on the ProxySG appliance to restrict specified file
extensions from being sent to it for scanning. For more information, refer to ProxySG documentation.

To specify a custom list of file types that are to be blocked or permitted without scanning:

1. Select Services > AV File Types.
2. Under File Extensions, enter file types as appropriate:

a. List files extensions to block — Any file types with these extensions are blocked and not served to the client.
b. List file extensions that do not need to be scanned — Any file types with these extensions are passed to

the user, unscanned. If you enable this option, consider the Symantec advisory that viruses and other malicious
code can be embedded in many file types, including image formats. Use a comma or semicolon as a delimiter to
separate file types. For example:.gif; .tif.

3. Click Save Changes.

Set Policy Based on Known File Types

In addition to the manual file extensions lists, Content Analysis can apply specific rules (Ignore,Scan,Block) to specific
types of data. Instead of examining the file extension associated with each file, the appliance examines the apparent data
type to determine the correct type of file.
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Content Analysis uses the apparent data type to identify data using the actual file signature and information in the
HTTP header. For example, Content Analysis can identify graphics (such as JPG and GIF files), documents, archives,
executables, encodings, media, macros, and files within an archived or compound Microsoft file.

NOTE
If an individual file in a compound file is specified to be blocked, the entire compound file is blocked. For
example, if policy allows Word files and blocks JPG files, a zip file containing Word files and JPG files is blocked.

To specify the default actions for file types:

1. On the Global Options tab, select Apply Global Options before sending to Antivirus Engines. This option applies
your selected actions against the most common file types.

2. Set actions for the file types. See the following table.
3. Click Save Changes to save the default actions.

You can set actions for Symantec (added in version 3.1.5.1), Kaspersky, and Sophos AV file types, or use the global
default actions for a vendor. To specify actions for vendor AV file types:

1. On a <vendor> Options tab, select one of the following options:
– Apply Global Options to <vendor> Antivirus Engine— (Added in version 3.1.5.1) Use the global defaults for this

AV engine.
– Apply <vendor> Options to <vendor> Antivirus Engine— Use vendor-specific settings for this AV engine.

2. Set actions for the file types. See the following table.
3. Click Save Changes.

Table 4: Actions to take on file types

Action Description

ignore The file is served back to the ProxySG without being scanned by the Content Analysis appliance.

block No scanning occurs and the Content Analysis appliance returns a response to the ProxySG appliance
that the file was blocked (code type: file_type_blocked).

scan The Content Analysis appliance scans the object for malicious content and returns the content or
modified response to the ProxySG appliance.

Improve Malware Scanning Results with Predictive Analysis
After Content Analysis determines that an EXE or DLL file is not in one of its caches, not on the file whitelist, or not on the
file type exception list, it examines the file with the predictive analysis services the appliance is licensed for. This service
uses advanced artificial intelligence algorithms to identify and block malware, and can be used to greatly improve the
chances of identifying malware. Content Analysis supports Symantec Advanced Machine Learning.

Symantec Advanced Machine Learning stops new and unknown threats, and adapts to changing threats without relying
on signatures. When Advanced Machine Learning (AML) is engaged to evaluate potential threats, the engine evaluates a
multitude of information contained in the file being analyzed. It uses a proprietary algorithm to compute the probability of a
file being malicious. AML, included with any file inspection license, analyzes the following file types: EXE, DLL, and SYS.

By combining deep knowledge of threats and files with state-of-the-art machine learning, AML is able to understand
characteristics of files and create a probability score to determine whether a file is safe. Rather than using signatures to
match patterns, machine learning uses proven, well-tested, statistical methods. This allows AML to "learn" about files
in a way that signatures cannot. Using this approach, new, previously unknown threats can be stopped. Even when the
attack changes, through replication mechanisms, distribution mechanisms or the payload itself, AML works to stop threats
effectively. See Advanced Machine Learning Process for details.
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After scanning a file to understand its characteristics, the AML algorithm computes the probability of a file being malicious.
This probability score determines what Content Analysis should do next with the file.

• Files with a high probability of being malicious will be blocked outright (convicted).
• Files that aren't convicted are forwarded to the remaining security stack for further analysis.

To control the threshold and aggressiveness at which AML file blocking occurs, you can set the Detection Sensitivity.

1. Select Services > Predictive Analysis.

2. In the Symantec Advanced Machine Learning section, choose the desired Detection Sensitivity.
With a high detection sensitivity, AML will be aggressive in its determination of whether a file may be a threat, at the
risk of blocking files that may not actually be malicious. With a lower sensitivity, AML will block fewer files but with a
risk of some threats not being detected. Symantec recommends a high detection sensitivity for the strongest network
security.

3. Click Save Changes.

Licensing Information

• Symantec Advanced Machine Learning is included with any file inspection license.
• The Symantec Antivirus subscription requires that AML be enabled; if AML is not enabled when you enable Symantec

AV, Content Analysis will automatically enable it for you.
• Go to System > Licensing to verify that the license is active and enabled. See Activate Licensed Components.
• If you want to turn off AML for troubleshooting purposes, you can temporarily disable the license. Note that you will

not be able to disable it if Symantec AV is active.

Set AV Scanning Behavior Options
The Content Analysis appliance scanning options allow you to set the parameters for optimal malware scanning.

Step 1: Configure Content Analysis to return cached responses.

Selecting Enabled configures Content Analysis to return cached responses to the ProxySG appliance when applicable.
If the hash of the data matches a file that Content Analysis has already determined to be clean or contain a virus, it
returns the cached response. This option allows the appliance to learn about traffic patterns on your network and adjust
accordingly. See Communication Between the ProxySG and Content Analysis Appliances for more information on caching
behavior.
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Step 2: Set the maximum file size.

  An individual file size cannot exceed the configured size (1–5120 MB). This limitation also applies to each file within an
archive. The default maximum file size is 100 MB.

Step 3: Configure policies for antivirus exceptions.

These options define how Content Analysis behaves when a scanning timeout or a scanning error occurs. The behavior is
as follows:

• Block — If selected for an error type, the file is dropped
• Serve — If selected, the file is passed to the client, unscanned.

The default for all options is Block.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

The supported scanning errors are described in the following table.

Error Description

File scanning timeout The time required to scan the file exceeds the specified or
appliance limit.

Maximum individual file size exceeded A file size exceeds the specified or maximum appliance limit.

Maximum total uncompressed size exceeded An uncompressed file size exceeds the specified or maximum
appliance limit.

Maximum total number of files in archive exceeded An archive contains more files than the specified or maximum
appliance limit.

Maximum number of archive layers exceeded An archive contains more archive layers than the specified or
maximum appliance limit.

Decode/decompress error An error occurred during decoding or during decompression of a
compressed file. For example, a corrupted file or a method used to
decompress the file is unsupported.

Password protected archive A archive file that requires a password to access.

Out of temporary storage space The buffer capacity for files to be scanned is full.

Other errors Any miscellaneous error that causes irregular behavior.

Step 4: Specify vendor-specific options.

Set the following vendor-specific options:

• Engine Settings
• File Scanning Timeout
• File Size/Count Limitations
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Engine Settings

The following table describes the vendor-specific engine settings.

Option Default Notes

Symantec Options

File Insight Enabled Enable/disable the cloud-based File Insight
file reputation service to determine trust
level of files.

Enable Symantec AV Telemetry Enabled Enable/disable telemetry from Symantec
AV.

Enable Enhanced Scanning Disabled (Added in version 3.1.5.0) Enable/disable
deep scanning analysis capabilities to
provide more thorough anti-malware
protection. Enabling this feature might have
a slight impact on system performance.

Live Update n/a Input the URL of the server that
hosts the Symantec AV updates.
Default:liveupdate.symantec.com

Use Proxy Disabled (If Live Update is enabled) If a ProxySG
appliance is specified in Settings > Proxy,
use the proxy to connect to Live Update.

Kaspersky Options

Detect Spyware Disabled When you change the spyware or adware
settings, you might experience momentary
TCP/IP traffic interruption while the
changes in configuration take effect.

Detect Adware Disabled Detect Adware is disabled by default. It can
be deselected, but it cannot be selected
without selecting Detect Spyware.

Enable Anti-virus engine heuristic Disabled This option enables the appliance
to catch potential viruses for which
pattern signatures might be unavailable.
Because the Kaspersky antivirus engine
heuristics option requires additional system
resources, Symantec recommends that you
verify that CPU usage is within the normal
operating range for the appliance before
enabling heuristics.Note: Do not enable
Kaspersky heuristics if the current CPU
utilization is in aWarning orCritical state.
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Option Default Notes

Enable Enhanced Scanning Disabled In cases where a file cannot be identified,
(when it is encrypted or password-
protected) the URL can aid in identifying
whether the file is likely to be malicious or
not. Some HTTP responses may pass the
information required to decrypt files in the
originating URL address of the file, or the
HTTP headers of the HTTP transactions
used to request or get the file. Enhanced
URL checking may use this information
to decrypt protected files and scan them
unencrypted.

Enable URL Checking Disabled This option compares the URL in all
HTTP request and response headers with
a list contained in the Kaspersky antivirus
pattern file of known malicious sources.

McAfee Options

Detect Spyware Disabled When you change the spyware settings,
you might experience momentary TCP/
IP traffic interruption while the changes in
configuration take effect.

Sophos Options

Detect Potentially Unwanted Applications
(adware)

Disabled This option detects adware.

Use Sophos Weak Types Enabled

File Scanning Timeout

File scanning timeout is the maximum length of time the file is scanned by the system. When the timeout value is reached,
the scan is abandoned. Some files, though not viruses themselves, are designed to disable a virus scanner. Although
these files cannot disable a Content Analysis, they could use up system resources and slow down overall throughput.
Defining a timeout value allows the system to reclaim some of its resources. The default is 800 seconds; a value between
10 and 3600 seconds (60 minutes) is valid.

File Size/Count Limitations

• Maximum total uncompressed size — This option is included in the vendor-specific settings. An uncompressed file
or archive cannot exceed the specified size (MB). The maximum is 5120.

• Maximum total number of files in archive — This option is included in the vendor-specific settings. An archive
cannot contain more than 10,000 files.

• Maximum archive layers — This option is included in the vendor-specific settings. An archive is a file containing
multiple files and a folder structure. It cannot contain more than the specified number of layers (directories). The
maximum is:
– Symantec: 40
– Kaspersky: 40
– McAfee: 300
– Sophos: 100

If any of these options are exceeded, the object is not scanned.
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After completing these steps, click Save Changes.

Click Default Settings to restore all configurations to a default state.

Manually Scan Files for Threats
Use the Test utility to upload a file that you suspect is infected with malware to the appliance for an immediate scan result.
Content Analysis scans the file as if it were transmitted by the ProxySG appliance via ICAP. The scan is performed with all
active AV and sandboxing engines, predictive analysis and file reputation services, and uses the whitelist, if active.

This utility is also useful to Symantec Support, to verify that the appliance is functioning as expected.

TIP
The eicar.org site provides a benign malware pattern that will trigger a Malware Found verdict.

1. Select Utilities > Test.
2. Click Select and Scan Test File to select a file you suspect may be bad on your local system.

The results of the scan are displayed on the screen. If a virus is found, the name appears next to Virus Name.

TIP
If your system has an on-box sandboxing license, you can submit files, archives, and URLs for malware
analysis. See Submit a Sample File for Analysis, Submit a Zip File Sample, and Submit a URL for Analysis. See
the Guide for Performing  Malware Analysis  on  Content Analysis.

File Reputation Service
To use the  Symantec File Reputation Service, ensure that Content Analysis has an active Hash Reputation File
Reputation subscription license and that it can access https://frs.es.bluecoat.com. No other configuration is required.

About the File Reputation Service

The Symantec File Reputation Service (previously known as "whitelisting") is a cloud-based service used by Content
Analysis to improve the efficiency of threat analysis. If a user on your network requests a file, Content Analysis generates
SHA1, MD5, and SHA256 hashes for each file it processes and sends hashes of that file (based on the filename and the
URL from which it was requested) to the Symantec Global Intelligence Network, (GIN) for comparison. If the file is in the
database, the service returns a reputation score for that file. Note that Content Analysis does not send files to the File
Reputation Service if the file's type isn't supported by the service.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

A reputation score is a number (1–10) that indicates the file's reputation as to whether it is known to be trusted or
malicious; low scores are less likely to be threats whereas high scores are more likely.

Reputation Score Meaning Action

1 Trusted: File comes from known trusted
source.

File will be passed to the user without
further scanning.

2–6 Unknown: Unknown whether the file is
malicious.

File will be scanned by antivirus and
sandboxing services, if configured. As
files are scanned by the antivirus engines,
positive results are shared with the File
Reputation service.

7–10 Malicious: File is likely malicious. File will be blocked/dropped.
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Enable Cache Responses

To store file reputation data (file hashes with reputation scores) in a cache on Content Analysis, make sure Cache
Responses is enabled.

1. Select Services > File Reputation.
2. Make sure Cache Responses is checked.
3. Click Save Changes.

Manually Define File Reputation
To prevent unnecessary scanning and analysis on files for which your organization has identified a reputation, you can
add a SHA1 or SHA256 hash to Content Analysis with the manual Whitelist/Blacklist configuration page. This service
requires no additional subscription license; it is included with the base license for the appliance.

During file processing, Content Analysis will check these lists before reaching out to the cloud-based File Reputation
service. Unlike the cloud service, the manual whitelist/blacklist configuration results in either an allow or deny, with no
further analysis. If the hash exists in either list, the file will either be permitted without further analysis (whitelist) or denied
without further processing (blacklist).

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Show screen...

TIP
This feature is based on the SHA1 and SHA256 hash of files. You can use your favorite third party tools (web-
based and offline) to generate a SHA1 or SHA256 hash to use in your whitelist/blacklist configuration.

Search for known file hashes

If you're not sure if the file you're looking to block or allow has been added to Content Analysis before, you can search
each reputation list.

1. Select Services > Whitelist/Blacklist.
2. Paste the SHA1 hash for a file in the Search for Hash field in either the whitelist or blacklist. Click Search.
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3. The Search Results dialog appears.
a. If the search finds the supplied hash in the selected list, the Search Results dialog will advise that the hash exists

in the custom blacklist or whitelist.
b. If you wish to remove the file from the selected list, click Remove in the Search Results dialog.
c. If the search does not locate the hash in the selected list, the Search Results dialog will advise that the hash does

not exist in the custom blacklist or whitelist.
d. If you wish to add the file to the selected list, click Add in the Search Results dialog.
e. (Optional) When prompted, add a comment to identify the submission.

Add a file hash to file reputation lists

If you know that the a hash does not exist in the file reputation list you are working with, you can add it.

1. Paste the SHA1 hash for a file to either Add Hash to Blacklist or Add Hash to Whitelist fields, depending on
whether you would like to block or allow user access to this file in future download attempts.

2. Optional — When prompted, add a comment to identify the submission.
– If the file is already in the hash reputation list, Content Analysis displays an error message.

Export the hash blacklist or whitelist to a file

Whenever you make changes to either hash reputation list, it's a good idea to back up that list. Perform that backup with
Export.

1. Under Bulk Operations in either the Blacklist or Whitelist section, click Export.
2. You are prompted to save a CSV file containing your hash reputation list. The CSV file is named either blacklist or

whitelist, followed by the date (for example, blacklist_2020-12-01.csv).

Import the hash blacklist or whitelist from a file

If you have a file reputation list that you have previously saved, you can import it into Content Analysis.

1. Under Bulk Operations in either the Blacklist or Whitelist section, click Import.
2. You are prompted to browse for a CSV. Locate the desired file and click Open. When the upload is complete, the

browser displays a confirmation dialog.

Drop Slow Download Connections
Intelligent Connection Traffic Monitoring (ICTM) monitors connections between your ProxySG and Content Analysis. If
connections take longer to complete than expected, (such as with infinite stream data, like stock tickers or Internet radio),
ICTM drops the connection to keep resources available for scanning other objects.

When ICTM is enabled, the system checks for slow downloads and compares the number of concurrent slow ICAP
connections to the warning and critical thresholds. If the warning threshold is reached, the appliance notifies the
administrator of the dropped URLs (through an e-mail or SNMP trap, if the option is selected). You can use this
information to create policy on the ProxySG to ignore these URLs or URL categories in the future.

If the critical threshold is reached, Content Analysis terminates the oldest, slowest connections so that the level below the
threshold is maintained.

Optimize ICAP Connections

1. Select Settings > ICTM. Show screen...
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2. Check Enable Intelligent Connection Traffic Monitoring (ICTM).
3. Specify how many seconds a connection lasts before it is determined to be a slow download. Symantec recommends

the default value of 60 seconds. The larger the value, the more resources are wasted on suspected infinite stream
URLs. Conversely, lower values might tag the downloads of large objects as slow, thus targeting them for termination
before the download is complete.

4. Specify the warning threshold:
a. Specify how many concurrent connections that have exceeded the duration specified in Step 2 before a warning

message is sent.
NOTE
By default, an e-mail warning is sent if this threshold is reached. The e-mail is sent to recipients specified
on the Alerts > Alerts Settings page. If you disable this option, no warning is sent and the resource
issue is not logged in the Content Analysis log file.

b. Specify the time interval, in minutes, that Content Analysis repeats the warning messages while the appliance
remains in a warning state. The default value for this option is 0.

c. Check Send an alert any time connections are dropped to report when ICTM drops connections.
5. Configure when connections are dropped:

a. Specify the threshold at which Content Analysis drops older "slow" connections. If the number of concurrent
slow connections reaches this threshold, Content Analysis drops enough of these connections (beginning with the
oldest connections) to maintain a level below the critical threshold. Oldest connections are dropped first.

b. To send alerts whenever connections are dropped, enable the check box Send an alert any time connections
are dropped.

6. Click Save Changes.
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Integrations
How to integrate Symantec with SGOS and Malware Analysis.

Symantec Content Analysis, Symantec ProxySG, and Symantec Malware Analysis appliances work in concert to provide
a cohesive threat protection solution. This document provides conceptual information about malware threats, deployment
guidelines and configuration steps for getting the Symantec appliances to communicate with each other. It also includes
best practices to consider when deploying this integrated solution.

This integration guide supplements existing product-specific guides. For details and instructions on each product, use the
context-sensitive online help or refer to the following guides:

• Content Analysis WebGuide
• Symantec ProxySG SGOS Administration Guide
• Malware Analysis Administration Guide
• The Quick Start Guide poster for each Symantec appliance

Audience

The intended audience for this document is current and potential customers seeking to understand Symantec’s threat
protection solution; it provides configuration information to help integrate Content Analysis, ProxySG, and Malware
Analysis in your network.

This document assumes you are knowledgeable with basic network concepts and terminology. Basic familiarity with
Symantec products is also recommended but not a prerequisite.

Supported Symantec Devices and Operating Systems

As of the production of this document, the integration guide covers the following Symantec products and software
releases.

Hardware Platforms

The integration guide assumes you are using the supported models below:

• ProxySG—SG-S200, SG-S400, SG-S500, SG300, SG600, SG900, SG9000, VSWG
• Content Analysis—CAS-S200, CAS-S400, CAS-S500, CAS-V100 (CAS-VA)
• Malware Analysis—MAA-S400

Software Versions

This guide assumes that the following software versions are installed on your Symantec appliances:

• ProxySG—SGOS 6.5 or later
• Content Analysis—version 3.0 or later
• Malware Analysis—version 4.2 or later

Some of the features such as ICAP mirroring policy and using the built-in threat protection policy on the ProxySG are not
available in earlier versions. If you are consulting this guide and your software is more current than the ones listed above,
review the release notes for that release to learn about any new features not yet implemented in this guide.
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About Malware
Malware is malicious software designed to infiltrate or damage a computer system without the owner's informed
consent.The majority of malware comes from two vectors: hidden downloads in popular and trusted websites, and
malware distribution through social networking, peer-to-peer (P2P), infected websites, and web mail.

The following table lists common types of malware.

Malware Description

Adware Software that automatically displays advertisements on a
computer

Keylogger A program that secretly records a user's activity (keystrokes) to
steal passwords and other sensitive data

Ransomware Software that encrypts data in an unreadable format and then
demands payment in exchange for the decryption key (the
ransom)

Rogue security software Software that pretends to be an antivirus program to remove
malware infections, but actually, it is the malware. Oftentimes, it
will turn off the real antivirus software.

Spyware Computer software that is installed surreptitiously on a personal
computer to intercept or take partial control over the user’s
interaction with the computer, without the user’s consent

Trojan horse Software that appears to perform a desirable function but in fact
performs undisclosed malicious functions. A computer worm or
virus may be a Trojan horse.

Worm A self-replicating computer program that uses a network to send
copies of itself to other nodes, without any user intervention.
Unlike a virus, it does not need to attach itself to an existing
program. Worms destroy data and files on the computer.

Virus Software that attaches itself to an existing program and can
copy itself and infect a computer without a user’s permission or
knowledge

The Symantec Threat Protection Solution
A new breed of hackers – including cybercriminals, nation states, hacktivists, and insiders – are perpetrating increasingly
sophisticated, targeted, and effective exploits on enterprises. This shift in the threat landscape requires a security platform
that combines prevention with more effective attack detection, preparedness, and response. Symantec offers a three-
prong security solution in which the appliances have been designed, tested, and manufactured for compatibility:

• ProxySG appliance with its extensive web content controls, compares files against the Symantec WebFilter and
Global Intelligence Network (GIN) databases. If the domain hosting the file has been categorized as a malware source,
the file download is denied and the user is notified. If the domain is not recognized, the file is sent to Content Analysis
for inspection.

• Content Analysis (CA) appliances offer advanced malware detection at the gateway. CA uses multiple in-house and
third-party detection modules to provide a layered defense-in-depth strategy protecting against targeted/unknown
attacks, viruses, worms, trojans, and spyware.

• Malware Analysis (MA) sandboxing appliance provides both emulated and full virtual environments in which samples
are detonated. By observing what happens after the detonation, MA is able to detect malicious behaviors that static
methods alone cannot identify.
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Supported Anti-Malware Engines
Symantec Content Analysis provides the option to use one or two anti-malware engines from the following anti-malware
industry leaders:

• Symantec
• Kaspersky
• Sophos
• McAfee

Tests show that adding a second anti-malware engine results in a ~12% increase in malware capture. The most complete
coverage can be achieved with two engines on the perimeter and an engine from a third vendor on endpoint devices.

Scanning Services: RESPMOD vs. REQMOD
Content Analysis can scan content with two types of services: response modification and request modification.

Most web malware deployments involve the use of a response modification (RESPMOD) service. A response
modification service analyzes inbound client requests. That is, the response that is fetched from the origin content server
is scanned for malicious content before it is delivered to the user who requested the content. If the content is verified as
clean (and also allowable by corporate policy), the client receives the web objects (that comprise web pages). If malware
scanning detects malicious content, the response is quarantined, the objects are not cached, the event is logged, and the
client receives a message indicating that a virus was found.

A request modification (REQMOD) service is typically used to scan outbound web requests or web mail
attachments before users post them to file servers such as Gmail and Outlook servers. A request modification service
mainly prevents data leak in an enterprise.

Communication Between the ProxySG and Content Analysis Appliances
Symantec’s Content Analysis and Blue Coat ProxySG appliances communicate using Internet Content Adaptation
Protocol (ICAP). ICAP is an open standard protocol that allows content engines to send HTTP-based content to an ICAP
server for performing value-added services such as virus scanning. The ProxySG is the ICAP client, and Content Analysis
is the ICAP server. For frequently accessed web content, this integrated solution eliminates network threats and reduces
bandwidth usage and latency by serving objects from the cache.

Whether the ProxySG appliance sends web content to Content Analysis for scanning depends on proxy policy and
configuration settings. These settings also determine the contents of the exception pages presented to the end user.

When an OCS response is not already in cache, the appliance forwards the response to Content Analysis for
scanning. Depending on the scanning result, Content Analysis can:

• Modify the content (for example, a response stripped of a virus) and returns it to the proxy. The proxy caches the
modified content and serves it to the end user who requested it.

• Return the response, unmodified, to the proxy. The proxy caches the modified content and serves it to the end user
who requested it.

• Detect malicious content and inform the proxy via an exception. The proxy then blocks the file and presents an
exception page (either a vendor page or a proxy-generated exception page) to the user.

TIP
Vendor exception pages are cached. To troubleshoot exception pages that contain incorrect or outdated details,
see Vendor exception pages are outdated.

After an object is cached, Content Analysis does not scan it again unless the object hash changes (indicating the content
has changed) or the AV database is updated. The AV database is a pattern file comprising object scanning results that
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allows antivirus software to identify viruses. Whenever the database is updated, Content Analysis rescans all cached
objects except for those detected to be viruses. If the file contents have changed, cached viruses are scanned again.

For a non-cacheable object, Content Analysis scans the object, creates a secure hash of the file’s contents, and
compares the file’s hash against the AV database. The object will not be scanned again unless its hash changes or the AV
database is updated.

Deployment
This chapter illustrates several deployment topologies for incorporating one or more ProxySG and Content Analysis
appliances in your network.

NOTE
The ProxySG can be deployed in explicit or transparent mode. In explicit mode, each client web browser is
explicitly configured to use the ProxySG as a proxy server. In transparent mode, the client web browser does
not know the traffic is being processed by a machine other than the origin content server. Transparent proxy
requires that you use a bridge, a Layer-4 switch, or Web Cache Communication Protocol (WCCP) to redirect
traffic to the ProxySG.

Also included in this section are high-level guidelines and workflows for physically installing the appliances into your
network.

Deployment Guidelines
When planning the installation of your Symantec appliances, consider the following deployment guidelines:

• Symantec recommends that all ProxySG appliances reside on the same subnet as Content Analysis, even in cases
where multiple ProxySG appliances are load balanced with multiple Content Analysis appliances. Although you can
put the Content Analysis appliance in California and the ProxySG in New York, performance will suffer. For optimal
performance, the ProxySG and Content Analysis appliances must be physically and logically close to each other;
Symantec recommends that Content Analysis be on the next-hop VLAN.

• Before installing Content Analysis, install the ProxySG in your network, and verify that it is intercepting traffic.
• Content Analysis must have access to the Internet for system and pattern file updates.
• Malware Analysis must have at least one sandbox or Windows sandbox environment configured before Content

Analysis can use it to analyze data.

One ProxySG to One Content Analysis Appliance
This basic deployment has one ProxySG appliance, one Content Analysis appliance, and a Malware Analysis appliance. It
is suitable for a small enterprise or network segment.
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This deployment is the easiest to configure and is the least expensive to deploy because it does not require redundant
appliances to be purchased. However, due to its lack of redundancy, this deployment has the following limitations:

• No web malware scanning if the Content Analysis appliance goes down. Depending on the policy you implement on
the ProxySG, when the Content Analysis appliance fails, users either receive unscanned content or see exception
pages noting that the content cannot be delivered.

• No load balancing for ICAP scanning if the Content Analysis appliance gets overwhelmed with ICAP requests.
• No failover if the ProxySG goes down.

Virtual appliance deployment:
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Redundant Appliance Topologies
Larger enterprises may require redundancy in the network: multiple ProxySG and/or multiple Content Analysis appliances.
Redundant appliances address the limitations of the single-CAS/single-ProxySG deployment. The ProxySG can load
balance web scanning between multiple Content Analysis appliances or designate a sequence of Content Analysis
appliances as failover devices should the primary Content Analysis go offline. Similarly, secondary ProxySG appliances
can be configured as failover devices should the primary ProxySG go down or can provide further proxy support in the
network.

The options for redundant topologies are:

• Multiple Content Analysis appliances with a single ProxySG. This is the most common type of redundant topology in
a Symantec integrated deployment. For configuration details, see Load Balance Multiple Content Analysis Appliances
and Configure Content Analysis Failover.

• Multiple ProxySG appliances to one Content Analysis
• Multiple ProxySG appliances to multiple Content Analysis appliances

Diagrams for Redundant Topologies

The ProxySG and Content Analysis appliances are available in different capacities. Symantec provides sizing information
to assist you with determining the correct combination of appliances to deploy.

The following images represent the redundant topology options listed above.
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One ProxySG to multiple Content Analysis appliances

Enterprises that need ProxySG failover, without redundant Content Analysis appliances, might use the following type of
topology.
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Multiple ProxySG appliances to one Content Analysis

Enterprises with hundreds to thousands of users require the processing power of multiple ProxySG and Content Analysis
devices, which work together to provide efficient scanning power plus failover capability.
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Multiple ProxySG appliances to multiple Content Analysis appliances

For information on configuring failover on the ProxySG, refer to the SGOS Administration Guide (Configuring
Failover).

Deployment Workflow
This chapter describes the high-level steps to install and perform basic configuration on the ProxySG, Content Analysis,
and Malware Analysis appliances. Before you proceed with installing Content Analysis, install the ProxySG in the network,
and verify that it is functioning as a secure web gateway. For detailed information, refer to the Quick Start Guide for
your hardware platform.

Configure and Install the ProxySG Appliance
The following procedure provides high-level steps for performing the initial configuration and physical installation of the
ProxySG appliance.
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NOTE
If deploying a virtual appliance, refer to the Secure Web Gateway Virtual Appliance Initial Configuration Guide.

1. Rack-mount the ProxySG and connect the appliance to the network. Refer to the ProxySG Quick Start Guide for
specific steps.

2. With a serial console connection, run the initial setup wizard, and configure the ProxySG with basic network settings.
3. License the appliance:

a. Open a web browser and navigate to: https://services.bluecoat.com/eservice_enu/licensing/register.cgi
b. Enter your MySymantec credentials.
c. Follow the onscreen instructions to register your appliance and download a license.

4. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
a. Open a supported web browser. (Note: Google Chrome is not supported.)
b. Enter the IP address you assigned to the ProxySG followed by port number 8082. For example:

https://192.0.2.2:8082
5. Verify a successful configuration.

a. In the Management Console, select Statistics > Summary > Efficiency. Verify that each configured interface is
up.

b. Click the Device tab. Verify connectivity to the DNS server and other external devices.
c. Make sure the ProxySG health status is green (OK).

The following example intercepts explicit HTTP traffic on port 8080 and creates a rule to allow this traffic.
6. Set the Explicit HTTP service to intercept.

a. Select Configuration > Services > Proxy Services.
b. Open the Standard service group, and locate the Explicit HTTP service.
c. Select the All -> Explicit:8080 port, and choose Intercept.

d. Click Apply.
7. Open the Visual Policy Manager.

a. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
b. Click Launch.

8. Add a rule in the web access layer to allow traffic received on the Explicit HTTP service port (8080).
a. Select Policy > Add Web Access Layer.
b. Right-click the Source field and select Set > New > Proxy IP Address/Port.
c. In the Port field, enter 8080 and click OK.
d. Right-click the Action field and select Allow.
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9. Install the policy.
a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.

10. Verify that the ProxySG is seeing network traffic.
a. Make sure there are clients running traffic. (The browser must be explicitly or transparently redirected to the

ProxySG appliance.)
b. Select Statistics > Sessions > Active Sessions.
c. Click Show. The Proxied Sessions table should list the active sessions of current traffic.

Configure and Install the Content Analysis Appliance
The following procedure provides high-level steps for performing the initial configuration and physical installation of the
Content Analysis appliance.

NOTE
If deploying a virtual appliance, refer to the Content Analysis  Virtual Appliance Installation Guide
on the Broadcom Tech Docs page.

1. Rack-mount the Content Analysis appliance and connect it to the ProxySG and the network. Refer to the  Quick
Start Guide for specific steps.

2. With a serial console connection, run the initial setup wizard, and configure Content Analysis with basic network
settings.

3. Log in to the Content Analysis browser interface and download the license.
a. Open a web browser.
b. Enter the IP address you assigned to Content Analysis followed by port number 8082. For example:

https://192.100.4.4:8082
c. Click Download License from Blue Coat. The appliance automatically downloads and installs the license.

4. Activate and view services (Antivirus, File Reputation, Sandboxing, Predictive Analysis) you have purchased.
a. Go to the Broadcom Licensing Portal at https://portal.broadcom.com/group/licensing-portal to associate the

activation code provided in your e-fulfillment letter with your appliance serial number. If you fail to do this,
subscription elements of your license will not be available.

b. Go to System > Licensing. The License information page displays. Each licensable service shows the following
details:
Status: The availability of a service component and the expiration date
Active: The activation status of the component

c. Select a service component check box to activate it.
d. Click Save Changes.

Install and Configure the Malware Analysis Appliance
When Content Analysis detects a suspicious file that's not on the whitelist and doesn't match any known malware
signatures, the appliance can forward the file to an external sandbox, such as Symantec Malware Analysis, for further
analysis. The sandbox provides a virtualized or emulated Windows environment where files can be safely tested for
malware.

The following procedure provides high-level steps for performing the initial configuration and physical installation of the
Malware Analysis appliance.

1. Rack mount the Malware Analysis appliance and connect it to the network. Refer to the  Quick Start Guide for
specific steps.
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2. Configure the Malware Analysis appliance with basic network settings. With a serial console connection, run the initial
setup wizard. Refer to the  Quick Start Guide for specific steps.

NOTE
If your Malware Analysis appliance is connected to a network segment with DHCP, the IP address will
appear on the LCD panel; you do not need to manually configure network settings.

3. Log in to the Malware Analysis web interface.
a. Open a web browser.
b. Enter the IP address you assigned to the appliance (or the one that was assigned through DHCP). For example:

https://192.0.2.3
c. Accept the self-signed certificate when prompted by your web browser.
d. Input the default admin web interface username and password: admin | admin
e. Click Login

4. Follow the prompts to install the Windows license(s) and complete the installation.
5. Upload the .NDF license file to activate the appliance. The .NDF license file is attached to the entitlement email that

you should have received.
6. Verify a successful configuration.
7. Activate all reputation services (Web and File) and make sure WebPulse is enabled.
8. Create or modify profiles as needed to replicate production environments or to test the behavior of malware across

different configurations. Refer to the Symantec   Malware Analysis  Administration Guide for details.
9. Configure default task settings.

Configure Symantec Appliances to Communicate
After Symantec appliances are deployed, you can configure them to communicate with one another. On the
ProxySG appliance, you must create an ICAP service that identifies the Content Analysis appliance and then add a
rule to your policy that defines this service for ICAP response; alternatively, you can enable malware scanning on the
ProxySG appliance which performs both tasks for you. To configure communication between Content Analysis and
Malware Analysis appliances, you identify the MA appliance to be used for sandboxing.

Enable Secure ICAP Connections
Content Analysis receives data from the ProxySG appliance through an Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP)
connection. This occurs on port 1344, which is the typical TCP port for plain ICAP communication. For heightened
security, you can enable a secure connection between Content Analysis and the ProxySG appliance.

Secure ICAP introduces a significant performance penalty. When security is of concern, an alternative is to deploy the
Content Analysis and ProxySG appliances on a segmented network, to which no outside access is permitted. Only when
properly segmented does Symantec recommend enabling plain text ICAP connections.

Configure Content Analysis to receive secure ICAP connections

1. Log in to Content Analysis.
2. Select Settings > ICAP.
3. Secure the connection.Show screen...
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a. Select secure.
NOTE
Secure ICAP has a significant impact to performance.

b. The default secure Port is 11344. You can change the port, but be advised that this change must occur on both
ends of the transaction: Content Analysis and the ProxySG secure ICAP service.

c. (Optional) Select plain to allow non-secure services (such as HTTP and FTP) to be scanned using the plain ICAP
connection. (Secure services, such as HTTPS, will be scanned using the secure ICAP connection.)

d. Check your preferred TLS/SSL versions to support for the secure connection. Symantec recommends avoiding
TLS 1.0 and below.

NOTE
This should match the TLS settings in the SSL device profile on the ProxySG appliance.

e. (optional) Click Cipher Selection to set your preferred security ciphers for your secure ICAP connection.
The Cipher Selection window opens. Show screen...
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f. The available ciphers are listed under Cipher. Strength denotes the cryptographic strength of each cipher. Put a
check in the box to the left of your preferred ciphers.

NOTE
For optimal security, Symantec recommends that only high strength ciphers be used.

g. Use the up and down arrows under Priority to change the list order.When negotiating a secure connection,
Content Analysis will prefer the enabled ciphers at the top of the list first. As cipher negotiation takes place, if
the topmost ciphers are not supported by the client, (the ProxySG appliance, in most cases) it will use the next
available cipher in the list until a match is made.

h. Scroll to the bottom of the list and click Save.
i. Click Save Changes.

4. Generate a self-signed certificate.If your organization has a Certification Authority, you can generate and sign a
Certificate Authority–signed certificate for Content Analysis, and install it on the appliance. See step 5 below.
a. On the Settings > ICAP page, click Certificate Management. The Certificate Management dialog opens.
b. The Current Information tab displays what is currently in the appliance certificate. If any information is

incorrect, click Create Certificate. Show screen...
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c. Enter the certificate identity information.
d. Enter a recipient Email address. This should be the administrator who gets notified if there are problems with the

certificate.
e. Select a Date valid value. This is the expiry date for the certificate.
f. Set the Size value, which is the key length used to encrypt the certificate. Available key lengths are 2048 and

4096.
g. Click Save Changes to generate the certificate. The appliance resets the ICAP service to support the new

certificate. A dialog displays a countdown timer for 30 seconds while the service restarts.
h. Click Current Information and Download Public Key to save the certificate file to your local system.

5. (Optional/Recommended) Install a Certificate Authority–signed certificate.
a. Create a CSR with your organization's certificate information, and have it signed as a server certificate by a

Certificate Authority.
b. Click Certificate Management > Import Certificate and click Browse. Show screen...
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c. Browse for your certificate in PEM, DER, or pcks12 format and click OK.
d. Enter the passphrase your CA used to secure the certificate (if present) and click Upload.
e. Click Current Information and Download Public Key to save the certificate file to your local system.
Make sure that the certificate you install includes both the public and private keys.

Install the certificate on the ProxySG appliance and enable a secure ICAP configuration.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Select Configuration > SSL > CA Certificates > CA Certificates.
3. Import the certificate you created in steps 3 or 4 in Configure Content Analysis to receive secure ICAP connections.

a. Click Import. The Management Console displays the Import External Certificate dialog.
b. Name the certifiate.
c. Open the Content Analysis appliance certificate in a text editor on your system and copy all text including: -----

BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- to -----END CERTIFICATE-----.
d. Click Paste From Clipboard to add the certificate to the CA Certificate PEM field.
e. Click OK to close the dialog; click Apply.

4. Add the certificate to the approval list.
a. Select Configuration > SSL > CA Certificates > CA Certificate Lists.
b. Click New and enter AV_Approval CA.
c. Select your new certificate from the list on the left and click Add>> to add the certificate to this CA certificate list.
d. Click OK ; click Apply.

5. Create a device profile to use the certificate and CA Certificate List (CCL).
a. Select Configuration > SSL > Device Profiles.
b. Click New and name the new profile AV_SSL.
c. Select default as the Keyring.
d. Select the CCL you created in step 4, AV_Approval CA.
e. Select the same TLS settings as you did for secure connections on the Content Analysis appliance.
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f. Click OK, then Apply.
NOTE
If SSL connections fail in initial testing, remove the Verify peer check mark (enabled by default).

6. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP.
SGOS 6.6 and higher: Select Configuration >  Content Analysis  > ICAP.

7. Select your ICAP service object in the list and click Edit.
8. Add a check next to This service supports secure ICAP connections.
9. Select AV_SSL from the SSL Device Profile drop-down menu. Click OK , then Apply.

Add CAS Certificate to ProxySG
If you are employing secure ICAP connections from the ProxySG appliance to the Content Analysis appliance, you must
add the Content Analysis certificate to the ProxySG so that it is selectable when creating the Secure ICAP Service.

This task assumes that you have completed the steps in Enable Secure ICAP Connections.

This procedure demonstrates the SGOS 6.5.x Management Console.

1. Log in to the ProxySG appliance Management Console.
2. Navigate to Configuration > SSL > CA Certificates.
3. Import the Content Analysis cert.

a. Click Import. The Management Console displays the Import External Certificate dialog.
b. Name the CA Cert.
c. Open the Content Analysis appliance certificate in a text editor on your system and copy all text including:-----

BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- to-----END CERTIFICATE-----.
d. Click Paste From Clipboard to add the certificate to the CA Certificate PEM field.
e. Click OK to close the dialog; click Apply.

4. Add the certificate to the approval list.
a. Select SSL > CA Certificates > Certificate Lists.
b. Select the AV_Approval CA Certificate list and click Edit.
c. Select your new certificate from the list on the let and click Add>> to add the certificate to this CA certificate list.
d. Click OK ; click Apply.

5. Proceed to Manually Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG .

Configure ICAP Policy on a ProxySG Appliance
Traffic is sent from the ProxySG to Content Analysis using the Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP).
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NOTE
A ProxySG appliance that communicates with Content Analysis should be running SGOS 6.5.2.x or higher.

To have Content Analysis scan the traffic your users request, configure the ProxySG to identify the types of data it
will scan. You can either use configuration. The manual configuration requires that you create policy to trigger the
ICAP connection for destination URLs, categories, and file types. The configuration relies on the Malware Scanning
configuration on the ProxySG appliance to provide a threshold configuration to determine how strict content scanning will
be.

TIP
Symantec provides customizable policy templates to help you configure CPL policy that bypasses content
scanning for low-risk/high-volume content. These best practices provide a more secure policy model for
bypassing content scanning; the policy lowers risk, improves user experience, and conserves scanning
resources. The policy model contains three predefined security levels that you can choose from:Basic,Medium,
andHigh. The policy takes advantage of various detection mechanisms such as URL Threat Risk Levels, URL
Category, URL, Web Application, Application Group, and streaming detection and file types. For instructions on
implementing this policy, see Secure Web Gateway - Content Analysis Policy Best Practice. Note that this policy
requires that you use manual ICAP configuration on the ProxySG appliance; automatic configuration creates
policy that conflicts with the best practice policy.

• Automatic Malware Scanning on the ProxySG Appliance
• Manual ICAP Configuration on the ProxySG Appliance
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Automatically Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG
The ProxySG malware scanning solution uses a set of predefined ICAP scanning and threat detection policies to protect
your network and users from malicious content. Once malware scanning is enabled, your appliance will send traffic to your
ICAP device (either ProxyAV or Content Analysis ) to be scanned for malware and threats.

Configure Malware Scanning in SGOS 6.5

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Select Configuration > Threat Protection > Malware Scanning.
3. Add the Content Analysis appliance.

a. Click New. The management console displays the Add ProxyAV ICAP Server dialog.
b. Enter the IP address or host name for Content Analysis.
c. Select the ProxyAV Ports per your deployment (applies to Content Analysis appliances).
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• The default is Plain ICAP connections.
• If you enabled (or plan to enable) a Secure ICAP connections between the ProxySG appliance and Content

Analysis, select that option.
• (Optional) If you enable secure connections, you can select the plain ICAP connections option as well. When

you do so, non-secure services, such as HTTP and FTP, are scanned using the plain ICAP connection and
secure services, such as HTTPS, are scanned using the secure ICAP connection.

d. Click OK.
4. The Malware options on the bottom of the page are now selectable.

a. (Optional) Change the protection level from the default of High performance to Maximum protection, if you want
to scan all files, rather than those that are typically vectors for viral attacks. This can unnecessarily cause Content
Analysis to use more resources than necessary as it has to scan all data users request from the Internet. If your
organization does not have a policy that requires all data to be scanned, use the High performance protection
level setting.

b. The Connection Security options apply if you have enabled secure ICAP. You can instruct the ProxySG appliance
when to use secure connections.

c. For the best security, Symantec recommends leaving the default Actions on Unsuccessful Scan option to Deny
the client request.

5. Select the Enable Malware Scanning box.
6. Click Apply.

Configure Malware Scanning in SGOS 6.6 and 6.7

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Select Configuration > Threat Protection > Malware Scanning.
3. Add the Content Analysis appliance.
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a. Click New. The Add CAS/ProxyAV ICAP Server dialog opens.
b. Enter the IP address or hostname for Content Analysis.
c. Select the CAS/ProxyAV Ports per your deployment (applies to Content Analysis appliances).

• The default is plain ICAP connections.
• If you enabled (or plan to enable) secure ICAP connections between the ProxySG appliance and Content

Analysis, select that option.
• If you enable secure connections, you can select both options so that in the event there is a certificate mismatch

or other error, the AV scan occurs over the plain connection. If you select only Secure, the ProxySG appliance
does not forward the scan request in the event of a secure connection error.

d. Click OK.
4. To enable Malware Scanning, select Use external content analysis services.
5. The options on the bottom of the page are now selectable.

a. (Optional) Change the protection level from the default of High performance to Maximum protection, to scan all
files, rather than those that are typically vectors for viral attacks. This can unnecessarily cause Content Analysis to
use more resources than necessary as it has to scan all data users request from the Internet. If your organization
does not have a policy that requires all data to be scanned, use the High performance protection level setting.

b. For the highest security, Symantec recommends leaving the default Actions on unsuccessful scan option to
Deny the client request.

6. Click Apply.

Configure Malware Scanning in SGOS 7.x
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In SGOS 7.x, threat protection policy is handled by the Security Policy service. Security Policy comprises 'best practice'
security coverage without having to write CPL.

1. Launch the web VPM.
2. Click Add Layer. The Add a Layer dialog displays the supported layer types.
3. Under "Add A Pre-configured Policy", select Default Policy and then click OK.

NOTE
Only one security policy layer may be added. If one is already defined, the Default Policy section states
"Policy already included".

The VPM displays the layer name, layer type, and the default security level, as follows:

4. For Protection Level, accept the current selection or choose another level. Refer to the following table for details:

Security Level Description

Recommended • Basic security protection
• Block executable files from unrated domains
• Block URLs with risky categories or high threat risk levels

Strong • Basic security protection
• Additional blocked URL categories
• No proxy bypassing

Max • Basic and Medium security protections
• Additional blocked URL categories
• Block file type mismatch
• Block IP addresses

5. Click Apply Policy to save current changes.

Modify the ICAP Configuration

With Malware Scanning enabled, the next step is to check the settings on the ICAP service object, and modify as
necessary.

1. In the ProxySG management console:
SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP.
SGOS 6.6 and later: Select Configuration > Content Analysis  > ICAP.

2. Here, you'll notice that there is a service called proxyav1. This service was created when you added a new ICAP
server. Select proxyav1 and click Edit. The Edit ICAP Service proxyav1 dialog opens.
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3. When integrating Content Analysis with Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM), you must tell the
ProxySG appliance to send the client address so that SEPM can identify whether the IP address is a managed
endpoint.
Enable the Client address check box in the ICAP v1.0 Options section.
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4. Adjust other settings, as required. For example, you may want to change the Maximum number of connections.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

CAS-S200-A1 100 100

CAS-S400-A1 100 100

CAS-S400-A2 100 200

CAS-S400-A3 200 300

CAS-S400-A4 300 400

CAS-S500-A1 400 (600 when using Symantec AV) 500

CAS-V100 (CAS-VA) 100 100

For high-performance models of Content Analysis Virtual Appliance, refer to the table below.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

C4R16-S  25

C4R16-M  50

C4R16-L  100

C8R24-S  100

C8R24-M  200

C8R24-L  300

C16R32-S  300

C16R32-M  400

C16R32-L  500

C32R128-S  700

C32R128-M  800

C32R128-L  900

C64R128-S  900

C64R128-M  1000
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Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

C64R128-L  1100
5. Click OK and Apply to save the ICAP service settings.

View Malware Scanning Policy

To verify that the Malware Scanning policy has been applied to your configuration, view the policy: <this will look different
for 7.x if DSP is installed>

1. In the ProxySG Management Console, select Configuration > Policy > Policy Files.
2. Next to Current Policy, click View. The policy is displayed in a new window.
3. Search for malware_scanning. You should find CPL code similar to the following:

<Cache BC_malware_scanning_solution>

 policy.BC_malware_scanning_solution

<Proxy BC_malware_scanning_solution_proxy>

 policy.BC_malware_scanning_solution_proxy

NOTE
The definitions for the malware scanning policy appear further down in the CPL.

For information on defining policy to exempt specific URLs, categories, or file types from being ICAP scanned, see
Configure Scanning Exemption Policies .

Manually Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG
The ProxySG appliance requires an ICAP service object to communicate with Content Analysis.

NOTE
If you plan to enable secure ICAP, this topic assumes that you have completed the steps in Enable Secure
ICAP Connections.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Add a new ICAP service.

a. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > ICAP.

b. Click New. The Add list Item dialog opens.
c. Enter a name for the Content Analysis service and click OK.
d. Click Apply.

3. Select the new entry in the list and click Edit. The Edit ICAP Service dialog opens. 
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a. Enter the Service URL, which is the Content Analysis ICAP address. The format is as follows:
icap://<IP_address>/<ICAP_service>  , whereIP_address is the Content Analysis IP address or
hostname andICAP_service is the name of the CAS appliance (CAS by default).
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NOTE
Starting in SGOS 6.6, the Service URL does not require theICAP_service when the ICAP server is
Content Analysis or ProxyAV. You can simply entericap://<IP_address>/.

b. Set the maximum number of ICAP connections to establish with Content Analysis. Refer to the table below to
determine the best value for this field. The table lists recommended and maximum supported ICAP connections
each model of Content Analysis appliance can support at one time. If more than one ProxySG appliance
communicates with your Content Analysis appliance, divide the maximum number of connections among them.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

CAS-S200-A1 100 100

CAS-S400-A1 100 100

CAS-S400-A2 100 200

CAS-S400-A3 200 300

CAS-S400-A4 300 400

CAS-S500-A1 400 (600 when using Symantec AV) 500

CAS-V100 (CAS-VA) 100 100

For high-performance models of Content Analysis Virtual Appliance, refer to the table below.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

C4R16-S  25

C4R16-M  50

C4R16-L  100

C8R24-S  100

C8R24-M  200

C8R24-L  300

C16R32-S  300

C16R32-M  400

C16R32-L  500

C32R128-S  700

C32R128-M  800

C32R128-L  900

C64R128-S  900

C64R128-M  1000

C64R128-L  1100
Sense settings can also be used to define the maximum number of ICAP connections, however it will always return a
value of 100 (in SGOS 6.6 or higher) or 250 (in SGOS 6.5) connections. This value may be too high for some models
of Content Analysis, and can result in queued connections and potential instability.
a. In the Connection timeout field, enter the number of seconds the ProxySG waits for replies from Content

Analysis. The default timeout is70 seconds, but you will likely want to set a higher value because large (several
hundred MB) archives can easily take more than70 seconds. If Content Analysis gets a large file that takes more
then the configured timeout to scan, the ProxySG will close the connection, and the user will not get the file. The
value you enter for the timeout is related to the maximum file size configured on Content Analysis; larger file sizes
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require longer to scan so the connection timeout should be higher. If you allow only 100 MB file sizes,70 seconds
would be a sufficient timeout value. But if you allow 2 GB files, a timeout value of70 would be too low. The range
is1 to65535.

b. Select Defer scanning at threshold to set the threshold at which the ProxySG defers the oldest ICAP connection
that has not yet received a full object. When enabled, the defer threshold scanning defaults to 80 percent.

c. Select the ICAP Service Ports per your deployment.
• The default service is a plain ICAP connection.
• If you enabled (or plan to enable) a secure ICAP connection between the ProxySG appliance and Content

Analysis, select that option and from the SSL Device Profile drop-down list, select the profile you created.
• (Optional) If you enable secure connections, you can select the plain ICAP connections option as well. When

you do so, non-secure services, such as HTTP and FTP, are scanned using the plain ICAP connection and
secure services, such as HTTPS, are scanned using the secure ICAP connection.

d. Set the ICAP method to be used. To scan traffic as users receive it from the Internet, select response
modification. To scan traffic as users send it to the Internet, select request modification.

e. Select Send options—Client address, Server address, Authenticated user, and Authenticated groups—to
forward this information with each file sent to Content Analysis. This ensures that all threat reporting bears the
appropriate information.

NOTE
When integrating Content Analysis with Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM), you must tell
the ProxySG appliance to send the client address so that SEPM can identify whether the IP address is a
managed endpoint.

a. Click OK to close the dialog.
4. Click Apply.

Next Step: Once you have an ICAP service defined, define policy to send traffic to Content Analysis. See Configure
ICAP Policy.

Configure ICAP Policy
Once you have defined an ICAP response service, you can use policy on the ProxySG appliance to send traffic to Content
Analysis.

NOTE
This task is only required for manual ICAP configurations. If you use the automatic configuration using the
Malware Scanning option, skip this procedure. If you want to use the best practice policy template, you should
follow the instructions in the Secure Web Gateway - Content Analysis Policy Best Practices Improvement.

Create a default rule to send traffic to the Content Analysis with ICAP

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Select Policy > Add Web Content layer.
3. Name the new layer ICAP Scan.
4. Right-click the Action field in the rule.

– SGOS 6.5: Select Set > New > Set ICAP Response Service.
– SGOS 6.7 and later: Select Set > New > Perform Response Analysis.
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5. Select the ICAP service you created in the Management Console and click Add to move it to the box on the right.
6. Choose a failure method:

Deny the client request (fail closed)
SGOS 6.5: Continue without further ICAP processing (fail open)
SGOS 6.7 and later:  Continue without further response processing (fail open)

7. Click OK, OK .

8. Install the policy.
a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.
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For information on defining policy to exempt specific URLs, categories or file types from being ICAP scanned, see
Configure Scanning Exemption Policies .

Configure Scanning Exemption Policies
Whether you've used an automatic ICAP configuration with the Malware Scanning option in SGOS 6.x, or manually
configured an ICAP response modification rule in the VPM, you may find that your organization needs to exempt specific
destinations from ICAP scanning. If a destination URL, category, or file type is trusted, you can configure policy to negate
it from being scanned. The examples provided in this topic detail the steps to configure the most common types of
ICAP exemptions.

Exempt a Domain from Scanning

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. If you used the automatic method of enabling Malware Scanning, you will need to add a new web content layer.
a. Select Policy > Add Web Content Layer.
b. Name the layer ICAP Scan.

3. Or, if you manually configured Content Analysis scanning and policy, add a new rule to your  ICAP Scan policy layer.
a. Click Add rule.
b. Click Move up to position the new rule above the ICAP scan rule.

4. Right-click the Action field in the new rule, and choose one of the following:
– SGOS 6.5: Select Set > New > Set ICAP Response Service.
– SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Set > New > Perform Response Analysis.

5. Name the new object DoNotScan and choose one of the following:
– SGOS 6.5: Select Do not Use any ICAP response service.
– SGOS 6.6 and later: Select Do not perform response analysis.
SGOS 6.6 Screen
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6. Click OK, and OK.
7. Right-click the Destination field in this new rule. Select Set > New > Request URL.
8. Enter www.symantec.com (replace with a domain you would like to exempt from ICAP scanning). Click Add, Close,

and OK.

9. Repeat for other URLs.
10. Install the policy.

TIP
The web content layer only allows exemptions based on destinations. To make an exemption based on source,
use a web access layer instead of a web content layer.

Exempt a Category from Scanning
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Because some media streams come without end, sending those streams to an ICAP appliance for scanning can lead to
delays in processing other traffic. As a best practice measure, follow these steps to defer the streaming media category
from being ICAP scanned.

1. In your ICAP Scan layer, add a new rule and position it above the scanning rule.
2. Right-click the Destination field in this new rule, and click Set > New > Request URL Category.

Extend the Blue Coat categories list, select TV/Video Streams. Name the object TV/Video Stream Category.
3. Click OK, OK.
4. Right-click the Action field, and select Set. Choose DoNotScan from the list of existing objects.
5. Install the policy.

Use Policy to React to Specific ICAP Scan Results

SGOS 6.5.2.1 introduced the option to define policy to take action based on the results of ICAP scanning. This example
policy allows users to download archive files such as ZIP, RAR, or GZ, if they are password protected and from a trusted
domain.

NOTE
To take action on ICAP scan results, your ICAP request modification rule (or Malware Scanning configuration)
must have the Continue without ICAP/Malware Scanning option enabled.

1. Add a new Web Access Layer and name it ICAP Error Actions.
2. Select Edit > Reorder Layers. Position the ICAP Error Actions layer below your ICAP Scan layer.
3. Right-click the Destination field, and select Set > New > Request URL.
4. Enter the domain name of the URL in question. In this case, we'll usewww.example.com. Click Add, Close, and OK.
5. Right-click the Service field in the new rule, and select Set > New > ICAP Error Code.
6. Select Selected errors, choose Password Protected Archive, click Add, OK, and OK.
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7. Right-click the Action field and select Allow.

8. Install the policy.

Exempt a Policy Rule from Content Security Policy (SGOS 7.x)

If you have installed Content Security Policy, you can exempt a policy rule from the global rule.

1. Launch the web VPM.
2. Select an existing rule that you want to exempt from Security Policy and add an Exempt From Default Security

action object.
3. Click Apply Policy to save current changes.

Test the Threat Protection Policy
Before proceeding with further configuration, test the basic deployment to verify Content Analysis is scanning content and
detecting malware based on your selections in configuration.

1. Log in to Content Analysis.
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2. Confirm that Content Analysis is scanning files. Select Statistics > Objects; the Total Scanned value should
increment as clients make web requests. (The browser must be explicitly or transparently redirected to the ProxySG
appliance.)

3. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
4. Prepare the ProxySG for test validation by enabling access logging.

a. Select Configuration > Access Logging > General > Default Logging.
b. Enable the Enable Access Logging check box.
c. Click Apply.

5. Display the log, so that log entries can be viewed during testing.
a. Select Statistics > Access Logging > Log Tail.
b. Select the appropriate HTTP access log (main is the default log).
c. Click Start Tail.

6. Request an “infected” test file.
NOTE
The file is not actually infected but has a virus signature that identifies it as infected for testing purposes.

a. Open a browser that is either explicitly or transparently redirected to the ProxySG.
b. Go to http://www.eicar.org.
c. Click the Download Anti-Malware Testfile link.
d. Read the information about the test files, and select one of the files to download (such as eicar.com).

7. Confirm that you were not provided with the “infected” file.
A page should display indicating that Content Analysis has detected a virus in the file, and that the file has been
dropped.

8. Check the ProxySG access log.
a. Go to the ProxySG’s Access Log Tail window.
b. Verify that the access log entry for the eicar file contains an entry for virus detection.

2020-03-12 17:39:51 382 10.9.16.75 - - virus_detected PROXIED "none" http://
www.eicar.org/anti_virus_test_file.htm 200 TCP_DENIED GET text/html;%20charset=
%220%22 http www.eicar.org 80 /download/eicar.com.txt - txt "Mozilla/4.0
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)" 203.0.113.76 1000
383 "EICAR test file"

9. Check the Content Analysis ICAP request history.
a. Go to the Content Analysis browser window.
b. Select Statistics > Historical Connections.
c. Click Refresh.
d. Locate the request for the eicar file.
e. Verify that the Result field contains VIRUS.

10. Request the same “infected” test file and verify that ProxySG does not send a previously-scanned object to Content
Analysis since the response for the object is now in the ProxySG’s cache.
a. Request the same “infected” test file.
b. Go to the Content Analysis Historical Connections window.
c. Click Refresh and verify that there is NOT a second request for the eicar file. (Since the response for the object

was served from the ProxySG cache, it should not have been sent to Content Analysis for scanning.)

Configure Malware Analysis
To configure Content Analysis to send unknown suspicious files to one or more standalone Symantec Malware Analysis
appliances for further analysis, you specify the IP address of the appliance and enable the profiles and tasks you want to
test with. The Symantec Malware Analysis server can either be a standalone Malware Analysis appliance or a Content
Analysis appliance that is dedicated to sandboxing.
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Content Analysis uses HTTPS to communicate with a Symantec Malware Analysis sandbox. The standalone Malware
Analysis appliance uses TCP port 443, whereas a Content Analysis appliance dedicated to sandboxing will use TCP port
8082 by default.

Prior to adding a Malware Analysis appliance or a dedicated Content Analysis appliance you must create an
administrator-level API key on the target appliance that is associated with the admin account.

Generate the API Key

1. Log in to the CLI of the target appliance with administrator credentials and enter enable mode.
2. Run the following command: ma-actions api-key create user admin role administrator
3. Copy the API key and its identifier to a separate file. You cannot recover this key after you close the CLI interface.

Add the Appliance

1. In Content Analysis, select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec Malware Analysis .
2. To define a server, click Add in the Servers panel. The Add Server dialog opens.
3. Do the following:

– Provide the Server IP address or hostname.
– For Port accept the default of 8082 if you are connecting to an external Content Analysis appliance that is

dedicated to on-box sandboxing, or enter 443 for a standalone Malware Analysis appliance.
– Provide the API Key that you generated earlier.

4. (Optional) Click Test to validate the configuration. Close the validation window
5. Click Add. The Malware Analysis server is listed in the Servers panel.

TIP
Click the Malware Analysis IP address to log in to its Management Console.

6. (Optional) repeat steps 2–5 to add additional Malware Analysis appliances to your sandbox configuration.

7. Check Use proxy settings if your MA server is on the Internet, and if your network requires Internet-bound requests
to pass through a proxy. This relies on the Content Analysis proxy configuration in Settings > Proxy. By default, data
sent to an MA sandbox server is sent directly.

8. (Optional) Select Submit to SandBox to enable MA's emulation feature.
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– MA offers two environment types:IntelliVM, which executes files in a full Windows Virtual Machine, andSandBox,
which executes files in an emulated Windows environment. Each malware scanning environment identifies
malicious URLs and activities performed when a suspicious file is executed. Only IntelliVM profiles fully replicate
a user workstation. Some malware behaves differently when executed in a SandBox environment other than a
Windows workstation, which can result in some files not being identified as malware.

– If you enable SandBox and IntelliVM profiles, Malware Analysis executes suspicious files in both environments.
– For maximum protection, send suspicious files to both the MA SandBox as well as the configured IntelliVM profiles.

Keep in mind that IntelliVM profiles are very labor intensive.
9. To set the Threat Threshold, move the slider to the left or right. The default value is 7. Files that score at or above the

threshold are considered threats, while those files that score below the threshold are considered safe.
10. Enable the tasks you want to test with. A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment

(operating system profile plus testing plugin script). A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are
tested during sandbox evaluation. If you enable more than one task, each enabled MA will execute suspicious files
in each IntelliVM profile as well as in sandbox emulation, if that option is enabled. For each additional plugin with the
same profile, Content Analysis will generate an additional task per profile on Malware Analysis. Refer to your Malware
Analysis documentation for details on the available plugins.

11. Verify that each Malware Analysis server is enabled; select the check box in the Enabled column if necessary.
12. Click Save Changes.
13. Click General Settings and enable Malware Analysis in the Sandbox Services panel.
14. Click Save Changes.

Make sure that the naming for each IntelliVM profile on each MA is consistent. If one MA has a Windows 10 profile with
the name "Windows10", every enabled MA must have a Windows 10 IntelliVM profile with that same name. Content
Analysis will report an error if an enabled profile does not exist on all enabled Malware Analysis appliances.

TIP
To confirm that Content Analysis is sending files to Malware Analysis for processing, look at the Sandboxing
report on Content Analysis (Statistics > Sandboxing). You should see values other than zero in the Total
Submitted bubble and on the Files submitted to sandboxing graph.

Monitor ICAP Scanning
This section describes different ways to monitor ICAP scanning — on the ProxySG, on Content Analysis, in Management
Center, and in Reporter.

• Display ICAP Graphs and Statistics on the ProxySG
• View Statistics on the Content Analysis Appliance
• View Malware Reports in Symantec Management Center and Reporter

Display ICAP Graphs and Statistics on the ProxySG
On the ProxySG, you can display a variety of ICAP statistics in bar chart form as well as in a statistical table. The table
below defines the ICAP statistics that the ProxySG tracks for each ICAP service and service group.

Statistic Description

Plain Requests ICAP scanning transactions that are not encrypted
Secure Requests ICAP scanning transactions that are encrypted and tunneled over

SSL
Deferred Requests ICAP scanning transactions that have been deferred until the full

object has been received
Queued Requests ICAP scanning transactions that are waiting until a connection is

available
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Statistic Description

Successful Requests ICAP scanning transactions that completed successfully
Failed Requests ICAP scanning transactions that failed because of a scanning

timeout, connection failure, server error, or a variety of other
situations

Bytes Sent Bytes of ICAP data sent to the ICAP service or service group
Note: Bytes Sent does not include secure ICAP traffic.

Bytes Received Bytes of data received from the ICAP service or service group
Plain Connections Number of connections between the ProxySG and the ProxyAV

across which plain ICAP scanning requests are sent  Note: This
statistic is not tracked for service groups.

Secure Connections Number of connections between the ProxySG and the ProxyAV
across which encrypted ICAP scanning requests are sent Note:
This statistic is not tracked for service groups.

Display Content Analysis ICAP Graphs on the ProxySG
Content Analysis ICAP graphs can be used as diagnostic and troubleshooting tools. For instance, if the Active Requests
graph shows excessive queued ICAP requests on a regular basis, this may indicate the need for a higher capacity
Content Analysis appliance.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. To display ICAP graphs:

– SGOS 6.5: Select Statistics > ICAP.
– SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Statistics > Content Analysis .

3. Choose what you want to graph: Services or Service Groups.
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4. To define the time period, display the Duration drop-down list, and choose from Last Hour, Last Day, Last Week,
Last Month, or Last Year.

5. To select the type of graph, click one of the following tabs:
Active Requests—Plain, secure, deferred, and queued active ICAP transactions (sampled once per minute)
Connections—Plain and secure ICAP connections (sampled once per minute)
Completed Requests—Successful and failed completed ICAP transactions
Bytes—Bytes sent to the ICAP service and received from the ICAP service
Each statistic displays as a different color on the stacked bar graph. By default, all relevant statistics are displayed.

6. In the Name column in the table beneath the graph, select the name of what you want to graph:
– The service name
– The service group name
– The Totals row (graphs all services or service groups)

7. (Optional) Disable check boxes next to any statistics you don’t want displayed on the graph.

Additional Information

• While the ICAP statistics screen is displayed, you can view new graphs by selecting different services, service groups,
time periods, or graph types.

• Graphs automatically refresh every minute. This may be noticeable only on graphs with the Last Hour duration.
• To see the actual statistics associated with a bar on the graph, hover the mouse pointer anywhere on the bar. A box

showing the statistics and total appears at the mouse pointer.
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Display ICAP Statistical Data
If you are more interested in the data than graphs, the ICAP statistics screen displays this information as well; beneath the
graph is a concise table that displays the number of successful and failed requests and number of bytes sent and received
for each service or service group during the selected time period. The table also calculates totals for each statistic across
all services or service groups.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. To display ICAP statistics:

SGOS 6.5: Select Statistics > ICAP.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Statistics > Content Analysis .

3. To define the time period, display the Duration drop-down list, and choose from Last Hour, Last Day, Last Week,
Last Month, or Last Year.

4. In the Name column in the table beneath the graph, select the name of what you want statistics for:
– The service name
– The service group name
– The Totals row (all services or service groups

5. Review the statistics. For the time period you selected, the ProxySG displays statistics for individual services as well
as totals for all services.

Monitor ICAP-Enabled Sessions on the ProxySG
For detailed information about active and errored sessions that have ICAP scanning enabled, view the Active Sessions
and Errored Sessions pages. You can filter the session list to display only the ICAP-enabled sessions, so that you can
easily view the ICAP state of each session (transferring, deferred, scanning, completed) and see fine-grained details
(such as client IP address, server name, bytes, savings, and protocol).
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Additional ICAP filters are available as well. You can also filter by:

• Type of ICAP service: REQMOD (request) or RESPMOD (response)
• Service name
• ICAP status (for example, display only the deferred connections)

Note that these additional filters are optional. If you leave all the options set to Any, all ICAP-enabled sessions will be
displayed.

By default, the Active Sessions screen displays all active sessions. When analyzing ICAP functionality, it’s helpful to filter
the list to display only ICAP-enabled sessions.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. To display active sessions, select Statistics > Sessions > Active Sessions > Proxied Sessions.
3. Select the ICAP filter.

4. (Optional) Filter by type of ICAP service. Choose REQMOD or RESPMOD. Or choose Any to display both types of
services.

5. (Optional) Filter by service name. Select the service name from the Service drop-down list, or choose Any to display
all services.

6. (Optional) Select the ICAP state from the Status drop-down list: transferring, deferred, scanning, completed. Or
choose Any to display all types of connections.

7. (Optional) Select Show errored sessions only to view only the current errored proxied sessions.
8. Click Show. The Proxied Sessions table displays the ICAP-enabled sessions.
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Of particular interest in the Proxied Sessions table is the ICAP (I) column. This column indicates the status of the ICAP-
enabled session, with unique icons identifying the ICAP status. The table below describes each of the ions.

ICAP Icon Description

(magnifying glass) Scanning — ICAP requests are in the process of being scanned

(arrow) Transferring — ICAP requests are being transferred to the ICAP
server

(clock) Deferred — ICAP scanning requests have been deferred until the
full object has been received

(checkmark) Completed — ICAP scanning requests completed successfully

(i) Inactive — The ICAP feature is inactive for the session or
connection

no icon Unsupported — ICAP is not supported for the corresponding
session or connection

View Statistics on the Content Analysis Appliance
Content Analysis has a number of malware processing reports that give you statistical details about the various processes
on the system so that you can see the effectiveness of each process.

• View Cache Hits
• View the Sandboxing Report
• View the File Reputation Report
• View the Whitelist and Blacklist Reports
• View ICAP Bytes
• View ICAP Objects

View Malware Reports in Symantec Management Center and Reporter
Symantec Reporter 10.1.4 introduces the ability to create a database that includes malware scanning and sandboxing
results from Content Analysis and Malware Analysis (MA) appliances that are deployed as part of your Symantec security
solution. You can then use Symantec Management Center to view malware reports from this database.

Earlier versions of Reporter collect data from multiple ProxySG appliances, and both Reporter and Management Center
can generate malware reports from this database.

View Malware Reports in Management Center

NOTE
See "View a Reporter Report" in the Management Center WebGuide for more information.

1. Log in to Management Center.
2. Make sure you have added Reporter as a managed device. See the Management Center WebGuide for details.
3. Select Reports > Reporter.
4. Select a role and the Reporter database from the Database drop-down list. The database you select determines the

list of available reports.
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5. Select one of the following Security reports:
NOTE
The reports listed below are available in Management Center 1.6-1.10; other versions of Management
Center may have additional or different Security reports.

Potentially Infected Clients - Unified To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later and select a unified database.  Reporter 10.1.4
introduces the ability to create a database that includes malware
scanning and sandboxing results from the Symantec Content
Analysis (CA) and Malware Analysis (MA) appliances that are
deployed as part of your SGOS proxy security solution. These
reports are called Unified reports. Displays an area, bar, column,
or pie chart of the client IP addresses that might be infected
by malicious content, as found by sandboxing, file reputation,
predictive analysis score, antivirus, and WebPulse (GIN). By
default, the report lists each IP address, sorted by the number of
risky requests.

Potential Malware Infected Clients To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.3.x or later.  Displays a bar chart of the client IP addresses
that might be infected by malicious content, as found by
sandboxing, file reputation, antivirus, and WebPulse (GIN). By
default, the report lists each IP address, sorted by the number of
risky requests.

Malware Detected Names Displays a bar chart of the names of the malware detected by
Content Analysis. To view this report, you must add a Reporter
appliance running 10.1.3.x or later.

Blocked Users For each user, this report shows a bar chart of the number of
requests that were blocked due to the URL being from one or
more of the following categories: Spyware, Suspicious, Phishing,
or Malicious. Note: This report will be blank if user name data isn’t
available in the Reporter log file.

Blocked Request by User Agent For each user agent (browser + version), the report shows a bar
chart of the number of blocked web requests to URLs from one
of the following categories: Spyware, Suspicious, Phishing, or
Malicious.

Threat Sites Blocked Displays a bar chart of the websites that had blocked web
requests to URLs from any of the following categories: Spyware,
Suspicious, Phishing, or Malicious. The sites with the most
blocked web requests appear at the top of the report.

Trend of Risky Requests Displays a line graph that shows the number of risky web requests
(for example, requests to URLs of malware categories) over the
specified time period. The graph contains a shaded area that
represents the normal requests range, which is a range based
on the organization's web traffic history over the last month. In
addition, a dotted horizontal trend line indicates the average
number of risky web requests during the last month.

Trend of Risky Users Displays a line graph that shows the number of users making
requests to URLs of risky categories (Spyware, Suspicious,
Phishing, or Malicious) over the specified time period. The graph
contains a shaded area that represents the normal count range,
which is a range based on the organization's web traffic history
over the last month. In addition, a dotted horizontal trend line
indicates the average number of users making risky web requests
during the last month.  Note: User drill-downs are blank if user
name data isn’t available in the Reporter log file.
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Trend of Blocked Requests Displays a line graph that shows the number of web requests
that were blocked over the specified time period. The requests
could be blocked for a variety of reasons, such as due to deny
policies on the ProxySG appliance. The graph contains a shaded
area that represents the normal requests range, which is a range
based on the organization's web traffic history over the last month.
In addition, a dotted horizontal trend line indicates the average
number of risky web requests blocked during the last month.

Trend of Blocked Users Displays a line graph that shows the number of users who were
blocked over the specified time period. The users could be
blocked for a variety of reasons, such as due to deny policies on
the ProxySG appliance. The graph contains a shaded area that
represents the normal count range, a range based on the
organization's web traffic history over the last month. In addition, a
dotted horizontal trend line indicates the average number of users
blocked during the last month.
Note: User drill-downs are blank if user name data isn’t available
in the Reporter log file.

Trend of Risky Clients Displays a line graph that shows the number of client IP
addresses that accessed URLs in the following categories:
Spyware, Suspicious, Phishing, or Malicious. The graph contains
a shaded area that represents the normal count range, a
range based on the organization's web traffic history over the last
month. In addition, a dotted horizontal trend line indicates the
average number of client IPs that were potentially infected during
the last month.

Threats To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.3.x or later.  Displays a bar chart that provides details for
the number of threats discovered by each detection method
(sandboxing, file reputation, antivirus, WebPulse).

Threats - Unified To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later and select a unified database.  Displays an area,
bar, column, or pie chart that provides details for the number of
threats discovered by each detection method—sandboxing, file
reputation, predictive analysis score, antivirus, WebPulse (GIN). 
Note: If Malware Analysis processing results in a detonation,
Malware Analysis sends that result to Content Analysis, which
notifies the SGOS proxy device. The SGOS proxy device caches
the result and blocks subsequent requests that match. However,
the log entries for these cache block actions do not contain the
sandboxing vendor or score. Because of this, you might not
see the Malware Analysis benefits reflected in the reports. For
example, the SGOS proxy device might block 20 requests that
match a cached result; the Malware Analysis is credited with only
one result (the one that resulted in the cache entry). However,
when the SGOS proxy device receives a clear cache action
(for example, when new AV patterns are loaded), the Malware
Analysis action re-occurs on the next request.

Trend of Threats To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.3.x or later.  Displays a column chart that shows the
trend over time for each detection method—Sandboxing, File
Reputation, Anti-virus, Web Pulse (GIN).
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Trend of Threats - Unified To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later and select a unified database.  Displays an
area, bar, column, or pie chart that shows the trend over time for
each detection method—Sandboxing, File Reputation, Predictive
Analysis score, Anti-virus, WebPulse (GIN).

Threats - WAF To view this report, you must add a WAF database from a
Reporter appliance running 10.1.3.x or later.
Displays an area, bar, column, or pie chart that shows the number
of threats by category (attack family or antivirus). Each colored
section represents a threat type and corresponding number of
incidents.

Trend of Threats - WAF To view this report, you must add a WAF database from a
Reporter appliance running 10.1.3.x or later.  Displays an area,
bar, column, or pie chart that shows the trend over time for
antivirus and attack family threats.

Attack Families To view this report, you must add a WAF database from a
Reporter appliance running 10.1.3.x or later.  Displays an area,
bar, column, or pie chart that shows the number of requests per
attack type (for example, SQL injection). The data corresponds to
that recorded for the x-bluecoat-waf-attack-family
log field. Each slice represents an attack type. The chart displays
only the top ten attack types.

Attack Families Per Country To view this report, you must add a WAF database from a
Reporter appliance running 10.1.3.x or later.  Displays an area,
bar, column, or pie chart that shows the total number of attacks
per country. The bar is segmented; each color represents a
different attack type. The chart displays only the top ten countries.
The data is based on geolocation data and is only shown when
either x-bluecoat-waf-attack-family or x-virus-
id does not include “- “.

Sandboxing Risk Score To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.3.x or later.  Displays a pie chart that shows the number of
requests in each risk score. Each slice represents a risk score.

Trend of Sandboxing To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later.  Displays an area, bar, column, or pie chart that
shows the trend over time for each risk score.

Trend of Predictive Analysis To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later.  Displays an area, bar, column, or pie chart that
shows the trend over time for each predictive analysis score.

Trend of File Reputation To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.4.x or later. Displays an area, bar, column, or pie chart that
shows the trend over time for each file reputation score.

File Risk Score To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.3.x or later. Displays a pie chart that shows the number of
requests in each risk score. Each slice represents a risk score.

URL Threat To view this report, you must add a Reporter appliance running
10.1.5.4 or later.  Displays a pie chart that shows the risk threat
level (a rating between 1 and 10) of URLs. Malicious sites
rank higher (for example, a 9 or 10) while a site that may be
questionable, yet not malicious, may rank lower (for example,
a 4 or 5). You can use the report to filter out specific risk levels.
You can also see the users who visit the higher risk sites more
frequently.
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View Malware Reports in Reporter

Reporter 9.4 and higher have the following malware reports available.

Report Name Description

Malware Requests Blocked by Site Lists all URLs that were blocked because of suspected malware
presence

Potential Malware Infected Clients Lists all client IP addresses that might be infected by malicious
content

Potential Threats Lists malware names and URL categories for suspected threats

Fine-Tune the Configuration
This section describes techniques for improving the user experience during ICAP scanning (via patience pages or
data trickling), ways to notify administrators about detected viruses, and several additional ICAP policies that you can
implement.

• Improve the User Experience
• Configure Email Alerts
• Customize the Malware Scanning Policy
• Create User-Based ICAP Policy
• Implement a Request Modification ICAP Service

Improve the User Experience
To avoid having users abort and reinitiate their web requests due to scanning delays, you may want to provide feedback to
let users know that scanning is in progress. This feedback can take the form of a patience page, or you can use data
trickling and deferred scanning to mitigate scanning delays. All three of these techniques are discussed in the
following topics:

Patience Pages
Patience pages are HTML pages displayed to the user if an ICAP content scan exceeds the specified duration. For
example, the HTML page can display an informative message, such as:

The content of the page you requested is currently being scanned. Please be patient...

You can configure the content of these pages to include a custom message and a help link. Patience pages refresh every
five seconds and disappear when object scanning is complete.

Patience pages are not compatible with infinite stream connections—or live content streamed over HTTP—such as a
web-cam or video feed. ICAP scanning cannot begin until the object download completes. Because this never occurs with
this type of content, the ProxySG continues downloading until the maximum ICAP file size limit is breached. At that point,
the ProxySG either returns an error or attempts to serve the content to the client (depending on fail open/closed policy).
However, even when configured to fail open and serve the content, the delay added to downloading this large amount of
data is often enough to cause the user to give up before reaching that point. See Conserve Scanning Resources for some
alternate solutions.

Data Trickling
Patience pages provide a solution to appease users during relatively short delays in object scans. However, scanning
large objects, scanning objects over a smaller bandwidth pipe, or placing high loads on servers might disrupt the
user experience because connection timeouts occur. To prevent such timeouts, you can allow data trickling to occur.
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Depending on the trickling mode you enable, the ProxySG either trickles—or allows at a very slow rate—bytes to the client
at the beginning of the scan or near the very end.

The ProxySG begins serving server content without waiting for the ICAP scan result. However, to maintain security,
the full object is not delivered until the results of the content scan are complete (and the object is determined to not be
infected).

NOTE
This feature is supported for HTTP/HTTPS connections only; data trickling for FTP connections is not supported.

Trickling Data from the Start

In trickle-from-start mode, the ProxySG buffers a small amount of the beginning of the response body. As Content
Analysis continues to scan the response, the ProxySG allows one byte per second to the client.

After Content Analysis completes its scan:

• If the object is deemed to be clean (no response modification is required), the ProxySG sends the rest of the object
bytes to the client at the best speed allowed by the connection.

• If the object is deemed to be malicious, the ProxySG terminates the connection and the remainder of the response
object bytes are not sent to the client.

Trickle-from-start mode is the more secure option because the client receives only a small amount of data pending the
outcome of the virus scan. However, the drawback is that users might become impatient, especially if they notice the
browser display of bytes received. They might assume the connection is poor or the server is busy, close the client, and
restart a connection.

Trickling Data at the End

In trickle-at-end mode, the ProxySG sends the response to the client at the best speed allowed by the connection,
except for the last 16 KB of data. As Content Analysis performs the content scan, the ProxySG allows one byte per
second to the client.

After Content Analysis completes its scan, the behavior is the same as described in Trickling Data From the Start.

Symantec recommends this method for media content, such as Flash objects. This method is more user-friendly
than trickle-from-start mode because users tend to be more patient when they notice that 99 percent of the object is
downloaded. Therefore, they are less likely to perform a connection restart. However, network administrators might
perceive this method as the less secure method, as a majority of the object is delivered before the results of the ICAP
scan.

Deciding Between Data Trickling and Patience Pages
Depending upon the type of traffic, the ProxySG configuration options plus policy allow you to provide different ICAP
feedback actions:

• For interactive traffic, that is a request involving a web browser, you can use either data trickling or a patience
page.

• For non-interactive traffic, that is a request that originates from a non-browser based application, such as
automatic software downloads or client updates, patience pages are incompatible; you can choose to use data trickling
or to provide no feedback to the user.

• Trickling is not supported with native FTP traffic. However, when trickling is enabled globally in the ICAP service
configuration, patience pages are supported with the following policy:

<Proxy> 

  service.name=FTP response.icap_feedback.interactive(patience_page, 5)
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Based on whether your enterprise places a higher value on security or availability, the ProxySG allows you to choose
between patience pages and data trickling.

Deferred Scanning
The deferred scanning feature helps to avoid network outages due to infinite streaming.

Infinite streams are connections such as web-cams or Flash media—traffic over an HTTP connection—that conceivably
have no end. Characteristics of infinite streams may include no content length, slow data rate, and long response time.
Because the object cannot be fully downloaded, the ICAP content scan cannot start; however, the connection between the
ProxySG and Content Analysis remains open, causing a wastage of finite connection resources.

With deferred scanning, ICAP requests that are unnecessarily holding up ICAP connections are detected and deferred
until the full object has been received.

How Deferred Scanning Works

When the number of ICAP resources in use has reached a certain threshold, the ProxySG starts deferring scanning of the
oldest outstanding ICAP requests. Once the defer threshold has been reached, for every new ICAP request, the ProxySG
defers the oldest ICAP connection that has not yet received a full object.

The defer threshold is specified by the administrator as a percentage. For example, if the defer threshold is set to 70
percent and the maximum connections are set to 100, then up to 70 connections are allowed before the ProxySG begins
to defer connections that have not finished downloading a complete object.

When an ICAP connection is deferred, the connection to Content Analysis is closed. The application response continues
to be received; when the download is complete, the ICAP request is restarted. The new ICAP request may still be queued
if there are no available ICAP connections. Once a request is deferred, the ProxySG waits to receive the full object before
restarting the request. If there is a queue when a deferred action has received a complete object, that action is queued
behind other deferred actions that have finished. However, it will be queued before other new requests.

Deferred Scanning and Setting the Feedback Options

Depending on how you configure the ICAP feedback option (patience page or data trickling) and the size of the object,
deferred scanning may cause a delay in ICAP response because the entire response must be sent to the Content
Analysis at once.

If a patience page is configured, the browser continues to receive a patience page until the object is fully received and the
outstanding ICAP actions have completed.

If the data trickle options are configured, the object continues to trickle during deferred scanning. However, due to the
trickle buffer requirement, there may be a delay, with or without deferred scanning, before the ProxySG starts sending a
response.

Configure ICAP Feedback
Use the following steps to configure the global feedback settings. To define additional feedback policy that applies to
specific user and conditional subsets, use the Return ICAP Feedback action object in the web access layer.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Specify the amount of time to wait before notifying a web-browser client that an ICAP scan is occurring.

a. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP > ICAP Feedback.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > ICAP > ICAP Feedback.

b. Locate the ICAP Feedback for Interactive Traffic section.
c. Enter a value in the Provide feedback after ___ seconds filed.
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3. Select the feedback method for interactive (browser-based) traffic:
– Return patience page (HTTP and FTP patience pages are available)
– Trickle object data from start (more secure form of trickling)
– Trickle object data at end (this form of trickling provides a better user experience)

4. For non-interactive traffic, specify the amount of time to wait before notifying a client that an ICAP scan is occurring.
a. Locate the ICAP Feedback for Non-Interactive Traffic section.
b. Enter a value in the Provide feedback after ___ seconds field.

5. Select the feedback for non-interactive traffic:
– Trickle object data from start
– Trickle object data at end

6. Click Apply to save the settings.

To customize the text on HTTP and FTP patience pages:

SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP > ICAP Patience Page.

SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > ICAP > ICAP Patience Page.

NOTE
For FTP transactions to be able to use a patience page, you must use the policy gesture
response.icap_feedback.interactive(patience_page, 5).

Enable Deferred Scanning
To enable deferred scanning, you edit the ICAP service.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Edit the ICAP service.

a. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP > ICAP Services.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > ICAP > ICAP Services.

b. Select the ICAP service.
c. Click Edit. The Edit ICAP Service window opens.

3. Enable scanning deferral.
a. Select Defer scanning at threshold to enable the defer scanning feature.
b. Enter a value (0-100) to set the threshold at which the ProxySG defers the oldest ICAP connection that has not yet

received a full object. For example, if the maximum connections are set to 100 and you set the defer threshold to
65 percent, then up to 65 connections are allowed before the ProxySG begins to defer connections that have not
finished downloading a complete object.

c. Click OK to close the Edit ICAP Service window.
d. Click Apply.

Configure Email Alerts
When significant events occur (such as when Content Analysis finds viruses and blocks files), Content Analysis can send
alert messages to email addresses, local logs, syslog servers, and SNMP monitoring systems.
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You can set Content Analysis to generate alerts for the following types of events:

Event Description

Virus is found A virus was found in an ICAP session. If you have configured e-
mail alerts, the URL of the web page where the virus was found is
included in the e-mail. So that you do not accidentally launch the
page, the URL is reformatted to make it unclickable. For example:
http://virus.com is rewritten as hxxp://virus.com.

File was passed through without being scanned A file was served to the user who requested it without any
Content Analysis scanning.Based on theserve file policy setting
in Services > AV Scanning Behavior and Services > AV File
Types.

File was blocked (exclude virus case) A file is blocked for any reason other than a virus infection. For
example, the administrator decides to block password-protected
compressed files.

Anti-virus update failed The antivirus update failed due to an error in retrieving or installing
the latest image.

Anti-virus update succeeded A new version of an antivirus pattern file has been installed.
License is expired or expiring soon The base license or a vendor subscription has expired, or it will

expire within 7 days.
Intelligent Connection Traffic Monitoring (ICTM) The maximum specified concurrentslow connection warning or

critical thresholds has been reached.
Reboot A system reboot has occurred on the appliance.
Sandboxing Threat Admin Alert (Asynchronous) A newly discovered threat that the sandbox identified after it was

delivered to the endpoint.
Sandboxing Threat Alert The sandbox has identified a threat and blocked it using either

real-time sandboxing or because it was found in the threat cache.
File Reputation Threat Alert Whitelist scanning identified a threat within the configured

Whitelisting threat threshold.
Predictive Analysis Threat Alert: A predictive analysis service identified a file as potentially or

absolutely infected with malware.Potentially infected files are sent
to the configured sandbox server(s) (if configured) while absolutely
infected files are blocked.

File was blocked by user blacklist A file was blocked because its hash matched a hash on a custom
blacklist.

Hardware sensor detected a problem (Added in version 3.1.4.0) A hardware sensor detects a problem,
such as a failure in a power supply.

Follow these steps to configure Content Analysis to send email alerts for significant events:

1. Log in to Content Analysis.
2. For each type of event you want to send an email alert:

a. Select Settings > Alert Locations.
b. For each type of event you want to send an email alert, select the check box in the E-mail column.
c. Remove check boxes for any alert types you don't want to use.
d. Click Save Changes.

3. Configure the email server and settings. See Configure E-Mail Settings.
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Customize the Malware Scanning Policy
When malware scanning is enabled, the threat protection policy is invoked. The rules implemented in the threat protection
policy either use the defaults or the selections that you configured in the malware scanning options in Configuration >
Threat Protection > Malware Scanning on the ProxySG appliance.

Unlike other policy files, the threat protection policy file is not displayed in the Policy Evaluation Order list in Policy >
Policy Options > Policy Options, and the threat protection policy file cannot be edited or modified. However, you can
create rules in the local policy file or in Visual Policy Manager (VPM) policy to supplement or override the configured
defaults. The rules created in local or VPM policy supersede the configuration in the threat protection policy because of
the evaluation order of policy files. By default on the ProxySG, policy files are evaluated in the following order: Threat
protection, VPM, Local, Central, and Forward.

The threat protection policy is evaluated before the VPM, Local, Central, or Forward policy to provide you with the
flexibility to adapt this policy to meet your business needs. For example, even if the malware scanning mode is configured
at maximum protection through configuration, you can create rules in VPM to allow all traffic from internal hosts/subnets
to be scanned using the high performance mode. Alternatively, if the default malware scanning mode is high performance,
you can add rules in VPM to invoke maximum protection mode for sites that belong to select content filtering categories
such as software downloads or spyware sources.

Example: Customize the Malware Scanning Policy

The following example demonstrates how to create rules in VPM to complement the malware scanning options that are
set in configuration. In the example below, the configuration uses maximum protection for all malware scanning. In this
example, you will create a VPM rule to allow internal traffic on a specific subnet to be scanned using the high performance
setting; all other traffic will be scanned with maximum protection.

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Verify that malware scanning is enabled and is set to Maximum protection.

a. Select Configuration > Threat protection > Malware Scanning.
b. Verify:

SGOS 6.5: Enable malware scanning check box is selected.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Use external content analysis services option is selected.

c. Verify that the Protection level is set to Maximum protection. This setting is global for all ICAP scanning between
the ProxySG and Content Analysis.

3. Launch the VPM.
a. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
b. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

4. Create policy to scan all traffic from an internal host using the high performance mode. This example uses the
10.0.0.0/8 subnet.
a. Select Policy > Add Web Content Layer.
b. In the Action field, right-click and select Set >  New > Set Malware Scanning. The Add Malware Scanning Object

dialog opens.
c. Select Perform high performance malware scan.
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d. Click OK to save your changes and exit all open dialogs.
e. In the Destination field, right click and select Set > New > Destination IP Address/Subnet. The Set Destination

IP/Subnet Object dialog opens.
f. Enter the IP address and subnet for the internal host (10.0.0.0 and 8), click Add, and then click Close.
g. Click OK to save your changes and exit all open dialogs.
h. Install the policy.

a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.

After this policy is installed, all traffic from the internal subnet 10.0.0.0/8 will be scanned using the high performance
mode. The completed rule is shown below.

Create User-Based ICAP Policy
Your ICAP policy (created previously) on the ProxySG sends traffic to Content Analysis for scanning. You can make
additions to your ProxySG policy to block/allow files based on the user's or group's name. For example, you may want to
allow administrators to download certain file types (such as EXE files) that are blocked for other users.

To set up user-based ICAP policies, you must complete the following tasks:

1. Create a web authentication layer that prompts for user credentials when a web browser is opened. See Enable Web
Authentication.

2. Create a web access layer with authorization rules that allow certain users access to blocked files and deny access to
other users. See Create Authorization Rules.
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NOTE
These steps assume you have already configured Content Analysis and ProxySG appliances to work together.
(See Configure Symantec Appliances to Communicate.) In addition, you need to have configured users and
groups for authentication (using RADIUS, LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, or other authentication servers) and
created a realm on the ProxySG to connect to these servers; refer to the SGOS Administration Guide for more
information.

Enable Web Authentication
To have users prompted for user name and password when they open a web browser, you need to create a web
authentication layer in your policy.

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Create a web authentication layer.
a. Select Policy > Add Web Authentication Layer.
b. Accept the proposed name or assign a descriptive name to the layer.
c. Click OK.

3. Configure an authentication action.
a. Right-click the Action field and select Set > New.
b. Select Authenticate. The Add Authenticate Object dialog opens.

4. Specify the realm name for authentication.
a. In the Name field, accept the proposed name or type a descriptive name for the object.
b. In the Realm drop-down list, select the name of the previously-configured realm.

c. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.
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Create Authorization Rules
Create a rule that designates which users/groups are allowed access to blocked file types and which users/groups are
denied access.

1. The Visual Policy Manager should still be open.
2. Create a web access layer.

a. Select Policy > Add Web Access Layer.
b. Accept the proposed name or assign a descriptive name to the layer.
c. Click OK.

3. Create a user object for the user who you want to allow access to blocked file type.
NOTE
If you have created user groups and want to create rules based on groups instead of individual users,
you can create a group object instead of a user object. Follow the steps to the right, except specify group
information.

a. Right-click the Source field and select Set > New.
b. Select User. The Add User Object dialog opens.
c. In the User field, type the user's name.

NOTE
Case is significant for local realms.

d. In the Authentication Realm drop-down list, select the name of the previously-configured realm.

e. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.
4. The destination policy object, Apparent Data Type, can be used to identify the types of files contained within an

archive, after scanning that data for malware. Based on the rest of the policy, this can be used to control the types of
files the users and groups you configured in step 3 can download, even if those files are contained within an archive,
(such as zip, gz or rar archive types).
a. Right-click the Destination field and select Set > New.
b. Select Apparent Data Type. The Add Apparent Data Type Object dialog opens.
c. Choose the file types you wish to permit for this user.
d. Select Enable ICAP Scanning at the bottom of the dialog.
e. In the Name field, change the name to Restricted file types.
f. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.

5. Indicate that this user should be allowed access to blocked file types.
a. Right-click the Action field; select Allow. The rule should look similar to the following:
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6. In the same web access layer, create a rule for another user/group. This rule will deny access to the user/group.
a. Click Add rule. A new rule row is shown.
b. Right-click the Source field, click Set > New. Select User or Group and enter or browse for the user or group that

will not be permitted to download the restricted file types identified in step 5. Click OK to save this user or group as
the source for the rule.

c. Right-click the Destination field; select Set. The Set Service Object dialog opens.
d. From the existing destination objects, select Restricted file types.
e. Click OK to add the object. The rule should look similar to the following:

Note that the default action is Deny, so it is already correctly set.
7. To define other users/groups to whom you want to allow or deny access, follow the above steps to create appropriate

rules in the web access layer.
8. Install the policy (all layers).

a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.

9. Test the policy.
a. Users who have an Allow rule will be able to access URLs that point to blocked file types or have archive files

containing a blocked file type (for instance, a ZIP file that contains an EXE file).
b. Users who have a Deny rule will see a screen similar to the following when attempting to access a blocked file

type:
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Implement a Request Modification ICAP Service
ICAP response modifications for incoming traffic are used for virus protection; ICAP request modifications for outgoing
traffic are used for data leak protection (DLP) in Forward Proxy deployments and for malware scanning in Reverse Proxy
deployments.

1. Create an ICAP service on the ProxySG for request modification.
2. Create a policy for the ICAP Request service for data leak protection on outbound traffic.
3. Test the policy.

NOTE
The same client request can have request modification applied before it is forwarded to the origin-content server
and response modification applied as the object data returns.

Create an ICAP Request Service
Follow these general steps for creating an ICAP request modification service.

1. Log in to the ProxySG appliance Management Console.
2. Add a new ICAP service.

a. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > ICAP.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > ICAP.

b. Click New. The Management Console displays the Add list Item dialog.

c. Enter a name for the Content Analysis service and click OK
d. Click Apply.

3. Select the new entry in the list and click Edit. The Edit ICAP Service dialog opens.
a. Enter the Service URL, which is the Content Analysis ICAP address. The format is as follows:

icap://IP_address/ICAP_service  , where IP_address is the Content Analysis IP address or hostname and
ICAP_service is the name of the CAS appliance (CAS by default).

NOTE
Starting in SGOS 6.6, the Service URL does not require the ICAP_service when the ICAP server is
Content Analysis or ProxyAV. You can enter icap://IP_address/ .

b. Select request modification for the ICAP method.
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c. Change other settings as required.
a. Click OK to close the dialog.

4. Click Apply.

Create an ICAP Request Policy - Forward Proxy/DLP
Configure the policy for ICAP requests. The ICAP request mode is used to scan an outgoing request for Forward
Proxies where internal user requests can be subjected to URL filtering, antivirus scanning, or data leak prevention. In the
following example, the ICAP request will scan all outbound HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP connections and will prevent you from
uploading a virus to a public FTP server.

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Create a web access layer.
a. Select Policy > Add Web Access Layer.
b. Accept the proposed name or assign a descriptive name to the layer.
c. Click OK.

3. Create an HTTP/HTTPS service object for the request policy.
a. Right-click the Service field; select Set > New.
b. Select Protocol Methods. The Add Methods Object dialog opens.
c. Name the protocol method HTTP and select HTTP/HTTPS from the Protocol list.
d. In the Common methods section, select the POST and PUT check boxes, and click OK.

4. Create an FTP service object.
a. In the Set Action Object dialog, click New.

b. Select Protocol Methods. The Add Methods dialog opens.
c. Name the protocol method FTP and select FTP from the Protocol list.
d. In the Commands that modify data section, select the STOR check box, and click OK.

5. Create a combined (HTTP and FTP) service object.
a. In the Set Service Object dialog, click New > Combined Service Object.
b. Select the HTTP object and click Add.
c. Select the FTP object and click Add.
d. Click OK.
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e. Click OK again to set the Combined Service object as the Web Access Layer service.
6. Set the action for the Request policy.

a. Right-click the Action field and select Set > New.
b. SGOS 6.5: Select Set ICAP Request Service. The Add ICAP Request Service Object dialog opens.

SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Perform Request Analysis. The Add Request Analysis Service Object dialog opens.
c. Select the request service you previously created and click Add.
d. Click OK, OK.

7. Install the policy.

Load Balance Multiple Content Analysis Appliances
This chapter describes how to set up load balancing of scanning requests when your deployment includes multiple
Content Analysis appliances.

About ICAP Service Groups

A ProxySG ICAP service is a named entity that identifies the Content Analysis appliance, the ICAP method, and the
supported number of connections. A service group is a named set of ICAP services. You will need to create service
groups when you are using multiple Content Analysis appliances to process a large volume of scanning requests (load
balancing).

ICAP service group of three Content Analysis ICAP servers

Your deployment can have multiple ProxySG appliances, each using an identical ICAP service group of multiple Content
Analysis appliances.
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To help distribute and balance the load of scanning requests when the ProxySG is forwarding requests to multiple
services within a service group, the ProxySG uses an intelligent load balancing algorithm. When deciding which service in
the service group to send a scanning request, this algorithm takes into consideration the following factors:

• Number of requests that are in a “waiting” state on each service (a request is in this state when it has been sent to the
service but the response hasn’t been received)

• Number of unused connections available on each service (calculated by subtracting the number of active transactions
from the connection maximum on the server)

• The user-assigned weight given to each server (see "Weighting" below)

Weighting

Weighting determines what proportion of the load one Content Analysis bears relative to the others. If all Content Analysis
servers have either the default weight (1) or the same weight, each share an equal proportion of the load. If one server
has weight 25 and all other servers have weight 50, the 25-weight server processes half as much as any other server.

Before configuring weights, consider the capacity of each server. Factors that could affect assigned weight of a Content
Analysis appliance include the following:

• The processing capacity of one Content Analysis in relationship to other Content Analysis appliances (for example, the
number and performance of CPUs or the number of network interface cards).

• The maximum number of connections configured for the service. The maximum connections setting pertains to how
many simultaneous scans can be performed on the server, while weighting applies to throughput in the integration.
While these settings are not directly related, consider both when configuring weighted load balancing.

NOTE
External services (ICAP, WebPulse, BCAAA) have a reserved connection for health checks. This means that as
the load goes up and the number of connections to the external service reaches the maximum, with additional
requests being queued up and waiting, the maximum simultaneous connections is actually one less than the
limit.

Having appropriate weights assigned to your services is critical when all Content Analysis servers in a service group
become overloaded. As servers reach their capacity, proper weighting is important because requests are queued
according to weight.

One technique for determining weight assignments is to start out by setting equal weights to each service in a group; then,
after several thousand requests, make note of how many requests were handled by each service. For example, suppose
there are two services in a group: Service A handled 1212 requests, Service B handled 2323. These numbers imply that
the second service is twice as powerful as the first. So, the weights would be 1 for Service A and 2 for Service B.

Setting the weight value to 0 (zero) disables weighted load balancing for the ICAP service. Therefore, if one Content
Analysis of a two-server group has a weight value of 1 and the second a weight value of 0, should the first Content
Analysis go down, a communication error results because the second Content Analysis cannot process the request.

Load Balancing

When load balancing between services, how does the ProxySG decide which ICAP service to send a scanning request
to? For each service, it calculates an index by dividing the number of waiting transactions by the server weight (think of
this as wait/weight). The ICAP service with the lowest index value will handle the new ICAP action, assuming that the
service has an available connection to use. If it does not, it will send the request to the service with the next lowest index
value that has a free connection.

Load will be distributed among services proportionally according to their configured weights until the maximum connection
limit is reached on all services.
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Example 1

Service A and B are in the same service group.

• Service A can handle up to 50 connections, is assigned a weight of 1, has 17 active transactions, with 5 transactions in
the waiting state. The index is calculated by dividing the wait by the weight: 5/1 = 5.

• Service B can handle up to 100 connections, is assigned a weight of 2, has 17 active connections, with 15 waiting
transactions. The index is 15/2 = 7.5.

Which service will the ProxySG assign the next ICAP action? Service A because it has a lower index.

Example 2

Service C and D are in the same service group.

• Service C can handle up to 5 connections, is assigned a weight of 1, has 5 active transactions, with 1 transaction in the
waiting state. The index is 1/1=1.

• Service D can handle up to 10 connections, is assigned a weight of 1, has 7 active transactions, with 5 waiting
transactions. The index is 5/1=5.

To which service will the ProxySG assign the next ICAP action? Although Service C has a lower index than Service D, it
does not have any available connections; therefore, the ProxySG will assign the next ICAP action to Service D which has
several free connections.

Specify Weight within an ICAP Service Group
An ICAP service group is automatically created when you add one or more Content Analysis appliances to the ProxySG.
For example, the proxyav service group includes all response modification services configured on the ProxySG.

To load balance, each service in the service group must be assigned a weight. This weight value specified determines the
number of requests that will be directed to each Content Analysis in the service group.

To assign weights to an ICAP service group:

1. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
2. Edit the service group to assign a weight to each service in the group.

a. SGOS 6.5: Select Configuration > External Services > Service Groups.
SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Configuration > Content Analysis > Service Groups.

b. Select the service group and click Edit; the Edit Service Group dialog opens.
c. Select a service and click Edit; the Edit Service Group Member dialog open.
d. In the Entry Weight field, assign a weight value. The valid range is 0-255.
e. Click OK to close the dialog.
f. Repeat steps c -e for each service in the group.
g. Click OK again to close the Edit Service Group Entry dialog.
h. Click Apply.

Create Load Balancing Policy
An ICAP response load balancing policy is essentially the same as a standard ICAP response policy; the only difference is
that you specify the service group as the response service object instead of the service.

Using the ICAP load balancing policy, the ProxySG sends ICAP response modification requests to Content Analysis
appliances in the service group. The load carried by each Content Analysis appliance in the group is determined by the
weight values that you assigned in the previous task.

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
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b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Create a web content layer.
a. Select Policy > Add Web Content Layer.
b. Assign a descriptive name to the layer (for example, CAcluster).
c. Click OK.

3. Create an action for the rule.
a. Right-click the Action field; select Set. The Set Action Object dialog opens.
b. Click New.
c. SGOS 6.5: Select Set ICAP Response Service. The Add ICAP Response Service Object dialog opens.

SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Perform Response Analysis. The Add Response Analysis Service Object dialog
opens.

4. Configure the response service group object.
a. In the Available services list, select the response service group and click Add.
b. Select If available use secure ICAP connections for the secure ICAP mode.
c. In the Error Handling section, select Deny the client request.
d. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.

5. Install the policy.
a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.

Configure Content Analysis Failover
Failover is the ability to switch over automatically to a redundant or secondary appliance when the primary appliance fails.
To ensure that your network is always protected from malware threats, you can deploy two Content Analysis appliances
on the same subnet and configure ICAP processing to fail over to the second appliance if the primary Content Analysis
goes down.

When creating an ICAP policy, you specify a list of ICAP services to use, in order of preference. If the first service in the
list does not pass the health checks, the ProxySG uses the next healthy service on the list to perform the scanning. This
alternate Content Analysis appliance is called the standby server.

The primary Content Analysis appliance resumes ICAP processing when the next health check is successful; the standby
Content Analysis appliance does not retain the primary responsibility.

Notes

• Failover is configured as part of the ICAP policy definition.
• You cannot configure failover policy until ICAP services are configured on the ProxySG.
• To avoid errors, ICAP service names cannot be named fail_open or fail_closed (the CLI commands prevent these

names from being created).
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Create Content Analysis Failover Policy
A Content Analysis failover policy is similar to a standard ICAP response policy, except that you add two services to the
policy (one for each Content Analysis appliance). The order in which you select the services determines which Content
Analysis is considered the primary server and which is considered the standby server: the primary should be selected
first. The ICAP failover policy tells the ProxySG to use the primary Content Analysis appliance for all ICAP scanning. If the
primary server fails, the ProxySG will the use the standby Content Analysis appliance for scanning until the primary server
is healthy again.

The following procedure assumes that you have already created an ICAP service for each Content Analysis appliance.
(See Automatically Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG  or Manually Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG
.) Note that the services must be of the same type (for instance, response modification).

1. Open the ProxySG Visual Policy Manager.
a. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
b. Select Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.
c. Click Launch. The Visual Policy Manager opens in a new window.

2. Create a web content layer.
NOTE
If you already have a web content layer with a scanning policy, you should either delete it and create the rule
described below, or modify the existing rule to match the settings below.

a. Select Policy > Add Web Content Layer.
b. Assign a descriptive name to the layer (for example, CAfailover).
c. Click OK.

3. Create an action for the rule.
a. Right-click the Action field; select Set. The Set Action Object dialog opens.
b. Click New.
c. SGOS 6.5: Select Set ICAP Response Service. The Add ICAP Response Service Object dialog opens.

SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Perform Response Analysis. The Add Response Analysis Service Object dialog
opens.

4. Configure the response service group object.
a. SGOS 6.5: Select Use ICAP response service.

SGOS 6.6 or higher: Select Use the following external response analysis service.
b. In the Available services list, select the primary Content Analysis service and click Add.
c. In the Available services list, select the secondary (standby) Content Analysis service and click Add.
d. Select Deny the client request.
e. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.

5. Install the policy.
a. Click Install Policy.
b. Click OK.
c. Close the VPM window.
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Configuration Best Practices
This chapter describes strategies for improving scanning performance as well as best practice guidelines for configuring
antivirus and sandbox settings..

Conserve Scanning Resources
HTTP web objects range from very small to very large in size, and for each scanned object, a scanning resource
(connection) is used on Content Analysis. Some objects, referred to as infinite streams or slow downloads, do
not have finite object ends. For example, a stock ticker is an infinite data stream that is transmitted over HTTP using a
web browser.

Since Content Analysis has a finite number of ICAP connections available at any given time, attempting to scan this type
of data can potentially consume significant time and Content Analysis resources (potentially slowing other scans)—until
an error is returned. If allowed to continue, these transfers fail with one of the following ICAP error codes:

• Maximum file size exceeded
• Scan timeout

The default configuration of Content Analysis triggers such errors after the file size exceeds 100MB or after 800 seconds
of scanning. While these settings are appropriate for other types of web objects, they don’t work for infinite streams such
as web-cams and stock tickers. To address this issue, you can:

• Enable deferred scanning (See Deferred Scanning and Enable Deferred Scanning.)
• Implement a mirroring policy (See Scan-and-Serve Policy Using Mirroring .)
• Use Symantec's customizable policy templates to help you configure CPL policy that bypasses content scanning

for low-risk/high-volume content. See Secure Web Gateway - Content Analysis Policy Best Practice for details on
downloading, customizing, and installing the policy template.

Solution A: No-Scan Policy
To enhance user satisfaction and achieve maximum performance from Content Analysis, many customers choose not to
scan data streams that are known to cause issues. One benefit of this policy is reduced load on Content Analysis. The risk
is that the exemption could potentially allow malicious content to slip viruses through unscanned.

If you have enabled deferred scanning as recommended, this policy is not required. The deferred scanning capability on
Content Analysis prevents scanning of excessively large or slow downloads.

This policy assumes that the ICAP response rule is already defined; the actions in the policy will reset it back to (no) upon
an attempt to scan a streaming object or an object that shouldn’t be scanned.

The policy looks for very long content or objects in which no content length is provided; these are signs that this object
may tie up Content Analysis resources. The policy also looks for common infinite streaming media types as well as user
agents that are known to cause scanning problems. In addition, the policy defines URL domains that shouldn’t be scanned
(such as finance.google.com and youtube.com) because they are known to contain infinite streams.

Install a No-Scan Policy for Slow Downloads

1. Download the CPL text file.
a. Copy the policy text after this procedure to your clipboard.
b. Paste it into a text document and save it to your desktop or other convenient location.
c. Modify the policy to meet your requirements. For example, you can add URL domains that you know contain

infinite streams.
2. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
3. Install the policy file.

a. Select Configuration > Policy > Policy Files.
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b. From the Install Local File from drop-down list, select Text Editor.
c. Click Install. A browser window displays the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page.
d. Open your CPL file and copy the text.
e. Return to the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page, and paste the contents of the file at the end of the local

policy file on your ProxySG.
f. Click Install. A dialog opens, informing you whether the installation was successful. If necessary, correct any errors

in the file and reinstall it.

CPL Code for No-Scan Policy
;--------------START ICAP Best Practices NO-SCAN CPL as of 1AUG16

;ICAP Best Practices CPL is designed to be placed in local policy

;which, by default, is evaluated after other policy files (such as VPM).

;This CPL assumes there is a preceding "response.icap_service(icap_service_name)"

;rule, already parsed in a prior policy file. The following

;policy negates the "response.icap_service" rule, based on the following conditions

                

<Cache>

delete_on_abandonment(yes)

<Proxy>

request.header.User-Agent="ProxyAV" response.icap_feedback.interactive(no)

<Cache>                    

condition=NOICAP condition=http_https_scheme response.icap_service(no)

define condition http_https_scheme

       url.scheme=http

       url.scheme=https

end condition http_https_scheme

define condition MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

       request.header.User-Agent="Winamp"

       request.header.User-Agent="NSPlayer"

       request.header.User-Agent="RMA"

       request.header.User-Agent="ultravox"

       request.header.User-Agent="itunes"

       request.header.User-Agent="forest"

       request.header.User-Agent="Scottrader"

       request.header.User-Agent="SVN"

end condition MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

define condition HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

       http.response.version=0.9 condition=MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

end condition HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

define condition NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

;note- the following line is correct- do NOT add .* between quotes                

    response.header.Content-Length=!"" ;true if Content-Length header is not present

    response.header.Content-Length=!"^[0-9]{1,8}$" ;>99,999,999

end condition NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

define condition Bad_response_for_ICAP
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    condition=NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

    condition=HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

    condition=MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

    url.domain=//streamerapi.finance.yahoo.com ; 

    ; Yahoos stock ticker problem -15sep06

    url.domain=//streamerapi.finance.yahoo.com

    url.domain=//stream.aol.com

    url.domain=//finance.google.com

    ; Other streaming media exceptions

    url.domain=//youtube.com

    url.domain=//pandora.com

end condition Bad_response_for_ICAP

define condition MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

    response.header.Content-Type="video/"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/streamingmedia"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/x-streamingmedia"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/vnd.rn"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/ogg"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/x-ogg"

    response.header.Content-Type="audio/"

    response.header.Content-Type="multipart/x-mixed-replace"

end condition MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

define condition Not_ICAP_response

    ;note- the following line is correct- do NOT add .* between quotes

    response.x_header.X-Virus-ID=!"" ;true if X-Virus-ID header is not present

end condition Not_ICAP_response

define condition NOICAP

    ;Negate ICAP service only if the OCS response is undesirable

    condition=Bad_response_for_ICAP condition=Not_ICAP_response

end condition NOICAP

;--------------END ICAP Best Practices NO-SCAN CPL

Solution B: Scan-Until-Error Policy
Some administrators choose to wait for one of the symptomatic errors (Maximum file size exceeded or Scan timeout) to
occur and then serve the data stream unscanned. This approach ensures that all data is still sent to Content Analysis—
thus, the maximum amount of scanning can occur.

The downside to this approach is that all requests for infinite data streams must reach the maximum file size or scan
timeout configured on Content Analysis. If a sufficient number of concurrent requests for such data streams occur, the
request queue will slow or delay other traffic.

This policy example serves the data stream if the error is Maximum file size exceeded or Scan timeout ; other
errors are denied. Symantec has written the CPL for this policy and you can download the file, customize it for your own
needs, and install it on your ProxySG.

Install a Scan-Until-Error Policy

1. Download the CPL text file.
a. Copy the policy text after this procedure to your clipboard.
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b. Paste it into a text document and save it to your desktop or other convenient location.
c. Replace <resp_service> with the name of your ICAP response service name.
d. Modify the policy to meet your requirements.

2. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
3. Install the policy file.

a. Select Configuration > Policy > Policy Files.
b. From the Install Local File from drop-down list, select Text Editor.
c. Click Install. A browser window displays the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page.
d. Open your CPL file and copy the text.
e. Return to the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page, and paste the contents of the file at the end of the local

policy file on your ProxySG.
f. Click Install. A dialog opens, informing you whether the installation was successful. If necessary, correct any errors

in the file and reinstall it.
.

4.

CPL Code for Scan-Until-Error Policy

;--------------START ICAP Best Practices SCAN-UNTIL-ERROR CPL

; edit the <resp_service> below to be the name of your ICAP respmod service name

<cache>

response.icap_service(<resp_service>, fail_open)

<proxy>

condition=!maxfilesizeexceeded_or_scantimeout_errors_or_none exception(icap_error)

    define condition maxfilesizeexceeded_or_scantimeout_errors_or_none

    icap_error_code=max_file_size_exceeded

    icap_error_code=scan_timeout

    icap_error_code=none

end condition maxfilesizeexceeded_or_scantimeout_errors_or_none

;--------------END ICAP Best Practices SCAN-UNTIL-ERROR CPL    

Scan-and-Serve Policy Using Mirroring
This example uses the ICAP mirroring policy action, introduced in SGOS 6.5. This policy action allows you to serve
content for known, difficult-to-handle data types (such as stock tickers or media streams without end, also known as
infinite streams) directly to users, without needing to have them wait for Content Analysis to scan portion or the
complete stream before it is served to their browser. When invoked, this policy action opens two connections - one to
serve the file to the requesting user and another to one to the ICAP server to be scanned.

The target for this solution is ProxySG/Content Analysis deployments that require all data to be scanned for company or
governmental regulations. All data will be scanned, but with no delay for the user. If a threat is detected during scanning
while the user is still accessing the data, the user’s connection will be terminated.

The Scan-and-Serve policy ensures that all data is sent to the ICAP server.

Install a Scan-and-Serve Policy for Slow Downloads

1. Download the CPL text file attached to this PDF. Alternatively, you can copy and paste the text:
a. Copy the policy text after this procedure to your clipboard.
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b. Paste it into a text document and save it to your desktop or other convenient location.
c. Modify the policy to meet your requirements.

2. Log in to the ProxySG Management Console.
3. Install the policy file.

a. Select Configuration > Policy > Policy Files.
b. From the Install Local File from drop-down list, select Text Editor.
c. Click Install. A browser window displays the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page.
d. Open your CPL file and copy the text.
e. Return to the Edit and Install the Local Policy File page, and paste the contents of the file at the end of the local

policy file on your ProxySG.
f. Click Install. A dialog opens, informing you whether the installation was successful. If necessary, correct any errors

in the file and reinstall it.

CPL Code for Scan-and-Serve Policy

NOTE
This policy requires SGOS version 6.5.7.7, 6.6.3.2, or higher and expects that you have an existing ICAP rule
elsewhere in policy.

;--------------START ICAP Best Practices Scan and Serve CPL as of December 17, 2015

;ICAP Best Practices - Scan and Serve Policy is designed to be placed in local policy

;which, by default, is evaluated after other policy files (such as VPM).

;This policy requires that the ProxySG appliance is running SGOS 6.5.7.7, 6.6.3.2, or higher.

;Modify the policy with known infinite stream URLs under the “Bad_response_for_ICAP" section.

<Cache>

delete_on_abandonment(yes)

<Proxy>

condition=http_https_scheme response.icap_mirror(yes) condition=ICAP_Mirror

    define condition http_https_scheme

    url.scheme=http

    url.scheme=https

end condition http_https_scheme

define condition ICAP_Mirror

;Negate ICAP service only if the OCS response is undesirable

    condition=Bad_response_for_ICAP condition=Not_ICAP_response

end condition ICAP_Mirror

define condition Bad_response_for_ICAP

    condition=NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

    condition=MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

    condition=HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

    ; Yahoos stock ticker problem -15sep06

    url.domain=//streamerapi.finance.yahoo.com

    url.domain=//stream.aol.com

    url.domain=//finance.google.com

    ; Other streaming media exceptions
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    url.domain=//youtube.com

    url.domain=//pandora.com

end condition Bad_response_for_ICAP

define condition NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

;note- the following line is correct- do NOT add .* between quotes

    response.header.Content-Length=!"" ;true if Content-Length header is not present

    response.header.Content-Length=!"^[0-9]{1,8}$" ;>99,999,999

end condition NO_or_LARGE_CONTENT_LENGTH

define condition MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

    response.header.Content-Type="video/"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/streamingmedia"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/x-streamingmedia"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/vnd.rn"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/ogg"

    response.header.Content-Type="application/x-ogg"

    response.header.Content-Type="audio/"

    response.header.Content-Type="multipart/x-mixed-replace"

end condition MEDIA_MIME_TYPES

define condition HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

    http.response.version=0.9 condition=MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

end condition HTTPv0.9_UserAgents

define condition MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

    request.header.User-Agent="Winamp"

    request.header.User-Agent="NSPlayer"    

    request.header.User-Agent="RMA"

    request.header.User-Agent="ultravox"

    request.header.User-Agent="itunes"

    request.header.User-Agent="forest"

    request.header.User-Agent="Scottrader"

    request.header.User-Agent="SVN"

end condition MisBehaving_Old_UserAgents

define condition Not_ICAP_response

;note- the following line is correct- do NOT add .* between quotes

    response.x_header.X-Virus-ID=!"" ;true if X-Virus-ID header is not present

end condition Not_ICAP_response

;--------------END ICAP Best Practices Scan and Serve CPL as of December 17, 2015        

Avoid Processing of Canceled Connections
When an HTTP request appears cacheable, the ProxySG completes the download, even if the requesting client has
abandoned the connection. This allows the ProxySG to store a cached version of the object for future requests. However,
for slow downloads, this behavior can result in each client request queuing a separate instance for scanning.

To avoid the continued processing of a request after the client application has disconnected, you can enable the CPL
property delete_on_abandonment for certain client applications.
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Delete_on_abandonment does not work when patience pages are enabled; It can be used only with data trickling or
with no ICAP feedback.

The following example policy prevents queuing of duplicate requests for a known aggressive client:

<cache> request.header.User-Agent="Winamp" delete_on_abandonment(yes)

Alternatively, you can enable delete_on_abandonment for all clients, using the following code:

<cache> delete_on_abandonment(yes)

Antivirus Scanning Best Practices
Content Analysis scanning behavior options allow you to set the parameters for optimal malware scanning. These options
are in the Services > AV Scanning Behavior screen.

The default values for antivirus scanning behavior policies are defined with security best practices in mind. Under typical
operation, the default values should not require modification.

• Cached responses—Enabling this setting allows Content Analysis to return cached responses to the
ProxySG appliance when applicable. If the hash of the data matches a file that Content Analysis has already
determined to be clean or contain a virus, it returns the cached response. It is faster and more efficient to check a file's
status in the cache rather than to rescan a file whose status is already known.

• File size/count limitations—The maximum individual file size that can be scanned. Because larger file sizes require
longer to scan, be sure to increase the connection timeout value on the ProxySG's ICAP service if you increase the
maximum file size on Content Analysis. For example, if you leave the default maximum file size at 100 MB, the default
connection timeout value (70 seconds) would be sufficient. But if you allow 2 GB files, a timeout value of 70 would be
too low.

• Policies for antivirus exceptions—Block (the default) is the recommended policy for each situation. In other words,
Content Analysis will drop the file (rather than serve it unscanned) when timeouts and file sizes are exceeded and
when errors are encountered.

Vendor-Specific Settings

Kaspersky scanning behavior can be improved by enabling the antivirus engine heuristic and enhanced scanning.
These options allow for threats other than those defined in the current pattern database to be identified.

Sandboxing Best Practices
By default, users are permitted to download a file when Content Analysis sends it to be analyzed by a configured
sandbox. If a threat is detected, that detection is added to the system cache, and subsequent requests for the same file
are denied. For added security, Content Analysis supports optional real-time sandbox analysis, preventing users from
being infected during sandbox analysis.

Because the time it takes to analyze files in sandboxes can vary from a few seconds to a few minutes, enabling real-time
sandbox scanning can result in an increase in the number of open ICAP connections between the ProxySG appliance and
Content Analysis. After the maximum number of ICAP connections are used, ICAP requests are queued on the ProxySG
appliance.

To avoid queuing issues, Symantec recommends you limit real-time scanning to specific file types. To designate which
file types you want to scan real-time, select Services > Sandboxing and view the Files Types and Extensions panel.
To enable real-time scanning for a file type, select Wait for Result (Note that Sandbox will also be selected.). If neither
option is checked for a file type, Content Analysis will not send the file to Malware Analysis.
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Troubleshoot ProxySG and Content Analysis Integration Problems
This chapter provides solutions to problems you may have when integrating the ProxySG and Content Analysis
appliances.

 Content Analysis is not scanning web traffic
Symptoms: The ICAP Objects report on Content Analysis does not show any files being scanned for the last hour (or
other recent time period). The ProxySG’s Statistics > ICAP (SGOS 6.5) or Statistics > Content Analysis  (SGOS 6.6)
page does not display any requests, connections, or bytes for the last hour (or other recent time period).

Solutions: If Content Analysis is not scanning web traffic, there is likely a configuration error that is preventing the
ProxySG from sending traffic to Content Analysis. Here are a few things to double-check:

• Did you create an ICAP service on the ProxySG? See Automatically Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG  or
Manually Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG .

• Does the ICAP service have the correct URL of the Content Analysis appliance? Does the URL include the same
antivirus service name specified on Content Analysis? If you changed the antivirus service name from its default
(proxyav1 ), you must make sure to include this same name as part of the Service URL for the ICAP service on the
ProxySG. The Service URL should look something like this: icap://203.0.113.17/proxyav1

NOTE
Starting in SGOS 6.6, the service name is not required when specifying a Service URL for Content Analysis
or ProxyAV.

• Did you create a policy for the ICAP service? See Automatically Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG  or
Configure ICAP Policy.

Users cannot access any websites
Symptoms: All users get a denied message in their web browsers when trying to go to any website.
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Solution 1: If Content Analysis is down and your ICAP policy is set to Deny the client request if an error occurs during
ICAP processing, users will not be able to browse the Internet — all requests will be denied. Thus, if you have created
your ICAP policy on the ProxySG before setting up Content Analysis, users will not have web access. Therefore, it’s
important to have Content Analysis up and running before you install the ICAP policy.

To avoid the inevitable support calls that result from lack of web access when Content Analysis is down, you may want to
consider changing the ICAP policy to Continue without malware scanning (SGOS 6.6) or Continue without further
ICAP response processing (SGOS 6.5). With this setting, users will be able to browse the Internet when Content
Analysis is down. However, this opens up the network to potential viruses being downloaded during Content Analysis
downtime. (Although desktop virus scanners might provide some protection from malware.)

Another way to avoid this problem is to have a standby Content Analysis appliance that will take over processing when the
primary ICAP server is down. See Configure Content Analysis Failover.

Solution 2: This problem can also be caused by inconsistent secure ICAP settings for the ICAP service, Content Analysis,
and ICAP policy. If you want to use secure ICAP for HTTPS, you need to enable it in all three places. The following series
of screenshots show the proper settings that should be in place to allow users to browse secure websites (scanned with
secure ICAP) and non-secure websites (scanned with plain ICAP).
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Secure ICAP enabled on  Content Analysis
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Secure ICAP enabled on the ICAP service (configured on the ProxySG)

Secure ICAP enabled in the policy for the ICAP response service (configured in the VPM)

Solution 3: This problem can be caused by incorrect SSL configuration for secure ICAP. See Enable Secure
ICAP Connections.

Solution 4: The antivirus license could be invalid or expired. To check the status of the antivirus license on Content
Analysis, select System > Licensing.
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ProxySG runs out of memory during heavy traffic load
Symptoms: The ProxySG becomes unresponsive and needs to be restarted.

Solution: The most common cause of this problem is setting too high of a value for the Maximum number of
connections for the ICAP service. With too high of a value, ICAP connections start queuing up, and eventually
the ProxySG will run out of memory and need to be restarted. Refer to the following table to make sure you set the
appropriate maximum value.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

CAS-S200-A1 100 100
CAS-S400-A1 100 100
CAS-S400-A2 100 200
CAS-S400-A3 200 300
CAS-S400-A4 300 400
CAS-S500-A1 400 (600 when using Symantec AV) 500
CAS-V100 (CAS-VA) 100 100

For high-performance models of Content Analysis Virtual Appliance, refer to the table below.

Model Recommended ICAP Connections MaximumICAP Connections

C4R16-S  25
C4R16-M  50
C4R16-L  100
C8R24-S  100
C8R24-M  200
C8R24-L  300
C16R32-S  300
C16R32-M  400
C16R32-L  500
C32R128-S  700
C32R128-M  800
C32R128-L  900
C64R128-S  900
C64R128-M  1000
C64R128-L  1100

If you have two ProxySG appliances sending ICAP requests to a single Content Analysis, you also need to be careful
about not setting too high of a value for Maximum number of connections. If more than one ProxySG appliance
communicates with your Content Analysis appliance, divide the maximum number of connections among them.

Scans are taking too long
Symptoms: Users complain about delays in web browsing.

Solution: Slow scanning is most likely caused by Content Analysis attempting to virus scan infinite streams. To avoid this
problem, Symantec recommends that customers enable deferred scanning or implement a mirroring policy .
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Virus counts do not include cached responses
Symptoms: The object statistics on Content Analysis do not include responses cached on the ProxySG appliance.

Solutions: Refer to the ProxySG appliance for a more accurate picture of malicious content detections:

• Check the proxy's virus statistics in the HTTP Virus Statistics table in the https://IP_address:port/HTTP/Statistics
advanced URL. (To clear the advanced URL statistics, reboot the appliance.)

• Use the following policy to log virus detections to a separate access log in addition to the main log:
 <proxy>

  virus_detected=yes access_log.virus_log(yes)  

This policy will log virus detections including cached responses.

Vendor exception pages are outdated
Symptoms: The vendor's exception page displays an incorrect date and client IP address.

Cause: The vendor's page reflects the information from the response that was saved to cache.

Solution: To present more accurate information to the user, disable the vendor page and display the proxy's exception
page instead. The proxy generates an exception page for each client request, so the page will display correct dates and
IP addresses; however, the pattern version and date from Content Analysis are based on when the object was originally
scanned.

To disable the vendor exception page for the configured ICAP service:

1. In the ProxySG Management Console, clear the Use vendor's "virus found" page option in the ICAP service.
Alternatively, issue the # (config icap service_name) no use-vendor-virus-page command.

2. Clear the exception page from cache; refer to https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/166007/.

 Content Analysis is not getting virus updates
Symptoms: The network administrator gets an e-mail notification that the antivirus update failed.

Solution 1: It is possible that the DNS server was temporarily down or some other network problem interfered with the
virus update. Try forcing the update by selecting Services> AV Patterns and clicking Force Update All Now.

Solution 2: Each antivirus vendor provides pattern file updates that necessarily contain portions (or descriptions) of
viruses. Generally, these virus segments are encoded and are too small to be mistaken as a true virus by other AV
vendors. But occasional false positives occur. These can be prevented by exempting virus pattern update locations from
scanning, as the following example policy illustrates (place this policy after all other ICAP policies on the ProxySG):

<cache> url.host=download.bluecoat.com response.icap_service(no) url.host=av-
download.bluecoat.com response.icap_service(no)

Firefox bypasses Content Analysis processing
Symptoms: Websites viewed in a Firefox browser are not being scanned.

Solution: Add the following CPL to your policy:

<proxy>

  category=Suspicious action.strip_range(yes) ; or url, domain, request headers, other categories.

  define action strip_range

   delete(request.header.Range)

  end
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Integrate with Symantec Messaging Gateway
If you want Symantec Messaging Gateway to send email content to Content Analysis for advancing malware scanning,
you can easily integrate the two products via a REST API. Configuration consists of generating an API key on Content
Analysis, adding the CA server details on Messaging Gateway, and enabling CA for a policy group.

Prerequisites

Integration between the two Symantec products requires the following minimum software versions:

• Content Analysis v2.1.1
• Symantec Messaging Gateway v10.6.3

Tasks to Perform on Content Analysis

Symantec Messaging Gateway uses a REST API to communicate with Content Analysis.

Authentication to the API is provided using unique authentication tokens (API keys) matched to specific users and access
roles.

Example API key:3970ae9b89b6402da1b706435d56006c

• Administrators can create and manage API keys using one of two methods:
– Using the RAPI function POST: /rapi/system/users/api_keys. (See Create API Keys.) You must generate an API key

for an administrator-level account before using this method.
– Using ma-actions api-key in the command-line interface, as shown below.

• An API key can be generated for any existing user.
• You must specify a role for the user. The role can be different from the user role in the web UI. See Authenticate

Users with Local Credentials for a list of API-eligible roles.
• By default Content Analysis will generate a key, or you can specify your own (with the value parameter in the CLI and

new_api_key for the RAPI) as long as it is 32 hexadecimal characters.
• You have the option of providing a label for the API key using the description parameter in the CLI or label with

the RAPI. Enclose the string "in quotation marks."

Generate the Key Using the Command Line Interface

• For more information consult ma-actions api-key.

1. Connect to the serial console or SSH to the Content Analysis appliance as a user with administrative privileges and
enter enable mode.

2. Enter the boldfaced commands below:
#  ma-actions api-key create user <username> role <role>

Note that keys are not stored on the system in plain text and cannot be retrieved later.

Created new API Key:<API_key> (Key ID<ID>)

3. Copy the generated API key and its ID and save it in a text file, because the key cannot be viewed later.

Symantec Messaging Gateway integration requires the following Content Analysis settings:

• HTTPS administration must be enabled. See Control Access to the Management Console. Make note of the port
number as you will need it when configuring Messaging Gateway.

• A valid certificate must be installed on Content Analysis. See Enable Secure ICAP Connections for information on
certificate management.

• (optional) Configure on-box sandboxing. See Use On-box Sandboxing.

Tasks to Perform on Symantec Messaging Gateway
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On the Symantec Messaging Gateway, there are two tasks you must perform to integrate with Content Analysis: configure
the Content Analysis server details (including the API key you generated on CA) and enable Content Analysis for a policy
group.

NOTE
For more detailed information about threat defense policies, see the Content Analysis chapter in the  Symantec
Messaging Gateway Administration Guide.

1. Log in to the Symantec Messaging Gateway Control Center.
2. Configure Messaging Gateway to communicate with Content Analysis.

a. Select Threat Defense > Settings > CA Connect. The Symantec Content Analysis Setup page displays.
show screen...

b. Select Enable Content Analysis for the Scanner host check box.
c. Click Add to configure a Content Analysis server.
d. Enter the Host or IP address of the Content Analysis appliance.
e. Enter the HTTPS Port number configured on Content Analysis.
f. Copy the API key you generated on Content Analysis and paste it into the Key field.
g. Click Save.

3. Verify the scan settings are set appropriately for your environment. Symantec recommends that you evaluate the
results with the options set at their defaults and then adjust as needed.
a. Select Threat Defense > Settings > Scan Settings. The Threat Defense Scan Settings page displays.
b. In the General tab, verify the scan settings and adjust as necessary.
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c. Enable or disable Bypass scanning when Content Analysis queue is full to specify what SMG does if the
queue exceeds the limit. When Content Analysis processes more messages and the queue size falls below the
maximum, normal operations resume.
• When this option is enabled (as it is by default), SMG does not send files and attachments to Content Analysis

for scanning when the queue is full, although SMG still scans messages with the other enabled filters and
processes them according to the policies for the other filters.

• When this option is disabled, SMG defers incoming mail delivery until it can scan them. This setting can cause
delay in message delivery.

d. Click Save.
4. Enable Content Analysis for a policy group.

NOTE
SMG will not submit files to CA until you perform this step.

a. Select Administration > Policy Groups. The Edit Policy Group page displays.
b. On the Policy Groups page, click the policy group for which you want to select threat defense policies.
c. On the Edit Policy Group page, click the Threat Defense tab. show screen...

d. If you want Content Analysis to scan inbound mail, click Enable inbound Content Analysis for this policy
group, and then select policies for the group. You can click View to see the characteristics of the selected policy.
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• Inbound advanced threat policy defines what SMG should do with messages that contain advanced malware.
• Inbound unscannable policy defines what SMG should do with messages that Content Analysis could not scan.

(There may be encrypted attachments, for example.)
• Inbound not malicious policy defines what SMG should do with messages that do not contain advanced threats.
• Inbound early release policy defines what SMG should do when it delivers messages before Content Analysis

returns a verdict.
e.   If you want Content Analysis to scan outbound mail, click Enable outbound Content Analysis for this policy

group, and then select policies for the group. By default, only Inline policies are enabled for outbound mail. If
you want to assign Monitor or Secure Preview policies to a group, you must edit the policies to enable them for
outbound mail.

f.   Click Save.

Verify Integration

To verify that the integration is successful:

• Select Threat Defense > Settings > CA Queue to display the Content Analysis queue. The queue contains messages
indicating the files that have been submitted to Content Analysis.

• Select Status > SMTP > Message Audit Logs to display details about processed email. The Threat Defense section
lists the attachment name, hash, when the file was submitted to CA, when the results were received from CA, and
what the score and verdict was.
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Troubleshooting

If you suspect a communication issue between SMG and CA, check the syslog; if there is an issue, there will be a log
entry. Use "casoop" as a search term on the syslog server. The following is an example of a misconfigured API key (using
Splunk).
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About Sandboxing
Set up a test environment for Content Analysis.

A sandbox is a testing environment that executes potentially malicious files or URL requests in an isolated area, typically
on a virtual machine. If the sandboxing application finds that an executed file modified system files or infected the system
in any way, those issues will not spread to other areas. Files are executed in their own sequestered area, where they can
be tested without posing any threat to a client computer or network. Because the environment is not actually connected to
a network, any malware that executes in the sandbox environment cannot infect a real device or network.

You can either use the on-box sandboxing service or have Content Analysis send unknown or suspicious files to one
or more supported vendors. Vendors use Windows virtual machines to execute files, but each vendor produces unique
results when evaluating threats. Refer to your sandbox vendor's documentation for details on how to configure it to accept
data from Content Analysis.

CAUTION
On-box sandboxing is supported on CAS-S400 and CAS-S500 models only. Symantec recommends that CAS-
S200 models use Symantec Cloud Sandboxing or other external sandbox appliance or service.

Content Analysis can send files to the following supported vendors.

Vendor Description For More Information

Symantec Malware Analysis An appliance that evaluates the threat of a
given file in one or more Windows virtual
machines or emulated virtual machines and
provides a reputation score as a number
between 1 and 10. The higher the number,
the greater the threat.

Configure a Symantec Malware Analysis
Sandbox

Symantec Cloud Sandboxing This cloud-based service uses static code
analysis and behavioral analysis to detect
advanced threats (not supported on CAS-
V100).

Perform Sandbox Analysis in the Cloud

FireEye AX An appliance that scans results in a simple
Yes or No report. Content Analysis sends
an alert when a Yes response is received.

Configure a FireEye Sandbox

FireEye NX This appliance is deployed directly
connected to the Content Analysis
appliance, and is configured in TAP
mode. FireEye NX does not report back
to Content Analysis. Refer to your FireEye
NX documentation for TAP configuration,
monitoring and reporting configuration.

Configure a FireEye Sandbox

Lastline The sandbox is available in either
cloud-based or on-premises server
configurations. Sandboxing evaluation with
Lastline first compares a hash of the file
with a database of known results. If no
results are known, the file is executed and
that execution results in a score from 0
(safe) to 100 (malware).

Configure a Lastline Sandbox
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TIP
If Malware Analysis and other sandboxes are configured, Content Analysis sends the file to each sandbox
server simultaneously. If the results from each sandbox analysis match, the MA score will be reported to the
appliance administrator email address(es).

When Content Analysis detects a suspicious file (executable or a common malware attack vector) that's not on the
whitelist and doesn't match any known malware signatures or trigger a malware score from Predictive Analysis, the
appliance forwards the file to the on-box, external, or cloud sandbox for further analysis. Sandbox services use different
methods to identify the actions an executable file would take on a client workstation, including malicious URL web
requests and changes to system files. Once a file is analyzed, sandbox services score the file and report it either to
Content Analysis — or in the case of FireEye NX-series appliances, to the sandbox administrator— to take action. When
malware is reported to Content Analysis, it reports the result to the Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN) and
updates the cache to take the appropriate action if the file is requested again.

You can choose which file types Content Analysis sends to the sandbox, although all file types that have potential
for being malicious are sent by default. Suspicious file types include executables, Word documents, PDFs, Excel
spreadsheets, PowerPoint presentations, application extensions, and so forth.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Background vs. Real-Time Sandbox Analysis

Content Analysis can work with sandboxes in two ways:

• Background sandbox analysis Content Analysis simultaneously sends the file to the sandbox and the user. When
the sandbox later comes back with a response, Content Analysis will cache that response, so future requests of the file
will be blocked or allowed based on the cached response.

• Real-time sandbox analysis The user does not receive the requested file until the sandbox determines whether the
file is safe or malware.

The sandbox analysis mode (background vs. real-time) is determined per file type or extension. By default, Content
Analysis uses background sandbox analysis for all file types and extensions. To enable real-time sandbox analysis for a
particular file type, you must select the Wait for Result option. See Configure Sandbox General Settings for details.

Load Balancing Malware Analysis Appliances

Content Analysis can load-balance multiple Malware Analysis or Content Analysis appliances connected to one Content
Analysis appliance. With more than one MA/CA configured, Content Analysis balances the load based on the processing
queue and system health of each connected appliance. You can view MA/CA service health and queued analysis
connections on the respecitive management consoles. Content Analysis manages analysis queues separately for
SandBox and IntelliVM profiles that are waiting to be processed.

CAUTION
Symantec supports putting a third-party load balancer between a Content Analysis appliance and its connected
MA/CA appliances, but with limited functionality: alerting and reporting are not supported. Contact your
Symantec account representative for assistance with this configuration.

Sandbox Suspicious Files
When Content Analysis receives a file that it has not analyzed before, and the file type is suspicious, it can send the file to
a sandbox for further analysis. See About Sandboxing.

NOTE
By default, users are permitted to download a file while Content Analysis sends it to be analyzed by a sandbox.
If a threat is detected, that verdict is added to the system cache, and the cached verdict is applied to subsequent
requests for the same file. For added security enable real-time sandbox analysis, which prevents users from
downloading files until after the verdict has been returned.
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To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Workflow

1. Make sure the sandboxing license is active:
a. Select System > Licensing.
b. Verify that the Sandbox Broker and/or On-box Sandboxing components are selected and the subscription has

not expired.
2. Configure the appropriate sandboxing vendor:

– On-box Sandboxing (not supported on CAS-VA and CAS-S200 models)
– Configure a Symantec Malware Analysis Sandbox
– Perform Sandbox Analysis in the Cloud
– Configure a FireEye Sandbox
– Configure a Lastline Sandbox

3. Enable the sandbox service(s) you are using. See Enable Sandbox Services.
4. Select which file types and extensions to send to the sandbox server, and specify whether you want to use background

or real-time analysis for each file type. See Set Sandbox File Scanning Preferences.
5. Monitor sandboxing results on the Sandboxing reports. See View the Sandboxing Report.

About On-Box Sandboxing
Malware Analysis is an integrated, on-box technology for detecting and analyzing unknown, advanced, and targeted
malware. This adaptive and customizable sandbox solution delivers comprehensive malware detonation and analysis
using a unique, dual-detection approach to quickly analyze suspicious files and URLs, interact with running malware to
reveal its complete behavior, and expose zero-day threats and unknown malware.

Note that enabling the on-box sandboxing will decrease the throughput for the appliance, but will also increase your
detection capabilities.

Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, and AWS instances do not support on-box sandboxing.

The on-box Malware Analysis dual-detection approach combines virtualization and emulation to capture more malicious
behavior across a wider range of custom environments.

• Emulation Sandbox: An instrumented, fully controlled, replicated PC computing environment emulates Windows
systems to detect malware that otherwise will not detonate within a virtualized environment. Next-generation malware
has the ability to evade detection and avoid being run in a virtual environments; the emulated Windows environment
tricks the malware into thinking it's running on a real machine.

• Virtualization Sandbox: Custom analysis profiles replicate supported Windows production environments, including
applications and browsers used. The sandbox can quickly spot anomalies and behavioral differences that unveil anti-
analysis, sleep, and other advanced evasion techniques. A virtualized Android sandbox detects and analyzes mobile
threats traversing enterprise networks. See KB188512 for supported Windows versions.

• Multiple Detection Techniques:  Malware Analysis uses a combination of static and dynamic analysis techniques that
employ standard, custom, and open source YARA patterns to unmask cleverly disguised malware. It detects packed
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malware and VM-aware samples that alter their behavior in an artificial environment, plus malware that attempts to
wait out any sandbox analysis using short or long sleeps.

• Defeat Anti-Analysis at Many Levels:  Anti-analysis defeating tools – such as hook- based introspection, high-
level and low-level event capture, and detection in both kernel and user modes – intercept and convert behavior into
detailed forensic intelligence.

• Interact with Running Malware: A flexible plug-in architecture extends detection and processing by interacting
with running malware, clicking through dialog boxes and installers, and generating unique post-processing analysis
artifacts.

• Generate More Relevant Results: Virtual machine profiles replicate multiple custom production environments,
allowing security analysts to analyze threats across a range of operating systems and applications. They can closely
match their organizations’ desktop environments, gathering intelligence on malware targeting their organizations
directly or seeking to exploit specific application vulnerabilities.

• Customize Detection and Risk Scoring: Detection criteria, analysis parameters, firewall settings, and risk scoring
can all be customized to add flexibility, unique detection, and fast response capabilities when analyzing non-traditional
and targeted malware in unique production environments.

• Adaptive Intelligence for Changing Threats: Because Malware Analysis does not rely on static signatures, its
flexible detection patterns are designed to detect polymorphic files, single- use targeted malware, and fast-changing
website domains.

• Detailed Forensics for Remediation: Symantec sandboxing technology provides security defenders a
comprehensive map of the damage – including both host-based and network indicators of compromise – that any
malicious file or URL would cause to equivalently configured production machines without putting actual computers or
sensitive data at risk.

• Share Threat Intelligence: As unknown, advanced, or targeted malware and zero-day threats are exposed, the
previously unseen or uncategorized threats are shared across the security infrastructure with the Symantec Global
Intelligent Network, a network effect of our 300,000 customers worldwide.

• Inoculation for Forward Defenses: Malware Analysis turns unknown threats into known threats and shares threat
data with others across the global network, improving the effectiveness of front-line defenses such as Symantec
ProxySG secure web gateways by moving protection forward to the perimeter where blocking will take place for
subsequent attacks.

Use On-box Sandboxing
The Content Analysis on-box sandboxing feature tests suspicious files in an emulated sandbox and/or in a Windows 64-bit
environment (see KB188512 for supported Windows versions) on a virtual machine. See About On-Box Sandboxing.

NOTE
Content Analysis VA, Amazon Web Services instances, and CAS-S200 do not support on-box sandboxing.

Prerequisites for On-Box Sandboxing

Before configuring the on-box sandboxing feature, make sure the following items are in place.

• Purchase the On-box Sandboxing license.
• Locate the Windows product key that came with your Windows ISO purchase; you will need the key to activate

your Windows license. Alternatively, you can specify a KMS server if you manage your product keys with a Key
Management Server.

• Set up a dirty line network for the IVMs to access the Internet during analysis. This connection should not pass
through your organization's security measures.

• Determine what additional applications you want to add to your IVM profile (such as commercial or custom applications
and web browsers).
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Procedure for Configuring On-Box Sandboxing

To configure on-box sandboxing on CA S400 and S500 models:

1. Enable On-Box Sandboxing on CA S400 and S500.
2. Optimize Resources for On-Box Sandboxing (optional).
3. Add Windows ISO File (if you didn't do this when enabling the license or if you want to add more than one base image)

or
Add Windows Base Image (if you are importing an image that was downloaded from another appliance).

4. Add and Customize Profiles (optional).
5. Specify Task Firewall Type.
6. Configure the Dirty Line Network.
7. Perform Malware Analysis.

Enable On-Box Sandboxing on CA VA and S200
Content Analysis Virtual Appliance and S200 models support on-box sandboxing in an emulated sandbox environment
only; consequently, it is not necessary to add a Windows base image or configure profiles on VA and CAS S200 models.

1. Enable your On-box Sandboxing license.
a. Select System > Licensing.
b. Select the On-box Sandboxing check box.

c. Read the warning and click OK.
d. Click Save Changes.

2. Confirm Malware Analysis settings are properly configured.
a. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec Malware Analysis.
b. In the Servers panel, make sure Local Instance is enabled.

c. Make sure Submit to SandBox is enabled since SandBox emulation is the only on-box sandboxing environment
available to Content Analysis VA and CAS S200 appliances.

d. Save any changes you may have made.

Next Step: Set Sandbox File Scanning Preferences
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Enable On-Box Sandboxing on CA S400 and S500
When you enable on-box sandboxing, you have the option of immediately adding the Windows ISO file so that you can
set up a virtualized Windows environment for sandboxing. After the activation process is complete, the Windows ISO is
converted to a base image that will be used in the on-box sandboxing IVM. Windows XP, Windows 7, and Window 10
(64-bit versions) are supported. You can purchase the Windows license directly from Symantec or Microsoft in the ISO
format. You can use the standard Windows ISO or import an ISO that you have customized with pre-installed applications.
Make sure to have the Windows product key on hand or on a Key Management Server, as you will need the key when
installing the ISO image.

ISO Requirements

• Windows 7 and Windows XP ISO images without the service pack cannot be imported.
• The ISO import feature supports ISOs that include more than one edition of the operating system, for example:

Windows 7 Enterprise or Windows 10 Professional.
• Refer to KB188512 to determine the Windows versions and build numbers that Content Analysis supports.

TIP
Depending on your network, the upload process could take a while, so make sure you have sufficient time
before beginning.

1. Enable your On-box Sandboxing license.
a. Select System > Licensing.
b. Select the On-box Sandboxing check box.

c. Read the warning and click OK.
d. Click Save Changes. A Confirmation dialog asks if you want to create a Windows profile.

2. If you have time to install the Windows ISO file now, click Yes. The On-Box Sandboxing Configuration dialog opens.
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NOTE
The uploading, Windows installation, and activation process can take quite some time. To perform this task
later, click No and then refer to Upload Windows ISO File. 

1. In the On-Box Sandboxing Configuration dialog, select one of the following:
– If you have purchased the Windows license from Symantec, choose Download from Symantec. Click Next, select

the Windows version and click Next again. Skip to the Windows licensing step below.
Do not choose the Download from Symantec option if you purchased the Windows license from Microsoft or if
you are installing a Windows XP ISO. This option is intended only for Windows licenses that were purchased from
Symantec.

– Upload from local file — Select this option if you have purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and
downloaded the ISO file to a local system. Windows XP is not available using this option. Click Next, browse to the
file, and click Next again.

– Download from URL — Select this option if you have purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and the
ISO file is on a web server. Click Next, enter the URL of the ISO file (for example,http://webserver.test.com/
windows10.iso), and click Next again.

TIP
URL download is the preferred option over uploading from a local file, because the process of installing the
ISO will happen in the background, allowing you to perform other Content Analysis tasks without impacting
the installation. If you upload the ISO file from a local system, on the other hand, you must stay on this page
until the upload is complete.

2. For ISO Type, select Windows XP, Windows 7 64-bit, or Windows 10 64-bit.
3. If desired, modify the name of the base image; click Next.
4. Enter details on your Windows license:

a. or
If you purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and are managing your product keys with a Key Management
Service (KMS), enter the IP address or host name of your KMS Server. Note that KMS is not an option for licenses
purchased from Symantec.

b. Enter the IP address or host name of an NTP Server. This setting is required when using KMS (and ignored when
using product key activation).

c. Click Next.
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5. Read the summary information and confirm that the details are correct. To modify any of the values, use the Previous
button. When you are ready to install the ISO, activate the Windows license, and build the base image, click Create
Base Image.

6. You can monitor the download progress in the On-box Sandboxing Configuration dialog.

If you are installing a multi-edition ISO, you will be prompted after the download to select the specific Windows version.
Select the version and click Continue activation.

Content Analysis immediately begins installation of Windows in the IVM and shows snapshots of what is taking place
on the Windows desktop in the VM.
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Follow the on-screen activation instructions. When the activation process is complete, the Windows base image is
listed in the Base Images panel and the initial IntelliVM (IVM) profile is listed in the Scanning Profiles panel. The
Status column shows Ready.

If the base image failed to load or Windows didn't activate, the Status column will display a descriptive error message
such asInvalid product key orActivation failed; see Troubleshooting Windows Image Download Issues.

Next Step:  Optimize Resources for On-Box Sandboxing or Add and Customize Profiles

Optimize Resources for On-Box Sandboxing
If you are using Content Analysis primarily for on-box sandboxing and performing malware analysis, you can select
a performance profile that allocates the majority of resources to on-box sandboxing and offers support for additional
IntelliVMs. Note that resources are scaled back for antivirus services when you select the sandboxing performance profile,
and for all intents and purposes, these services are disabled.

NOTE
You must have purchased and activated the On-box Sandboxing license in order to select the Optimized for
On-Box Sandboxing performance profile.

1. Select System > Resource Allocation.
2. Select Optimized for On-Box Sandboxing. Show screen...
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3. Click Save Changes.

Next Step:  Add and Customize IVM Profiles

Additional Information

• If the On-Box Sandboxing license is not activated, the Optimized for On-Box Sandboxing option is not available and
cannot be selected.

• If you subscribe to antivirus services, you should select the Balanced profile to allocate resources fairly between AV
and on-box sandboxing.

• If you want to deactivate the On-Box Sandboxing license, you must first choose the Balanced profile.

Add Windows ISO File
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

If you did not add a Windows base image while enabling the On-box Sandboxing license, you will need to do so before
you can proceed further with on-box sandboxing configuration. Windows XP SP3, Windows 7 SP1, and Windows 10 (64-
bit versions) are supported. You can purchase the Windows license directly from Symantec or from Microsoft. (Microsoft is
no longer issuing licenses for Windows XP.) If you purchase Windows licenses from Microsoft, use a standard enterprise
version of the ISO that Microsoft provides. Make sure to have the Windows product key on hand or on a Key Management
Server, as you will need the key when installing the ISO image.

ISO Requirements

• Windows 7 and Windows XP ISO images without the service pack cannot be imported.
• The ISO import feature supports ISOs that include more than one edition of the operating system, for example:

Windows 7 Enterprise or Windows 10 Professional.
• Refer to KB188512 to determine the Windows versions and build numbers that Content Analysis supports.

After the installation process is complete, the Windows ISO is converted to a base image that will be used in the on-box
sandboxing IntelliVM. Profiles are ready-to-run encapsulations of base images plus additional customizations designed
to replicate particular Windows environments. An initial profile is created when you install the ISO file.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing.
2. Click Create base image from an ISO image. The On-box Sandboxing Configuration dialog opens.
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1. In the On-Box Sandboxing Configuration dialog, select one of the following:
– If you have purchased the Windows license from Symantec, choose Download from Symantec. Click Next, select

the Windows version and click Next again. Skip to the Windows licensing step below.
Do not choose the Download from Symantec option if you purchased the Windows license from Microsoft or if
you are installing a Windows XP ISO. This option is intended only for Windows licenses that were purchased from
Symantec.

– Upload from local file — Select this option if you have purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and
downloaded the ISO file to a local system. Windows XP is not available using this option. Click Next, browse to the
file, and click Next again.

– Download from URL — Select this option if you have purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and the
ISO file is on a web server. Click Next, enter the URL of the ISO file (for example,http://webserver.test.com/
windows10.iso), and click Next again.

TIP
URL download is the preferred option over uploading from a local file, because the process of installing the
ISO will happen in the background, allowing you to perform other Content Analysis tasks without impacting
the installation. If you upload the ISO file from a local system, on the other hand, you must stay on this page
until the upload is complete.

2. For ISO Type, select Windows XP, Windows 7 64-bit, or Windows 10 64-bit.
3. If desired, modify the name of the base image; click Next.
4. Enter details on your Windows license:

a. or
If you purchased the Windows license from Microsoft and are managing your product keys with a Key Management
Service (KMS), enter the IP address or host name of your KMS Server. Note that KMS is not an option for licenses
purchased from Symantec.

b. Enter the IP address or host name of an NTP Server. This setting is required when using KMS (and ignored when
using product key activation).

c. Click Next.
5. Read the summary information and confirm that the details are correct. To modify any of the values, use the Previous

button. When you are ready to install the ISO, activate the Windows license, and build the base image, click Create
Base Image.

6. You can monitor the download progress in the On-box Sandboxing Configuration dialog.
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If you are installing a multi-edition ISO, you will be prompted after the download to select the specific Windows version.
Select the version and click Continue activation.

Content Analysis immediately begins installation of Windows in the IVM and shows snapshots of what is taking place
on the Windows desktop in the VM.
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Follow the on-screen activation instructions. When the activation process is complete, the Windows base image is
listed in the Base Images panel and the initial IntelliVM (IVM) profile is listed in the Scanning Profiles panel. The
Status column shows Ready.

If the base image failed to load or Windows didn't activate, the Status column will display a descriptive error message
such asInvalid product key orActivation failed; see Troubleshooting Windows Image Download Issues.

In addition to adding an initial profile when the base image is downloaded, Content Analysis creates a task. A task
is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile + testing plugin script). A
plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation. Tasks are listed on the 
Malware Analysis  tab; you can add, edit, or delete tasks as necessary.

Next Step:  Add and Customize Profiles

Add Windows Base Image
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

If you have downloaded a Windows base image from another Content Analysis appliance, put the image on a local
workstation or web server, and then transfer it to the current appliance. If you are adding a Windows ISO image, refer to
Add Windows ISO File instead of this procedure.

1. Put the Windows base image on a local web server or system that the Content Analysis appliance can access.
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2. When uploading a file, make sure the Content Analysis web UI is running in a Chrome, Firefox, or Safari browser. File
uploads from IE 11 may fail due to the browser's file upload size restrictions.

3. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing.
4. Click Import previously exported base image. The On-box Sandboxing Configuration dialog opens.

5. Select one of the following:
If you have downloaded the image to a local system, click Upload from local file. Click Next, browse to the file, and
click Next again.
or
If the base image is on a web server, click Download from URL. Click Next, enter the URL to the file, and click Next 
again.
If you want the connection to go through the configured HTTP proxy, select the Use System Proxy check box. For
internal web servers, you probably don't need to proxy the connection, although it depends on your network setup.

6. Verify that the image is listed in the Base Images panel and the Status column shows Ready.

7. After adding a Windows base image, you will probably want to import the IVM profile associated with the image. You
can import profiles using thema-actions profiles command.

If the base image failed to load, the Status column will display a descriptive error message; see Troubleshooting Windows
Image Download Issues.

Once you have uploaded a base image the following settings are automatically enabled:
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• The Sandbox Broker on System > Licensing
• The Symantec Malware Analysis service on Services > Sandboxing > General Settings
• The Local Instance server and the default task on Services > Sandboxing > Symantec Malware Analysis

Add and Customize IVM Profiles
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

Base images include complete Windows operating systems along with a number of pre-installed applications or
components used to facilitate malware detection from various file types. Base images are not used to execute malware
analysis tasks within the Content Analysis appliance. Instead, they are used to create profiles which then run tasks
within the IntelliVM virtual machine framework.

Each base image can have one or more IntelliVM profiles, each with its own customizations designed to replicate a
particular Windows environment. These customizations may include commercial applications, custom applications,
additional web browsers, and patches to components. Note that only one profile is allowed per base image when in trial
mode.

Add an IVM Profile

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing.
2. In the On-box Sandboxing screen, click Add Profile. The Create Profile dialog opens. Show screen...

3. From the Select Base list, select the base image you added.
4. For Profile Name, enter a meaningful name to identify the new profile, for example Win 7 Sales Profile.
5. Optional — For Profile Description, enter a detailed explanation of the unique characteristics of this profile, such as

browser version, custom applications included.
6. Click Add Profile.

Customize an IVM Profile

You can customize an IVM profile using a Remote Desktop connection. Once connected to the IVM profile, you can add
software, install patches, and change settings to precisely mirror your Windows environment. However, the recommended
best practice is to configure the IVM in the most vulnerable state, which maximizes detection efficacy.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing.
2. In the Scanning Profiles section, click the Manage button, and then click Customize Profile. It will take a

moment for the profile to enter customization mode. Show screen...
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3. Leave the Customize and Build window open.
4. Use an RDP client (such as Microsoft Remote Desktop) to RDP into port 3389 of the host system; this will give you

access to the VM that is in customization mode.

In the Password field, enter password.
5. Optional: Use the provided templates for quicker customization of a Windows 7 IVM profile. See Templates for

Customizing a Windows 7 IVM Profile.
6. Add additional software, such as commercial or custom applications and web browsers. See Transfer Installation Files

to an IVM.
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TIP
It is highly recommended to install a full version of Microsoft Office using an Enterprise Volume License key.
The full version of Office provides the ability to execute and analyze macro-based content, a commonly seen
threat, whereas the Office Viewer doesn’t execute macros.

7. For any applications that are newly installed or for modifications made to existing applications, ensure that auto-
updating is disabled.
– Windows Update
– Microsoft Office
– Java
– Microsoft Silverlight
– Adobe Reader
– Browsers

8. When finished customizing the profile, it is a best practice to reboot the IVM, open the RDP session again, and ensure
the applications are operating as desired. Once that is confirmed, you can shutdown the IVM within Windows (issue
shutdown at a command prompt), wait a minute, and finally click Start > Disconnect to terminate the Remote Desktop
connection if it’s not closed automatically.

9. Return to Content Analysis and click the Build Profile button in the Customize and Build window.
It takes several minutes for the profile to build.

Next Step:  Specify Task Firewall Type

Transfer Installation Files to an IVM
Your specific Remote Desktop client determines which resources are available and the various methods that you can use
to add software to an IVM profile. Specific procedures are beyond the scope of this guide.

1. To transfer application installation files to your IVM, use one of the following methods:
– Use Remote Desktop Sharing. In the Remote Desktop Connection window, go to Options > Local

Resources > More… > Local devices and resources. Select the location to map. Show screen...
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– From inside the IVM, map a shared network drive or folder.
– From inside the IVM, open a browser and connect to the Internet to download software from an Internet resource or

vendor site. (This connection is made through the Backend interface.)
– Copy and paste the file from the client environment through the RDP session. For example, copy a file to the IVM

Desktop from the client Desktop.
2. Copy the files across as required.
3. Install, license, and configure each application to resemble a typical computing environment at your organization.

The customer is responsible for obtaining the appropriate licenses for software installed on the IVMs. Contact each
software vendor to obtain the proper license type for the IVM.

4. When finished installing applications, return to IVM customization topic.

Templates for Customizing a Windows 7 IVM Profile
The Windows 7 profile templates are designed to dramatically reduce the time required to configure Microsoft Office,
EMET, Adobe Reader, and Internet Explorer 11 for maximum malware detection. The settings used in the templates place
the applications in the most vulnerable state in order to detect the most malware. Use the templates along with these
instructions for a more efficient IVM customization experience. These settings have been tested with Windows 7 64-bit. It
is recommended to use that as the basis for the exploitable profile.

1. Download the Win7_profile_templates.zip and place it in a location that your IVM can access.
2. Enter customization mode for your Windows 7 profile. See Customize a Profile.
3. Copy the Win7_profile_templates.zip file to the IVM and extract the registry, settings, and batch files from the archive.

See Transfer Installation Files to an IVM.
4. Follow the procedures below to install applications and set the appropriate settings.
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Office 2010 Installation

1. Because Office Viewer collides with the full version of Office, you need to uninstall the Office Viewer applications. You
can use either the GUI, enter commands at the command prompt, or run the attached batch file. The recommended
and easiest method is to the use the batch file.

Alternatives to using the batch file (CLI or GUI)
Execute the following commands from a command prompt:
wmic product "Compatibility Pack for the 2007 Office system" call uninstall

wmic product "Microsoft Office Excel Viewer" call uninstall

wmic product "Microsoft PowerPoint Viewer" call uninstall

wmic product "Microsoft Office Word Viewer 2003" call uninstall

Or, if using the GUI, uninstall the four applications from Programs and Features.
2. Run the installer for Microsoft Office 2010.
3. After it is complete, open Word, choose Don’t make changes, and then close Word.

4. Run Office2010-RegistryTemplate.reg.
5. Reboot the IVM from the command prompt withshutdown /r.

Adobe Reader X (10.0) Installation

1. Uninstall Adobe Reader 9.3 using either Programs and Features or execute the following from the command prompt:
wmic product "Adobe Reader 9.3" call uninstall

2. Download and run the Adobe Reader X installer.
3. After the installer completes, runAdobeXReader-RegisteryTemplate.reg.
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4. Restart the IVM from the command prompt by issuingshutdown /r.
5. RDP back into the profile after the reboot and open Adobe Reader X.
6. From the Start window or command prompt run:

explorer.exe %appdata%\Adobe\Acrobat\10.0\
7. Copy theTMDocs.sav andTMGrpPrm.sav files to the 10.0 folder. These particular settings make Adobe Reader more

vulnerable.

Internet Explorer 11

The IE registry template will place the web browser in a highly vulnerable state.

1. Download IE 11 and run the installer.

2. Reboot when prompted.
3. After reboot, open the browser and choose Don’t use recommended settings.
4. RunIE11-RegistryTemplate.reg.
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5. Restart the IVM with ashutdown /r.
6. Open IE once after reboot, and then close the browser window.

Install EMET 5.5

1. Download and run the Dotnet Framework 4.5 installer prior to installing EMET 5.5.
2. Download and run the EMET 5.5 installer, choose Use Recommended Settings, and then close EMET.

3. Run EMET-registry-template.reg.

4. Restart the IVM with ashutdown /r from the command prompt.

Optional: Higher Resolution for IVM Console Screenshots

The default screen resolution on the IVM console is 1024x768. To increase the resolution so that you can see more on the
screen, you can use the resolution registry template.

1. RunSet-Resolution-RegistryTemplate.reg.
2. Reboot the IVM with ashutdown /r from the command prompt.

NOTE
Some screenshots may require the user to preview them in a new browser tab. Due to the size, the picture
navigation buttons are hidden from view.
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Default 1024x768 screenshot:

1920x1080 screenshot:

Specify Task Firewall Type
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

Content Analysis on-box sandboxing provides three task firewall options for the IntelliVM analysis environment. Note that
these firewall options are not to be confused with the firewall security system on your network.
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• Isolated—No network connectivity
• Limited—Prevents communications on ports 25 (mail), 139 (NetBIOS), and 445 (SMB)
• Unlimited—Full network access

Which firewall setting to use depends on the tradeoffs you are willing to make, as well as your organization's policies
and risk tolerance. The more network access you allow, the better fidelity of test results because of the wider range of
network activities that are recorded. On the other hand, executing live malware samples carries the risk that the sample
will attempt to attack internal or external hosts. For maximum detection efficacy, use the Unlimited firewall policy and
ensure the dirty line is properly isolated from the production traffic. The default firewall type is Isolated.

Which firewall option you choose also depends on whether you configure a dirty line network. If you define a static dirty
line network interface, you can safely choose the Unlimited option.

To set the task firewall type:

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing.
2. In the Firewall section, choose the desired task firewall option: Isolated, Limited, or Unlimited. See descriptions

above for details.
3. Click Save Changes.

Next Step:  Configure the Dirty Line Network

Configure Task Settings
Select Malware Analysis > Task Settings to set defaults for tasks that will run in a specific environment. These settings
also appear when you create a task.

For each environment type, specify default task settings to be used for automatic sample submission, as from Content
Analysis, Security Analytics, or Symantec Messaging Gateway, as well as for samples that are manually submitted using
the Malware Analysis tab or RAPI. Each environment has its own set of tasks and possible defaults.

1. Select Malware Analysis > Task Settings.
2. For Environment Type, select one of the following.

– IntelliVM: Emulated Windows operating systems (see KB188512 for supported versions)
– SandBox: Simulated Windows environment
– MobileVM: Emulated Android operating system
– Apple Analyzer: Emulated Apple operating system

3. Configure the options for the selected environment.

IntelliVM
Basic Options
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Firewall Options

Select a firewall option:

• Isolated—No network connectivity
• Limited—Prevents communications on ports 25 (mail), 139 (NetBIOS), and 445 (SMB)
• Unlimited—Full network access

IntelliVM Options

• Specify the Execution time limit in seconds. 60 seconds is a good detection/throughput ratio. A longer execution time
increases detection but reduces throughput. A longer run is typically used to see more details on a specific piece of
malware.

• For Override file extension, specify a file extension for on-box sandboxing to use if the file types and their extensions
do not match.

NOTE
On-box sandboxing will detect the actual file type regardless of the extension (for example, an EXE
masquerading as a PDF) unless an entry is made here. If entered, on-box sandboxing will treat the sample
file(s) as the type entered.

• Select Smart Detonation to prevent likely clean PDF files from being sent to the sandbox. This setting is enabled
by default. With Smart Detonation, Symantic IP scans PDF files to check for elements that can be used for malicious
purposes. Files that contain no potentially malicious elements are not sent to the sandbox, thereby conserving
resources.

• Select Get dropped files to preserve any files that the sample creates, deletes, or modifies during the task. The files
are saved as task resources and are automatically scanned by YARA rules. The files appear under Other Resources
on the Task Summary report.

TIP
Best practices are to disable the Get dropped files setting for bulk analysis as ransomware samples can
generate millions of dropped files. It may be desirable to enable this setting during manual malware analysis
though.
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Analytics Options

• Create an HTTP Archive resource from the packet capture (HAR)
• Store body of HTTP requests in HAR

See About HTTP Archive (HAR).

Advanced Options

Use Execution Arguments to control how the sample is launched. The default value is {sample}, which will be replaced
with the fully qualified path of the sample. You can also use this space to pass parameters into IntelliVM plugins. For
example:

• paint.exe {sample}: Opens the sample in paint.exe, regardless of file extension.
• {sample} --param1 [parameter1]: Passes values to the sample as it runs. (You would need to know which values the

sample requests and in what order.)

For Guest Path, type a file path to override the default, which is c:\Windows\temp.

For Event Collection, determine which events to capture:

• Drop all registry events: Filter out registry events.
• Drop all file system events: Filter out file system events. Recommended for debugging only.

Under Other Options, select one or more of the following:

• Enable task logging: Creates a task resource that contains debugging information about the task execution.
• Save prefiltered event data: Creates a task resource that contains the raw, unfiltered event data as a Google protocol

buffer file (binary serialization).
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Detection Options

Memory Analysis is enabled by default and allows the appliance to perform real-time memory introspection using on-box
sanding memory snapshots.

To disable the feature, clear the Run memory introspection option.

IMPORTANT
In versions 3.1.3 and earlier, a Run DDNA option is available under  Run memory introspection. This
functionality is no longer supported. To prevent errors, clear the  Run DDNA option.

The Run DDNA option is removed in versions 3.1.4 and later.

Plugins

A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation.

Plugins allow the IntelliVM to run, perform analysis upon the sample, and generate results based upon predefined criteria.
Each sample can run exactly one plugin. Plugins are not available in the emulated SandBox environment.

With plugins, you can achieve some of the benefits of forensic investigation and/or static analysis while taking advantage
of the automated dynamic analysis simultaneously. Plugins can interact before, during, and after sample execution.

Select one of the IVM plugins, as desired.

• ghost_user_with_unpacker.py: Contains all the functionality ofghost_user.py with the additional capability of
inspecting and analyzing the contents of archive files. Supported archive types include: 7z, XZ, BZIP2, GZIP, TAR, ZIP,
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WIM, AR, ARJ, CAB, CHM, CPIO, CramFS, DMG, EXT, FAT, GPT, HFS, IHEX, ISO, LZH, LZMA, MBR, MSI, NSIS,
NTFS, QCOW2, RAR, RPM, SquashFS, UDF, UEFI, VDI, VHD, VMDK, WIM, XAR, Z, TNEF and ACE.

• ghost_user.py: Emulates advanced user interaction, including navigating dialogs and multi-screen installers. The
Ghost plugin supports some newer dialog box types, resulting in more accurate automated input to user prompts.
Symantec recommends enabling theghost_user.py plugin when performing bulk analysis.

• example1.py: Sample plugin that demonstrates the structure of a plugin
• run-iexplore.py: Script for loading a URL into Internet Explorer

Click View to see the plugin's code. Following the.py extension is the owner of the plugin and the timestamp for the
plugin's creation. See About IVM Plugins for information on creating and customizing plugins.

Basic Options

Specify the Maximum SandBox cycle count (in millions).

NOTE
There is no default runtime for a SandBox task. SandBox execution is based upon clock cycles and CPU
capabilities of the machine hosting the appliance. Approximately 20 million clock cycles equals one (1) second
using modern hardware, where one instruction is processed within each cycle.

Select as many of the following event saving options as desired:

• Keep all SandBox summary events: Filter no events (show all).
• Keep the SandBox raw API events: Preserve the API trace log in raw format.
• Keep the SandBox text API events: Preserve the API trace log in text format.
• Generate SandBox PE Dump: Perform portable executable memory dump.
• Get dropped files: Preserve any files that the sample creates. The files are saved as task resources that are

automatically scanned by YARA rules.

Advanced Options

Event Collection

• Drop all registry events: Filter out registry events.
• Drop all file system events: Filter out file system events.
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Other Options

• Enable task logging: Creates a task resource that contains debugging information about the task execution.
• Save prefiltered event data: Creates a task resource that contains the raw, unfiltered event data as a Google Protocol

Buffer (GPB) file, a standard format for binary serialization.

Mobile IntelliVM Options

Specify the Execution time limit in seconds. 60 seconds is a good detection/throughput ratio. A longer execution time
increases detection but reduces throughput. A longer run is typically used to see more details on a specific piece of
malware.

Analytics

• Create an HTTP Archive resource from the packet capture (HAR)
• Store body of HTTP requests in HAR

See About HTTP Archive (HAR).

Advanced Options

• Enable task logging: Creates a task resource that contains debugging information about the task execution.
• Save prefiltered event data: Creates a task resource that contains the raw, unfiltered event data as a Google protocol

buffer file (binary serialization).

Advanced Options — Other Options

• Enable task logging: Creates a task resource that contains debugging information about the task execution.
• Save prefiltered event data: Creates a task resource that contains the raw, unfiltered event data as a Google protocol

buffer file (binary serialization).

Configure the Dirty Line Network
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

The IntelliVM profiles use the dirty line network to access the Internet during analysis. This connection should
not pass through your organization's security measures. You will need to set up this network before configuring it below.
Although Content Analysis can perform on-box sandboxing without a dirty line network, it is not recommended.

1. In the On-box Sandboxing screen (Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing), locate the Dirty
Line Network panel. Show screen...

2. If you don't have a separate dirty line network, choose Same as Backend for the IP Settings if you are on an IPv4
network. If you are on an IPv6 network do not select Same as Backend; you must configure a separate IPv4 back
end. This option forces the IntelliVMs to use the Backend interface instead of the dirty line interface. The Backend
interface is connected to your organization's LAN and is used for the UI connection, system and pattern updates, and
base-image activation. This means that your organization's security measures will be applied to the sample analysis
and malicious traffic will potentially go through the primary interface.
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3. To configure the dirty line interface:
a. Choose Static for the IP Settings.
b. For Network Interface, select the interface that your dirty line network is connected to (for example, 1:1). See

Requirements for Dirty Line Interface below.
c. For Default Gateway, enter the IP address of the gateway for the dirty line network. Symantec recommends that

you use a separate Internet gateway than your primary ISP.
4. Click Save Changes.

Requirements for Dirty Line Interface

When the IVM is in customize mode, traffic to and from the IVM is routed through the management interface. When
the profile is built and ready to execute tasks, it uses the dirty line interface for network traffic. Make sure the dirty line
interface meets the following requirements:

• The interface specified must be on a dedicated subnet, different from the management network.
• No other interfaces can be on the same subnet as the dirty line.
• The selected interface will be unavailable for management traffic.

Next Step: Set Sandbox File Scanning Preferences.

Copy iVM Profiles onto Multiple Appliances
Rather than making the same manual customizations to IntelliVM (iVM) profiles on multiple Content Analysis appliances,
you can create a "golden image" profile on one appliance and then duplicate it onto other Content Analysis appliances in
the network. This method saves time and ensures that all appliances have the same profiles.

Content Analysis offers two ways to copy iVM profiles onto multiple appliances. Both methods require that you first
prepare an export package of the profile you want to clone.

• Option 1: Copy the export package and Windows base image directly from the source appliance onto the target
appliance. See Import Directly from Another Content Analysis Appliance.

• Option 2: Host the export package and Windows image on an intermediate server. See Download from a Web Server.

This operation requires that you enter CLI commands on each Content Analysis appliance (source and target systems).
It uses remote APIs to pull a profile export package and Windows base image off of a remote system and place it on the
current (target) system.

Requirements and Limitations

• Before you can copy an iVM profile from the source appliance to the target appliance, you must import the same base
image on which the profile is based from the source to the target.

• If you will be using an intermediate server to host the export package, you will need:
– Network file storage for storing exported profiles
– A web server for serving exported profiles

• You cannot import Malware Analysis 4.x IVM profiles onto Content Analysis appliances.

Import Directly from Another Content Analysis Appliance

The diagram below illustrates the process of preparing an export package on a source Content Analysis appliance and
then importing it on the target appliance.
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1. On the source Content Analysis appliance, customize the iVM profile until you have the golden master that you want to
duplicate on other appliances. See Add and Customize Profiles.

2. Access the command-line interface of the source Content Analysis appliance and generate an administrator-level API
key for the target to use. Save this key in a text file. See ma-actions api-key.
# ma-actions api-key create user<username> role administrator

3. Record the IDs of the base image and the iVM profile. See ma-actions bases list and ma-actions profiles list.
# ma-actions bases list

# ma-actions profiles list

4. Prepare an export package of the profile. See ma-actions profiles exports.
 # ma-actions profiles exports export profile_ids <profile_ID> 

5. Record the export ID associated with the package:
# ma-actions profiles exports status

6. Access the CLI of a target Content Analysis appliance.
7. Import the Windows base image from the source Content Analysis appliance. See ma-actions bases imports import.

# ma-actions bases imports import remote_host<source_appliance_IP> vmb_id<base_ID> api_key<key> 

8. Import the export package. See ma-actions profiles imports import.
# ma-actions profiles imports import remote_host<source_appliance_IP> vme_id<export_package_ID>

 api_key<key> 

9. Repeat steps 6–9 for each target appliance.

Download from a Web Server

The diagram below illustrates an alternative way to import a Windows base image and export package: by putting them on
a web server and then pulling them off the server and onto the target Content Analysis appliance. Use this method if the
direct method described above does not work properly.
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1. On the source Content Analysis appliance, customize the iVM profile until you have the golden master you want to
duplicate on other appliances. See Add and Customize Profiles.

2. Access the command-line interface of the source Content Analysis appliance.
3. Generate an administrator-level API key for the target to use. Save this key in a text file. See ma-actions api-key.

# ma-actions api-key create user<username> role administrator

4. Record the IDs of the base image and the iVM profile. See ma-actions bases list and ma-actions profiles list.
# ma-actions bases list

# ma-actions profiles list

5. Prepare an export package of the profile. See ma-actions profiles exports.
# ma-actions profiles exports export profile_ids <profile_ID> 

6. Record the export ID associated with the package.
# ma-actions profiles exports status

7. Download the export package to an external system via RAPI. Run thecurl command on the external server:
curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" https://<CA-IP>:8082/rapi/system/vm/profiles/export/<export-id>/bin

 ><filename> 

For example, enter the following command from the external server:
curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/

profiles/export/05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R/bin > windows-7-64-bit.export.qcow2.bundle

In the previous example,7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64 is the API key you saved in step 3,203.0.113.17 is the
IP address of the Content Analysis appliance containing the export package,05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R is
the export ID you recorded in step 6, andwindows-7-64-bit.export.qcow2.bundle is the export filename.

8. Download the Windows base image to an external server via RAPI. Run thecurl command on the external server:
curl -k -OJ -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" https://<CA-IP>:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/<base_id>/bin

For example, enter the following command from the external server:
curl -k -OJ -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/

bases/1/bin

In the above example,7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64 is the API key you saved in step 3,203.0.113.17 is the
IP address of the Content Analysis appliance containing the base image, and the base image ID is1.

9. Put the export package and base image on a web server that the target Content Analysis appliances can access. (This
step may not be necessary if the external system where you downloaded the base image and package in steps 7–8 is
a web server.)

10. Access the CLI of a target Content Analysis appliance.
11. Import the base image from the web server using the ma-actions bases imports download command.
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# ma-actions bases imports download url https://<webserver>/<filepath> 

Alternatively, you can use the Content Analysis web UI to import a base image. See Add Windows Base Image.
12. Import the profile export package from the web server using the ma-actions profiles imports download command. For

example:
# ma-actions profiles imports download url https://<webserver>/<filepath>/windows-7-64-

bit.export.qcow2.bundle

13. Repeat steps 10–12 for each target appliance.

Configure a Symantec Malware Analysis Sandbox
NOTE
Verify that the Sandbox Broker license is active and enabled: System > Licensing.

The Symantec Malware Analysis (MA) appliance evaluates the threat of a given file in one or more Windows Virtual
Machines or emulated Virtual Machines and provides a reputation score as a number between 1 and 10. The higher the
number, the greater the threat.

To configure Content Analysis to send unknown suspicious files to one or more standalone Symantec Malware Analysis
appliances for further analysis, you specify the IP address of the appliance and enable the profiles and tasks you want to
test with. The Symantec Malware Analysis server can either be a standalone Malware Analysis appliance or a Content
Analysis appliance that is dedicated to sandboxing.

Content Analysis uses HTTPS to communicate with a Symantec Malware Analysis sandbox. The standalone Malware
Analysis appliance uses TCP port 443, whereas a Content Analysis appliance dedicated to sandboxing will use TCP port
8082 by default.

Prior to adding a Malware Analysis appliance or a dedicated Content Analysis appliance you must create an
administrator-level API key on the target appliance that is associated with the admin account.

Generate the API Key

1. Log in to the CLI of the target appliance with administrator credentials and enter enable mode.
2. Run the following command: ma-actions api-key create user admin role administrator
3. Copy the API key and its identifier to a separate file. You cannot recover this key after you close the CLI interface.

Add the Appliance

1. In Content Analysis, select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec Malware Analysis .
2. To define a server, click Add in the Servers panel. The Add Server dialog opens.
3. Do the following:

– Provide the Server IP address or hostname.
– For Port accept the default of 8082 if you are connecting to an external Content Analysis appliance that is

dedicated to on-box sandboxing, or enter 443 for a standalone Malware Analysis appliance.
– Provide the API Key that you generated earlier.

4. (Optional) Click Test to validate the configuration. Close the validation window
5. Click Add. The Malware Analysis server is listed in the Servers panel.

TIP
Click the Malware Analysis IP address to log in to its Management Console.

6. (Optional) repeat steps 2–5 to add additional Malware Analysis appliances to your sandbox configuration.
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7. Check Use proxy settings if your MA server is on the Internet, and if your network requires Internet-bound requests
to pass through a proxy. This relies on the Content Analysis proxy configuration in Settings > Proxy. By default, data
sent to an MA sandbox server is sent directly.

8. (Optional) Select Submit to SandBox to enable MA's emulation feature.
– MA offers two environment types:IntelliVM, which executes files in a full Windows Virtual Machine, andSandBox,

which executes files in an emulated Windows environment. Each malware scanning environment identifies
malicious URLs and activities performed when a suspicious file is executed. Only IntelliVM profiles fully replicate
a user workstation. Some malware behaves differently when executed in a SandBox environment other than a
Windows workstation, which can result in some files not being identified as malware.

– If you enable SandBox and IntelliVM profiles, Malware Analysis executes suspicious files in both environments.
– For maximum protection, send suspicious files to both the MA SandBox as well as the configured IntelliVM profiles.

Keep in mind that IntelliVM profiles are very labor intensive.
9. To set the Threat Threshold, move the slider to the left or right. The default value is 7. Files that score at or above the

threshold are considered threats, while those files that score below the threshold are considered safe.
10. Enable the tasks you want to test with. A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment

(operating system profile plus testing plugin script). A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are
tested during sandbox evaluation. If you enable more than one task, each enabled MA will execute suspicious files
in each IntelliVM profile as well as in sandbox emulation, if that option is enabled. For each additional plugin with the
same profile, Content Analysis will generate an additional task per profile on Malware Analysis. Refer to your Malware
Analysis documentation for details on the available plugins.

11. Verify that each Malware Analysis server is enabled; select the check box in the Enabled column if necessary.
12. Click Save Changes.
13. Click General Settings and enable Malware Analysis in the Sandbox Services panel.
14. Click Save Changes.

Make sure that the naming for each IntelliVM profile on each MA is consistent. If one MA has a Windows 10 profile with
the name "Windows10", every enabled MA must have a Windows 10 IntelliVM profile with that same name. Content
Analysis will report an error if an enabled profile does not exist on all enabled Malware Analysis appliances.

Next Step: Enable Sandbox Services
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Perform Sandbox Analysis in the Cloud
Symantec offers a cloud-based dynamic malware analysis service that provides the ability to detect advanced
threats.Symantec Cloud Sandboxing uses a suite of analysis technologies, coupled with Symantec global intelligence and
analytics data, to accurately detect malicious code. After analysis, Cloud Sandboxing returns a0 (safe) or10 (malicious)
score to Content Analysis. If Cloud Sandboxing discovers a malicious file and you have configured Content Analysis
to send sandboxing threat alerts, CA will send an alert via email, syslog, and/or SNMP trap. See Set Up Alert Delivery
Methods.

Cloud Sandboxing uses static code analysis that is undetectable by malware authors and cannot be circumvented by VM-
evasive behaviors. In fact, due to the years of machine learning accumulated within the technology, the more evasive a
program behaves, the easier it is to identify it as a malicious file.

In addition, Cloud Sandboxing uses a behavioral analysis system that monitors files as they run, comparing the behaviors
of the program to the behaviors of the billions of malicious samples Symantec has analyzed over the years. As opposed to
signatures, Cloud Sandboxing employs behavioral profiles and file reputation data to accurately identify files as benign or
malicious.

By performing analysis in the cloud, Symantec Cloud Sandboxing can offer more in-depth processing at a scale and
speed that cannot be achieved with an on-premises deployment. You can use Cloud Sandboxing as your sole sandboxing
solution, or in conjunction with Content Analysis's on-box sandboxing or other on-premise sandboxing services.

Content Analysis is able to send a range of suspicious file types to the cloud, for example, EXE, DLL, and PDF. Symantec
Cloud Sandboxing can be enabled in a few simple steps, with no further configuration required.

NOTE
Symantec Cloud Sandboxing is not supported on CAS-V100.
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Cloud Sandbox Submission Limits

• Queries on file hashes are not restricted.
• Files sent to the sandbox are limited to 1000 files per hour (24,000 per day).
• If the submission limit is exceeded you will get an error429 Rate Limit Exceeded.

Set Up Cloud Sandboxing

1. Verify that your Symantec Cloud Sandboxing license is active and enabled. See Activate Licensed Components.
2. If your network requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a proxy:

a. Select Services > Sandboxing > Symantec Cloud Sandboxing.
b. Check Use HTTP Proxy. This relies on the Content Analysis proxy configuration in Settings > Proxy. By default,

Content Analysis sends data directly to the cloud sandbox, without a proxy.
3. To decrease submission latency and maintain compliance under privacy laws, you can select a region for sandbox

submissions. By selecting a region, Content Analysis will submit future sandboxing requests to the endpoint Symantec
Cloud Sandboxing has set up for that region.
a. Select a region from the drop-down list (or leave the default global setting).

TIP
As new regions become available, they will be populated on the list automatically.

b. Turn on the Mandatory region check box if you want Content Analysis to submit sandboxing requests to the
selected region only . If you don't enable this setting, the system attempts to submit to the selected region first; if
that fails, it will submit to the global region.

4. Click Save Changes.

Next Step: Enable Sandbox Services

Configure a FireEye Sandbox
Content Analysis supports two models of FireEye appliances:

• The FireEye AX  appliance scan results in a simple Yes or No report. Content Analysis sends an alert when a Yes
response is received.

• The FireEye NX appliance is deployed directly connected to the Content Analysis appliance, and is configured
in TAP mode. FireEye NX does not report back to Content Analysis. Refer to your FireEye NX documentation for
TAP configuration, monitoring, and reporting configuration.

NOTE
Verify that the Sandbox Broker license is active and enabled: System > Licensing.

FireEye AX sandbox scans result in either a positive or negative malware-found response, whereas the FireEye
NX sandbox does not report back to Content Analysis.

TIP
Because FireEye NX does not report back to Content Analysis, all submissions are entered in the sandboxing
clean cache. If this is not desired behavior, disable the sandboxing Clean Cache feature. See Configure
Sandbox Cache Settings for instructions.

1. In Content Analysis, select Services > Sandboxing > FireEye.
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2. Do one or both of the following:
– Check Use FireEye AX if you have a FireEye AX-series appliance in your network, and enter the server IP address

and administrative credentials used to access the FireEye appliance.
– Check Use FireEye NX if you have a FireEye NX-series appliance connected to a port on the Content Analysis

appliance, and select the interface to which the FireEye NX appliance is directly connected.
3. Select the interface to which your FireEye NX-series appliance is connected. The Content Analysis interface

connected to your FireEye NX-series appliance does not require an IP address. Refer to the FireEye NX management
UI to make sure the interface connecting to the Content Analysis appliance is configured in TAP mode.
Show diagram...

4. Click Save Changes.
5. Click General Settings and enable FireEye in the Sandbox Services panel.
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6. Click Save Changes.

TIP
Content Analysis uses SSH on TCP port 22 to communicate with FireEye AX appliances. If your network has
a firewall deployed between your Content Analysis and FireEye appliances, ensure that TCP port 22 is open
between them.

Next Step: Enable Sandbox Services

Configure a Lastline Sandbox
NOTE
Verify that your sandboxing license is active and enabled: System > Licensing.

The Lastline (https://www.lastline.com/) sandbox is available in either cloud-based or on-premises server configurations.
Sandboxing evaluation with Lastline first compares a hash of the file with a database of known results. If no results are
known, the file is executed and that execution results in a score from 0 (safe) to 100 (malware).

1. In Content Analysis, select Services > Sandboxing > Lastline. The Lastline configuration screen displays.
2. Enter the server address, API Key, and API token used to access your Lastline server.

3. Check Use HTTP Proxy if your Lastline server is on the Internet, and if your network requires Internet-bound requests
to pass through a proxy. This relies on the Content Analysis proxy configuration in Settings > Proxy. By default, data
sent to a Lastline sandbox server is sent directly.

4. Set a Threat Threshold.The default value is 70. Once set, files scored below the defined threshold are deemed safe,
while files that score higher than the threshold are classified as threats.

5. Click Save Changes.
6. Click General Settings and enable Lastline in the Sandbox Services panel.
7. Click Save Changes.

TIP
Content Analysis uses HTTPS (TCP port 443) to communicate with Lastline servers. Ensure that any firewalls
between your Content Analysis and Lastline servers are configured to permit this traffic.

Next Step: Enable Sandbox Services
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Configure Sandbox General Settings
NOTE
Verify that your sandboxing licenses are active and enabled: System > Licensing.

Enable Sandbox Services

Before or after configuring a sandbox server, make sure you enable the applicable service on the General Settings
page.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > General Settings.
2. In the Sandbox Services panel, select the sandbox service(s) you are using:  Symantec Malware Analysis ,

Symantec Cloud Sandboxing, FireEye, Lastline. Show screen...

NOTE
Select the  Symantec Malware Analysis  service if using the Malware Analysis appliance or on-box
sandboxing.

3. Click Save Changes.
4. If you haven't yet added your sandbox servers, click Configure in the row corresponding to the service. Refer to one

of the following topics for details on defining sandbox servers:
– Use On-box Sandboxing
– Configure a Blue Coat Malware Analysis Sandbox
– Perform Sandbox Analysis in the Cloud
– Configure a FireEye Sandbox
– Configure a Lastline Sandbox

Set Sandbox File Scanning Preferences

The File Types and File Extensions panels provide a list of executable file types and extensions commonly used to
distribute malware, allowing you to select which ones to send to the sandbox servers. To determine the file type,
Content Analysis reads the file header and ignores the filename and extension, while file extension processing relies
on the filename alone.

For File Types, you can select which types Content Analysis will send to your enabled sandbox servers, as well as enable
real-time sandbox analysis for selected types. For File Extensions, you can create your own list of file extensions, and
Content Analysis will send files with those extensions to your enabled sandbox servers; you can also enable real-time
sandbox analysis for selected extensions.

With real-time sandbox analysis, the user does not receive the requested file until the sandbox determines whether the file
is safe or malware. Note that real-time sandbox analysis is not enabled by default for any file types or extensions— you
must enable the Wait for Result option for those file types/extensions you want Content Analysis to send to the sandbox
for real-time analysis. For files that aren't subject to real-time sandbox analysis, Content Analysis will simultaneously send
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the file to the sandbox and the user. When the sandbox later comes back with a response, Content Analysis will cache
that response, so future requests of the file will be blocked or allowed based on the cached response.

Make sure that your ProxySG appliance is configured to support ICAP feedback (Trickle object data at end) to provide
users with feedback during the scan. That option is available in the ProxySG Management Console, under Configuration
>  Content Analysis  > ICAP > ICAP Feedback.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > General Settings.
2. Locate the File Types and File Extensions panels. Show screen...

3. Select the file types you want Content Analysis to send to the configured sandbox servers for analysis:
a. In the Sandbox column, check the file types you want to send to the sandbox.
b. In the Wait For Result column, check the file types for which you want to enable real-time sandbox analysis.
c. Click Save Changes.

4. Select the file extensions you want Content Analysis to send to the sandbox servers for analysis:
a. Click Add, type the extension (not necessary to type the period), and click Add.
b. Repeat for each file extension to be added.
c. In the Wait For Result column, check the file extensions for which you want to enable real-time sandbox analysis.
d. Click Save Changes.

5. Define the duration Content Analysis will wait for real-time sandboxing results with Timeout (seconds). The default
value is 0, which will result in Content Analysis waiting until the sandboxing analysis is complete, regardless of the
duration. This field supports values of up to 600 seconds.

6. Click Save Changes.

WARNING
Because the time it takes to analyze files in sandboxes can vary from a few seconds to a few minutes, enabling
real-time sandbox scanning can result in an increase in the number of open ICAP connections between
the ProxySG appliance and Content Analysis. After the maximum number of ICAP connections are used,
ICAP requests are queued on the ProxySG appliance. You can monitor ICAP queues from ProxySG appliance
Management Console, in Statistics >  Content Analysis.
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Configure Sandbox Archive Policies
Archive policies apply when performing on-box sandboxing archive files that might contain executable files. Set the
following limits to avoid sandboxing potentially malicious archive files, which can be deceptively small in comparison when
compressed.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Archive Policies.

2. Specify the following settings:
a) Maximum decompression ratio: The ratio of the compressed archive file to its decompressed file size. The

default value is 14 and the maximum is 1027. Note that Content Analysis only evaluates the decompression ratio of
files larger than 30 MB when expanded.

b) Maximum archive size: The maximum size of an archive file in MB. The default value is 100 and the maximum is
5120.

c) Maximum archive depth: The maximum number of recursive layers within an archive. The default value is 5 and
the maximum is 40.

3. Select Save Changes to apply changes.

Configure Sandbox Cache Settings
Content Analysis has two different sandbox caches that can be enabled/disabled independently:

• Results that the sandbox determined to be a threat are stored in the Threats Cache
• Results that the sandbox determined to be safe are stored in the Clean Cache.

Configure the Cache Settings

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Cache.
2. Select/unselect the Enabled check box to enable/disable the Threats Cache. After the sandbox analyzes a file and

determines it to be a threat, Content Analysis will store the file in the threats cache if the Threats Cache option is
enabled.

3. Select/unselect the Enabled check box to enable/disable the Clean Cache. After the sandbox analyzes a file and
determines it to be safe, Content Analysis stores the file in the clean cache if the Clean Cache option is enabled.

4. Set the Time to live for responses in the clean cache. This option specifies how many minutes a result remains in
the clean cache before it is cleared out. The default is one hour (60 minutes). The range of acceptable values are 10
minutes to 1440 minutes (a day).

NOTE
Content Analysis only caches a clean result if all configured sandbox vendors are reachable and deem the file
to be safe. If one of the sandbox vendors is unreachable or has some other error, and another vendor analyzes
a file and finds it to be safe, Content Analysis does not cache the result.

Integrate with Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager
The admin then has the option of adding the file hash to the file fingerprint list (a blacklist) on SEPM. Once SEPM knows
about this threat, no other end users will be able to run the file since it is on the endpoint blacklist; this stops the lateral
spread of a malicious file on the network. In addition, administrators have the option of running SEPM remediation policy
to clean up the initial infection; it executes the remediation policy that has been configured on SEPM.

Refer to your Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager documentation for detailed information on configuration and usage.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

SEPM Prerequisites
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• Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager 14 or later is required.
• Content Analysis uses TCP port 8446 to communicate with the Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager server. Ensure

that any firewalls between your Content Analysis and SEPM server are configured to permit this traffic.
• Confirm that the ICAP service has the Client address option enabled. When this option is enabled, the

ProxySG appliance will send the client address to Content Analysis so that SEPM can identify whether the IP address
is a managed endpoint. See Manually Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG or Automatically Configure an
ICAP Service on the ProxySG .  For information on configuring the ICAP service on the ProxySG appliance, see the
PDF guide Integrating Content Analysis with other Blue Coat Products: ProxySG and Malware
Analysis.

• Content Analysis must have at least one sandboxing service configured.

SEPM Configuration

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Endpoint Integration.
2. Locate the Symantec Endpoint Protection configuration.

3. Click Enabled.
4. In the Server field, enter the server address for your Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager server.
5. Enter the Username and Password for your SEPM server in the corresponding fields.
6. Check Use HTTP Proxy if your SEPM server is on the Internet or in another network segment, and your network

requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a proxy. This relies on the Content Analysis proxy configuration in
Settings > Proxy. By default, data sent to your SEPM server is sent directly.

7. Click Save Changes.

To view a report of recent threats that Content Analysis has discovered, select Statistics > Recent Threats. You can then
view details about each file and add it to a blacklist. See Add a Malicious File to a SEPM Blacklist.

Add a Malicious File to a SEPM Blacklist
When Content Analysis is integrated with Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM), you have the option of
adding the MD5 hash of malicious files to its file fingerprint list, also known as a blacklist. Once this is done, you can stop
the lateral spread of a future infection, preventing other users from running the malicious file. You can also run SEPM
remediation policy on the endpoint client that downloaded the malicious file.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Content Analysis offers two ways to blacklist a file after it determines the file is malicious:

• Locate the threat in the Recent Threats report, and then view its detailed report. (See steps below.)
• Click the Open in CAS button in the alert email that Content Analysis sends to the administrator.
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NOTE
The ICAP service must have the Client address option enabled so that SEPM can identify whether the IP
address is a managed endpoint. See Automatically Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG or Manually
Configure an ICAP Service on the ProxySG .  For information on configuring the ICAP service on the
ProxySG appliance, see the PDF guide Integrating Content Analysis with other Symantec
Products: ProxySG and Malware Analysis.

To add a malicious file to the SEPM blacklist:

1. Do one of the following steps:
Select Statistics > Recent Threats, locate the threat in the list, and click View Report. A window opens with details
about the threat.
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or
Open the threat alert email, and click the Open in CAS button. The threat details open in Content Analysis .

2. Locate the Actions panel.

3. Select Add to Symantec Endpoint Protection Blacklist.
Once this is done, no other users will be able to install the malicious file.

4. Optional — Select Run SEPM Remediation Policy on the endpoint.
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Using remediation policy, SEPM cleans the infected computer by removing the threat and reversing its side effects if
the file was executed. Optionally, the file can be saved in a quarantine area for the administrator to examine later. This
option executes whatever remediation policy that has been configured on SEPM.

5. Click Submit. In SEPM, you can identify hashes that were sent from Content Analysis by the prefix CAS.

Configure CounterTack Sentinel Endpoint Security Verification and
Reporting
When malware is detected during sandbox evaluation, Content Analysis can query a CounterTack Sentinel Endpoint
Security server in your network to determine if any users retrieved the infected file. This information is then used in the
report that Content Analysis sends to administrators, and it includes infected workstation IP addresses and hostnames, as
well as the malicious behavior enacted by the threat on those systems. This allows security teams to prioritize alerts and
focus first on threats that have been verified on the endpoint.

Refer to your CounterTack Sentinel documentation for information on setting an administrative username and password
for your CounterTack Endpoint Security service.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Endpoint Integration.
2. Locate the CounterTack Sentinel configuration.

3. Click Enable.
4. In the Server field, enter the server address for your CounterTack server.
5. Enter the Username and Password for your CounterTack server in the corresponding fields.
6. Check Use HTTP Proxy if your CounterTack Endpoint Security server is on the Internet or in another network

segment, and your network requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a proxy. This relies on the Content
Analysis proxy configuration in Settings > Proxy. By default, data sent to your CounterTack Endpoint Security server
is sent directly.

7. Click Save Changes.

Content Analysis uses TCP port 9090 to communicate with CounterTack Sentinel server. Ensure that any firewalls
between your Content Analysis and CounterTack server are configured to permit this traffic.

Orchestration
With the orchestration feature you can integrate Content Analysis with your Splunk

®
 Phantom instance (formerly: Phantom

Cyber). When this feature is enabled, Content Analysis sends positive detection results from sandboxing to Phantom so
that you can decide how to take action on a particular sample. No results are returned from the Phantom server.
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• Authentication Token—Password given to you by Splunk.
• URL—Location of your Phantom instance.
• Container Label—A label for the data that is sent by this Content Analysis appliance. This container is visible in

Phantom. Default:suspicious_binary
• Use Proxy—Select if Content Analysis will access the Phantom instance via the proxy that is configured on Settings

> Proxy.
• Enabled—Select to enable Content Analysis to send data to the specified Phantom instance.

Activate the VirusTotal Service
VirusTotal is a virus, malware, and URL online scanning service. If you have signed up for the VirusTotal Community,
you can locate your personal API key in your Community profile. You will need this key to activate VirusTotal in Content
Analysis's on-box sandboxing.

NOTE
Obtaining a VirusTotal API key is the responsibility of the user.

1. Select Malware Analysis > Other Settings > Virus Total. Show screen...
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2. Enter or paste your API key in the text box.
3. Click Update VirusTotal Key.

Disclaimer: This feature is provided on an AS-IS basis. Symantec has no control of, and is not responsible for,
information and content provided (or not) by VirusTotal. Customer is obligated to comply with all terms of use regarding
the foregoing, including quotas that may be imposed by VirusTotal. Symantec shall not be liable for any discontinuance,
availability or functionality of the features described herein.

Use the Web Reputation Service
The Web Reputation Service integrates with the Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN) and requires that the
appliance have Internet access on port 443.

The Web Reputation Service leverages an online database, which contains ratings for millions of websites. The rating
system includes informational categories such as Education, Art/Culture, and Humor/Jokes as well as potentially
malicious categories such as Malicious Outbound Data/Botnets, Phishing, and Spam.

Web Reputation is enabled by default.

Use Advanced On-Box Sandboxing Features
Enhanced Stealth mode enables additional techniques, making it even harder for malware to detect the presence of a
sandbox. It is enabled by default. Using Enhanced Stealth mode provides a higher success rate on samples that have
advanced evasion and sandbox detection capabilities. There is a low probability of impact on the stability of packed
malware, which may decrease the success rate when using behavioral based detection.

Enhanced stealth mode is enabled by default. To disable this feature:

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Other Settings > Advanced Features.
2. Click Disable Stealth Mode.
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Memory Analysis and CounterTack DDNA

NOTE
This feature is removed in version 3.1.4.0.

This features analyzes the code structures found in the memory of all monitored processes. Malicious artifacts and
potential behaviors, including malware that is originally encrypted or polymorphed, are uncovered and analyzed even
if they are not executed; a portion of the sample code runs in the IntelliVM, but the full code is available for analysis
in memory. This results in increased detections, especially for evasive malware and malware that requires additional
components. Digital DNA is able to detect zero-day attacks, rootkits, and other malware not detected by other solutions.

• View DDNA risk scores in your task results Sample Details. Logs provide both suspicious and general behavior
descriptions.

• DDNA is considered experimental as it has a significant performance impact and can potentially cause false positive
detections

Configure Sandbox Reporting
Symantec Security Analytics is an advanced packet capture system that continually records network activity, allowing
network administrators to conduct swift forensic investigations when incidents occur. Once Content Analysis and Security
Analytics are integrated and sandboxing is configured on CA, the administrator will get an alert with a link to a Security
Analytics report when a sandbox discovers a threat. The report contains the enriched full packet capture data showing
the network events before and after detection of the malware. By analyzing this report, the administrator can locate the
malware by its URL, IP address, or file hash, and find out additional information about the incident.

Integrate Security Analytics

You must have Security Analytics installed and configured before you can integrate it with Content Analysis.

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Security Analytics Integration.

2. Select the Enabled Report check box.
3. Enter the server IP address or host name in the Server field.
4. Set Minutes Before Event and Minutes After Event to define the breadth of this report (0–1440 minutes). Security

Analytics constantly records all network traffic activity. When a sandbox detects malware, the SA report that is
generated includes a window of activity showing the events before and after detection.

5. Click Save Changes.

NOTE
If your organization employs Symantec Reporter and Management Center, see Settings > Reporter to
aggregate sandboxing results with your ProxySG appliance access log data.
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Viewing the Security Analytics Report

The Administrator Sandboxing Threat alert contains a link to the report on the Security Analytics server. When
administrators receive an alert that a sandboxing threat was detected, they can click the link to view the report in Security
Analytics and do further investigation surrounding the event. Due to the dynamic nature of this report and the time taken to
collect data, you may need to examine the Analytics report several times before all activity is visible.

The Security Analytics report link will not appear in the alert if real-time sandbox analysis is enabled ("Wait for Result" is
selected) for the malware file type.

The Administrator Sandboxing Threat alert template contains the%SOLERA_PCAP_URL variable which will be replaced
with a link to the report in the alert message (shown below).

Send Sandboxing Results to Symantec Reporter
After Content Analysis sends files to be executed in a configured sandbox (see Sandbox Suspicious Files) it receives a
report on that activity. This data is used to populate the Home and Statistics pages, but it can also be sent to  Symantec
Reporter where it will be matched with data from the associated ProxySG appliance (based on the connection's
transaction ID) to create a set of reports to be viewed in  Symantec Management Center.

NOTE
This feature requires the following additional software versions to function: SGOS 6.6.4.1, 6.5.8.9 and later,
Reporter version 10.1.4.1 and later, and Management Center version 1.10.1.3 and later.

Configure Content Analysis to Send Sandbox Logs to Reporter

The Reporter settings page allows you to configure FTP or secure FTP settings to upload sandboxing logs to a
Reporter server at regular intervals. Show screen...
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1. Select Settings > Reporter.
2. Check Use Reporter to enable the upload of sandboxing reports to the configured Symantec Reporter.
3. (Optional) Check Use Secure if your Reporter deployment uses secure FTP.
4. Set the Server IP address or host name of the FTP server.
5. Set the Username and Password for the FTP service.
6. Set the Path to match the folder on the FTP server in which this appliance's data will be saved. This should match the

path defined on your ProxySG appliance Access Log configuration.
7. Optional — If access to your Symantec Reporter requires traversing a proxy in your network environment, check Use

HTTP Proxy. This will invoke the proxy configuration found in Settings > Proxy.
8. Set the Upload Interval in minutes. By default, this is 15 minutes.
9. Click Save Changes.
10. Click Test Settings to connect to Reporter's FTP service for testing purposes.

Report Malware to Symantec GIN
After a sandboxing service detects an infected file, Content Analysis sends a hash of the file, the filename, the URL, and
other meta data to the Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN) for further analysis. If that analysis determines that the
file is not malware, the URL is classified appropriately. If the analysis yields a positive result for malware, the Symantec
WebFilter service is updated for all users worldwide with the URL and file hash classified as malware. The hash of the file
is also added to the cache database on the Content Analysis appliance so that it can block future threats at both the file
and URL levels.

Enable GIN Threat Collaboration

To share this information with Symantec's Global Intelligence Network, and confirm that you have the best protection:

1. Select Settings > GIN.
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2. Select the Notify Global Intelligence Network about suspicious files check box.
3. Click Save Changes.

The Symantec WebFilter and Global Intelligence Network collaborative defense powers Symantec’s web security portfolio,
delivering fast and effective Web 2.0 threat protection for 75 million users worldwide.
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Content Analysis Reporting
Monitor Content Analysis activity in system reports.

The Statistics tab provides information on the various functions of Content Analysis. Using the various statistical
reports, you can plan ProxySG policy changes or determine the effectiveness of features such as cached response and
sandboxing. To clear all of the statistics on the appliance, select Reset Statistics. For an overview of all statistics, see
Monitor Threat Activity in Statistics Overview.

• Malware Processing Reports
• Connection Reports
• Reports about the Appliance

Malware Processing Reports
Malware processing reports give you statistical details about the processing the system does so that you can see the
effectiveness of various features.

Monitor Threat Activity in Statistics Overview
Statistics Overview displays the following high-level information about the number of files blocked and threats detected
over the last hour, day, or month.

Show screen...
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• Objects Blocked
• Objects Blocked by Module
• Object Blocked by Module Totals

NOTE
Statistics include threats discovered in files submitted via ICAP or REST API clients.

Recent Threats includes the following:

• Module — Antivirus, Sandboxing, File Reputation, or Policy
• Type — File submitted via ICAP or API protocol
• Source — Source URL of the threat
• Location — IP Address
• Date Time — The date and time when the threat was discovered
• More Information — Displays a pop-up window with more information about each threat listed in the table. The

following example shows additional details for a threat detected by an antivirus vendor. Show screen...
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Possible fields include:
– Client ID — An ID that is optionally set by the API client, such as Symantec Messaging Gateway (not applicable to

files submitted via ICAP)
– Client IP — The IP address of the client who requested the file. For ICAP connections the IP represents the

machine that sent the ICAP, such as the ProxySG appliance. For API connections, the client IP is that of the REST
API client.

– URL — The URL from which the infected file was downloaded
– Vendor — The antivirus or sandboxing vendor used to identify the threat
– File Name
– Virus Name
– Score — The sandboxing reputation score
– Suggested Action — The vendor's suggested action for the virus (Serve or Block)

NOTE
Note that the information in the details pop-up varies depending on the module used for detection.

Tasks

• Set the displayed interval — At the top of this page under Show me the past, select the interval you want to view.
Available options are Hour, Day, 30 Days

• Reset Statistics — You can use the Reset Statistics button to clear all Content Analysis statistics on the appliance.
• Email Day Report — You can send the data displayed on the Overview tab to the appliance administrator as a JPG

or PNG image or as a PDF. The Email Day Report button, located in the top-right of the Overview page presents a
drop-down menu with the following options:
– Schedule — Set a schedule for when Content Analysis will send the current Statistics Overview details to

the appliance administrator.
– Send now — Send a copy of the statistics currently displayed on the Overview page to the appliance administrator.

View the Sandboxing Report
The Sandboxing report includes data for all sandbox services configured on Content Analysis: on-box, cloud, and external
sandbox appliances. Note that the report does not include any samples manually submitted via the Malware Analysis tab,
although it does include files submitted via REST API clients.

The report contains the following charts:
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• Threats blocked by sandboxing This statistic gets incremented every time a file is blocked because of a malicious
sandboxing verdict. This includes serving from the cache or real-time sandboxing.

• Files submitted to sandboxing This statistic gets incremented when a file is sent to a sandboxing profile or vendor
for further analysis. If there are multiple profiles or vendors configured (such as two MA profiles and FireEye), there
will be multiple submitted counts per file (three, in this example). In addition, if a zip file contains files that should be
sandboxed, the submitted statistic increments for each file inside the zip.

• Threats discovered by sandboxing This statistic gets incremented for every submitted file that is found to be malicious.
(The discovered statistic won’t ever be bigger than submitted.)

The report can display data for the last hour, day or 30 days. To clear the information displayed on this page, click Reset
Statistics.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

Send System Statistics by Email
Each page in the Statistics tab includes the Email Day Report button. This optional logging tool allows you to send
reports for specific statistics to the administrator email address(es) immediately or at regular intervals.

Email a Report Now

1. Click Email Day Report.
2. Select Send Now. The Send Report dialog opens.
3. Select the format Content Analysis will use to send the graphical report:

– JPG image
– PNG image
– PDF file
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4. Click Send Now to prompt Content Analysis to send the report to the addresses configured in Settings > Alerts >
Email.

Schedule a Report

1. Click Email Day Report.
2. Select Schedule. The Schedule Report dialog opens.
3. Select the format Content Analysis will use to send the graphical report:

– JPG image
– PNG image
– PDF file

4. Select the days of the week on which you want Content Analysis to email a report for the statistics on this page. Click
once to select, click again to de-select.

5. From the Send report at: drop-down menu, select the time of day (in UTC) to send the report.
6. Click Schedule to save the schedule. Reports will be sent according to the schedule to the addresses configured in

Settings > Alerts > Email .

View the Predictive Analysis Report
The Predictive Analysis report displays the number of files scored by Predictive Analysis services (Symantec Advanced
Machine Learning), how many of these files were found to be safe, how many contained threats, and how many were
sent to a sandboxing service for further analysis. There are individual graphs for each category: Scored, Safe, Threats,
Sandbox. Statistics reflect files submitted via ICAP and REST API clients.
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View Predictive Analysis scan results for the last hour, day, or 30 days. To clear the data displayed on this page, click
Reset Statistics.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View the File Reputation Report
The File Reputation report (previously known as the whitelisting report) displays the number of files scanned, and
of those files, the number of files allowed based on their reputation score and the processing time savings by minute.
Statistics reflect files submitted via ICAP and REST API clients. View File Reputation statistics for the last hour, day, or 30
days. To clear the data displayed on this page, click Reset Statistics.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View the Whitelist and Blacklist Reports
The Whitelist/Blacklist statistics page reports on when Content Analysis recognizes file hashes in scanned data
that are defined either whitelist or blacklist in Services > Whitelist/Blacklist. The green circle on the top of this page
tracks the whitelisted files that have been allowed, and the red circle tracks the blacklisted files that have been blocked.
Statistics reflect files submitted via ICAP and REST API clients.
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Two graphs on this page track the history of blacklist and whitelist matches over the past hour, day, or month. Click the
appropriate button under Show me the past Hour, Day, or 30 Days to change the interval view. Files that are detected
and blocked are also reported on the Content Analysis home page.

To clear the data displayed on this page, click Reset Statistics.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View Recent Threats Reports
The Recent Threats report lists the 1000 most-recent threats, 20 threats per screen page. For each threat, the report
lists the module that detected the threat, date and time of detection, the name of the malicious file, the URL link to the file,
the user who attempted to download the file, the type of protocol used for file submission (ICAP or API), Content Analysis
suggested action (block or serve), and a link to a full report on the threat.
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Navigate the List

Use the page controls at the bottom of the report to display other pages:

View Threat Details

Click the View Report link to find out details about the threat.

• The Client IP represents the IP of the client that requested the file through the proxy. To display these IP addresses,
the ProxySG appliance that sends traffic to this Content Analysis must have Send Client Address enabled in the
ICAP service object.

• The Score in the detailed report is connected to the module that detected the threat. In the example shown above, the
Sandboxing service identified the threat as a file with a reputation score of 8 (with 10 being the highest/riskiest). The
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Blocked Recurrence panel lists each time the threat was blocked and the user who attempted to download or open the
file.

• The Actions panel contains options for those customers who have integrated Content Analysis with Symantec
Endpoint Protection. See Integrate with Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager and Add a Malicious File to a SEPM
Blacklist.

View Cache Hits
The Cache Hits report shows how many files have been served to users without scanning, because those files were
found to match a hash of an earlier successful scan. This report counts the files that were served from any of the Content
Analysis caches (Antivirus, File Reputation, Predictive Analysis, Sandboxing). Information is shown for the past hour, day,
or 30 days.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View Number of Objects Scanned
The Objects report shows how many objects (files) Content Analysis has scanned in the past hour, day, or 30 days.
The objects can be files submitted via ICAP or REST API clients. To clear the data displayed on this page, click Reset
Statistics.
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Underneath the graphs, a Recent Threats report lists the specific threats that Content Analysis has found, with the most
recent threats listed first. The report indicates which CA module (such as Antivirus or File Reputation) found the threat, the
type of protocol used for file submission (ICAP or API), the source of the threat, the IP address of the client that requested
the infected file, and the date and time of the incident.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View Number of Bytes Scanned
The Bytes report allows you to monitor how many bytes Content Analysis has processed from files submitted via ICAP
and REST API clients in the past hour, day, or 30 days. To clear the data displayed on this page, click Reset Statistics.
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Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

Connection Reports
The following reports allow you to monitor the connections to Content Analysis.

View Scanning Connections
This report tracks the number of client requests processed by Content Analysis over the past hour, day, or 30 days.
Connection counts include scans submitted via both ICAP and REST API clients. To clear the statistics displayed, click
Reset Statistics.
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Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

View Current Scanning Connections
The Current Connections report lists the scans taking place in real time on Content Analysis; the report lists
connections for files that were submitted via ICAP or REST API clients, and indicates which protocol was used for each
connection.

Connection Request Columns

Column Description

Date The date the scan was started.
Protocol The protocol used for file submission (ICAP or API).
URL The URL from which the file was retrieved (not applicable to files

submitted via API).
Client IP The IP address of the client requesting the file. For ICAP

connections the IP represents the machine that sent the ICAP,
such as the ProxySG appliance. For API connections, the client IP
is that of the REST API client.Note: To display client IP addresses,
the ProxySG appliance that sends traffic to this Content Analysis
must have Send Client Address enabled in the ICAP service
object.

Size The size of the file being scanned.
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Column Description

State The state of the scanning process. Available states are:
• Queued: File is queued until the system can scan it.
• Reading: System is reading data input.
• Scanning: System is inspecting all parts of the file.

Duration (ms) The amount of time taken to scan the file, measured in
milliseconds.

Type Type of connection (Plain orSecure).
Client ID An ID that is optionally set by the API client, such as Symantec

Messaging Gateway (not applicable to files submitted via ICAP).

Click Refresh to update the connection list since the report was initially displayed on the screen. Click Reset Statistics to
clear the saved statistics in this report.

View Historical Scanning Connections
The Historical Connections report lists the scanning requests Content Analysis has performed in the past; the
report lists connections for files that were submitted via ICAP or REST API clients, and indicates which protocol was used
for each connection. With this report, you can track the scan history details such as the filename and URL on which it was
found.

View Request History

1. Select Statistics > Historical Connections.
2. Set the number of requests to display by entering the number in the Collect last __ requests.
3. Click Save Changes.
4. Click Refresh to display the request history list.

This report contains the following columns.

Column Description

Date The date the ICAP scan finished

Protocol The protocol used for file submission (ICAP or API)

URL The URL from which the file was retrieved (not applicable to files
submitted via API)
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Column Description

Client IP The IP address of the client requesting the file. For ICAP
connections the IP represents the machine that sent the ICAP,
such as the ProxySG appliance. For API connections, the client IP
is that of the REST API client.

Size The size of the file that was scanned

Result The result of the scan. See Scan Results for more information.

Duration (ms) The amount of time taken to scan the file, measured in
milliseconds

Type The file was sent to Content Analysis through either Secure or
Plain ICAP service

Client ID An ID that is optionally set by the API client, such as Symantec
Messaging Gateway (not applicable to files submitted via ICAP)

View Historical Connection Results
Refer to the proceeding table to understand the results of past ICAP scans for Historical Connections.

Result Description

Clean The file contained no threats.
Parameter Error Incorrect scan parameter defined.
Password Protected The file could not be scanned as it is protected by a password.
Unsupported Compression The file uses an unsupported compression method.
Corrupt Archive The archive file (ZIP, RAR, GZ) could not be opened because it is

corrupted.
Too Many Layers The archive file exceeds the maximum number of archive layers

supported.
Unsupported The file is not a supported type for analysis.
Too Large The file exceeds the maximum file size limitation.
Uncompressed Size Too Large The archive file exceeds the maximum file size limitation.
Too Many Files in Archive The archive file (ZIP, RAR, GZ) exceeds the limit of files in an

archive.
Blocked Extension The file was blocked based on the AV File Type configuration.
Ignored Extension The file was not scanned, based on the AV File Type

configuration.
Ignored Type The file was not scanned, based on the apparent data type of the

file.
Timeout The scan process failed, waiting for the end of the file. Enable

ICTM in Settings > ICTM  if this message appears frequently.
No Patterns The antivirus pattern was not available for the active antivirus

vendor.
Update Error An error occurred during the antivirus pattern update. The file was

not scanned.
Invalid Option A required scan option is not defined. The file was not scanned.
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Result Description

License Expired The license for the component required for scanning has expired.
The file was not scanned.

Internal Error An internal error occurred. The file was not scanned.
Unknown Error The file was not scanned due to an unexpected error.
Virus A virus was found during the scan.
Blocked Type The file was blocked based on the apparent data type of the file.

(Kaspersky or Sophos only).
Insufficient Resources The appliance has exceeded the available resources, (CPU, Disk,

Memory). The file was not scanned.
Internal AV Error The antivirus engine experienced an issue while scanning the file.
AV Load Error The antivirus engine failed to load.
Out of Memory The appliance ran out of available memory while the file was being

scanned.

Use the Email Day Report button to send the details on this page to the administrator email accounts (defined in
Settings > Alerts > Email).

Reports about the Appliance
The following reports give you information about the physical appliance.

View the CPU/Memory Usage

CPU Usage Statistics

The CPU Usage report shows CPU utilization, as represented as a percentage of available cycles at a given point in time,
for Content Analysis. Content Analysis displays information for the past hour, the past day, and month.

TIP
The CPU statistics shown here are averaged per minute, whereas SNMP polling retrieves real-time samples
of activity more frequently. As a result, SNMP values have much more variation than the CPU usage report
statistics.
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If you find that the CPU consistently uses over 90% of the available cycles, you can reduce load on the appliance by
applying policy to the associated Proxy to restrict the types of files sent to Content Analysis. If this behavior persists, your
Content Analysis system may be undersized for the amount of traffic your users generate.

Memory Usage Statistics

Content Analysis displays memory usage information for the past hour, day, and 30 days on this page. It is normal to see
occasional spikes in memory usage during periods of high load, but if Content Analysis sustains a memory utilization
value beyond 90% for more than a day, consult Symantec Support for assistance.

NOTE
Beginning in Content Analysis 3.0, memory is calculated differently  from previous versions. The new memory-
calculation method is more accurate, and it results in a higher amount. For example, a 55% memory usage in
earlier versions would now be calculated as 75%.
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.

View Ethernet Adapter Statistics
The Ethernet report lists the statistics for each network interface on the appliance. To refresh, select Reset Statistics.

Ethernet Adapter Media Type

Item Description

Auto-neg Displays the results of link auto-negotiation (true or false)
Current Duplex Displays the duplex value of the established connection (FULL,

HALF, or DISCONNECTED, UNAVAILABLE)
Current Speed Displays the current adapter speed In Megabits per second, 10,

100, or 1000

 

The Received table displays the following information for each network interface:

Item Description

packets The number of data packets that were received on the interface
error The number of Ethernet errors detected on the interface
dropped The number of packets dropped at the interface based on

ICTM monitoring
fifo First in, first out errors detected on the interface when packets are

received in incorrect order
frame Frame errors detected
compressed The number of compressed packets received by the interface
multicast The number of multicast packets received by the interface

 

The Transmitted table displays the following information for each network interface:

Item Description

packets The number of data packets that were sent on the interface
error The number of Ethernet errors detected on the interface
dropped The number of packets dropped at the interface based on

ICTM monitoring
fifo First in, first out errors detected on the interface when packets are

sent in incorrect order
collision The number of Ethernet collision errors detected
carrier Displays the International Carrier Code, if applicable
compressed The number of compressed packets transmitted by the interface
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Perform Malware Analysis
Use Content Analysis to analyze malware reports, files, and URLs.

When using the Content Analysis appliance to perform malware analysis, you will look at a variety of reports, upload
suspicious files and URLs for testing in an on-box sandbox, and interpret results of the analyzed files. Advanced users
can do further analysis and create custom patterns from information discovered during analysis.

Before you Begin

This process assumes you have:

• Configured Content Analysis for on-box sandboxing. See Use On-box Sandboxing.
• Set up users with analyst or super analyst roles. See Authenticate Administrators with Local Credentials.

Perform Malware Analysis

1. Log in as an Administrator, Super Analyst, or Analyst user.
2. Review reports to see what threats are being discovered by sandboxing:

– The Content Analysis Home Page
– View the Sandboxing Report
– View Recent Threats Reports (drill down to see what module discovered the threat)

NOTE
The above reports include results from all types of sandboxing (not just on-box).

– Malware Analysis Overview Dashboard
– Malware Analysis: Processing Statistics

3. Upload a file, compressed (zip) file, or URL for analysis. Multiple files may be submitted. You will automatically be
prompted to create a task.

4. Create a Task for a Sample, selecting the sandbox environment (such asIVM Profile orApple) and configuring its
details.

5. View the task results report.
a. Locate the task on the  Malware Analysis > My Tasks list.
b. When the task has completed, click the ID to view the Task Summary. It presents a results overview. The Risk

Score is the key piece of data, indicating whether the file is malicious. Additional tabs present information on
events and timelines.

6. Optionally, drill down deeper.
– View the Other Resources section on the Task Summary and the Resource list on the Sample Details screen. If

the sample dropped other files to disk when it detonated, those files will be available for download.
Proceed with caution. These files are not encrypted and may be malicious.

– View the Dynamic Event List to see what happened when the file executed. For example, FS_Create event type
means that a file was created.

– View the Static Event List for detailed information obtained during static analysis of the sample.
7. Advanced: Create a pattern from information discovered during analysis.
8. Super Analysts and Administrators only: Review tasks and samples created by other analysts.

 Malware Analysis Overview Dashboard
Access the Malware Analysis tab to analyze suspicious files.
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View High Risk Tasks

This panel displays a list of the tasks that resulted in high risk scores, allowing you to quickly see items of concern and
drill down for more detail. Users with Admin or Super Analyst privileges see tasks created by all users; users with Analyst
privileges see only their own tasks.

A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile + testing plugin script).
A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation. Tasks are defined
when a sample is uploaded or at any future time, as long as the sample binary is present; see Create a Malware Analysis
Task. The task runs after its created. Display the Task Summary to view the task results (such as its risk score).

The Latest 100 High Risk Tasks panel displays the following information for each task.

Task ID The numeric ID associated with the task. Click the ID to view the
Task Report page.

Label The filename, URL, MD5 hash, or user-defined name of the
sample

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP parameter.

Owner The user who created the task
Risk Score Risk score verdict, on a scale of 0 to 10
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Date Added The date and time when the task was run

View Recently-Submitted Samples

Use the My Recent Samples section to view the most recent samples that have been submitted to on-box sandboxing
for analysis, either manually or automatically through Content Analysis. Users with Admin or Super Analyst privileges see
samples submitted by all users; users with Analyst privileges see only their own samples.

A sample is any file or URL submitted to on-box sandboxing for analysis. It can be any type of file; for example, a
document, an image file, or a piece of code. To manually submit a sample, see Submit a Sample File for Analysis or
Submit a URL for Analysis. Tasks are defined when a sample is uploaded; see Create a Malware Analysis Task.

View Sample Details

The My Recent Samples panel displays the following information for each sample.

Sample ID See the Sample Details
Label The filename, URL, or MD5 hash of the sample
Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:

• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP paramete

Owner The user who submitted the sample
Task Count Number of tasks that have been performed on this sample
Date Added The date and time when the sample was added

Get More Information

Click a button for shortcuts to related functions:

• View All My Samples: Displays a complete list of all of your samples (not just your recent ones) on the My Samples
window.

• Submit Samples: Opens the Upload samples window, where you can submit one or more files for analysis.
• Submit URLs: Opens the Enter URLs window, where you can submit one or more URLs for analysis.
• Search: Perform an advanced search for samples. Only the samples that you are authorized to see will be displayed.

Perform a Quick Analysis on a New Sample

In the Quick Analysis (Sandbox) section, click Add Files to browse, or drag and drop directly from your computer to
Add Files. All of the selected files are uploaded to on-box sandboxing, and the default task is run on each sample in its
proper environment as soon as the upload is completed.

Files are routed to the appropriate test environment. For example:

• Android files (APK) that are submitted via Quick Analysis are routed automatically to the MobileVM environment.
• Apple files are routed automatically to the Apple Analyzer.

Click any task to go to its task results (Sample Details) . These tasks and samples are also available in the My Samples
and My Tasks lists.

Find a Task or Sample
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Perform fast searches based on known sample attributes. You will see only the results that you are authorized to see.

• Search Task ID: Task IDs are unique numbers that are generated automatically when you create a task. If you know
the ID associated with the task you want to view, enter the number and click Search Task ID. A successful match to an
existing task takes you directly to the corresponding Task Report.

• Search MD5: Search for a sample by its complete MD5 hash.
• Search SHA256: Search for a sample by its complete SHA256 hash.
• Search Label: Search by the sample's label, which defaults to the filename of the sample unless it has been changed

by an authorized user.

View IVM Profile Histogram Information

Two histograms are displayed in the Processing Stats panel. Place your mouse over any data point for details.

IntelliVM Queue Size: Displays the number of tasks in the queue waiting for the on-box sandbox to analyze. The chart
shows the minimum, maximum, and average number of tasks in the queue for each hour.

Risk Score Bar Chart: View risk scores over time.

View Sample Details

The My Recent Samples panel displays the following information for each sample.

Sample ID See the Sample Details

Label The filename, URL, or MD5 hash of the sample

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP paramete

Owner The user who submitted the sample

Task Count Number of tasks that have been performed on this sample

Date Added The date and time when the sample was added

Get More Information

Click a button for shortcuts to related functions:

• View All My Samples: Displays a complete list of all of your samples (not just your recent ones) on the My Samples
window.

• Submit Samples: Opens the Upload samples window, where you can submit one or more files for analysis.
• Submit URLs: Opens the Enter URLs window, where you can submit one or more URLs for analysis.
• Search: Perform an advanced search for samples. Only the samples that you are authorized to see will be displayed.
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 Malware Analysis Risk Scores
The risk scores described in this table align with the scoring paradigm that is used by the Symantec Global Intelligence
Network (GIN).

0 Reserved for Customer User (Whitelist)
1 Common behavior, used by many vendors, not an indicator of

malware
2 Relatively common behavior, rarely used by malware
3 Relatively common behavior, sometimes used by malware
4 Relatively uncommon behavior, sometimes used by malware, still

probably safe
5 Uncommon behavior, sometimes used by malware, may not be

safe
6 Rare behavior, sometimes used by malware, but sometimes by

legitimate programs
7 Suspicious behavior, mostly used by malware, rarely used by

legitimate programs, as well as known PUS behavior
8 Very suspicious behavior, almost never used by legitimate

programs
9 Malicious behavior, generic detection
10 Malicious behavior, known malware

 Malware Analysis Processing Statistics
Select four charts to view on a single screen. These charts show statistics, such as queue size and execution time,
for each type of task environment (IntelliVM, SandBox, Mobile IntelliVM, Apple Analyzer), as well as overall on-box
sandboxing statistics about risk scores, events, and completed tasks.

TIP
A useful chart selection is Tasks Complete, Risk Score Bar Chart, IntelliVM Queue Size, and High Risk Score
Bar Chart over the Last 24 hours.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Stats.
Or from the  Malware Analysis > Overview page, click the title of one of the histogram charts.
The Processing Statistics report screen opens.

2. In each of the four chart areas, select which chart to display.

Chart Description

Risk Score Pie View the count of each risk score in a pie. Each risk score has its
own color (green = low, red = high)

Risk Score Bar Chart Color coded risk scores are presented over the specified time.

High Risk Score Bar Chart Risk scores of 7 or higher are presented over the specified time.

Event Count Count of events presented over the specified time.

Tasks Complete Count of completed tasks presented over the specified time.

IntelliVM Queue Size Displays the minimum and maximum number of tasks in the
queue for that time as well as how many tasks were actually in the
queue.
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Chart Description

Sandbox Execution Time The time spent processing the sample in the virtual machine
during the specified period.

Sandbox Total Execution Time The time it took for the sample to be processed completely;
includes time spent in the virtual machine, determining file
reputation, processing the results, and running other services on
the task.

IntelliVM Execution Time Displays the minimum, maximum, and average execution time per
task? for that time period as well as how long execution took in the
specified period. how do these differ?

IntelliVM Total Execution Time Displays the minimum, maximum, and average execution time per
task? for that time period as well as how long execution took in the
specified period.

Mobile IntelliVM Execution Time Displays the minimum, maximum, and average execution time per
task? for that time period as well as how long execution took in the
specified period.

Mobile IntelliVM Total Execution Time Displays the minimum, maximum, and average execution time per
task? for that time period as well as how long execution took in the
specified period.

Apple Analyzer Execution Time Displays the minimum and maximum execution time for that time
period as well as how long execution took in the specified period.

Apple Analyzer Total Execution Time Displays the minimum, maximum, and average execution time per
task? for that time period as well as how long execution took in the
specified period.

3. For each chart, select a time period:
– Last Hour
– Last 24 Hours
– Last 7 days
– Last Month
– Custom: Follow up by selecting the From/To dates and time period in Hours, Days, or Months.

4. Hover over any data point for details.

Submit a Sample File for Analysis
To manually submit an uncompressed file to on-box sandboxing for analysis:

1. Click Malware Analysis > Submit > Submit Samples. or Click Malware Analysis > Overview, then select Submit
Samples under My Recent Samples.

2. Click Add Files. The Choose File to Upload dialog opens.
3. Select one or more files and click Open. The file(s) are displayed in the list.
4. Click Continue. The Create Task window opens, where you will define and execute a task on the sample. See

Create an On-box Sandboxing Task.
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Next Step: Create a Malware Analysis Task

Submit a ZIP File Sample
NOTE
This function is limited to unpacking ZIP archives; no other compression formats (such as RAR) are supported.

To manually submit a compressed (zip) file to on-box sandboxing for analysis:

1. Select Malware Analysis > Submit > Upload and Unpack Zip. Show screen...

2. If the file is encrypted, provide the Zip file password.
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3. Click Add Files.
4. Browse and select a ZIP file. The file will be uploaded, then appear under Filename.

The Status provides extraction details.
5. Wait for the Status column to show "Upload completed" for each file.
6. Do one of the following:

– Click Add Files to add more files.
– Click Continue. The Create Tasks page is displayed, where you will define and execute a task on the sample.

See Create a Task for a Sample.

Default task options are set by the Administrator. These settings apply to automatically submitted samples, and are also
displayed for manual task configuration, where they can be overridden, as desired.

Next Step: Create a Task for a Sample

Submit a URL for Analysis
To manually submit an Internet URL to on-box sandboxing for analysis:

1. Do one of the following:
– Select Malware Analysis > Submit > Submit URLs.
– Select Malware Analysis > Overview, then select Submit URLs under My Recent Samples.

2. Type in the list of URLs, one per line. All standard formats are allowed; however, it is recommended to append http://
or https:// to the URI as sometimes the environment will not natively know how to handle a URI string without proper
syntax:
– https://www.symantec.com — Best practice
– www.symantec.com — Not recommended
– symantec.com — Not recommended

3. Click Add URLs.
4. The Create Task window opens, where you will define and execute a task on the URLs. See Create a Task for a

Sample.

Next Step: Create a Task for a Sample
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Detect Malware by URL Category
You can create pattern groups for on-box sandboxing that detect particular URL categories. For example, you could
create a pattern group to detect social and recreational websites.

Example

Create a pattern group called Social_Sites.

1. Select Malware Analysis > Patterns.
2. Click Add New Pattern Group.
3. Name the new pattern: Social_Sites.
4. Select the desired risk score. (For non-malicious sites, a low score is recommended.)
5. Add the NET_Url pattern, select Any of, and click Save.
6. Right-click NET_Url and select Add sub pattern.
7. For NET_Url, the Add sub pattern dialog shows the gin_categories sub pattern by default. From the third list, select a

cloud filter categoriescategory (such as Social Networking) and click Save.
8. Add as many sub patterns as desired and click Save Changes.

The pattern match shows up in the results with all of the other patterns.

Look in the Static Event List list for instances of the pattern matches. Because you created a rule for the "Social
Networking" GIN category, the events are highlighted in this list.

Create a Task for a Sample
A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile + testing plugin script).
A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation. The task runs after
its created.

1. After uploading a sample file, ZIP, or URL, you have the option of creating a task for the sample. Click Continue after
the file submission is complete. (For URL submission, the Create URL Task screen automatically displays.)

2. Or if you chose not to create the task at the time of sample submission, you can create the task for the sample at any
time:
a. Select  Malware Analysis > My Samples or  Malware Analysis > All Samples.
b. Click the ID or label of the sample you want to create a task for. The Sample Details screen opens.
c. Click the Create New Task button. The Create Task screen opens.
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3. Select the Environment Type you want to run the sample in.
NOTE
For URL tasks, only IntelliVMs are available.

4. Configure the options for that environment.
5. Click Create Task to save the task. The task will run, and present the Task Summary where you can view task

results (such as risk score).

Next Step: View the Task Summary.

View Your Submitted Samples
The My Samples tab presents information about all samples submitted by the currently logged-in user.

A sample is any file or URL submitted to on-box sandboxing for analysis. It can be any type of file; for example, a
document, an image file, or a piece of code. To manually submit a sample, see Submit a Sample File for Analysis or
Submit a URL for Analysis. Tasks are defined when a sample is uploaded; see Create a Malware Analysis Task.

Show screen...
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Get Basic Sample Information

View all on-box sandboxing samples submitted by the currently logged-in user. You can drill down to find out more
information about any of the samples, as well as create a task for the sample.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > My Samples. The list of samples displays, with the following columns.

Sample ID Unique, system-assigned number.

Label The filename, URL, MD5 hash, or user-defined name of the
sample.

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP parameter.

MD5 MD5 hash of the sample

File Type Precise file type, independent of the file extension

Size Size in bytes

Date Added UTC timestamp for when the sample was submitted
2. Click the ID or label to see the Sample Details or create a task for the sample.
3. Use the sort arrows on the column headings to sort a column in ascending

or
descending

order.

Change a Sample's Label

1. Click Edit my sample list to edit the label (name) of any of the samples on your list.
2. Locate the sample whose label you want to edit.
3. Edit the label text.
4. Click Done editing list to save the changes.

View All Samples
View on-box sandboxing samples submitted by all entities and users (if logged-in user has an Admin or Super Analyst
role) or your own samples (if logged-in user has Analyst role).

A sample is any file or URL submitted to on-box sandboxing for analysis. It can be any type of file; for example, a
document, an image file, or a piece of code. To manually submit a sample, see Submit a Sample File for Analysis or
Submit a URL for Analysis. Tasks are defined when a sample is uploaded; see Create a Malware Analysis Task.

The All Samples list shows samples submitted by any of the following methods: manual submission in the Malware
Analysis tab or remote API, automatic submission by Content Analysis or an outside device (such as Security Analytics
or Symantec Messaging Gateway) . You can drill down to find out more information about any of the samples, as well as
create a task for the sample.
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1. Select  Malware Analysis > All Samples. The list of samples displays, with the following columns.

Sample ID Unique, system-assigned number.

Label The filename, URL, MD5 hash, or user-defined name of the
sample.

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics or Messaging Gateway
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP parameter.

MD5 MD5 hash of the sample

File Type Precise file type, independent of the file extension

Size Size in bytes

Date Added UTC timestamp for when the sample was submitted
2. Click the ID or label to see the Sample Details or create a task for the sample.
3. Use the sort arrows on the column headings to sort a column in ascending

or
descending

order.

Edit A Sample Label

Click Edit my samples list to edit the label (name) of a sample. Make your changes, then click Done editing list to save
the changes.

Get Sample Details
Get detailed information on the sample file or URL, along with its resources and any tasks that have been run on the
sample.

A sample is any file or URL submitted to on-box sandboxing for analysis. It can be any type of file; for example, a
document, an image file, or a piece of code. To manually submit a sample, see Submit a Sample File for Analysis or
Submit a URL for Analysis. Tasks are defined when a sample is uploaded; see Create a Malware Analysis Task.

1. Select Malware Analysis > My Samples or  Malware Analysis > All Samples.
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2. Click the ID or label. The Sample Details screen opens.

Sample Details

View basic information about the sample.

Sample ID Unique integer automatically assigned to the sample

Sample Type basic: an uploaded sample file
URL: a submitted URL

Label Defaults to the filename; click Edit to modify.

Owner The user who submitted the sample in the Malware Analysis tab,
or a parameter set via the API

Added The date and time that the sample was submitted to the Malware
Analysis (not the date the tasks were run)

Comments Optional user entry; click Edit to modify.

Tasks for this Sample

View a list of tasks run on the sample. If no task has been run, this is noted. Otherwise, you will see a list of the tasks run.
Click the ID to view the results on the Task Summary.

Click Create New Task to create and run a new task on this sample. See Create an On-box Sandboxing Task.
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Resource list

See artifacts and attributes that are related to the sample. This section is visible only if the sample is a file.

Resource Filename

File Exists Yes unless the file has been deleted

Download (Version 3.1.4.x and earlier) A link to download the binary file
of the sample The downloaded file—the actual sample—is not
protected or zipped. Take care not to launch malware into your
organization's environment.
(Version 3.1.5.0 and later) If Enable Compressed Password
Protected Sample Downloads is selected (see Control Access
to the Management Console), clicking the link downloads the
sample in a zipped, password-protected file. The default password
is "infected".
To change the password, use the (config)# ma-settings
rapi sample_resource_compressed_password
password CLI command.
.

ID Unique integer automatically assigned to the sample resource

Date Added Date and time that the sample was created (not the date the
sample was run)

MD5 A 128-bit cryptographic hash corresponding to the Message
Digest 5 algorithm

Size File size (in bytes)

SHA256: A 256-bit cryptographic hash corresponding to the Secure Hash
Algorithm

View Tasks You Have Created
A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile + testing plugin script).
A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation. Tasks are defined
when a sample is uploaded or at any future time, as long as the sample binary is present; see Create a Malware Analysis
Task. The task runs after its created. Display the Task Summary to view the task results (such as its risk score).

View all on-box sandboxing tasks created by the currently logged-in user. This list is useful for finding out the status of a
task (whether it is in the queue, being processed, or has been completed) and the results of a task (its risk score).
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1. Select  Malware Analysis > Tasks. The console displays the list of tasks, with the following columns.

ID Unique, system-assigned number. Click the ID to view the Task
Summary report.

Label The filename, URL, MD5 hash, or user-defined name of the
sample. Click the label to view the Task Summary report.

Task Status Current task status, such as Queued, Processing, or Complete.

Details Additional information, if applicable.

Environment Profile type, such as IntelliVM (Windows 10 64-bit) or SandBox.

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source field
will be blank unless a value was entered for thesource HTTP
parameter.

Created UTC timestamp for when the user created the task.

Analysis Started UTC timestamp for when the task was started.

Risk Score Risk score value Risk score results returns all tasks with the
specified risk score, or above, which also includes at least one
exact pattern hit.

2. Has on-box sandboxing completed the analysis of a task? Look at the Task Status column to determine whether a
task is in the queue, being processed, or has been completed.

3. Did malware analysis conclude that the sample is a threat? Look at the Risk Score column to determine the results of
a task. High risk scores are highlighted in red.

4. To drill down into details on the task analysis, click the task ID or label. See View Task Summary Results.

View All Tasks
View on-box sandboxing tasks created by all users (if logged-in user has an Admin or Super Analyst role) or your own
tasks (if logged-in user has Analyst role). This list is useful for finding out the status of a task (whether it is in the queue,
being processed, or has been completed) and the results of a task (its risk score).
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A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile + testing plugin script).
A plugin contains a specific set of actions or applications that are tested during sandbox evaluation. Tasks are defined
when a sample is uploaded or at any future time, as long as the sample binary is present; see Create a Malware Analysis
Task. The task runs after its created. Display the Task Summary to view the task results (such as its risk score).

1. Select  Malware Analysis > All Tasks. The list of tasks displays, with the following columns.

ID Unique, system-assigned number. Click the ID to view the Task
Summary report.

Label The filename, URL, MD5 hash, or user-defined name of the
sample. Click the label to view the Task Summary report.

Owner User who created the task.

Task Status Current task status, such as Queued, Processing, or Complete.

Details Additional information, if applicable.

Environment or Sa Profile type, such as IntelliVM (Windows 10 64-bit) or SandBox.

Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:
• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source field
is blank unless a value was entered for the source HTTP
parameter.

Created UTC timestamp for when the user created the task.

Analysis Started UTC timestamp for when the task was started.

Risk Score Risk score value. Risk score results returns all tasks with the
specified risk score, or above, which also includes at least one
exact pattern hit.

2. Has on-box sandboxing completed the analysis of a task? Look at the Task Status column to determine whether a
task is in the queue, being processed, or has been completed.

3. Did malware analysis conclude that the sample is a threat? Look at the Risk Score column to determine the results of
a task. High risk scores are highlighted in red.

4. To drill down into details on the task analysis, click the task ID or label. See View Task Summary Results.
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View Task Summary Results
The Task Summary provides detailed information concerning the task execution and events generated by the sample.
View detailed information on the sample file or URL, along with its resources (such as a log file or the EXE itself) and any
tasks that have been run on the sample using a SandBox, IntelliVM, Apple, or MobileVM environment.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Tasks or  Malware Analysis > All Tasks. The list of tasks displays.
2. Click the task ID number or label to access the results report for a task. The Task Summary opens. Show

screen...
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3. Study the different sections of the screen to find out details about the task, sample, patterns that triggered, and so
forth.

4. Where available click the filter icon

to pivot to the Search Malware Analysis Tasks page.
5. See below for more information on each section of the screen.

Task Details

The Task Details section shows basic information about the task.

Risk Level Numeric value from 0 to 10, automatically assigned by on-box
sandboxing, determined by the patterns that triggered during the
sample execution. See  Malware Analysis Risk Scores.  Note: The
pattern with the highest risk score determines the overall risk level
assigned to the sample.

Analyzed The time that processing began for the task
Profile The name of the IntelliVM profile assigned to the task
Processing Time The time spent processing the task
Task Status Current task status, such as Queued, Processing, or Complete
Environment IntelliVM, SandBox, Apple, or MobileVM.
Execution Arguments The arguments or parameters that were invoked when the sample

was executed
Properties The task settings that were selected for the task execution, such

as the plugin, firewall mode, and timeout value
Recreate Task Rerun the current task with current settings. See Create a

Malware Analysis Task.
Recreate Task with Detailed Capture Rerun the current task with no events filtered. See Create a

Malware Analysis Task.  Note: It may be useful to recreate the
task if the previous task analysis was run a long time ago or if
the IntelliVM environment has changed. Recreating a task can
also take advantage of new plugins, different firewall settings,
and different execution arguments. Furthermore, some malware
is time-sensitive or date-sensitive, and recreating the task might
yield additional behaviors that did not manifest themselves in the
original task run.

PCAP Files This section may contain a packet capture (PCAP) file if network
activity was generated by both URLs and files in the IntelliVM or
MobileVM environments. The PCAP's beginning timestamp begins
at the same time as sample processing and concludes just prior to
the end of task processing.

Pattern Matching Results

The Pattern Matching Results section lists the specific patterns that "triggered," based on behavior observed during the
sample task run, along with the risk score of each pattern. For example, pattern matching results might include Connects
to possibly malicious URL with a risk level of 7, Connects to site associated with Web Advertisements with a risk level of
5, or Leaks PI with a risk level of 3.

Patterns are matched at the time that a user or API retrieves a task report. This may cause the risk level for the sample to
change based on patterns that existed at that time, or to reflect changes to the pattern risk levels.

Sample Details
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The Sample Details section lists following details about the sample used in the task.

ID Unique integer automatically assigned to the sample
Source How the sample was submitted to on-box sandboxing:

• www: File or URL submission from the Malware Analysis tab
• CAS: [cas_ip]: Submitted by Content Analysis, where cas_ip

is the IP address of the Content Analysis appliance
• [hostname]: Sample submitted by an outside device, such as

the Symantec Security Analytics
Note: If the sample was submitted via a remote API, the Source
field will be blank unless a value was entered for the source
HTTP parameter.

File Exists Yes unless the file has been deleted
Download A link to download the binary file of the sample
Received Date and time that the sample was created (not the date the

sample was run)
Label Defaults to the filename; click edit to modify.
MD5 A 128-bit cryptographic hash corresponding to the Message

Digest 5 algorithm
SHA256 A 256-bit cryptographic hash corresponding to the Secure Hash

Algorithm
Filetype Precise file type, independent of the file extension
Filesize File size (in bytes)
Sample Comments Optional comment field

NOTE
The downloaded file—the actual sample—is not protected or zipped. Take care not to launch malware into your
organization's environment.

Other Resources

The Other Resources section lists task resources that were either generated by or used by the sample. The task settings
that produce items in the Other Resources section are:

• Get dropped files
• Create an HTTP Archive resource from the packet capture (HAR). See About HTTP Archive (HAR).
• Enable task logging
• Save prefiltered event data
• Activity by the plugins

Most resources are available for further analysis by clicking the link to download the resource to your workstation. You
may also choose to run these resources through on-box sandboxing to generate additional intelligence concerning
malicious activity that is associated with the sample or its resources.

Event Distribution Chart

The pie chart shows the occurrence of events in proportion to total events.
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Screenshots

The Screenshots section contains screenshot thumbnails of the desktop if any changes were detected at task
completion. Click a thumbnail to view the screen shot full-sized.

Show example...
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Activity Report

The Activity Report summarizes event data grouped by type (PE/EXE info, static events, process/thread events,
file system events, mobile events) to aid in analysis and remediation efforts. Events that trigger pattern matches are
highlighted.
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Next Steps

View further results:

• Dynamic Event List
• Static Event List
• Event Timeline

View Task Behaviors in the Dynamic Event List
A malware analysis event is an artifact of analysis. Dynamic events are observed during dynamic analysis—when the
sample is executing inside the IVM environment. An example of a dynamic event is FS_Create (creation of a file). Static
events, on the other hand, are identified during static analysis processing of the sample (such as Yara scanning); see 
View Static Task Events.
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For further malware analysis, view the Dynamic Event List to see behaviors exhibited during analysis. The list shows
task events in the order that they executed during analysis. You can click an item to see further information, including
details about the sample.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Tasks or All Tasks. The list of tasks displays.
2. Click the ID number or label for the task you want to analyze. The Task Summary opens.
3. Click the Dynamic Event List tab. The events associated with the task are listed in the order that they were

executed during analysis. Show screen...

4. Review the events. The following information is provided for each event:

PID Numerical ID of the process within the operating system that was
responsible for generating the event in the analyzed sample

TID Numerical ID of the thread within the operating system that was
responsible for generating the event in the analyzed sample

Type The event that occurred while the sample was executed in the IVM
environment. For example, FS_Create is file creation.

Summary Additional information about the event such as the name of the file
that was created or modified

5. Click an item to see further information, including details about the sample.
6. (Optional) Use the Filter results field to narrow down the events displayed on the list.

TIP
If you find a number of similar behaviors, you can use that information to help create new patterns.

View Static Task Events
A malware analysis event is an artifact of analysis. Static events are identified during a static analysis process
of the sample (such as Yara scanning). An example of a static event is FMD_FileResource (a file reputation lookup).
Dynamic events, on the other hand, are observed during dynamic analysis—when the sample is executing inside the
IVM environment; see View Task Behaviors in the Dynamic Event List.

Click the task ID number on a task to access the Static Event List results report for a task. View task events by provider
and type. Static events are observed about the sample by viewing it with assorted tools. Static analysis does not occur
while the task is running; however, many dynamic and dynamic-type events may be listed in the static event list.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Tasks or All Tasks. The list of tasks displays.
2. Click the ID number or label for the task you want to analyze. The Task Summary opens.
3. Click the Static Event List tab. The events associated with the task are listed. Show screen...
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4. Review the events. The following information is provided for each event:

Provider An internal code that indicates which analysis component created
the event

Type The event that occurred while the sample was executed in the IVM
environment. For example FMD_FileResource is a file reputation
lookup.

Summary Additional information about the event
5. Click an item to see further information, including details about the sample.
6. (Optional) Use the Filter results field to narrow down the events displayed on the list.

View Task Events over Time
The event timeline shows a histogram of events plotted against a temporal axis. This visual tool aids the analyst by
showing how the sample behaves over time.

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Tasks or All Tasks. The list of tasks displays.
2. Click the ID number or label for the task you want to analyze. The Task Summary opens.
3. Click the Event Timeline tab. The events associated with the task are listed. Show screen...

4. Use the controls under the chart to select which events to display. The available choices depend on which object,
registry, IP, and file-system events were found.

Search Malware Analysis Tasks
On Malware Analysis  > Search you can search through completed tasks using dozens of filter attributes. The search bar
employs Lucene query syntax.

Only tasks that were created in versions 2.4.1 and later can be searched using this function.

Search Query

Build queries in the Search Query field using one of these methods:

• Type Filter Attributes directly; begin typing to auto-complete the terms.
• Use the  Add filter to query  dialog.
• Click a filter icon on the Task Results page or in expanded entries on this page.

Results Summary

On the bottom right of the page is the Result Summary section, which displays:
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• Two histograms: Risk Scores and Tasks Run
• Two lists: Top 5 Pattern Hits and Top 5 IP Addresses

Use the Add Filter to Query Dialog

Click Add filter to query to open the Add Filter dialog. Show screen …

1. Select the filter attribute from the drop-down list.
2. Select the operator:

– : contains
– :~ fuzzy match
– :> is greater than
– :< is less than

3. Enter the value for the attribute in the last field.

Query String Restrictions and Requirements

• In the values, special characters such as quotation marks, slashes, and colons must be escaped with a backslash (\
) or enclosed in double quotes. The colon (: ) must always be escaped. For example, to specify the query string "c:
\windows\temp\sample.exe" , enter \"c\:\\windows\\temp\\sample.exe\" . The special characters that
must be escaped are: + - && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? : \ / and the space.

• Wildcard symbols (* or ? ) cannot be the first character of a query string.
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Combining Search Criteria

You can combine multiple search criteria together with Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT). The Boolean operators are
not case-sensitive. If the Boolean is omitted it defaults to AND.

Examples

risk_score:>3 NOT risk_score:5 — tasks resulting in risk scores of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

pattern_hits_name:sleep AND risk_score:6 — tasks that have patterns with "sleep" in the name and with a risk
score of 6

risk_score:6 OR risk_score:1 — tasks that result in a risk score of 1 or 6

Creating Search Hierarchy

Enclose search criteria in nested parentheses to specify the order in which the criteria should be applied.

Example
((file_magic:PE32\:win32\:gui) AND pattern_hits_name:"Packer\: UPX") AND pattern_hits_name:"PE\: Nonstandard

 section"

In this queryfile_magic:PE32:win32:gui is applied first, then to those resultspattern_hits_name:"Packer: UPX" is applied,
and then to those resultspattern_hits_name:"PE: Nonstandard section" is applied. Removing the parentheses would
return far more results.

Wildcards

The Malware Analysis task search feature allows you to specify standard wildcards in query strings:

• To perform a single-character wildcard search, use the ? symbol. Example: te?t matches "text" or "test"
• To perform a multiple character wildcard search use the * symbol at the end or middle of a search string. Example:

sleep* matches sleep, sleeps, or sleeping.
• If you aren't sure of the spelling of a single-word string, use the fuzzy-search symbol (~ ) after the word. Example:

slep~ matches words with similar spellings, such as sleep.

Dates

Use the following guidelines to perform searches on date fields:

• The date fields support ISO date/time format (ISO 8601) as well as the Unix epoch. Example: added:>2020-02-01
or added:>1549047497 finds tasks added on February 1, 2020 or later.

• Valid operators for date queries > < >= <= and : (contains)
• To specify a range of dates, enclose the range in square brackets. Example: added:[2020-02-01 TO

2020-02-28] finds tasks added in the month of February, 2020.
• The date fields also supports date math as documented here: https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/

current/common-options.html#date-math Example: added:>now-1w finds tasks added in the last week.

Add Search Filters from the Web UI

On the Task Summary page some of the items have a search icon

.
Click the icon to add the filter to the search query field. For example, clicking an item in the Pattern Matching
Results section pivots to the Malware Analysis  > Search page withpattern_hits_uuid:<UUID> as the search query.
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In the results you can see all of the tasks that match the filter. Show screen…

Click the arrow at the right of the ID to view details about the item and to add more filters using the filter icon.
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Filter Attributes

• ctx = context, which refers to the origin of the sample. Valid only when the sample was sent via ICAP.

Filter Description Example Query

added The date when the task report was made
searchable Format: YYYY-MM-DD or Unix
epoch

added:>2020-02-06 added:1549047497

anomalies Anomaly found during static
analysis of the sample Example
anomalies:pe.has_virtual_section,
pe.imports_not_in_file,pe.zeroindosstub,
pe.has_unknown_section

anomalies:pe.has_tls_clbs

ctx_client_ip Context client IP ctx_client_ip:10.10.10* Valid?

ctx_generic_user_agent Context user agent ctx_generic_user_agent:mozilla Valid?

ctx_product Context product name

ctx_sg_tenant_id Context ProxySG tenant ID

ctx_sg_url Context ProxySG URL ctx_sg_url:proxy2.company.com

ctx_sg_user Context ProxySG user

ctx_sg_user_ip Context user IP ctx_sg_user_ip:203.0.113.17

ctx_transport Context transport

ctx_tx_id Context transaction ID

ctx_version Context product version ctx_version:10.3.7

description Sample description What is the sample
description? (I don't see any field called
Description in a task or sample)

domains Domains contacted during task execution,
colon-delimited. The domain can be
entered with or without the top-level
domain.

domains:google.com domains:google  

environment Type of environment the task was executed
in: ivm =IntelliVM sbx =SandBox

environment:ivm

exec_args Execution arguments given to the
environment

exec_args:\"c\:\\windows\\temp\\sample.ex
e\"

exec_time Task execution duration (in ms) exec_time:>1000

exploits Exploits found during static analysis of the
sample What input is expected?

file_magic Sample file magic, split by escaped colon.
Is this the magic number or the presented
MIME type?

file_magic:PE32\:win32\:gui

file_size Sample size in bytes file_size:>100000
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Filter Description Example Query

file_type File type identified by static analysis of the
sample
• PE32:win64:gui:.net
• PE32:win32:gui
• PE32:win32

file_type:zip

fs_paths File system paths accessed during task
execution, split by sub path

hashes_md5 MD5 hash of files seen during task
execution. Alias of md5.

hashes_md5:0798307542afe0436658a9b4
799db9cc

hashes_sha256 SHA256 hash of files seen during task
execution. Alias ofsha256.

hashes_sha256:c58ed596d28656d99283bee27fff136
8f499bbbb081ca18d2863afe2d8905bec

id Task ULIDs (upper-level IDs) are unique
numbers that are generated automatically
when you create a task. Use this search
filter if you know the ID associated with
the task you want to analyze. difference
between id and task_local_id?

id:21

ips IP addresses contacted during task
execution

ips:127.0.0.1

label Sample label tokenized label:0798307542afe0436658a9b4799db9
cc

md5 MD5 hash of sample. Alias of hashes_md5. md5:0798307542afe0436658a9b4799db9c
c

modified Last time the task report was updated.
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or Unix epoch

modified:>2020-02-27
modified:<1549047497

named_objects Mutexes (mutual exclusion objects), events,
and semaphores created or opened during
task execution. List all tasks with named
objects or list all tasks with a specific object
name.

named_objects:*

owner Owner of the task/sample (the CA user who
created the task)

owner:admin

packers Packers found in patterns during static
analysis of the sample.

packers:* NOT packers:* packers:upx

pattern_def_version Pattern definition version used the last time
patterns were applied

pattern_def_version:982

pattern_hits_name Names of patterns that hit task events pattern_hits_name:"Long sleep detected"
pattern_hits_name:opens*

pattern_hits_risk_score Risk scores of patterns that hit task events pattern_hits_risk_score:5
pattern_hits_risk_score:>4

pattern_hits_tag Tags of pattern that hit task events pattern_hits_tag:

pattern_hits_uuid UUIDs of patterns that hit task events pattern_hits_uuid:ca85d911-35cb-4e32-9df
d-b96fa64fdaab
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Filter Description Example Query

pattern_time Time spent applying patterns on task
results (in ms)

pattern_time:<200

product_version Product version at the time the task was
executed

product_version:14.2.6

profile_local_id Profile ID, if environment was IVM.
Corresponds to the ID shown in the
scanning profiles table on Services
> Sandboxing > Symantec On-box
Sandboxing.

profile_local_id:4

profile_name Profile name profile_name:Win7SP3

reg_keys Windows registry keys and values
accessed during task execution, split by
sub key

reg_keys:open*

return_code Return code of the task execution Is this the
HTTP return code, such as 200 or 404?

risk_score Total risk score, with global patterns only,
during last pattern matching

risk_score:>4

sample_local_id Sample local ID sample_local_id:10

sample_name Sample name sample_name:hook*

sample_source Source of sample, such as web, Content
Analysis appliance, Security Analytics
appliance. Valid input: www , url ,
CAS:<ip>  , SA:<hostname>

sample source:www

sample_submitted Date/time the sample was added to the
system

sample_submitted:>2020-02-26

sample_type Type of sample Valid input: basic , url
what else?

sample_type:url

sample_url Sample URL, executed instead of a file sample_url:google.com

serial_number Hardware serial number used to identify a
system

sha256 SHA256 hash of sample. Alias of
hashes_sha256.

sha256:c58ed596d28656d99283bee27fff136
8f499bbbb081ca18d2863afe2d8905bec

system_hash Hash of the hardware serial number

system_serial_number Alias of serial_number

task_local_id Local task ID task_local_id:436

task_start Date/time of task start task_start:>2020-02-26

tlds Top-level domains contacted during task
execution no results; need example

tlds:edu

yara_hits YARA rules that hit during task no results;
need example
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About Patterns
A pattern is a sequence of IP addresses, domain names, file headers, or strings that can be used to identify potential
malicious or otherwise interesting activity. Patterns form the basis of the on-box sandboxing's embedded intelligence.
Symantec's pattern matching engine compares the events generated during sample analysis to an expansive library of
behavioral-detection patterns to identify potential malicious activity. On-box sandboxing conducts analysis of suspect
samples, looking for indicators of malicious activity by matching against a large and growing library of behavioral
classification patterns.

Patterns range from generic suspicious activity—creating and terminating processes, changing registry keys—to
campaign-specific behaviors with highly unique characteristics. They reveal threat-classification indicators including
Trojans, spyware, worms, ransomware, and more. On-box sandboxing allows both global (SYSTEM) and user-
specific patterns. Patterns can detect targeted and single-use malware and do not rely on signature-based detection
methodologies.

A pattern will match if all of its conditions are met during a task run. A sample may trigger any number of pattern-matches.

A pattern is typically a pattern group: a top-level pattern containing several subpatterns. See Find Malware with
Patterns. The risk score you provide when you define a pattern group indicates the intensity of the correlation. For
example, you might want to identify bitcoin miners, or detect activity directed to internal server addresses, or any other
specific confidential information.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Identify Malware Patterns
NOTE
A pattern is a sequence of IP addresses, domain names, file headers, or strings that can be used to identify
potential malicious or otherwise interesting activity. See About Patterns for more information.

The Patterns screen displays all pattern groups known to the system. Patterns are typically downloaded from the
Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN). Content Analysis queries GIN to see if a file is known malicious. To update
patterns, see Update Patterns.

A pattern will match if all of its conditions are met during a task run. A sample may trigger any number of pattern-matches.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

Create a New Pattern Group for Pattern Identification

If you have identified a malicious pattern that is not currently in the pattern database, you can create a customized pattern
group.

1. Select Malware Analysis > Patterns > Pattern Groups.
2. Click Add Pattern.
3. On the Add New Pattern Group dialog, specify a name for the new pattern, then click New pattern group.
4. Set the following pattern attributes:

– Global: Make the pattern available to all Content Analysis users; otherwise, it is available only to you.
– Enabled: Enable the pattern for detection. Deselect to not detect the pattern.
– Risk Score: Select the risk score (or risk level) for the pattern: 10 is the most severe.
– Description: Free-form text explaining details concerning the logic or purpose of the pattern
Show screen...
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5. Add the pattern conditions, which are based on a series of events that are linked by "any of" and "all of" connectors:
– Any of: Boolean OR
– All of: Boolean AND

NOTE
You can right-click the Boolean to switch mode between Any of and All of.

6. To add a pattern, right-click the Boolean and select Add pattern.
7. From the Add pattern list, select a pattern. See Pattern Group Prefixes for more information.
8. Select Any of or All of for the next pattern.
9. Click Save.
10. Right-click the pattern and select Add sub pattern.
11. Enter the triggering criteria for the pattern on the new Add sub pattern dialog, and click Save.

The sub pattern options depend on the pattern selected. For example, a PageFaults pattern will offer sub patterns of
end_address and start_address (among others), with corresponding is/is not options, whereas an IP_Connect pattern
has sub patterns including local_port and remote_port, with the additional address definition options.

12. The pattern and its sub pattern are displayed. Click Save Changes to finalize the pattern or Undo to cancel.
The pattern is displayed in the Pattern Groups list.

Patterns are mapped to events in analysis reports (the Dynamic and Static events lists in the report tabs).

View Pattern Group Details
Click a pattern name on the Pattern Groups page to reveal that pattern's details and triggering conditions.

Show screen...
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The pattern name displays at the top of the dialog, followed by detailed information on the pattern.

Column Description

Name Name of the pattern group
Global Yes = Pattern is visible to all on-box sandboxing users. No =

Pattern is visible to the pattern's creator only.
Enabled Yes = Pattern will be used by on-box sandboxing for detection. No

= Pattern will not be used by on-box sandboxing.
Risk Score Indicator of potential maliciousness; risk scores on system-owned

patterns cannot be modified.
Owner The creator of the pattern; patterns owned by system are

considered "external" patterns
Description Optional field
Created Date the pattern was created on Content Analysis
Modified Date the pattern was last modified on Content Analysis
UUID The Universal Unique Identifier for the pattern
Pattern Group ID Number assigned to the pattern group by the appliance
Revision Version number for that pattern, whether provided on Content

Analysis or created by the user locally. Each time the pattern
group is modified, the revision number is incremented.

The pattern and subpattern triggers are displayed below the dividing line.

In some cases a pattern contains two (2) distinct matching conditions, both of which must be detected for the pattern to
trigger. These distinct matching conditions are also the patterns and sub patterns.
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The final outcome of the pattern group depends on the conditions met at the sub pattern level (such as equals, startswith,
and so on), and subsequently at the pattern level (such as, all-off, any-off), and the pattern group itself (all-off the patterns,
or any of the patterns).

Filter the Pattern List
Because there are over 1000 patterns in the system, in addition to the ones you may have created, Malware Analysis
offers a facility for filtering the pattern list.

To report false positives, visit this link: https://symsubmit.symantec.com/

1. Select  Malware Analysis > Patterns > Pattern Groups.
2. Locate the Filter patterns field.

3. Enter a text string in the filter pattern field to locate patterns for the specified criteria. The string can be part of a pattern
name, its description, or its definition. If you enter more than one string, the list will be filtered by patterns that contain
all of the specified strings. For example: enter ransomware event.
As you type the search string, the list automatically filters to the patterns that meet your criteria.

4. Use the Next button to view additional pages of results.

Pattern Group Prefixes
Because the pattern groups are periodically updated, it is not practical to list every pattern group here. Some of the
prefixes for commonly used pattern groups are shown here for your convenience.

These prefixes also appear as event names in reports.

Prefix Definition

DBG_ Debug
FMD_ File Reputation lookup
EXP_ Exploit
FS_ File System
IP_ Internet Protocol
MOB_ Mobile
NET_ Network
NSE_ NSEsoftware analytics
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Prefix Definition

OBJ_ Object
REG_ Windows Registry
RK_ Root Kit
SBX_ SandBox
SYS_ System
UMF_ Events from user mode framework

About YARA
YARA is a tool that helps malware researchers to identify and classify malware families. A malware family is defined
as a set of files related by objective criteria derived from the files themselves. With YARA, researchers can create
descriptions of malware families based on textual or binary information contained within representative samples. These
descriptions are encapsulated as rules consisting of patterns and logic based on Boolean expressions. Rules can be
applied to static files or to running processes to determine if a sample belongs to a particular malware family.

YARA leverages rules based on logical operators and integrates easily with Python.

Official YARA information and documentation is located here: http://plusvic.github.io/yara/

Here are some examples of how YARA is used in security practice:

• Access the binary assembly code and perform static analysis based on common or unique indicators.
• Dissect RATs (Poison Ivy, Dark Comet, Ghost Rat, Extreme Rat) and common utilities used by attackers.
• Detect packed binaries, look for common passwords, bank domains, attempts at terminating AV services.
• Look for indicators of VM-aware samples.
• Specify byte-level rules and quickly analyze suspicious objects for threats specific to the organization.
• Identify likely malicious objects as well as objects previously classified as malicious.
• Trigger alerts and automated downstream processes whenever YARA rules "hit."
• Scanning packed samples for initial static indicators before the malware has been executed.
• Scanning memory dumps for additional malicious indicators at the conclusion of behavioral analysis processes.

YARA Rules

Each YARA rule consists of a set of strings, regular expressions, and other binary patterns combined with Boolean logical
operators using a rich, fully documented syntax. Rules are applicable to files or memory artifacts (memory dumps), and
can be processed by tools that will recursively scan those files or analyze those memory images.

YARA rules look for static indicators — not behavioral dynamics — that provide telltale indicators of maliciousness.

• Strings that appear in malicious files — Unique configuration items; commands used by remote access tools
• Resources that are stored in malicious files — Distinctive icons; configuration information; other file references
• Bytes implementing functions called by the malicious program — Indicative of the overall character of the

malware

Content Analysis is preloaded with a set of YARA rules, but you can add your own custom rules. To enable/disable YARA,
create rules, and manage your custom rules, select Malware Analysis > Other Settings > YARA. See Manage YARA
Rules.

Example 1

rule BadBoy

      {

          strings:            
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          $a = "win.exe"            

          $b = "http://foo.com/badfile1.exe"            

          $c = "http://bar.com/badfile2.exe"            

          condition:            

          $a and ($b or $c)            

      }

Any file or process containing the string win.exe and either of the specified URLs must be reported as BadBoy.

Example 2

rule TextOrHex            

                  {            

          strings:            

          $text_string = "text here"            

          $hex_string = { E2 34 A1 C8 23 FB }            

          condition:            

          $text_string or $hex_string            

                  }

Any file or process containing the specified text_string or the hex_string must be reported as TextOrHex.

Conditions

Conditions are Boolean expressions such as those used in

            IF statements in common programming languages. 

            They can contain typical Boolean operators

            AND,

            OR,

            NOT, and relational

         operators >=,

            <=, <,

            >,

            ==, and

            !=.            

For numerical expressions, you can also use arithmetic

(+,

            -,

            *,

            \,

            %) and bitwise operators

            (&,

            |,

            <<,

            >>,

            ~,

            ^).

View YARA Risk Score Results

To view YARA risk score results, select Malware Analysis > Patterns. On the resulting Pattern Groups page, type
yara in the Filter patterns field. All patterns that contain YARA_hit are displayed.
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Click a pattern to see its characteristics.

Perform YARA Scans

Once YARA functionality has been enabled by Administrators or Super Analysts, YARA scans are performed on the
primary sample by default. You can select additional YARA scanning as follows:

Scan Dropped Files

To perform YARA scans on any additional files that are "dropped" (that is, downloaded, extracted) by the primary sample,
select the Get dropped files check box on the Basic Options tab for IVMs and SandBox environments. See Configure
Task Settings.

Scan Memory Dumps

Memory dumps (also known as memory images and memory artifacts) can be created during a task by enabling the
procdump.py plugin on the Plugins tab for the IntelliVM environment. Selecting the procdump.py plugin performs YARA
scans on the monitored processes of the virtual machine at the conclusion of the IntelliVM analysis, focusing on memory
sections frequently targeted by malware authors.

Scan Files Submitted via the RAPI

A task can be created and submitted via the Remote API as follows:

curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_ID>&env=ivm" http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

The task properties below are all set to 1 (enabled) by default, but can be set to 0 to disable that specific feature:

tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_SAMPLE            

                  tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_DROPPED            

                  tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_MEMDUMP
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The tp_IVM.GET_DROPPED_FILES flag can be set to 1 so that YARA scans any dropped files.

Example

curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_ID>&env=ivm" http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_ID>&env=ivm& tp_IVM.GET_DROPPED_FILES=1" http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

YARA Detection

Each YARA pattern includes a risk score that ranges from 0 (harmless) to 10 (most malicious). Risk scores are obtained
directly from YARA rules and any number of YARA rules may trigger pattern matches during a task analysis.

Risk Scores in the YARA Rules

Description: Alerts on functions that are executing within a loop

rule SpyEye : Banking            

                  {            

          meta:            

              author = "Symantec"            

              info = "Banking malware"            

              risk_score = 10            

          strings:            

              $a1 = "SpyEye_Init"            

              $a2 = "notafter"            

              $a3 = "urlmask"            

          condition:            

              all of them            

                  }

YARA Results

YARA results are integrated into existing Malware Analysis resources. No additional analysis artifacts are created.

View Results in the Malware Analysis Tab

YARA results are prominently displayed in the Task Report's Activity Report under Static Events.

• A YARA rule has detected that the Armadillo packer is contained in this sample.
• The File Reputation service has recognized the executable as known malware.
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• The YARA rule hit scores only one, because the Armadillo packer is not by itself evidence of malware.
• The File Reputation Service returns the verdict "Malware," so Content Analysis assigned the risk score 9.

The highest risk score determines the overall risk score for the task: therefore, this task scores 9.

View Results in the RAPI

After a task has been created, task results — including YARA events — may be retrieved via the Remote API.

curl -X GET http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>

      

Use this command to view the specific events generated during the analysis:

curl -X GET http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/events

Under the YARA section in the events JSON, the specific YARA rules that were triggered are clearly visible. In Event 6,
the rule named EXE was triggered, which has a risk score of 0. In Event 7, the TravNet rule was triggered, which has a
risk score of 10.

"YARA": {            

                  …            

          "6": {            

              "YARA_Hit": {            

                  "header": {            

                      "YARA_StaticEventHeader": {            

                          "event_number": 6            

                      }            

                  },            

                  "is_main_sample": false,            

                  "resource_id": 7,            

                  "risk_score": 0,            

                  "rule_has_risk_score": true,            

                  "rule_name": "EXE",            

                  "tag": "FileID",            

                  "type": 2            

              }            

          },            

          "7": {            
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              "YARA_Hit": {            

                  "header": {            

                      "YARA_StaticEventHeader": {            

                          "event_number": 7            

                      }            

                  },            

                  "is_main_sample": false,            

                  "resource_id": 7,            

                  "risk_score": 10,            

                  "rule_has_risk_score": true,            

                  "rule_name": "TravNet",            

                  "tag": "APT",            

                  "type": 2            

                  }            

              }            

          }            

                  },

Conditions

Conditions are Boolean expressions such as those used in IF statements in common programming languages. They can
contain typical Boolean operators

               AND,

               OR,

               NOT, and relational

            operators >=,

               <=, <,

               >,

               ==, and

               !=. 

For numerical expressions, you can also use arithmetic

               (+,

               -,

               *,

               \,

               %) and bitwise

            operators (&,

               |,

               <<,

               >>,

               ~,

               ^). 

Scan Dropped Files

To perform YARA scans on any additional files that are "dropped" (that is, downloaded, extracted) by the primary sample,
select the Get dropped files check box on the Basic Options tab for IVMs and SandBox environments. See Configure
Task Settings.
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Scan Memory Dumps

Memory dumps (also known as memory images and memory artifacts) can be created during a task by enabling
theprocdump.py plugin on the Plugins tab for the IntelliVM environment. Selecting theprocdump.py plugin performs YARA
scans on the monitored processes of the virtual machine at the conclusion of the IntelliVM analysis, focusing on memory
sections frequently targeted by malware authors.

Scan Files Submitted via the RAPI

A task can be created and submitted via the Remote API as follows:

curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_ID>&env=ivm" http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

The task properties below are all set to 1 (enabled) by default, but can be set to 0 to disable that specific feature:

tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_SAMPLE            

                     tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_DROPPED            

                     tp_ANALYTICS.YARA.SCAN_MEMDUMP

Thetp_IVM.GET_DROPPED_FILES flag can be set to 1 so that YARA scans any dropped files.

Risk Scores in the YARA Rules

Description: Alerts on functions that are executing within a loop

rule SpyEye : Banking            

                     {            

             meta:            

                 author = "Symantec"            

                 info = "Banking malware"            

                 risk_score = 10            

             strings:            

                 $a1 = "SpyEye_Init"            

                 $a2 = "notafter"            

                 $a3 = "urlmask"            

             condition:            

                 all of them            

                     }

View Results in the Malware Analysis Tab

YARA results are prominently displayed in the Task Report's Activity Report under Static Events.
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• A YARA rule has detected that the Armadillo packer is contained in this sample.
• The File Reputation service has recognized the executable as known malware.

• The YARA rule hit scores only one, because the Armadillo packer is not by itself evidence of malware.
• The File Reputation Service returns the verdict "Malware," so Content Analysis assigned the risk score 9.

The highest risk score determines the overall risk score for the task: therefore, this task scores 9.

View Results in the RAPI

After a task has been created, task results — including YARA events — may be retrieved via the Remote API.

curl -X GET http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>

         

Use this command to view the specific events generated during the analysis:
curl -X GET http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/events

Under the YARA section in the events JSON, the specific YARA rules that were triggered are clearly visible. In Event 6,
the rule named EXE was triggered, which has a risk score of 0. In Event 7, the TravNet rule was triggered, which has a
risk score of 10.

"YARA": {            

                     …            

             "6": {            

                 "YARA_Hit": {            

                     "header": {            

                         "YARA_StaticEventHeader": {            

                             "event_number": 6            

                         }            

                     },            

                     "is_main_sample": false,            

                     "resource_id": 7,            

                     "risk_score": 0,            

                     "rule_has_risk_score": true,            

                     "rule_name": "EXE",            

                     "tag": "FileID",            

                     "type": 2            

                 }            
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             },            

             "7": {            

                 "YARA_Hit": {            

                     "header": {            

                         "YARA_StaticEventHeader": {            

                             "event_number": 7            

                         }            

                     },            

                     "is_main_sample": false,            

                     "resource_id": 7,            

                     "risk_score": 10,            

                     "rule_has_risk_score": true,            

                     "rule_name": "TravNet",            

                     "tag": "APT",            

                     "type": 2            

                     }            

                 }            

             }            

                     },

Apply YARA Rules
YARA is a tool that helps malware researchers to identify and classify malware families. YARA rules can be applied to
static files or to running processes during on-box sandboxing to determine if a sample belongs to a particular malware
family. See YARA results under Static Events.

• Official YARA documentation and updates are located at http://virustotal.github.io/yara/.
• YARA is enabled by default.

The appliance is preloaded with a set of YARA rules. You can add your own rules, but you cannot modify the built-in rules.

1. Select Malware Analysis > Other Settings > YARA. Show screen...
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2. To enable YARA, click Enable YARA. Or to disable, click Disable YARA.
3. To modify the current set of YARA rules, select from the following operations:

– Upload New YARA file: Select a new YAR file to overwrite the current file.
– Append to YARA file: Select a YAR file to add its rules to the current file.
– Download YARA file: Download theyara_rules.yar file to your workstation. This file contains any rules you or

other users have manually added; it does not contain the default set of rules that come on the system. Edit the file
according to YARA syntax, then click Upload New YARA file to upload the edited file.

– Delete YARA file: This operation deletes all YARA rules. No YARA hits will occur until a new YARA file is uploaded.

About HTTP Archive (HAR)
You can enable HAR while creating a task for the IVM or MobileVM environments. The option, Create an HTTP Archive
resource from the packet capture (HAR), is in the Basic Options tab. See Configure Task Settings for more information.

Upon task completion, the HAR resources are accessible in the Other Resources section of the task report. Note that,
if no HTTP traffic was generated during the task execution, HAR resources are not available. See View Task Summary
Results.
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To view the raw HAR data, click the HTTP Archive link. Or, click HAR Viewer to display the HAR data in chart and
histogram form. Click a URL to display the HTTP headers associated with it. Click a request/response to see details on
the header.

Access HAR via the Remote API

The HTTP Archive is also accessible through the Remote API. To determine the resource ID for the HAR, use the
following curl command:

# curl -X GET http://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_ID>/resources

Look for the following values in the results:

resources_magic_magic — txt:har identifies this record as the HTTP archive.

task_resources_resource_id — Displays the resource ID.

Note that HAR uses JSON formatting.

 

"api_version": 4,

"exec_time": 0.0064,

"request": "GET /tasks/38/resources",

"results": [

{

...
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},

{

"resource_magic_extension": null,

"resource_magic_magic": "txt:har",

"resource_magic_magic_id": 12,

"task_resources_file_name": "bj1ITl-HTTP Archive",

"task_resources_magic_id": 12,

"task_resources_md5": "d5000fcd6b6215d7d022c200f9416158",

"task_resources_resource_id": 93,

"task_resources_task_id": 38

},

{

...

Using task_resources_resource_id 93, the following request will retrieve the HAR resource binary:

# curl -X GET lhttp://<CA-host>/rapi/resources/93/bin

For more information on using RAPI, see the API Guide for  Content Analysis  and  Malware Analysis.

About IVM Plugins
Plugins are a way to interact with an IntelliVM or sample during execution. Each sample can run exactly one plugin.
Plugins allows the IntelliVM to run, perform analysis upon the sample, and generate results based upon predefined
criteria.

With the IVM plugin capability, you can also achieve some of the benefits of forensic investigation and/or static analysis
while taking advantage of the automated dynamic analysis simultaneously. IVM plugins are Python scripts that can
interact with the IntelliVMs. They can interact before, during, and after sample execution, and are limited only to what
a particular analyst can program. Such features as memory dumping, hook detection, and DLL injection are already
present as plugins; when run as part of a dynamic analysis, they provide the relevant information as resources available
for download when the automated analysis finishes, typically after about sixty seconds.

Plugin Structure

Plugins are written in Python. Out of the box, any standard Python library can be used for processing. Additional libraries
can be installed during the customization process using the standard Python method.

There are three callbacks in a plugin:

def guest_pre_exec():

pass

def guest_exec():

pass

def guest_post_exec():

pass

guest_pre_exec()
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This is called before the main guest_exec function. This callback could be used to initialize or set up the guest
environment (for example, proxy settings, debugger hooks, software configuration).

NOTE
The execution context is a service account rather than the Admin user; keep this in mind when setting HKCU/*
keys and changing other settings.

guest_exec()

This is called after guest_pre_exec. This callback should first invoke the event listener START_MONITOR and then
execute the target sample. The default technique is to use the built-in function SHELLEXECUTE. guest_exec must return
quickly; therefore, the method used to execute the target sample must return immediately.

subprocess.call("calc.exe") # BAD, blocks until process exits

subprocess.Popen("calc.exe") # GOOD, process forks

SHELLEXECUTE("calc.exe") # GOOD, command is injected into explorer.exe

guest_post_exec()

This is called after either the timeout value has been reached, or all tainted processes have exited. If the timeout value
has been reached, the target process may still be running. This callback could be used to inspect memory, collect dropped
files or perform any additional post-processing.

General Example

This is a basic "hello world" script that shows part of what can be done. In the guest_pre_exec() callback, data is written to
a text file and then Notepad is started. The call to ANTIVMTRICKS() modifies the VM to avoid some of the more common
ways of doing virtual environment detection.

import os, sys

import subprocess

def guest_pre_exec():

ANTIVMTRICKS()

with open('c:\\hello.txt', 'w') as f:

f.write('Hello from guest_pre_exec')

SHELLEXECUTE('notepad c:\\hello.txt')

def guest_exec():

START_MONITOR(EXEC_ARGS)

SHELLEXECUTE(EXEC_ARGS)

def guest_post_exec():

ADD_RESOURCE('c:\\hello.txt')

Add a Plugin

Plugins can be added via the remote API. Plugins are considered sample resources and must be added as such.

NOTE
The plugin integer ID will be updated with each import. If you call this plugin from scripts you will need to update
them after changing the plugin. No changes are needed in the UI.

If you wish to do this manually, review the RAPI documentation for the POST /rapi/samples/resources REST call. The
following example command remotely uploads the ghost_user_with_unpacker.py plugin:

curl -k -X POST --form upload=@ghost_user_with_unpacker.py --form owner=_SYSTEM_ --form

 resource_magic=system:plugin:ivm -H 'X-API-TOKEN: ed670ba8025d4f3ea99cc480ed690169' https://203.0.113.17/

rapi/samples/resources
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Example command to remotely upload an .egg archive file:

curl -k -X POST --form upload=@archive_unpacker.egg --form owner=_SYSTEM_ --form

 resource_magic=system:archive:egg -H 'X-API-TOKEN: ed670ba8025d4f3ea99cc480ed690169' https://203.0.113.17/

rapi/samples/resources

guest_pre_exec()

This is called before the main guest_exec function. This callback could be used to initialize or set up the guest
environment (for example, proxy settings, debugger hooks, software configuration).

NOTE
The execution context is a service account rather than the Admin user; keep this in mind when setting HKCU/*
keys and changing other settings.

guest_exec()

This is called after guest_pre_exec. This callback should first invoke the event listener START_MONITOR and then
execute the target sample. The default technique is to use the built-in function SHELLEXECUTE. guest_exec must return
quickly; therefore, the method used to execute the target sample must return immediately.

subprocess.call("calc.exe") # BAD, blocks until process exits

subprocess.Popen("calc.exe") # GOOD, process forks

SHELLEXECUTE("calc.exe") # GOOD, command is injected into explorer.exe

guest_post_exec()

This is called after either the timeout value has been reached, or all tainted processes have exited. If the timeout value
has been reached, the target process may still be running. This callback could be used to inspect memory, collect dropped
files or perform any additional post-processing.
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Administrative Tasks
Perform administration tasks, such as controlling access to the appliance.

Content Analysis administrators can manage updates, control administrative access to the appliance, configure reporting
and archive the appliance configuration.

Manage Administrator Access
In addition to the default local administrator account, you can configure other local accounts or leverage existing
LDAP and RADIUS authentication services in your infrastructure to authorize administrative and read-only users.

• Authenticate Administrators with Local Credentials
• Authenticate Administrators with LDAP 
• Authenticate Administrators with RADIUS

Authenticate Users with Local Credentials
You can create multiple local user accounts and assign appropriate privileges to restrict access to configuration of the
appliance and analysis of data.

User Roles

A user role specifies the privileges that are granted to a user. With local authentication, you can create user roles for the
web UI or for the API only via the CLI. (See also ma-actions api-key.)

The table below indicates the privileges available in each role.

Web UI User Role API Only User Role
Privilege Admini

strator
Super

Analyst Analyst Readonly Sysconfig Guest Observer Write Only

View Content
Analysis
configuration
settings and
reports

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Reset own
password

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Manage user
accounts

✔ ✔

Change
Content
Analysis and
Malware
Analysis
configuration
settings

✔

Request
pattern
updates in
antivirus and
Predictive
Analysis

✔ ✔ ✔
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Web UI User Role API Only User Role
Privilege Admini

strator
Super

Analyst Analyst Readonly Sysconfig Guest Observer Write Only

Add Windows
ISO and
base images;
create IVM
profiles
for on-box
sandboxing

✔  

Access the
Malware
Analysis tab

✔ ✔ ✔

Create
Malware
Analysis
tasks,
samples,
patterns

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

View/modify
other users'
Malware
Analysis
tasks,
samples,
patterns

✔ ✔

Download
YARA files

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

API
permissions

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

• Administrator—An administrative account with rights to perform all functions on the appliance. Users associated with
the Administrator role can create and delete user accounts. In a default state, Content Analysis is configured with a
single administrator account. The username for this account is admin and the password is what you entered during the
initial setup of the appliance.

• Super Analyst—An account that offers the ability to create Malware Analysis samples, tasks, and user patterns and
modify and view those of other users; can create global patterns and modify some analysis-related configurations; has
read-only access to Content Analysis and cannot make any configuration changes other than the password.

• Analyst—An account that offers the ability to create Malware Analysis samples, tasks, and user patterns, but cannot
modify or view those of other users; has read-only access to Content Analysis and cannot make any configuration
changes other than the password.

• Readonly—Non-API. A read-only access account that permits the user to log in to the appliance and submit samples
and create tasks but cannot make any configuration changes other than the password. Note that the Malware Analysis
tab is not visible for Readonly users.

• Sysconfig—API Only. An account similar to an administrator account except that it cannot submit samples, create
tasks, create patterns, view samples, tasks or patterns, or create base images. It can manage profiles, manage users,
purge task queues, and set the network configuration.

• Guest—API Only. An account that can view basic system information, system-owned patterns, system resources,
samples, and tasks as well as download YARA files.

• Observer—API Only. An account that can view the data on Content Analysis such as tasks, samples, and system
resources but cannot make any modifications to Content Analysis nor can it submit samples.

• Write Only—API Only. An account that can only submit samples and create tasks.
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Create a User Account

NOTE
When creating users for CAC or certificate authentication, use the same username contained in the certificate
and assign the appropriate role; there is no need to assign a password. See also Mutual SSL Authentication
(Web Browser) and Mutual Authentication using SSH.

1. Select Settings > Users > Local Users.
2. Make sure the Enabled check box is selected.
3. Click Add User.

4. Define a new Username.
The username can contain alphanumeric and underscore characters, as well as UTF-8. Spaces and certain special
characters are not allowed, including: "|`$&><\!' ; : [ ] { }. Content Analysis will change all usernames to all lower-case.

5. Assign the user a Password.
Passwords cannot contain semicolons or square brackets; all other special characters are allowed.

6. Enter the password again.
7. From the Role drop-down list, select the appropriate type of user account. Refer to the descriptions in User Roles

above.
8. Paste the certificate text in the Certificate box. This step is required when using SSH mutual authentication;

alternatively, you can change the value of the Public Key Attribute, an LDAP setting. See Authenticate Administrators
with LDAP .

9. Click Add.
10. Click Save Changes.
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Change a User's Password

1. Select Settings > Users > Local Users.
2. Select the user account to change the password and click Edit User.
3. Assign an updated Password.
4. Click Save.
5. Click Save Changes.

Delete a User Account

1. Log in as an administrative user.
2. Click Settings > Users > Local Users.
3. Select the user account to delete.
4. Click Delete User. The user account is deleted and the user is no longer allowed to log in to the Content Analysis

management console or CLI.

Manage Certificates for HTTPS Access
To secure the HTTPS connection to the web management console, you can use the default certificate, create a self-
signed certificate, or import a certificate that was signed by a trusted Certificate Authority.

Create a Self-Signed Certificate

Content Analysis has its own facility for creating certificates you can use for securing the connection to the web
management console. Keep in mind, however, that these certificates are not verified by a trusted third party; for that, you
would need to use a Certificate Authority. See Import a CA-Signed Certificate.

1. On the Settings > Web Management page, click Certificate Management. The Certificate Management dialog
opens.

2. The Current Information tab displays the current HTTPS certificate. If any information is incorrect, click Create
Certificate. Show screen...
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3. Enter the certificate identity information.
4. Enter a recipient Email address. This should be the administrator who gets notified if there are problems with the

certificate.
5. Select a Date valid value; this is the expiry date for the certificate.
6. Set the Size value, which is the key length used to encrypt the certificate. Available key lengths are 2048 and 4096.
7. Click Save Changes to generate the certificate.

The appliance resets the web service to support the new certificate.
8. After the web service is reset, click Certificate Management to see the information in the generated certificate.
9. In the Current Information tab, the settings match the values you specified when creating the certificate.
10. Click Download Public Certificate if you want to save the certificate file (public.crt) to your local system.

Import a CA-Signed Certificate

Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with your organization's certificate information, and have it signed as a
certificate by a Certificate Authority. When you get your CSR fulfilled by the Certificate Authority, you will need to have the
certificate with key generated in order to import into Content Analysis. To import the CA-signed certificate:

1. On the Settings > Web Management page, click Certificate Management. The Certificate Management dialog
opens.
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2. Click  Import Certificate. Show screen...

3. Click Browse and browse for your certificate in PEM, DER, or pcks12 format and click OK.
4. Enter the passphrase your Certificate Authority used to secure the certificate (if present) and click Upload.
5. In the Current Information tab, the settings match the values of the imported certificate.

Import a Private Key for OpenSSL

Follow these steps to create a private key and certificate for OpenSSL, using Microsoft PKI. If you do not have Microsoft
PKI or if you have a different method for generating the CSR, these steps will vary.

1. Generate a private RSA key for a certificate, along with a certificate-signing request (CSR):
openssl req -out server.csr -new -newkey rsa:2048 -nodes -keyout server.key

2. Sign the CSR with Microsoft PKI, using a basic web server signing request. Download the chain in base64 format.
3. With the newly generated P7B file generate a certificate (CRT) file:

openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in certnew.p7b -out certnew.crt

4. Use the CRT file in conjunction with the generated key to convert the CRT to PKCS12.
openssl pkcs12 -export -out cert.p12 -inkey server.key -in certnew.crt

5. Import the certificate into Content Analysis, using the password that you generated in the previous step.

 

Mutual SSL Authentication (Web Browser)
Certificates and private keys can be stored in multiple locations. On the client, one such location is a Common Access
Card (CAC). However, a smart card or reader is not required for mutual SSL authentication, you can install the certificates
on your browser and into Content Analysis's truststore.

The following example describes a mutual SSL authentication transaction using a CAC that has been signed with a CA
bundle.
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1. The user accesses Content Analysis by entering its IP address and port number in a supported browser. Instead
of entering credentials in the Content Analysis login screen, the user inserts a CAC into a reader connected to the
workstation.

2. The browser presents public certificates that match the Certificate Authority list. The user selects which public
certificate to send.

3. If the certificate is found on the CAC, the browser prompts for a PIN so it can retrieve the private key.
4. The browser validates the appliance certificate. This includes the following checks:

– The certificate subject must match the appliance’s hostname.
– The certificate must be issued by a CA listed in the browser’s Trusted Root Certificate store.
– The certificate must have a valid signature and not be expired.

5. The web server issues a challenge and the browser uses the private key on the card to sign the challenge.
6. The web server validates the challenge and allows the certificate.
7. If authentication succeeds, the appliance grants access to the user.

Configure Content Analysis to Authenticate with a CAC or Certificate

Follow these steps to configure Content Analysis to authenticate users with a Common Access Card or client certificate.

 

Step 1: Configure Certificate Authentication

Configure the following client certificate settings:

• (Optional) Require a client certificate to be submitted to the browser when users access the Content Analysis web
interface. When this setting is enabled, the only way a user can authenticate is with the client certificate. When it's
disabled, users can authenticate with a username/password or with a client certificate.

• Construct a regular expression that defines how to extract the username from the certificate. Details on forming these
expressions are beyond the scope of this documentation, but information is publicly available.

• Upload the certificate(s) that validated client certificates. You must put in the whole certificate chain.

To configure the settings:

1. Select Settings > Web Management.
2. (Optional) To force client certificate authentication, select the Require Certificate Authentication check box. On the

Warning prompt that appears, select Yes.
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If the check box is cleared, users can either authenticate with a username/password or with a client certificate.
3. For User Defined Regex, enter the pattern that describes where the username can be found in the certificate details.

For example: CN\s*=\s*PIVKey\s*(.+?)(,|$)
See external resources if you aren't familiar with construction of regular expressions. One example:
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Guide/Regular_Expressions

4. Click Upload CA to upload the Certificate Authority file(s) that signed the client certificates. The certificates display in
the Certificate List table.

5. Click Save Changes.

Step 2: Assign Roles to Users

So that users are assigned the appropriate permissions for the tasks they perform in Content Analysis, you need to assign
a role (Administrator, Readonly, Analyst, or Super Analyst) to each user. Roles are assigned either by adding a local user
with the username and role or by having that user in LDAP with the appropriate group assignment.

For details, refer to one of the following topics:

• Authenticate Users with Local Credentials—Use the same username contained in the certificate and assign the
appropriate role; there is no need to assign a password.

• Authenticate Administrators with LDAP —configure Content Analysis to use LDAP authentication, and map LDAP
groups to Content Analysis roles. The LDAP user information must be stored in the CAC or client certificate.

NOTE
There is no mutual SSL authentication support for RADIUS.

Step 3: Log in with a CAC or a CA-Signed Certificate

Instead of users manually logging in to Content Analysis with a user name and password, they can use a CA-signed CAC
or an SSL certificate onto which the private key is stored.

1. In a web browser, enter the IP address and port number to access the Content Analysis appliance.
2. If using a CAC, insert your smart card into a reader connected to your workstation. You will be prompted to select a

certificate.

3. Select the certificate and click OK. You will be prompted to enter your PIN.
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4. Enter your PIN and click OK. The certificate is presented to the web server. You are now logged on with the username
associated with the CAC or certificate. The username appears in the upper-right corner of the window. The role
assigned to the user is displayed inside parentheses. (Administrator in the example below.)

Mutual Authentication using SSH
The Mutual SSL Authentication topic describes the process of setting up certificate authentication for accessing Content
Analysis web management console. If you want users to have the ability to authenticate with a CAC or other certificate
when SSHing to the Content Analysis appliance, you follow the same basic steps as with SSL, except there is additional
user configuration because the Content Analysis appliance needs to be able to find the public certificate for each SSH
user.

Configure Content Analysis to Authenticate with a CAC or Certificate

Follow these steps to configure Content Analysis to authenticate SSH users with a Common Access Card or client
certificate.

Step 1: Configure the SSH Client

The steps below provide instructions on how to configure settings in PuTTY-CAC, an open-source SSH client for Windows
that supports smart card authentication. If you are using a different SSH client, you can look for similar operations.

1. (Optional) Enter the username so that you don't need to enter it each time you make an SSH connection.
PuTTY-CAC: Connection > Data > Auto-login username

2. Enable certificate authentication.
PuTTY-CAC: Connection > SSH > Certificate > Attempt certificate authentication.
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3. If using CAC, insert the smart card into the card reader attached to the workstation.
In the next step, PuTTY-CAC will look at the card to find the certificate(s).

4. Select the CAC or other certificate that you want to use for authentication.
PuTTY-CAC: Connection > SSH > Certificate > Set CAPI Cert..

NOTE
The Set CAPI Cert... button lets you select a certificate on a CAC as well as any certificate that has been
installed to the local Windows certificate store.

Step 2: Configure Certificate Authentication

To configure the client certificate settings:

1. Select Settings > Web Management.
2. (Optional) To force client certificate authentication, select the Require Certificate Authentication check box. On the

Warning prompt that appears, select Yes.
If the check box is cleared, users can either authenticate with a username/password or with a client certificate.

3. For User Defined Regex, enter the pattern that describes where the username can be found in the certificate details.
For example: CN\s*=\s*PIVKey\s*(.+?)(,|$)
See external resources if you aren't familiar with construction of regular expressions. One example:
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Guide/Regular_Expressions

4. (Not applicable when authenticating with LDAP) Click Upload CA to upload the Certificate Authority
file(s) that signed the client certificates. The certificates display in the Certificate List table.
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NOTE
The authentication process checks local user certificates against the CA chain to make sure they are valid,
and authentication will fail if the check fails.

5. Click Save Changes.

Step 3: Assign Roles to Users

So that users are assigned the appropriate permissions for the tasks they perform in Content Analysis, you need to assign
a role (Administrator, Readonly, Analyst, or Super Analyst) to each user. Roles are assigned either by adding a local user
with the username and role or by having that user in LDAP with the appropriate group assignment.

In addition, the Content Analysis appliance needs to be able to find the certificate or public key for each SSH user. You
can accomplish this by either adding the certificate to each local user account or by changing the public key attribute (an
LDAP setting).

For details, refer to one of the following topics:

• Authenticate Users with Local Credentials—Use the same username contained in the certificate, assign the
appropriate role, and paste the certificate text; there is no need to assign a password.

• Authenticate Administrators with LDAP —configure Content Analysis to use LDAP authentication, map LDAP groups to
Content Analysis roles, and change the public key attribute. The LDAP user information must be stored in the CAC or
client certificate.

NOTE
There is no mutual SSH authentication support for RADIUS.

Step 4: Log in with a CAC or a Certificate

Instead of users logging in to Content Analysis with a password, they can use a CAC or certificate onto which the private
key is stored.

1. Use a remote login utility, such as PuTTY-CAC, to access the Content Analysis appliance.
2. If you haven't configured your utility to automatically log in, enter the username in the certificate.
3. If using a CAC, insert your smart card into a reader connected to your workstation and click OK.

If authenticating, with a certificate in the local Windows certificate store, select the certificate and cilck OK.
4. When prompted, enter your PIN and click OK.
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The certificate is presented to the SSH server. A message displays that the username associated with the CAC or
certificate is connected using SSH.

Import a Private Key for OpenSSL
Follow these steps to create a private key and certificate for OpenSSL, using Microsoft PKI. If you do not have Microsoft
PKI or if you have a different method for generating the CSR, these steps will vary.

1. Generate a private RSA key for a certificate, along with a certificate-signing request (CSR):
openssl req -out server.csr -new -newkey rsa:2048 -nodes -keyout server.key

2. Sign the CSR with Microsoft PKI, using a basic web server signing request. Download the chain in base64 format.
3. With the newly generated P7B file generate a certificate (CRT) file:

openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in certnew.p7b -out certnew.crt

4. Use the CRT file in conjunction with the generated key to convert the CRT to PKCS#12:
openssl pkcs12 -export -out cert.p12 -inkey server.key -in certnew.crt

5. Import the certificate into Content Analysis, using the password that you generated in the previous step.

Authenticate Administrators with LDAP
You can configure Content Analysis to authenticate administrators based on their LDAP credentials. The appliance
requires the following details to establish a connection with the LDAP server:

• The hostname of the LDAP server, entered in the format ldap://ldapservername.example.com . If your server
supports using LDAPS, Symantec strongly recommends using that connection method. For secure LDAP, the URL is
prefixed with ldaps://.

• User search criteria based on Username attribute and the associated BaseDN.
• Role search criteria based onUsername attribute,Base, andResult Role attribute. You can add LDAP users or groups

to local role mapping.

1. Select Settings > Users > LDAP Settings.
2. Check Enabled.
3. Optional — To populate all server fields on this page with the standard values for an Active Directory

LDAP environment, click Insert Active Directory example. As appropriate, adjust the values to be specific for your
LDAP configuration.

4. Enter the LDAP server URL.
5. Optional — Manager's Credentials

– If your LDAP server supports anonymous searching, you do not need to complete this section.
– If anonymous search is not supported, enter the User Distinguished Name and Password.
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6. User Search Criteria: Define the search criteria for usernames.
– In the Username Attribute field, enter the name of the attribute where the username is stored (for example,

sAMAccountName).
– For Base, define from what level of the LDAP directory searches are to be performed (for example,

dc=symantec,dc=com).
7. Role Search Criteria: Define the search details for role authorization.

– In the Username Attribute field, enter the name of the attribute where the username is stored (for example,
sAMAccountName).

– For Base, define from what level of the LDAP directory searches are to be performed (for example,
dc=symantec,dc=com).

– In the Result Role Attribute field, enter the name of the user attribute where the group DN is (for example,
memberOf).

8. Public Key Attribute: If you want to use a different public key value for mutual authentication than the one stored
in the certificate, enter the name of the attribute where the public key is stored. The public key is used when
authenticating to the Content Analysis appliance with a Common Access Card (CAC) or a client certificate. See also
Mutual Authentication using SSH.

9. Enter an LDAP user or group to local role mapping. Click Add User Mapping or Add Group Mapping. This is
required, as it binds LDAP users and groups with permissions roles on the Content Analysis appliance.

Enter a username or group name, select a role, and click Add.
10. Click Save Changes.

Authenticate Administrators with RADIUS
You can configure Content Analysis to use a RADIUS server database to authenticate and authorize users. This
configuration requires some elements on both the Content Analysis user interface and the RADIUS server. As a best
practice measure to ensure administrators can always log in to the appliance, even when your RADIUS server is
unavailable, maintain a local administrator account.

About RADIUS Authentication

When a user logs in to the Content Analysis management console, they are challenged for credentials. Those credentials
are forwarded in an Access-Request message to the configured RADIUS server. The RADIUS server authenticates the
user and sends an 'access-accept' or 'access-reject' response back along with the value for the Symantec-Authorization
attribute defined for the user. Content Analysis parses the response to check if the user is authenticated and then uses the
custom attribute to determine the user’s access privileges; the user is then allowed appropriate access or denied access..

If your deployment does not already make use of a RADIUS server, you can use FreeRADIUS. For information on
deploying FreeRadius, click here.
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NOTE
If you are using FreeRADIUS, click Download Symantec Dictionary file for FreeRADIUS Server to download
the dictionary file for your server.

RADIUS Prerequisites

To configure Content Analysis a RADIUS client, provide the following details for your RADIUS server:

• 1IP address and port number of the primary RADIUS server.
• 2

(Optional, but recommended) IP address and port number for the secondary RADIUS server.
• 3

Pre-shared key (or shared secret) that is configured on the RADIUS server. Because RADIUS uses a client-server
architecture for managing user account information, before a device can become a RADIUS client it, must be
configured with the same pre-shared key that is configured on the RADIUS server. This allows it to be able to pass
user credentials on to the RADIUS server for verification.

• The RADIUS server must have the Symantec-Authorization attribute defined and associated with users or groups on
the server who require administrative access to Content Analysis.

About the Symantec-Authorization RADIUS Attribute

In addition to authenticating administrators, RADIUS also authorizes administrators by way of a special attribute in the
user's profile. This information is used to identify specific users who have permission to log in to the Content Analysis
management console. To enable authorization, define the Symantec-Authorization (vendor-specific) attribute in the
RADIUS user profile for users who require administrative access or read-only access to the Content Analysis appliance.
The Symantec-Authorization values that you can assign are as follows:

• 1
No access: This is the default value used when read-only access (1) or administrative access (2) is not specified.

• 2
Read-only access: 1

• Read-write access (administrative access or full access user): 2

Enable RADIUS Authentication

1. Select Settings > Users > RADIUS Settings.
2. Click the Enabled check box.
3. Enter the IP address and port number of the primary RADIUS server.
4. Enter the shared secret that you have configured on the RADIUS server. This shared secret allows Content Analysis to

forward user credentials on to the RADIUS server for verification.
5. (Optional, but recommended) Enter the IP address, port, and shared secret for the Alternate RADIUS server.
6. Enter a RADIUS user or group to local role mapping. Click Add User Mapping or Add Group Mapping. Enter a

username or group name, select a role, and click Add.
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7. Click Save Changes.

Example: FreeRADIUS Configuration Procedure
The following example shows the RADIUS configuration steps required to support authentication and authorization of
Content Analysis administrators on FreeRADIUS server v2.1.10.

The main tasks in this work flow are as follows:

• Configure the Content Analysis IP address on the FreeRADIUS server.

• Set up the attributes so that Content Analysis can receive authentication and authorization attributes from the RADIUS
server. Content Analysis provides a dictionary file that contains all the authorization attributes supported on the
system. You must first obtain the dictionary.symantec file from the Settings > Users > RADIUS Settings page in
the Management Console. Then you need to manually define the attribute, using the attribute name or number, type,
value, and vendor code, for all users that are permitted access to the Content Analysis UI.

To enable communication between the FreeRADIUS server and Content Analysis:

1. Add the Content Analysis IP address to the freeRADIUS server client configuration file.
/etc/freeradius/clients.conf

2. Add a shared secret. For example:
client 203.0.113.0/24 { secret = testing123 shortname = CANetwork }

NOTE
You can define a single machine (203.0.113.177) or a subnet (203.0.113.0/24).

1. Download and save the dictionary.symantec file to the /usr/share/freeradius/ directory. This file is available from the
Download Symantec dictionary file for FreeRADIUS Server here link (Settings > Users > RADIUS Settings).

2. Add Symantec’s vendor-specific attributes defined in the dictionary.symantec file to the /usr/share/freeradius/dictionary
file.
For example, entries in the /usr/share/freeradius/ dictionary might be as follows:
$INCLUDE dictionary.xylan $INCLUDE dictionary.symantec $INCLUDE
dictionary.freeradius.internal

3. Add the Symantec Authorization attribute to the users file in the /etc/freeradius/ directory. Specifying the attributes for
users or groups allows you to enforce permissions and regulate access to Content Analysis.
The syntax used is:
<User Name> Cleartext-Password := "<password>" Symantec-Authorization = <RADIUS_VALUE
or INTEGER_VALUE_CORRESPONDING_TO_PRIVILEGE>
For example, for an admin user you would specify the following details:
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ratnesh Cleartext-Password := "oldredken123" Reply-Message = "Hello", Symantec-
Authorization = Read-Write-Access

4. Save your configuration and restart the FreeRADIUS server.

Control Access to the Management Console
By default, the web-based management console is accessible via HTTPS on port 8082. On this page, you can enable
an HTTP management port, (8081 by default) and configure alternate ports and administrative session login timeouts. In
addition to the basic management console settings, this screen allows you to perform these tasks:

• Use the Certificate Management button to modify the certificate used for HTTPS administration. For details on
certificate management, see Manage Certificates for HTTPS Access.

• Configure mutual SSL authentication. The Require Certificate Authentication, User Defined Regex, and Upload
Certificate Authority File options pertain to the use of Common Access Cards (CAC) or other mutual authentication
methods. See Mutual SSL Authentication and Mutual Authentication using SSH for information on these settings.

To configure the management console settings:

1. Select Settings > Web Management.
2. Select one or both of the following:

a. Enable HTTP Administration lets the administrator access the management console without a secure connection.
(optional) Specify a different port number.

b. Enable HTTPS Administration encrypts the connection to the management console. (Optional) Specify a different
port number.
When HTTPS is enabled, you must enter the following URL format to access the  Content Analysis System
appliance management console:
https://<IP_address>:port
For example: https://192.0.2.39:8082.

3. Enter an Inactivity Timeout in minutes. When the specified number of minutes has passed without activity in
the management console, the session terminates. Users logged in to the management console for two hours are
automatically logged out, regardless of this value. The default value is 0 (no timeout).

4. Click Save Changes.

Modify the Session Timeout Value
The session timeout is a security feature that logs administrators out of the web management console when they don't
interact with the appliance within the specified amount of time. This timeout value specifies the number of minutes that a
session can remain idle before the appliance terminates it automatically. The default is 10 minutes. After a user is logged
out, they must re-authenticate before securing access to the Management Console again.

NOTE
This setting also applies to SSH and SNMP timeouts.

To modify the session timeout value:

1. 1
Log in to the appliance as an administrative user.

2. 2
In Settings > Web Management, find the Session Timeouts field and enter a value in minutes, between 0 and
120.The default value is 10 minutes.

3. Click Save Changes
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NOTE
If you set the session timeout value to 0 minutes, the appliance will not challenge you to re-authenticate until you
log out of the appliance, change the system time, or change your administrative account password.

Define an Administrative Login Message
The consent banner is the message that is displayed when administrators log in to the Content Analysis web UI or the
CLI via SSH. Enable this banner if your organization requires users to comply with an acceptable use policy or to inform
users of the consequences of unauthorized use. When enabled, users must accept the terms defined in the banner prior
to accessing the management console. By default the login banner is disabled.

Enable and Configure the Login Banner

1. Select Settings > Consent Banner.
2. Click the Show Consent Banner check box to enable the display of the banner text on the login page.
3. In the Banner Text field, enter the text that you would like users to view and accept when they log in. Up to 2000

characters are supported in this field.
4. (Optional) Click the Show Consent Banner Logo check box to display your company logo.
5. To select the logo image, click Upload New Banner Logo. Browse to the location of the image, select the file, and

click Open.
6. Click Save Changes.
7. To view the current banner as configured, click Display Current Consent Banner.

TIP
The supported image formats are JPG, JPEG, BMP, GIF, and PNG. Symantec recommends an image size of
550 x 100 pixels. Content Analysis automatically scales larger images to 550 x 100 pixels to conform to the
dimensions of the Consent Banner.

Configure Alerts
When significant events occur (such as when Content Analysis finds viruses and blocks files), Content Analysis can send
alert messages to email addresses, local logs, syslog servers, and SNMP monitoring systems.

1. For each type of event, select the alert delivery methods (such as e-mail). See Set Up Alert Delivery Methods.
2. Configure the settings for each alert delivery method you are using:

– E-mail alerts
– Syslog alerts
– SNMP trap alerts

3. Customize alert messages.

Set Up Alert Delivery Methods
When significant events occur (such as when malware is found or a file is blocked), you can have Content Analysis notify
you by sending an email, an alert log entry, or a syslog entry, or an SNMP trap. For each type of event that you want to be
notified about, select the desired alert delivery method.

Alert Delivery Methods

For each type of alert, check the box in the appropriate row for one or more of the following alert delivery methods:
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• E-mail—Sends an e-mail to the administrator. To configure e-mail alerts, see Configure E-Mail Alerts.
• Logging—Creates an entry in the system log.
• Syslog—Creates an entry in Syslog reporting output. See Configure Syslog. Entries will be sent via the Proxy module

and the Syslog server configured there.
• SNMP Trap—Sends a trap to the SNMP manager. See Configure SNMP. Entries will be sent via the Proxy module

and the SNMP server configured there.

Event Types

You can set Content Analysis to generate alerts for the following types of events:

Event Description

Virus is found A virus was found in an ICAP session. If you have configured e-
mail alerts, the URL of the web page where the virus was found is
included in the e-mail. So that you do not accidentally launch the
page, the URL is reformatted to make it unclickable. For example:
http://virus.com is rewritten as hxxp://virus.com.

File was passed through without being scanned A file was served to the user who requested it without any
Content Analysis scanning.Based on theserve file policy setting
in Services > AV Scanning Behavior and Services > AV File
Types.
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Event Description

File was blocked (exclude virus case) A file is blocked for any reason other than a virus infection. For
example, the administrator decides to block password-protected
compressed files.

Anti-virus update failed The antivirus update failed due to an error in retrieving or installing
the latest image.

Anti-virus update succeeded A new version of an antivirus pattern file has been installed.

License is expired or expiring soon The base license or a vendor subscription has expired, or it will
expire within 7 days.

Intelligent Connection Traffic Monitoring (ICTM) The maximum specified concurrentslow connection warning or
critical thresholds has been reached.

Reboot A system reboot has occurred on the appliance.

Sandboxing Threat Admin Alert (Asynchronous) A newly discovered threat that the sandbox identified after it was
delivered to the endpoint.

Sandboxing Threat Alert The sandbox has identified a threat and blocked it using either
real-time sandboxing or because it was found in the threat cache.

File Reputation Threat Alert Whitelist scanning identified a threat within the configured
Whitelisting threat threshold.

Predictive Analysis Threat Alert: A predictive analysis service identified a file as potentially or
absolutely infected with malware.Potentially infected files are sent
to the configured sandbox server(s) (if configured) while absolutely
infected files are blocked.

File was blocked by user blacklist A file was blocked because its hash matched a hash on a custom
blacklist.

Hardware sensor detected a problem (Added in version 3.1.4.0) A hardware sensor detects a problem,
such as a failure in a power supply.

Test Alerts

Click one of the buttons to send a test alert via each of the available methods.

Configure E-Mail Settings
E-mail alert configuration is available in Settings > Alerts > Email.

When you enable Email alerts for specific events, you must define an SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) server and
specify the e-mail addresses to which notifications will be sent.
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E-mail Addresses

• Sender e-mail address: The sender's name will appear in the From line of any e-mail message that sends out. For
example: content_analysis@company.com

• Recipient e-mail address: The e-mail addresses to which alerts will be sent when alerts occur. Use a comma to
separate addresses, for example: user1@company.com,user2@company.com. At least one recipient address is
required. If you don't set a recipient address, the appliance will not send alert e-mails.

Server Settings

• Server address: Your SMTP server hostname or IP address. This is the server that will send alert e-mail to your
administrators.

• Server port: The port used by your SMTP server. Typically, the port used for SMTP is 25.

Authentication Settings

• If your SMTP server requires users to authenticate before sending mail, define your SMTP username and password.
• When you're done entering your SMTP server settings, click Save Changes.

Configure SNMP Traps
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a widely used method of monitoring computer networks. You can
configure Content Analysis to automatically send event notifications to any SNMP server, called a trap listener. Content
Analysis supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3.
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Enable SNMP Trap Support

You can specify one or more trap destinations.

Specify the server(s) to which SNMP trap alerts will be sent:

• Server(s)—The IP address or hostname of the SNMP monitoring server. Separate each address with a comma.
• Security Name—Your SNMP server's community string.
• SNMP Version—Select the version of SNMP supported by your SNMP monitoring application. Available options are

SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3.

When you're done entering your SNMP server settings, click Save Changes.

Configure Syslog Alerts
Syslog server configuration is available in Settings > Alerts > Syslog.

The syslog feature gives administrators a way to centrally log and analyze events. If you enable syslog alert reporting for
any events, you must also define the syslog server settings.

1. You can define more than one syslog server. To add a syslog server, click Add Syslog Server.
2. In the Add Syslog Server dialog that appears, enter the following settings:

a. Server—The IP address or hostname of your syslog server.
b. Port—The port used by your syslog server to listen for incoming data.
c. Protocol—The transport protocol used by your syslog server. Available options are UDP, TCP, and SSL/TLS.
d. Facility—The level of detail and format, as dictated by your syslog server. See your syslog server's documentation

for more information.
3. Click Save Changes.

To remove a configured server, select it and click Remove Syslog Server. Then, click Save Changes.

Customize Alert Messages
When significant events occur, Content Analysis sends alerts to the configured alert delivery methods (e-mail, SNMP,
local log, and/or syslog). These message templates are in plain text and can be customized with variable keywords to
provide context to each alert event. By including variables in the message, you can see, for example, the URL from which
an infected file was downloaded, who downloaded the file, and the name of the virus.

1. Select Settings > Alerts.
2. Click Messages. Show screen...
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3. Click one of the icons below to modify the alert message template:
–

Displays a template for the alert that includes the alert message text and variable keywords that will be reported in
email, system log, SNMP traps, and syslog messages.

–
Displays

the HTML code for the alert message that will be sent to users upon exception.
The following variable keywords can be included in message body or subject.

Variable Description

%ACTION Action that was performed (file passed/dropped)

%ADMINMAIL Administrator's e-mail address

%APPNAME Application name (Content Analysis)

%APPVERSION Content Analysis software version

%AVENGINEVERS Antivirus engine version

%AVPATTERNVERS Antivirus pattern version

%AVPATTERNDATE Antivirus pattern date

%AVVENDOR Antivirus vendor
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Variable Description

%CAS_REPORT_URL URL to Content Analysis to display a threat report

%CLIENT Client IP address

%COUNTERTACK_TEXT_DETAILS IP addresses and host names of infected workstations

%COUNTERTACK_URL URL to the CounterTack report

%CYNIC_THREAT_SCORE The threat score for the sample sent to Symantec Cloud
Sandboxing

%CYNIC_THREAT_DETAILS The threat details for the sample sent to Symantec Cloud
Sandboxing

%FIREEYE_THREAT_HTML_URL URL to the FireEye threat report

%HWSERIALNUMBER Content Analysis appliance serial number

%LOCAL_HASHES_USER_COMMENT

%MACHINEIP Content Analysis appliance IP address

%MACHINENAME Name of the Content Analysis appliance

%REASON Why the event occurred. For example, why was the file scanned?

%SEP_ID ID of the Symantec Endpoint that made the request

%SERVER Server IP address

%SHA1_HASH The SHA1 hash of the file that was scanned

%SOLERA_PCAP_URL URL to sandboxing report on Security Analytics server. Notes:
• This variable is included in the Administrator Sandboxing

Threat alert template.
• The Security Analytics report link will not appear in the alert

if real-time sandbox analysis is enabled ("Wait for Result" is
selected) for the malware file type.

%THREAT_HTML_URL Full threat report on Malware Analysis appliance

%THREAT_SCORE Risk score

%TIMESTAMP Time the event occurred

%URL URL from which the file was downloaded

%VIRUS Virus or potentially unwanted software (PUS) name

The % character always precedes the variable name. Capitalization is also important; do not use lowercase
variable names.

4. Click Save Changes.

TIP
To change the order of the variables that are sent in syslog output, edit the message template and place the
variables in the desired order for syslog.
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Manage the Appliance Licenses and Subscriptions

Register Content Analysis

When you purchase a Content Analysis virtual or physical appliance, your sales representative will furnish you with a
letter, (referred to as the e-fulfillment letter) that contains your appliance serial number and an activation code for your
subscription services.

With your e-fulfillment letter in hand, go to the Support Center (https://www.symantec.com/support-center/getting-started)
and follow the prompts to get your license.

Prompt Content Analysis to Download and Install Your Activated License and Subscriptions

1. In the Content Analysis web management console, click System > Licensing.
2. Click Download License from Symantec. The appliance confirms the download and installation.
3. Proceed to Activate Licenses.

Update Antivirus Pattern Files
If Content Analysis is deployed in a dark site (no connection to the internet), see  Symantec Antivirus Updates in a Closed
Network.

NOTE
Content Analysis communicates with several URLs that end with*.es.bluecoat.com. To ensure that these
updates are retrieved without issue, Symantec recommends that you allow Content Analysis to reach that
domain on ports 80 and 443 without authentication, SSL interception or firewall interruption. Content Analysis
automatically checks for new engines and pattern files every 5 minutes. The actual update interval depends on
the individual vendors' publication cadence.

AV Update Details

Column Description

Vendor Displays the antivirus vendor.
Version Displays the version of the antivirus engine that is in use.
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Column Description

Pattern Version Displays the version of the pattern file used by the antivirus
engine. It also lists the number of virus definitions included in the
pattern file and the time of the most recent pattern file update.

Virus Definitions Displays the virus unique identification string.
Last Pattern Update Displays the date and time of the most recent pattern update.
Remaining Displays the number of days before your current license is set to

expire. If the license has expired, displays the expiration date.
Update

Click Update Now to download and install the virus pattern files
for the specified vendor. Clicking Update Now tells the system
to check if there is a virus pattern file available that is newer than
the one it already has. The update is either a differential update or
a full update, based on the update mechanism that your chosen
antivirus vendor supports.

Click Force Update Now  to force Content Analysis to download
and install the latest virus pattern files for the specified vendor.
Even if you have the latest version installed, this option overwrites
the file versions currently residing on the appliance.

Update All Now

Use the Update All Now option when you are using pattern files from multiple AV vendors. This option instructs Content
Analysis to check if there are newer virus pattern files available than those currently installed on the appliance. The
update is either a differential update or a full update, based on the update mechanism of the specific antivirus vendor.

Force Update All Now

Use the Force Update All Now option when you are using pattern files from multiple AV vendors. This option forces
Content Analysis to download and install the latest virus pattern files for all configured vendors. Even if you have the latest
version installed, this option overwrites the file versions currently residing on the appliance.

Downloads

Use the Downloads list to monitor the status of AV pattern and engine downloads.
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 Symantec Antivirus Updates in a Closed Network
If your Content Analysis appliance does not have access to the internet it cannot receive live updates for the Symantec
antivirus engine. Use the Symantec LiveUpdate Administrator (LUA) to download and distribute Symantec AV pattern
packages.

1. Go to the Symantec Support Center (support.symantec.com) and access the TECH134809 article.
2. Download the EXE file plus the Getting Started Guide and the User's Guide.
3. In the Getting Started Guide go to the "System Requirements for LiveUpdate Administrator" section to review

supported servers, ports used, and installed components.
4. Install LUA on a server that can access http://liveupdate.symantec.com/. Consult the "Installing LiveUpdate

Administrator" section in the Getting Started Guide for instructions.
5. In LUA, add Symantec Content Analysis as a product.

a. Select Configure > My Symantec Products and click Add New Products.
b. Select Symantec Content Analysis and click OK.
c. Add a download schedule in the Download and Distribute tab or do a manual, one-time download for testing.

Consult the "Scheduling Downloads" section of the User's Guide for instructions.
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6. Add the Symantec update server as the default distribution center.
a. Select Configure > Distribution Center.
b. Select Default Production Distribution Center and click Edit.
c. In the Product List section click Add.
d. Select Symantec Content Analysis <version> English and click OK.
e. Add a distribution schedule in the Download and Distribute tab or do a manual, one-time download for testing.

Consult the "Scheduling Distribution" section of the User's Guide for instructions.
7. Create an HTTP server that Content Analysis can access, listening on port 80.
8. Host the files in C:\Program Files (x86)\Symantec\LiveUpdate Administrator\clu-prod in the web-root directory of the

HTTP server that you just created. You can schedule distribution of files to this directory if you add the server as a
distribution center on the Download and Distribute tab.

NOTE
The directory path could be different if you used a different directory during LUA installation.

9. Perform one of these options to direct Content Analysis to your HTTP server for updates:
– Create an entry on your local DNS server to add liveupdate.symantec.com as the IP address of your HTTP

server. By default Content Analysis tries to find the latest updates at that address.
– Go to Services > AV Scanning Behavior > Symantec Options and input the URL of the HTTP server for Live

Update.

Update Detection Patterns
This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

Patterns are used for detecting malware. See About Patterns for more information on patterns.

1. In the On-box Sandboxing screen (Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing), locate the
Detection Patterns panel. Show screen...
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2. Patterns are updated regularly automatically. However, if you want to perform a manual update, click Update patterns
now. The button becomes inaccessible as the patterns update, then returns to normal after the update process
completes.

3. Click Save Changes.

Next Step: Set Sandbox File Scanning Preferences.

Install a New System Image
Manage System Images

Content Analysis stores several images on the system, depending on the storage capacity of the appliance. The image
that is marked as the default image will be loaded the next time the appliance is rebooted. If the maximum number of
images are stored on your system and you download another image, Content Analysis deletes the oldest unlocked image
to make room for the new image.

Select the following options as necessary:

• Default — The default image will be loaded the next time the system is rebooted.
• 4Locked — Protects the image from being deleted. If you don't want Content Analysis to automatically replace an

image when you retrieve new images, you should lock the existing image.
• 5Booted — Indicates whether the image has been booted at least once in the past.
• 6Delete — Click the circledX to remove an image you no longer need. Note that you cannot delete locked images.
• Save Changes — Commits your changed default, locked, and deleted selections.
• Reboot System and load saved default system image — Restart Content Analysis and load the image marked

default.

Download the System Image from the Symantec Support Site

When Symantec has new system images available, the files will be posted on the Symantec Support site where you can
download them and install on Content Analysis.

To download system images, refer to https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/142814/broadcom-support-portal-
how-do-i-downlo.html and follow the prompts to download the new image.

Retrieve an Image from a Web Server
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After downloading an image from the Symantec Support site, you can place it on a web server and then install it on
Content Analysis.

1. In the Content Analysis management console, select System > Firmware.
2. In System Image Retrieval, enter the HTTP or HTTPS URL from where the image is to be retrieved. The image

download process works with any HTTP server, and HTTPS servers configured with trusted certificates. If your HTTPS
server does not have a trusted certificate, use an internal HTTP server for image and license downloads.

3. Click Retrieve Image.
4. After the image is finished loading, select the new system image as the default and click Save Changes.
5. Click Reboot System and load saved default system image.

Upload an Image File

After downloading an image from the Symantec Support site, you can place it on your local workstation and then install it
on Content Analysis.

1. In the Content Analysis management console, select System > Firmware.
2. Click Upload System Image.
3. Select the image file and click Open.
4. After the image is finished loading, select the new system image as the default , and click Save Changes.
5. Click Reboot System and load saved default system image.

Manage the System Logs
Every action performed by Content Analysis is logged to either a file or a remote server (such as an SNMP or syslog
server). Follow these steps to configure the appliance logs for your environment.

1. (Optional) Configure SNMP log output. By default, the Content Analysis appliance writes all system logs to a file. If you
have an SNMP server in your network environment, follow this step to configure it.

2. Set log parameters. Follow this step to define how much information is written to either the local or SNMP logs.
3. Review the system logs. When logs are written to the appliance, you can view them by browsing to Utilities > System

Logs. See this topic for a description of the available system logs.

Configure SNMP
Content Analysis supports SNMP versions 2 and 3 to integrate with network management tools.

Configure SNMPv2

1. Select Settings > SNMP.
2. Check Use SNMP Version 2.
3. Type a password in Read community.
4. Retype the password in Verify read community.
5. Click Save Changes.

Configure SNMPv3

1. Select Settings > SNMP.
2. Check Use SNMP Version 3.
3. Choose a Minimum Security Level.
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– noauth is a connection that uses a simple passphrase (known as a shared secret) to secure the communication. A
username (but no password) is required for this security level.

– auth is a connection that is secured with a passphrase and authentication but no encryption.  A username and
password are required for this security level.

– priv is a connection that is secured with both authentication and encryption.A username and password are required
for this security level.

4. If using noauth, auth, or priv security levels, enter the account name for the SNMP server in Username.
5. If using auth or priv security levels, enter the password for the SNMP server account in Password.The

SNMP account password must be at least eight characters in length.
6. If using auth or priv security levels, select an algorithm to secure the SNMP connection from the Hash Algorithm

drop-down.The available options are MD5 and SHA.
7. If using the priv security level, Select an algorithm to encrypt the SNMP connection from the Encryption Algorithm

drop-down.The available options are DES and AES.
8. Enter the passphrase required by the SNMP server. The passphrase must be at least eight characters in length.
9. Click Save Changes.

Download MIBs

A Machine Information Base (MIB) file is a document (written in the ASN.1 data description language) that contains
descriptions of managed objects. SNMP uses a specified set of commands and queries, and the MIB contains information
on these commands and the target objects. MIBs are typically read using MIB browsers.

1. Select Settings > SNMP.
2. Click Download MIBs on the SNMP settings page.
3. Save the downloaded mib.zip file to your local workstation.
4. Install the MIB file into your preferred SNMP analysis tool and follow the directions supplied by the tool's vendor to

connect to the Content Analysis appliance .

NOTE
If you are replacing a ProxyAV appliance with Content Analysis, note that the
iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2 object ID is not supported on Content Analysis.

Set the System Log Parameters
Use these settings to set logging options for various Content Analysis modules. Each module represents a Content
Analysis functional area. Logging by module allows a more granular understanding of what is occurring in the product.
Use the File column to specify how much detail is included in the log file that is saved to the appliance, and the Syslog
column to specify the detail level of events sent to your syslog server.

Modules

These are the types of messages that are sent by each module:
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• AUDIT—User login/logout, user actions, settings changes
• AV_WATCHDOG—Current status of all services
• FILE_REPUTATION—File Reputation Service verdicts and service status
• ICAP—ICAP protocol and what is being parsed. At DEBBUGGING level each ICAP request is logged
• ICAP_CONNECTION—Lists files that are scanned via ICAP from clients such as ProxySG or Security Analytics
• INTERNAL—Messages that do not belong in other modules
• KASPERSKY—Kaspersky AV messages
• MCAFEE—McAfee AV messages
• MODULES—Messages related to the common infrastructure that launches third-party AV scanning engines
• PATTERN_UPDATES—Pattern-update messages
• PREDICTIVE_ANALYSIS—Messages related to predictive analysis services
• SANDBOXING—Status of files that are being sent to the sandboxes: on-box, cloud, Malware Analysis, FireEye, and

Lastline
• SOPHOS—Sophos AV messages
• SSL—HTTPS connection messages
• SYMANTEC—Symantec AV and Advanced Machine Learning messages

Setting the Logging Levels

1. Select Settings > Logging.
2. In the File and Syslog columns, click the row corresponding to the module for which you want to set the log severity.

The interface displays a drop-down, as shown below.

3. In the drop-down list select a severity level for the module. Depending on the module, some or all of the following
options are available:NONE,CRITICAL,ERROR,WARNING,INFO,DEBUGGING. The severity level controls how
verbose each log message is, from most verbose, (DEBUGGING) to least (CRITICAL). SelectNONE to disable log
reporting for the output option.
TheINFO andDEBUGGING levels produce a large volume of log entries and therefore are not recommended as
permanent settings. Only enable these levels when requested by Symantec Support to troubleshoot a problem; then
return the setting to a less verbose level.
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1. Click Save Changes.

Review System Activities
Use this page to review the Content Analysis subsystem activity logs. All functions performed by Content Analysis
appliance are logged. Typically, this information is only useful when troubleshooting an issue with the assistance of a
Symantec Support engineer or partner.

The logs in this list, along with web logs and the system configuration can be sent to Symantec Support via the Utilities >
Troubleshooting page.

Available System Logs

• cas: The internal ICAP service logs.
• cas-audit: Administrative actions performed on the web interface.
• cas-connection: ICAP connection logs.
• clp_alerts.log: Captures everything system wide that has been flagged as an “alert”
• clp_services.log: Internal appliance log for system services.
• cron: Scheduled jobs log.
• diskled.log:  Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dmesg: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dmesg.old: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dracut.log: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• lastlog: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• ma:  The internal on-box sandboxing service logs.
• user_syslog.log:  Internal debugging log, for Symantec engineering use.
• wtmp: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.

Click the

button to view the selected log file or the

button to download the selected log file.

Deleting System Logs

To comply with any General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements that may arise, you can delete logs from
the CA system. The
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button deletes all data in the specified log.

Keep in mind that most user-identifiable information resides on the ProxySG. Refer to the appropriate version of the SGOS
Administration Guide for instructions on deleting the logs.

Rotate System Logs

The Rotate Logs button saves the current logs as backup files and creates new empty logs. This operation can be useful
when troubleshooting a problem. For example, you can rotate the logs, reproduce a problem, and then look at the new
logs to help diagnose the issue. After you have rotated the logs, the new log files are smaller and more manageable to
analyze.

To view the updated list of log files after rotating the logs, click Refresh. The names of the backup files either have a
number appended (such as clp_alerts.log.1) or the current date (such as user_syslog.log-2017-09-22-1506103590.log).

Automatic Log Rotation

The logs are rotated automatically according to the following schedule:

Logs Rotation

System Logs
• cas
• cas-connection
• cas-audit
• dmesg
• ma

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily when the log size
reaches 100MB. When there is less activity the log may not
rotate for several days, until it reaches 100MB.

• 10 rotated logs are maintained.

System Logs
• clp_alerts.log
• clp_services.log
• user_syslog.log

• Logs are rotated once per week or when the size reaches
100MB, whichever comes first.

• 4 archived log files are maintained.

Web Logs
• catalina.log
• hostmanager.log
• host-manager.log
• localhost.log
• manager.log
• catalina.out
• localhost_access_log.txt

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily regardless of the size
of the log.

• 7 rotated logs are maintained.

Archive or Restore the System Configuration
Back up and restore the Content Analysis configuration as an XML file. As a best practice measure, back up your
appliance configuration before making significant changes.

• Download Entire Configuration—To back up the current configuration, click Get Configuration. The configuration
archive, config.xml, is saved in the Downloads folder on the workstation.

• Upload Entire Configuration—To restore a configuration, click Choose File and navigate to the location of a
previously saved config.xml file on your workstation.

Not all elements of your Content Analysis appliance configuration can be saved/restored. Administration details and
network information defined in the initial deployment of your appliance must be manually assigned. The following
components are included in a backup/restore config.xml file:
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• Global Antivirus Policy
• Kaspersky Policy
• Sophos Policy
• Alert Settings
• Alert Templates
• SMTP Settings
• Consent Banner
• Custom Logo
• NTP Settings
• Timezone Configuration
• HTTP Settings
• SNMP Settings
• Sandboxing Settings
• Predictive Analysis Settings
• Blacklist/Whitelist Settings
• File Reputation Settings

Back Up and Restore
To back up and restore system settings go to Utilities > Configuration. See Archive or Restore the System
Configuration.

Backing Up and Restoring Base Images

Once you have installed a base image on Content Analysis, it does not change, even after you create iVM profiles based
on that image. Therefore, backing it up needs to occur only once. You can create a back up using one of these methods:

• On Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing click Manage for the base image and then click
Export Base Image.

• Use the "Download Windows Base Image" RAPI /system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/bin .

NOTE
Documentation for the RAPIs is available.

To restore a backed up base image use one of these methods:

• On Services > Sandboxing > Symantec On-box Sandboxing click Import previously exported base image. See
Add Windows Base Image.

• Use the "Upload Windows Base Image" RAPI /system/vm/bases/post .

Backing Up and Restoring iVM Profiles

After you have finished configuring an iVM profile you can create a back up using one of these methods:

• Use the command.
• Use the "Export iVM Profile" RAPI /system/vm/profiles/export .

To restore a backed up profile you must first restore the base image on which it depends, and then use one of these
methods to restore the profile:

• Use the ma-actions profiles imports download command.
• Use the "Download Exported iVM Profile" RAPI /system/vm/profiles/export/<vme_id>/bin .
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CLI Commands
Content Analysis CLI commands reference.

For instructions on accessing the CLI, see: Access the Command-Line Interface.

For general information on conventions used in the CLI, see Command Line Overview.

Access the Command-Line Interface
The command-line interface (CLI) is accessible via two methods: serial console and SSH.

Serial Console

1. Connect a serial cable to the serial port on the rear of your Content Analysis appliance.
2. Launch a terminal program such as PuTTY, Tera TERM, or HyperTERM.
3. Configure the terminal program to use the following values to communicate with the unit's console serial port:

9600 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, hardware flow control
4. Connect to the appliance.
5. In the serial console, press Enter three times to gain access to the serial console menu.
6. Enter 1 to enter the Content Analysis CLI.
7. (If you set up a password for the serial console) At the Enter Setup Password prompt, specify the password for the

serial console.

When you successfully connect, you will see the unit's command-line prompt:

CAS>

SSH

Secure Shell access is enabled by default, and is accessible via port 22. Use any remote login utility that is available for
your operating system, such as SecureCRT for Windows or OpenSSH for UNIX operating systems.

1. Launch a remote login utility.
2. Configure the utility to use the appliance IP address, SSH protocol, and port 22.
3. Connect to the appliance.
4. If prompted, enter your user name and password.

When you successfully connect, you will see the unit's command-line prompt:

CAS>

Command Line Overview
The command-line interface (CLI) provides a UNIX-like interface for accessing the Content Analysis software. All of the
functions available via the management console are also accessible with CLI commands. In addition, a number of CLI
commands support special features and diagnostic tasks that are not incorporated in the browser interface.

Command Usage Conventions

A few basic conventions apply to commands:
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• Commands are case sensitive—that is, you must enter them in lowercase characters. Some parameters must be
entered in uppercase.

• A command can be abbreviated by entering the minimum number of characters required to uniquely distinguish it from
other commands. For example, instead of typing password-policy you can type pa and press spacebar or Tab to
complete the command.

• Command syntax can be verified by typing a ? after the command. For example:
CAS(config)# password-policy ?

Possible completions:

   min-digits           Set minimum number of digits in password

   min-groups           Set minimum number of character groups in password

   min-length           Set minimum password length

   min-lowercase       Set minimum number of lowercase letters in password

   min-special           Set minimum number of special characters in password

   min-uppercase       Set minimum number of uppercase letters in password

   prohibit-common-words  Rejects passwords matching common words

   prohibit-whitespace    Rejects passwords containing whitespace characters

CAS(config)# password-policy        

• Some commands allow a list of items to be entered. A list must be enclosed in square brackets, with space delimiters.
Note that a space must be entered before and after each item in the list. For example:  [ SANDBOXING_BLOCK
SANDBOX_RESULT ]

• To issue multiple commands from a single command line, separate the commands with a semicolon (;). The semicolon
is the equivalent of pressing the Enter key. For example:
show version;show timezones

• To negate a command or set it to its default, type no before the command. For example:
(config)# no services mcafee scan-timeout
(config)# no alert-settings email-alerts server-settings

• You can edit previously entered commands.

Typographical Conventions

The following typographical conventions are used for command syntax:

Convention Description Example

Boldface in monospace font Commands services sophos

[Square brackets] Optional arguments in a command line restore-defaults factory-
defaults [halt|shutdown]
[force]

<angle brackets in italic> Required arguments for which you will
supply a value

display-level <value>

Pipe character ( | ) The "or" symbol in a command line choose
one of the options separated by the |
symbol

consent-banner show-banner
true | false

Command Prompts

The CLI has three major modes—standard, privileged (enable), and configure.

• Standard mode: Initial mode; use to monitor the service. Prompt: >
• Privileged (enable) mode: View, manage, and change the appliance settings. Prompt: #
• Config mode: Configuration mode, used to configure a service. Prompt: (config)#
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Certain configuration commands also have modes that change the command prompt. For example:

• authentication configuration mode: (config-authentication) prompt
• health monitoring mode: (config-health-monitoring)# prompt
• NTP configuration mode: (config-ntp)# prompt
• Symantec Malware Analysis mode: (config-bcma)# prompt

To exit out of the current mode, type exit ; you may need to type exit multiple times to return to the desired mode.

Edit Previously Entered Commands

If you make a typing mistake in your command, you don't need to retype it— you can redisplay the command and edit it.
This capability is available via a remote login utility, but not via a direct console connection.

Function Technique

Display a previously entered command Press up arrow until the command you want is displayed

Scroll down through the command history Press down arrow

Move cursor to the left Press left arrow

Move cursor to the beginning of the line Press Ctrl+A

Move cursor to the right Press right arrow

Insert characters Position cursor and start typing

Delete character to the left of cursor Press Backspace

Delete all characters on the line Press Ctrl+U

Cancel current command Press Ctrl+C

NOTE
If the arrow keys aren't working, make sure your remote login utility is emulating VT100 arrows. You may need to
enable this option in your client.

Standard Mode Commands
The following commands are available in standard mode, the mode after logging in to the CLI. The > prompt indicates
standard mode.

To see a list of commands available in standard mode, type help or ? at the > prompt.

enable
Enter the elevated privilege mode, known as enable mode. You will be prompted to enter the enable password.

Syntax

> enable

Notes

• When enable mode is turned on, the prompt changes from > to # .
• To return to standard mode, use the disable command.

quit
Exit the management session.
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Syntax

> quit

 

show
Display information about the system and settings.

NOTE
These commands are available in standard and enable modes.

Syntax
(config)# show ?

appliance-csr Show appliance certificate signing requests (CSR).

banner-message Display pre-authentication consent banner message

banner-status Display pre-authentication consent banner status (enabled vs.
disabled).

BLUECOAT-SG-HEALTHMONITOR-MIB Display MIB entries for the ProxySG health monitor

BLUECOAT-SG-SENSOR-MIB Display MIB entries for the ProxySG sensor

classification-banner message | status Show the currently defined classification banner message and
feature status (enabled vs. disabled). See classification-banner.

cli Display CLI-related settings, such as complete-on-space, idle-
timeout, and history.

clock Display current date and time (local and UTC) and timezone.

configuration commit changes Display committed configuration changes.

configuration rollback changes Display configuration changes that were rolled back.

full-configuration Display current configuration. This displays the same output as
the show running-configuration command in standard/
enable mode. Note: When in a configuration mode, such as
authentication mode, the show full-configuration
command shows just the settings applicable to the mode.

hardware-configuration Display system hardware configuration details, such as amount of
RAM, number of CPUs, and NIC speed.

health-monitoring Display health-monitoring settings.

history Display a list of previously-entered CLI commands.

isec certificates | keyrings Display iSec settings

licenses Show license components, including subscription services. For
each component, the activation and expiration dates are listed.

log tailf Show system logs in real time. Completions are cas , cas-
audit , cas-connection , cas-on-box-sandboxing

notification Display notifications.

password-policy-configuration Display current settings for password policy, such as minimum
password length. See password-policy.
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raid Display RAID configuration information. See show raid.

reboot_reason Show the reason the appliance was last rebooted.
Possible reasons include: Reboot_requested
Shutdown_requested Halt_requested If an
unexpected reboot occurs (for example, when the system reboots
on its own or the plug is pulled), the reason is listed as Unknown
.

restconf-state Display statistics about RESTCONF

running-config Display current configuration.

sandboxing Display sandboxing settings.

services kaspersky | mcafee | sophos |
symantec

Display information about antivirus services. Possible completions:
display-name , is-active , status

SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB Display MIB entries for the SNMP framework

SNMP-MPD-MIB Display MIB entries for the SNMP MPD

SNMP-TARGET-MIB Display MIB entries for the SNMP target

SNMP-USER-BASED-SM-MIB Display MIB entries for the user-based SM

SNMPv2-MIB Display MIB entries for SNMPv2

ssl  ca-certificate |  certificate | keypair
| keyring | signing-request

Display certificate details.

statistics Display system statistics.

timezone List supported timezones.

version List the software version and release ID, appliance serial number,
and the MAC address.

Example

show raid
Display RAID configuration information.

Syntax
> show raid ?

array [<raid_name>] Display the state of the RAID array <raid_name>, or state of all
RAID arrays if a raid name is not specified.

members [<raid_name>] Display hard disk drives that are part of the RAID <raid_name>, or
all hard drives in the system if a raid name is not specified.

spares Display all spare hard disk drives available in the system.

Examples
# show raid array

         

+-------------+-------------+----------------------------+-------------------+

| RAID name     | RAID level   |   RAID size(used/total)         |    RAID state            |

+-------------+-------------+----------------------------+-------------------+
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| casma_raid  |   raid10         | (1000.07 GB / 3000.21 GB)   |         active              |

|                         |                         |                                                       |

   100% completed     |

+-------------+-------------+----------------------------+-------------------+

# show raid members

         

RAID name: casma_raid

Location     Stateslot6        

active sync set-Aslot1        

active sync set-Bslot2        

active sync set-Aslot3        

active sync set-Bslot4        

active sync set-Aslot5        

active sync set-B

Enable Mode Commands
The following commands are available in enable mode. Enable is a privileged mode that requires its own password.

To enter enable mode, type enable at the standard command prompt (> ) and enter the password. The prompt will
change to # . To see a list of commands available in enable mode, type help or ? at the # prompt.

clear-cache
Delete cached data on the Content Analysis appliance. At the suggestion of a Symantec Support engineer, use the clear-
cache command to clear the files cached by the appliance during antivirus scanning, file reputation analysis, sandboxing,
or predictive analysis. Clearing these caches is not necessary for normal operation of Content Analysis.

Syntax
# clear-cache ? 

         

all Delete all cached data on the system, including antivirus, file
reputation, predictive analysis, and sandboxing (clean and
dangerous).

antivirus-data Delete cached antivirus data.

file-reputation-data Delete cached file reputation data (file hashes with reputation
scores).

predictive-analysis-data Delete cached predictive analysis data (files and their scores).

sandboxing-clean-data Delete cached data that sandboxing analysis has marked "clean."

sandboxing-risk-data Delete cached data that sandboxing analysis has marked
dangerous.

Examples
# clear-cache antivirus-data
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clock
Manually set the time and date of the appliance in Coordinate Universal Time (UTC).

Syntax
# clock day <value>|hour <value>|minute <value>|month <value>|second <value>|year <value>            

         

Examples

To set the date to September 2, 2016:

# clock day 2

# clock month 9

# clock year 2016

NOTE
If you are using an NTP server, you do not need to manually set the clock.

configure
A command to enter a mode in which CLI commands are available for changing the configuration of the software and
appliance.

Syntax

# configure

Notes

• When in configure mode, the command prompt changes to: (config)#
• Type ? to see a list of CLI commands available in configure mode.
• Type exit to disable configure mode. The command prompt changes to: #

diagnostics
Provide access to the appliance or submit troubleshooting information to Symantec Support to help diagnose hardware or
software issues.

Syntax

# diagnostics ?

activate-remote-access Activate remote diagnostics access so that Symantec Support can
help troubleshoot an issue on your appliance.

heartbeat disable|enable|view|send Enable/disable the sending of heartbeat data to Symantec; view
current heartbeat report or configuration; send report to Symantec.
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service-info save-core Create a snapshot core file, similar to that created when 
terminates unexpectedly. The snapshot core file will be included
in subsequent diagnostics service-info export or
send operations. The save-core operation is useful for times
when  seems unresponsive, for example, when you execute the
stop-reporter command but the  process does not shut
down. Notes:
• If the CLI is unavailable, run the save-core command from

another SSH session or from the serial console.
• If the  process is not running when this command is issued, the

save-core operation aborts.
• The save-core operation might take some time to complete

if the appliance has a large database.

service-info send  [<service request number>
| url <value> [username <value>] [password
<value>]

Generate and upload the service diagnostics information to
Symantec. Enter the case number if you have opened a support
case.

service-info send-sr  <service request
number>

Generate and upload the service diagnostics information to
Symantec using the case number of your support case.

service-info send-url url Generate and upload the service diagnostic information to a
remote server via URL.

service-info export Copy diagnostic information to a subdirectory called .diags at
the root of the FTP access logs directory. List the exported files
using the following command:
# access-logs list-files .diags
After you have exported the diagnostic information, upload it
normally using the following commands: # diagnostics
service-info send-sr # diagnostics service-
info send-url

Examples
# diagnostics heartbeat send

         

diagnostic-systems
Manage diagnostic images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system
already has six images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new
image, unless you have designated a particular image to be replaced.

Syntax

# diagnostic-systems ?

cancel Cancel the download process of an image that is currently
downloading

delete <image#> Delete an image from the system. Use the diagnostic-
systems view command to identify the image number to
delete. Note: You cannot remove a locked image or the current
running image.
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load <URL> Download and install a diagnostic image on the system. <URL>
is the path to an image on a web server that the appliance has
access to. Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/
diag.bcs

lock <image#> Lock a diagnostic image to protect it from accidental deletion.

replace <image#> Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on
the system will be replaced.

unlock <image#> Unlock a diagnostic image that you no longer want to protect
from deletion. You have to unlock a locked image before you can
remove it.

unset-replace Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a
seventh image.

view Show a list of installed diagnostic images along with their image
numbers, software versions, release IDs, whether the image is
locked or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation
date/time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the
list indicates which image number is the current running system,
the default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted,
and the image number that will be replaced next.

Example

            (config)# diagnostic-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/diag.bcs

         

disable
Return to standard mode.

Syntax

# disable

When enable mode is turned off, the prompt changes from # to > .

display-level
Set the depth of the configuration that is shown by the show full-configuration and show running-
configuration commands. For example, if the display-level is set to 1, only top-level configuration nodes and their
values are shown. If it is set to 2, then top-level nodes and their child nodes are shown, and so on. By default, the entire
configuration is shown.

Syntax
# display-level [level<n>]            
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Examples
# display-level 1

         

exit
Exit from current mode.

For example, if you are in configuration mode, exit returns you to enable mode. If you are in health-monitoring mode,
exit returns you to configure mode.

Syntax

exit

NOTE
If you type exit when you are in standard or enable mode, the management session is closed.

Example
(config-authentication)# exit

(config) # exit

#

         

halt
Halts the operating system and stops all CPUs.

Syntax

# halt

NOTE
The halt and shutdown commands are similar; the only difference is that shutdown disconnects the power
via the CLI command.

history
Specify how far back in the command history previously-entered commands can be retrieved. For example, with a history
size of 5, the previous five commands can be retrieved. Each time you press the up arrow, a previously-entered command
is displayed.

NOTE
When using the up arrow to retrieve previously-entered commands that use passwords, password values are
obscured with asterisks.

Syntax

# history <size>
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installed-systems
Manage images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system already has six
images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new image, unless you
have designated a particular image to be replaced.

Only customers with a valid support contract can upgrade to major releases. If your support contract has expired, the
image installation will fail. Note that you can still upgrade to maintenance releases for the current version.

Syntax

# installed-systems ?

cancel Cancel the download process of an image that is currently
downloading

default <image#> Specify the image that will be run the next time the system
is restarted. Tip: Use the installed-systems view
command to identify the image number.

delete <image#> Delete an image from the system. Use the installed-
systems view command to identify the image number to
delete. Note: You cannot remove a locked image or the current
running image.

load <URL> Download and install an image on the system. <URL> is the path
to an image on a web server that the appliance has access to.
Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs
Note: Image loading will fail if the appliance does not have a
license installed or if your support contract has expired.

lock <image#> Lock an image to protect it from accidental deletion.

replace <image#> Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on
the system will be replaced.

unlock <image#> Unlock an image that you no longer want to protect from deletion.
You have to unlock a locked image before you can remove it.

unset-replace Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a
seventh image.

view Show a list of installed images along with their image numbers,
software versions, release IDs, whether the image is locked
or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation date/
time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the list
indicates which image number is the current running system, the
default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted, and
the image number that will be replaced next.

Examples
# installed-systems view

1. Version : 2.1.1.1, Release ID : 191468, Locked : false, Booted : true

BuildType : Debug, CreationTime : 2016-08-30T21:30:50+0000, BootTime : 2016-09-09T17:15:29.135+0000

DisplayName : CAS 3.0.1.1, Release ID: 191468
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2. Version : 3.0.1.1, Release ID : 189447, Locked : false, Booted : true

BuildType : Debug, CreationTime : 2016-07-16T00:51:17+0000, BootTime : 2016-07-25T16:03:03.310+0000

DisplayName : CAS 3.0.1.1, Release ID: 189447

Default system to run on next hardware restart: 1

Current running system: 1

System to replace next: None

#installed-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs

logout
Log out the current user. The management session is ended.

Syntax
# logout

 

ma-actions
Manage Malware Analysis components.

Syntax
# ma-actions ? 

         

api-key Manage API keys used with the REST API, Windows base image
import, and IVM profile import/export. You can specify the user
role, add a description, or specify your own API key. See ma-
actions api-key.

bases Manage imports of Windows base images. Before importing an
IVM profile from a Content Analysis appliance, you must first
import the associated base image from that appliance. See:
• ma-actions bases imports download
• ma-actions bases imports import
• ma-actions bases list

detection revert Restore Windows IVM drivers from the system image.

health Show the health of the Malware Analysis subsystem, as a color:
• Green—healthy
• Yellow—functional, but attention required
• Red—Not functional, immediate attention required
For Yellow and Red health states, a description of the problems is
provided.

pattern-updates check-now | status Download pattern updates if available; view version information for
most recently installed patterns.
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profiles Import and export IVM profiles. This command is not available
on Content Analysis VA, AWS, or CAS 200 appliances because
virtualization sandboxes are not supported on these models. See:
• ma-actions profiles exports
• ma-actions profiles imports download
• ma-actions profiles imports import
• ma-actions profiles list

restart-all Attempt to fix common Malware Analysis problems and restart the
Malware Analysis subsystem.

service restart | start | status | stop
<service-name>

Manage Malware Analysis services. This command should be
done under the guidance of Symantec Supp

set-dirty-line backend If you don't have a separate dirty line network to use for analysis,
use the backend option. This option forces the IntelliVMs
to use the management interface instead of a dedicated dirty
line interface. The Backend interface is connected to your
organization's LAN and is used for the UI connection, system and
pattern updates, and base-image activation. This means that your
organization's security measures will be applied to the sample
analysis, and potentially malicious samples will have access
to your organization's LAN. Symantec does not recommend
using this setting; instead, you should use a dedicated dirty-line
interface. This command is not available on Content Analysis VA,
AWS, or CAS-S200 appliances since virtualization sandboxes are
not supported on these models.

set-dirty-line static gateway <IP> nic <nic
ID>

Specify the IP address of the gateway for the dirty line network,
and select the interface that your dirty line network is connected
to (for example, 1:1). This command is not available on Content
Analysis VA, AWS, or CAS-S200 appliances.

Examples
# ma-actions health

Current state: Green

Reasons......:

#ma-actions pattern-updates status

Update status:

Patterns Version..: 191

Bufflib Version...: 362670100

NSE Version.......: 7.05.04 rev 10958 (2020-06-30 09:34:08)

Sandbox Version...: 7.04.11 rev 8240 (2020-06-18 05:58:06)

#ma-actions pattern-updates check-now

No updates are available

         

ma-actions api-key
Create an API key for an existing user. Content Analysis will generate the API key or you can provide your own.
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Syntax
# ma-actions api-key ?

create Create an API key for a specified user.

description Optional user-provided
description of the key. Enclose
the string "in quotation marks."

role Role type for new key. This
role can be different from
the user's role in the web UI.
Valid values: sysconfig ,
super-analyst , guest ,
observer , write-only ,
analyst , administrator
. Do not use cloud-admin
. See Authenticate Users
with Local Credentials for an
explanation of the roles.

user Existing user to be associated
with this key. Default: current
user

value Optional user-provided key
value. Must be 32 hexadecimal
characters

delete <ID> Delete a key. Run ma-actions api-key list to get the
key ID.

list Display metadata for API keys: ID, create time, username, role,
description, and privileges

Example
# ma-actions api-key create user apiuser role write-only description "Key for API users" value

 d3e2555de9072cb302810f4920eaecff

# ma-actions api-key delete<ID> 

         

ma-actions bases imports download
Download a Windows base image from a web server onto the current Content Analysis appliance. This step is required
before you can import/download the source IVM profile onto the current appliance.

Syntax
# ma-actions bases imports download ? 

         

product_key <string> Product key to use for activation. Default is to reuse the original.

url <url> URL path to the Windows base image. HTTP and HTTPS are
supported protocols and must be specified as part of the URL.
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use_proxy 0|1 Honor global proxy settings. Default: 0. For internal web servers,
you probably don't need to proxy the connection, although it
depends on your network setup.

validate_cert 0|1 Validate HTTPS certificate. Default: 1

Examples
# ma-actions bases imports download url https://myserver.com/bases/filename

By importing a base image, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and

 quantity) for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no]

         

ma-actions bases imports import
Import a Windows base image from a remote Content Analysis appliance to the current appliance. This step is required
before you can import/download the source iVM profile onto the current appliance.

Before initiating an import operation, you need to have generated an API key on the remote appliance; store this key in an
accessible location (such as in a text file) so that you can input it when importing the base image. See ma-actions api-key.

Syntax
# ma-actions bases imports import ? 

         

api_key <value> Value of API key generated on the remote host (source Content
Analysis appliance).

product_key <string> Product key to use for activation (default is to re-use the original)

remote_host <IP or host name> IP address or host name of the remote Content Analysis appliance

remote_port <port number> API port on the remote Content Analysis appliance. Default: 8082

use_proxy 0|1 Honor global proxy settings.Default: 0

validate_cert 0|1 Validate HTTPS certificate. Default: 1

vmb_id <id> Base image ID on remote Content Analysis appliance. Use the
ma-actions bases list CLI command on the remote appliance to
see the ID of the image you want to import.

Notes

• The required parameters for importing a base image are: remote_host , vme_id , and api_key . All the other
parameters have default values and don't need to be entered unless you want to change the value.

• You can begin the import operation by entering all, none, or any one of the required parameters. Content Analysis will
prompt you for any missing parameters.

Examples
# ma-actions bases imports import remote_host 203.0.113.17 vmb_id 1 api_key ******

By importing a base image, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and

 quantity) for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no]

# ma-actions bases imports import

Value for 'remote_host' (): 203.0.113.17
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Value for 'vmb_id' (): 1

Value for 'api_key' (): ****

By importing a base image, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and

 quantity) for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no]

         

ma-actions bases list
List all the Windows base images on the Content Analysis appliance. Use this command to find the ID of the base image
you want to import onto another appliance or to check the progress or status of an image you are in the process of
importing or downloading.

Syntax
# ma-actions bases list

Examples
# ma-actions bases list

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+ 

| ID | OS        | Name              | Progress    | Status     | Description | 

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+ 

| 1  | win10 x64 | Windows 10 64-bit | 100         | Ready      |             | 

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+ 

| 2  | win7  x64 | Windows 7 64-bit  | 100         | Ready      |             | 

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+

         

ma-actions profiles exports
Create an export package for iVM profiles. This package can be imported onto another Content Analysis appliance.

Syntax
# ma-actions profiles exports ? 

         

delete <export_package_ids> Delete one or more profile export packages. Enter the export ID
associated with the export package you want to delete; when
specifying multiple IDs, separate them with commas. Use the
exports status command to see the export ID.

export profile_ids <id> Prepare one or more local IVM profiles for export to another
Content Analysis appliance. Enter the ID associated with the
profile to export; when specifying multiple IDs, separate them with
commas.

export ttl <hours> Time to live, in hours, for a profile-export. The profile-export
expires after the specified number of hours. You will be prompted
to enter the profile ID. Default: 24. Minimum: 6, no maximum.

status Check status of profile export packages.
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Notes

• Use the ma-actions profiles list command to see the ID associated with each profile.
• An API key must be specified when importing the export package on the target appliance. Use the ma-actions api-

key create user admin role administrator command to generate the key. The generated API key should
be copied and saved in a text file, as it cannot be viewed later.

• There are two ways to import the package on another Content Analysis appliance.
– You can use the ma-actions profiles imports import CLI command to directly import on the target appliance.
– Alternatively, you can download the export package to a web server via RAPI, and then import it on the target

appliance with the ma-actions profiles imports download command. To download the package, use the curl
command from an external server:
curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" https://<CA-IP>:8082/rapi/system/vm/profiles/export/<export-id>/bin

 > <filename>

                     

For example, enter the following command from an external server:
curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/

profiles/export/05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R/bin > windows-7-64-bit.export.qcow2.bundle

In the above example, 7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64 is the API key, 203.0.113.17 is the IP address
of the Content Analysis appliance containing the export package, 05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R is the export
ID, and windows-7-64-bit.export.qcow2.bundle is the export filename. Use the ma-actions profiles
exports status command to find the export ID.

Examples
# ma-actions profiles exports export profile_ids 1

Operation in progress. Use the 'exports status' command to check for completion.

#ma-actions profiles exports status 

+---------------------------+------------------+---------+----------+---------------------+

            

| ID                        | Name             | Status  | Progress | Expires             |

            

+---------------------------+------------------+---------+----------+---------------------+

            

|05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R | Windows 7 64-bit | Ready   | 100      | 2020-06-10T16:54:44 |

            

+---------------------------+------------------+---------+----------+---------------------+

The expiration time is based on the time-to-live value that is set with the export ttl option.

ma-actions profiles imports download
Download an iVM profile export package from a web server and place it on the current Content Analysis appliance.

Before downloading a profile, you must complete the following operations:

1. On the remote host: Prepare the IVM profile for export. See ma-actions profiles exports.
2. Place the export package on a web server.
3. On current Content Analysis appliance: Download the Windows base image from the web server. See ma-actions

bases imports download.

Syntax
# ma-actions profiles imports download ? 
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build_profile 0 | 1 Automatically build the profile after it is downloaded. Default: 1
(true)

overwrite 0 | 1 Overwrite the profile if the profile ID already exists. Default: 0
(false)

set_default 0 | 1 Set the profile as the default profile. Default: 0 (false)

url <url> Location of profile export package on a web server. HTTP and
HTTPS are supported protocols and must be specified as part of
the URL.

validate_cert 0 | 1 Validate HTTPS certificate. Default: 1 (true)

Examples
# ma-actions profiles imports download url https://myserver.com/profiles/filename

        By importing a profile, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and

 quantity) for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no] 

ma-actions profiles imports import
Import an iVM profile from a remote host (Content Analysis appliance) to the current Content Analysis appliance.

Before importing a profile, you must complete the following operations:

1. On the remote host: Prepare an export package of the IVM profile. See ma-actions profiles exports.
2. On the remote host: Generate an API key; store this key in an accessible location (such as in a text file) so that you

can input it when importing the profile. See ma-actions api-key.
3. On current Content Analysis appliance: Import the Windows base image from the remote host. See ma-actions bases

imports import.

Syntax
# ma-actions profiles imports import ? 

         

api_key <value> Value of API key generated on the remote host (source Content
Analysis appliance).

build_profile 0 | 1 Automatically build the profile after it is imported. Default: 1 (true)

overwrite 0 | 1 Overwrite the profile if the profile ID already exists. Default: 0
(false)

remote_host <IP or host name> IP address or host name of the remote Content Analysis
appliance.

remote_port <port number> API port on the remote Content Analysis appliance. Default: 8082

set_default 0 | 1 Set the profile as the default profile. Default: 0 (false)

validate_cert 0 | 1 Validate HTTPS certificate. Default: 1 (true)

vme_id <export_package_ID> Export ID associated with exported profile from the remote host.
Use the ma-actions profiles exports status
command on the source Content Analysis appliance to see the
export ID associated with the export package.
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Notes

• The required parameters for importing a profile are: remote_host , vme_id , and api_key . All the other parameters
have default values and don't need to be entered unless you want to change the value.

• You can begin the import operation by entering all, none, or any one of the required parameters. Content Analysis will
prompt you for any missing parameters.

Examples
# ma-actions profiles imports import remote_host 203.0.113.17 vme_id 05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R api_key ******

  By importing a profile, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and quantity)

 for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no]       

# ma-actions profiles imports import

Value for 'remote_host' (<string>): 203.0.113.17

Value for 'vme_id' (<string>): 05E8VHWCJXMN6BZT29J9SV3M1R

By importing a profile, you confirm that you have purchased the appropriate Microsoft license (and quantity)

 for the applicable Windows Operating System. Do you agree? [yes,no]

ma-actions profiles list
List all IVM profiles.

Syntax
# ma-actions profiles list 

         

Examples
# ma-actions profiles list

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+

| ID | OS               | Name                           | Progress    | Status     | Description |

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+

| 1  | win10 x64 | Windows 10 64-bit | 100                | Ready      |             |

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+

| 2  | win7  x64 | Windows 7 64-bit  | 100                | Ready      |             |

+----+-----------+-------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+

         

pcap
Capture packets that are sent to and/or from the appliance. The captured data can be imported into a packet analysis tool
such as Wireshark.

Syntax
# pcap ?

start Start capturing packets.

stop Stop capturing packets.
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transfer <full-url/filename> <username>
<password>

Copy captured data to an FTP site. While not necessary,
Symantec recommends that you use pcap stop  before using
this command.

filter direction [both|in|out] Filter packets by direction.

filter interface <nic> Filter packets by interface number (0:0, 1:0, 1:1)

Before enabling packet capture, you can optionally restrict the packets that are captured by filtering by direction (in or out)
or filtering by interface (for example, just packets sent out of the 1:0 NIC.

After capture is turned on, the system will create a .dmp file in TCPDump format and start capturing packets into this file.

Packets are captured until capturing is disabled with the pcap stop command, or after 30 minutes, whichever comes
first.

Examples
(config)# pcap filter direction in

         

(config)# pcap start

         

(config)# pcap stop

         

(config)# pcap transfer ftp://example.com/john_files/test.dmp john.smith ******

ping
Generate pings to test connectivity with another device on the network. If the device answers the pings, a message
displays such as 5 packets transmitted, 5 received, 0% packet loss, time 3007ms. If the appliance
is unable to connect with the other device, the system displays a message such as "5 packets transmitted, 0
received, 100% packet loss, time 13999ms."

Syntax
# ping [ipv4|ipv6] source <source ip address> dont-fragment repeat <ping count> size <packet size> [<ip

 address>|<hostname>] 

ipv4|ipv6 Explicitly force an IPv4 or IPv6 ping. When an IP version isn't
specified, the program will try to resolve the name given, and
choose the appropriate protocol automatically. If resolving a host
name returns both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, ping will use IPv4.

source <source ip address> The source IP address to put in the ping packet

repeat <ping count> The number of ping packets to send. The default is 5.

size <packet size> The size of the ping packets (in bytes). The default is 100 bytes.

dont-fragment Set the dont-fragment flag on the ping packets.

<ip address>|<hostname> The destination to ping. This is the only required ping parameter.

Examples
# ping repeat 3 size 50 cnn.com

PING cnn.com (198.51.100.122) 50(78) bytes of data.

58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=1 ttl=115 time=63.2 ms

58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=2 ttl=115 time=62.8 ms
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58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=3 ttl=115 time=62.9 ms

--- cnn.com ping statistics ---

3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2066ms

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 62.880/63.022/63.268/0.338 ms

# ping 203.0.113.17

PING 203.0.113.17 (203.0.113.17) 100(128) bytes of data.

--- 203.0.113.17 ping statistics ---

5 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 13999ms

         

restart
Reboots the system and restarts services such as image, licensing, subscription, SNMP, and health monitoring. You will
need to restart the system after upgrading to a new image or changing the running image on the appliance.

Syntax
# restart

         

icap-service Restart the ICAP service. See restart icap-service.

licensing Restart the licensing and subscription services. See restart
licensing.

web-management Restart the web UI. See restart web-management.

restart icap-service
Stop and start the ICAP service.

Syntax
# restart icap-service 

         

 

restart licensing
Stop and restart licensing and subscription services.

Syntax
# restart licensing

         

 

restart-snmp
Stop and start the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) service.

Syntax
# restart-snmp
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restart web-management
Stop and start the web management console service.

Syntax
# restart web-management

         

 

restore-defaults
Restore system to factory default settings. This process deletes all data on the appliance.

Syntax
# restore-defaults factory-defaults [halt|shutdown] [force]

         

halt After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating
system is halted and CPUs are stopped.

shutdown After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating
system is halted, CPUs are stopped, and the appliance is powered
off.

force The user is not prompted to confirm the action.

Examples
# restore-defaults factory-defaults

Restoring box to factory state. This will delete all customer data and shutdown the system. Do you want to

 proceed (yes/no): 

If the user responds with y (for yes), the system will be restored to factory defaults and all customer data will be wiped
from the drives.

# restore-defaults factory-defaults shutdown force

The user is not asked to confirm the action; the system is restored to factory defaults and then powered down.

send
Send one or all users a message to their terminal. The message will be shown in the CLI session of any logged-in user.

Syntax
# send <user>|all <message>            

         

NOTE
The user must be logged on to receive the message.
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Examples
# send all "This is an important message."

Message from admin@cas at 2016-09-22 15:09:36...

This is an important message.

         

send-test-alert
Request Content Analysis to send an alert via email, local system, snmp, or syslog. Use this command to test whether
each of these features is properly configured.

Syntax
# send-test-alert alert-type [email|local|snmp|syslog]

         

Examples

After configuring the SMTP server on Content Analysis, send a test email alert:

# send-test-alert alert-type email

email alert sent

         

Content Analysis will send a test email alert to the configured recipient(s).

services
Update virus pattern files for a specific vendor. The system checks to see if there is a virus pattern file available that
is newer than the one it already has. The update is either a differential update or a full update, based on the update
mechanism that your chosen antivirus vendor supports. Optionally, you can force Content Analysis to download and
install the latest virus pattern files for a vendor; even if you have the latest version installed, this option overwrites the file
versions currently residing on the appliance.

Syntax
# services <vendor> update [force true | false]

where <vendor> is one of the following: kaspersky , mcafee , sophos , symantec

Examples
# services symantec update 

# services mcaffee update force true

shutdown
Shuts down the operating system, stops all CPUs, and sends a signal to the power supply unit to disconnect the main
power. With this command (as compared to the halt command), you don’t have to press the power switch to power down
the appliance. This command is used to prepare physical appliances for transport.

Syntax
# shutdown
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statistics
Display and reset system statistics.

Syntax
# statistics recent-threats | reset | view | view stat-type [ <stat1> <stat2>... ]

The statistics recent-threats command lists threats Content Analysis recently found. For each threat, it lists the
module that discovered the threat (for example, AV or File Reputation), and the threat's source, location, and date and
time.

The statistics view command (without any parameters) shows the following default set of statistics for the last 5
minutes, hour, day, and month.

Statistic Description

ICAP_AV_BLOCKED Number of files blocked by the antivirus engines

PA_THREATS Number of threats discovered by Predictive Analysis

AV_CACHE_HITS Number of files that have been served to users without scanning,
because those files were found to match a hash of an earlier
successful scan

ICAP_BYTES_COUNT Number of bytes of ICAP traffic

ICAP_HEALTH_CHECK_COUNT Number of ProxySG and system health checks Content Analysis
has scanned

ICAP_OBJ_COUNT Number of objects (files) Content Analysis has scanned (includes
health checks)

SANDBOX_SUBMITTED Number of files Content Analysis submitted to the configured
sandboxes (on-box and external)

SANDBOX_BCMA_THREATS Number of threats Symantec Malware Analysis found

SANDBOX_BLOCK Number of files sandboxing services blocked

SEPM_BLACKLIST_SUBMITTED Number of files submitted to Symantec Endpoint Protection
Manager's blacklist

FRS_BLOCKED Number of files Content Analysis blocked based on file reputation
reputation score

FRS_ALLOWED Number of files Content Analysis allowed based on file reputation
reputation score

LOCAL_BLACKLIST_BLOCKED Number of files Content Analysis blocked because they were on
the local blacklist

LOCAL_WHITELIST_ALLOWED Number of files Content Analysis allowed because they were on
the local whitelist

TIP
You can view a list of statistics by typing the statistic name(s) inside square brackets. To display a list of all the
statistics that can be viewed, enter: statistics view stat-type [ ? . Note that there is a required space
between the bracket and the question mark.
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Examples
# statistics view

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                Stat Type| 5 Min| 60 Min| 24 Hour| 30 Day|   Total|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|          ICAP_AV_BLOCKED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|               PA_THREATS|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|            AV_CACHE_HITS|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|         ICAP_BYTES_COUNT|     0|      0|       0|3319407| 3319407|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           ICAP_OBJ_COUNT|     4|     45|    1067|  13725|   13725|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|        SANDBOX_SUBMITTED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|     SANDBOX_BCMA_THREATS|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|            SANDBOX_BLOCK|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

| SEPM_BLACKLIST_SUBMITTED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|              FRS_BLOCKED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|              FRS_ALLOWED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  LOCAL_BLACKLIST_BLOCKED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  LOCAL_WHITELIST_ALLOWED|     0|      0|       0|      0|       0|

|------------------------------------------------------------------|

# statistics view stat-type [ CPU_PERCENT CONNECTIONS_COUNT ]

|---------------------------------------------------------|

|         Stat Type| 5 Min| 60 Min| 24 Hour| 30 Day| Total|

|---------------------------------------------------------|

|       CPU_PERCENT|     5|      5|       5|      0|   N/A|

|---------------------------------------------------------|

| CONNECTIONS_COUNT|     0|      0|       0|      0|   N/A|

|---------------------------------------------------------| 

# statistics recent-threats view

Protocol - Module - Source - Location - Date/Time

---------------------------------------------------------------

ICAP - Static-Analysis - http://203.0.113.90/newfiles/hold/PKERNELsss3s.DLL - 203.0.113.91 - 2020-01-05

 16:34:34 (MST)

ICAP - Static-Analysis - http://203.0.113.90/newfiles/hold/PKERNELsss3s.DLL - 203.0.113.91 - 2020-01-05

 16:34:34 (MST)

ICAP - File-Reputation - http://203.0.113.90/newfiles/MAAonly/eventtriggerss.exe - 203.0.113.91 - 2020-01-05

 16:34:22 (MST)
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ICAP - File-Reputation - http://203.0.113.90/newfiles/hold/eventtriggerss2ssssss.exe - 203.0.113.91

 - 2020-01-05 16:33:28 (MST)

ICAP - File-Reputation - http://203.0.113.90/poonam/MTD%20samples/NSS/7RXDigf.exe - 203.0.113.91 - 2020-01-05

 16:32:57 (MST)

ICAP - File-Reputation - http://203.0.113.90/newfiles/hold/eventtriggersss5s.exe - 203.0.113.91 - 2020-01-05

 16:32:26 (MST)

test-service
Test the ICAP service by sending an eicar,txt test file. This test file is not an actual virus, although it will trigger a Malware
Found verdict. This command can be used to verify that the ICAP service is functioning as expected

Syntax
# test-service 

         

Examples
# test-service

ICAP/1.0 200 OK

X-Virus-ID: Blacklisted file

X-Virus-Details: File reputation score: 10; File: eicar.txt

X-File-Reputation-Score: 10

X-Apparent-Data-Types: ASCII

X-ICAP-Metadata: { "file_reputation": 0, "expect_sandbox": false }

Service: CAS 3.0.1.1(191468)

Service-ID: avscanner

ISTag: "57E91A8D"

Encapsulated: res-hdr=0, res-body=148

Date: Mon, 26 Sep 2020 15:30:14 GMT

HTTP/1.0 200 OK

Connection: close

Pragma: no-cache

Cache-Control: no-cache

Content-Type: text/html; charset="0"

Via: ICAP/1.0 203.0.113.196

traceroute
Determines the path that an IP packet takes to travel from the appliance to a destination host.

Syntax
# traceroute ipv4|ipv6 source <source ip address> size <packet size>  timeout <seconds>  probe-count <number

 of times to probe>  min-ttl <minimum ttl value>  max-ttl <maximum ttl value> 
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 dont-fragment   <ip address>|<hostname>   

ipv4|ipv6 Explicitly force an IPv4 or IPv6 traceroute. When an IP version
isn't specified, the program will try to resolve the name given, and
choose the appropriate protocol automatically. If resolving a host
name returns both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, traceroute will use
IPv4.

source <source ip address> The source IP address to put in the traceroute packets.

size <packet size> Size of the traceroute packets, in bytes (default=100 bytes)

timeout <seconds> Number of seconds to wait for a response to a probe packet
(default=3)

probe-count <number of times to probe> The number of probes to be sent at each TTL level (default=3)

min-ttl <minimum ttl value> TTL value for the first probes (default=1)

max-ttl <maximum ttl value> The largest time to live (TTL) value that can be used (default=30)

dont-fragment Set the dont-fragment flag on the probe packets.

<ip address>|<hostname> The destination to trace the route of. This is the only required
traceroute parameter. The IP address can be IPv4 or IPv6.

Examples
# traceroute size 50 timeout 4 cnn.com

1:  10.131.16.1 (10.131.16.1)                              4.486ms

2:  172.16.131.66 (172.16.131.66)                          0.486ms

3:  199.91.135.130 (199.91.135.130)                        7.546ms asymm  4

4:  70.102.68.162 (70.102.68.162)                          2.057ms

5:  be1.br02.plalca01.integra.net (209.63.100.118)        20.784ms asymm  8

6:  te-3-3.car2.SanJose2.Level3.net (4.59.4.29)           20.381ms asymm  7

7:  no reply

8:  no reply         

upload
Upload the third-party attributions zip file to an FTP site.

Syntax
# upload ATTRIBUTIONS <full-url/filename> <username> <password>            

         

NOTE
ATTRIBUTIONS must be in uppercase.

Example
upload ATTRIBUTIONS ftp://exampleftp.com/attributions.zip mary ******

Configure Mode Commands
The following commands are available in configure mode. This mode offers commands that change the configuration of
the appliance.
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To enter configure mode, type configure at the enable prompt (# ). The prompt will change to (config)# . To see a list
of commands available in configure mode, type help or ? at the (config) # prompt.

alerts
Configure settings for alerts sent via email or syslog.

Syntax
(config)# alerts ?

         

destinations Specify the type of alert (email message, local log file entry, SNMP
trap, or syslog entry) to send for particular events, such as when a
file is blocked or a virus is found. See alerts destinations.

email-alerts Configure email settings so that Content Analysis can send alerts
via email messages. See alerts email-alerts.

syslog-alerts Configure syslog settings so that Content Analysis can send alerts
via syslog messages. See alerts syslog-alerts.

 

alerts destinations
Specify the type of alert (email message, local log file entry, SNMP trap, or syslog entry) to send for particular events,
such as when a file is blocked or a virus is found.

Syntax
(config)# alerts destinations email | local | snmp | syslog <event> 

where <event> is one or more of the following event types. Note that the event type must be entered in all caps. To enter a
list of events, enclose the event types in square brackets; see example below.

AV_UPDATE_ERROR Anti-virus pattern update failed

AV_UPDATE_OK Anti-virus pattern update succeeded

BLOCKED File was blocked (exclude virus case)

FILE_REPUTATION_BLOCK File was blocked using file reputation results.

HARDWARE_FAILURE (Added in version 3.1.4.0) A hardware failure was detected

ICTM Intelligent traffic monitoring alert

LICENSE_EXPIRATION License is expired or expiring soon

NO_SCAN File was passed through without being scanned

PREDICTIVE_ANALYSIS_BLOCK File was blocked using predictive analysis

REBOOT The appliance was restarted

SANDBOXING_BLOCK File was blocked using sandboxing results

SANDBOX_RESULT Sandboxing result alert (asynchronous)

VIRUS Virus was found
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NOTE
For Content Analysis to send alerts you must configure the email server, SNMP, and/or syslog server.

Examples
(config)# alerts destinations email BLOCKED

(config)# alerts destinations syslog [ SANDBOXING_BLOCK SANDBOX_RESULT ]

alerts email-alerts
Configure email settings so that Content Analysis can send alerts via email messages.

Syntax
(config)# alerts email-alerts ? 

         

addresses {recipients to | cc <email
address>} | sender <email address>

Specify email addresses of recipients and sender. Multiple
recipients can be specified in the to or cc lines. The sender's
name will appear in the From line of any e-mail message that
Content Analysis sends out.

authentication username <user name> password
<password>

Enter mail server credentials.

server-settings server <hostname or IP
address> port <number>

Enter the hostname or IP address of the SMTP server that will
send alert e-mail to your administrators. The port used by your
SMTP server is typically 25.

Examples
(config)# alerts email-alerts server-settings server smtp.mymail.com port 25

(config)# alerts email-alerts authentication username becky_smith password test

(config)# alerts email-alerts addresses recipients to john@test.com, cc lisa@test.com

(config)# alerts email-alerts addresses sender becky@test.com

alerts syslog-alerts
Specify servers to which Content Analysis can send alerts via syslog messages.

Syntax
(config)# alerts syslog-alerts ? 

facility Specify the level of detail and format, as dictated by your
syslog server. See your syslog server's documentation for more
information.

port <number> Specify the port used by the syslog server to listen for incoming
data. Default: 514

protocol udp | tcp | tls Select the transport protocol used by your syslog server. Default:
udp

servers <hostname or IP address> Enter the IP address or host name of the syslog server.
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Examples
(config)# alerts syslog-alerts servers 198.51.100.14

appliance-name
Assign a unique name to the appliance. The appliance name is used when alerts are sent out to recipients, plus in other
elements such as the command-line prompt and SNMP logs. Consider using a geographic or other location-based name
to ensure each appliance in your network can be identified easily.

Syntax
(config)# appliance-name <name>            

         

Example
(config)# appliance-name chicago-cas            

         

authentication
Define authentication realms, local users, and security settings.

Syntax
(config)# authentication ?

admin-realm <realm name> Select the admin realm name. Users must be part of the admin-
realm to be authenticated for SSH or UI access.

create local-user-list | name | realm name
<name>

Create a new local user list, user name, or realm.

delete local-user-list | name | realm name
<name>

Delete a local user list, user name, or realm.

edit local-user-list <list name>  ? Edit list of local users. See authentication edit local-user-list.

edit realm <realm name>  ? Edit realm settings. See authentication edit realm.

enable-password Change the password for entering enable (privileged) mode.

ldap Configure LDAP settings. See authentication ldap.

local-lockout Configure timeout and failed-authentication settings. See
authentication local-lockout.

management max-concurrent-logins <value> Set the maximum number of concurrent logins per user. By
default, the number of concurrent administrative logins is
unlimited.

management inactivity-timeout <seconds> Specify the number of seconds a session can be inactive before it
is terminated. By default, this is 1800 seconds.

password Specify a new password for the default admin account.

radius Configure RADIUS settings. See authentication radius.
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Notes

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in authentication configuration mode (at the config-
authentication prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt).

• Use the show full-configuration command in authentication configuration mode to display the authentication
settings.

• The UI only adds users to the local-user-list named local-users. By default, the local-users list belongs to local-
realm, and local-realm is set as the admin-realm. Users must be part of the admin-realm to be authenticated
for SSH or UI access. If you use CLI commands to remove local-users from local-realm, or to make a different
realm (that does not include local-users) into the admin-realm, users that are added by the UI will not be able to
authenticate.

Examples
(config)# authentication enable-password

Enter current password: *****

Enter new password: *****

Confirm new password: *****

ok

authentication certificate-auth
Configure client certificate authentication, for example when using Common Access Cards (CAC).

Syntax
(config-authentication)# certificate-auth ?

ca-certificates certificate <hash> | delete | download | list Manage Certificate Authorities (add, delete, download, and list).
The CA certificates are used to validate user certificates; aAny
root and intermediate certificates needed to verify the entire
certificate chain should be included.

require-certificate-auth true | false When enabled (true), this option force users to authenticate
with client certificates. When disabled (false, the default), users
can authenticate with either username/password or with client
certificates.

user-certificates certificate <hash> | delete | list Manage user certificates (add, delete, and list). A user certificate
is the local user certificate for mutual authentication.

user-regex <string> Construct a regular expression that describes how to extract the
username from the certificate.
See external resources if you aren't familiar with construction of
regular expressions. One example:https://developer.mozilla.org/
en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Guide/Regular_Expressions

Examples
(config-authentication)# certificate-auth require-certificat-auth true

         

(config-authentication)# certificate-auth user-regex CN\s*=\s*PIVKey\s*(.+?)(,|$)
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(config-authentication)# certificate-auth ca-certificates certificate
 7a952f314db98ff022a070c62e645886f754bbc8

         

authentication edit local-user-list
Add/delete/edit users and groups in a local user list, and configure login settings for the list.

Syntax
(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list <list name>             ?

create user | group name <name> Create a new user or group. The <name> can contain
alphanumeric and underscore characters; no other special
characters (including UTF-8) are allowed.

delete user | group name <name> Delete a user or group.

edit user <user name>  ?
        add <group name>   
        encrypted-password   
        hashed-password
       password
        remove <group name>
        view    

Edit user settings: set passwords, add the user to a group, remove
the user from the group, view settings. If you don't specify a group
name, the user will be added to the default-group for the realm
(see authentication edit realm).

lockout-duration <time-in-seconds> Set the number of seconds a user in this list will be locked out
after the maximum number of failed login attempts. Default=3600.

max-failed-attempts <value> Set the maximum number of failed login attempts for users in this
list. Default=60.

reset-interval <time-in-seconds> Set the user lockout reset interval for users in this list.
Default=7200.

view View the local user list settings, users, and groups.

Examples
(config-authentication)# create local-user-list name mylist2

(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list mylist2

(config-local-user-list-mylist2)#  create user name john_jones

(config-local-user-list-mylist2)# edit user john_jones

(config local-user-list john_jones)# password test

(config local-user-list john_jones)# exit

(config-local-user-list-mylist2)# delete user name john_jones

         

authentication edit realm
Modify realm settings.
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Syntax
(config-authentication)# edit realm <realm name>             ?

default-group <group-name> Set the default user group for any user created in this realm.
When adding a user, if you don’t explicitly specify a group, the
created user will be part of the designated default-group for this
realm.

display name <string> Set the display name of the local realm.

local-user-list <list name> Associate a local user list with this realm.

realm-type <type> Set realm type.

view Show settings for this local realm.

Examples
(config)# authentication edit realm local

(config-realm-local)# display-name "My local realm"

(config-realm-local)# default-group mygroup

(config-realm-local)# local-user-list mylist

(config-realm-local)# view

Realm name:                   local

Default group name:           mygroup

Display name:                 My local realm

Local user list:              mylist

Realm type:                   LOCAL

         

authentication ldap
Configure LDAP settings.
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Syntax
(config-authentication)# ldap ?

certificate LDAP certificate management, when an LDAPS server is used.

delete Delete LDAP authentication
certificates

get Download an LDAP
authentication certificate

json [true |
false]

Return JSON
result

url Return
LDAPS URL

list List all LDAP certificates
test url <string> Test LDAP authentication using

the certificates

disable Disable LDAP

enable Enable LDAP

group <LDAP group> role <local role> LDAP group to local role mapping

list-groups List all LDAP remote groups that have been mapped to local roles

list-users List all LDAP remote users that have been mapped to local roles

role-search Role search criteria

attribute Result role attribute
base Base directory to search. Use

LDAP notation, for example
dc=domain,dc=com

username Username attribute

search-credentials Search or manager credentials. Not needed if the LDAP server
supports anonymous searches.

username Distinguished user name
password Password

url URL of LDAP server.

user <LDAP username> role <local role> LDAP user to local role mapping.

user-search User search criteria.

base Base directory to search. Use
LDAP notation, for example
dc=domain,dc=com

username Username attribute
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Examples

Set up LDAP authentication
(config-authentication)# ldap url ldaps://ldap.domain.com

         

(config-authentication)# ldap search-credentials username admin password <password> 

(config-authentication)# ldap user-search base dc=ldap,dc=domain,dc=com username userid   

(config-authentication)# ldap role-search base dc=ldap,dc=domain,dc=com attribute groupid username userid

(config-authentication)# ldap enable

         

Map users and groups
(config-authentication)# ldap user guest role read-only(config-authentication)

# ldap list-users

Remote User   Local Role

------------  ------------

guest         read-only

(config-authentication)# ldap group ca-admins role admin

(config-authentication)# ldap list-groups

Remote Group  Local Role

------------  ------------

ca-admins     admin

(config-authentication)# ldap group ca-admins delete

         

Upload a certificate to use with LDAPS and test the authentication
(config-authentication)# ldap certificate get json true ldaps://<LDAPS-server>.com

{"Issuer":"<issuer>","Issuer Full":"C=<string>, ST=<string>, L=<string>, O=<string>, CN=<string>","Not

 Before":"YYYY-MM-DDT00:00:00Z","Not After":"YYYY-MM-DDT23:59:59Z","Subject":"*.<domain>.com","Subject

 Full":"OU=<string>, OU=<string>, CN=*.<domain>.com","Local Hash":"<hash>"}      

(config-authentication)# ldap certificate test url ldaps://<LDAPS-server>.com

authentication radius
Configure RADIUS settings.

Syntax
(config-authentication)# radius ?

alternate-server Alternate RADIUS server

address Server address
port Server port. Default: 1812
secret Password for the server

disable Disable RADIUS authentication

enable Enable RADIUS authentication.

group [<RADIUS group> | Read-Only-Access | Read-Write-
Access] role <local role>

RADIUS group to local role mapping
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list-groups List all RADIUS remote groups that have been mapped to local
roles.

list-users List all RADIUS remote users that have been mapped to local
roles.

server address Server address
port Server port. Default: 1812
secret Password for the server

user <RADIUS user> role <local role> RADIUS user to local role mapping

Examples

Set up RADIUS authentication.
(config-authentication)# radius server address radius.domain.com secret ******

(config-authentication)# radius alternate-server address 203.0.113.17 secret ******

(config-authentication)# radius enable

Map users and groups to local roles
(config-authentication)# radius list-groups

Remote Group       Local Role

-------------      --------------

Read-Only-Access   read-only

Read-Write-Access  admin         

(config-authentication)# radius group ITAdmin role admin

(config-authentication)# radius list-groups

Remote Group       Local Role

-------------      --------------

ITAdmin            admin

Read-Only-Access   read-only

Read-Write-Access  admin

(config-authentication)# radius user CAAdmin role admin

Remote User       Local Role

-------------     --------------

CAAdmin           admin

(config-authentication)# radius user CAAdmin delete

authentication local-lockout
Configure local user settings for lockout interval and maximum failed attempts.

Syntax

            (config-authentication)# local-lockout ?

lockout-duration Set the user lockout duration in seconds. Default: 900

max-failed-attempts Set the maximum failed attempts. 0 disables the lockout. Default:
10

reset <user> Reset a locked-out user
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reset-interval Set the user lockout reset interval in seconds. Default: 900

view Show local user lockout settings

Example

(config-authentication)# local-lockout max-failed-attempts 5

(config-authentication)# local-lockout reset user111

cache
Enable the Content Analysis caches.

Syntax
(config)# cache <type> enabled true | false

where <type> is one of the following:

av-response Cache responses from antivirus vendors.

file-reputation-response Cache responses from file reputation services.

predictive-analysis-response Cache responses from predictive analysis vendors.

sandboxing-clean-cache Cache clean responses from sandboxing services.

sandboxing-response Cache malicious responses from sandboxing services.

Examples
(config)# cache predictive-analysis-response enabled true

         

consent-banner
Configure and display a consent banner. The consent banner is a message that displays when administrators log in to
the system's management console or command-line interface. Enable this banner if your organization requires users to
comply with an acceptable use policy or to inform users of the consequences of unauthorized use. When enabled, users
must accept the terms defined in the banner prior to accessing the management console or CLI. By default, the consent
banner is disabled.

Syntax
(config)# consent-banner ?

banner-text <text> Text to display in the consent banner. Enclose the text in quotes.

show-banner true|false Enable/disable the display of the consent banner.

show-logo true|false Enable/disable the display of the uploaded logo in the consent
banner.

Examples
(config) # consent-banner banner-text "This system is for authorized use only. By using this system, all users

 acknowledge notice of, and agree to comply with, the Acceptable Use Policy."
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(config)# consent-banner show-banner true

         

dns
Configure servers and domains for the domain name system (DNS).

Syntax
(config)# dns ?

name-server <IP address> IP address of a DNS server. Enter one or more IP addresses,
each separated by a space.

domain-list <domain> <domain> ... A list of DNS domain names of which this appliance will consider
itself to be a member. DNS queries which use a short name will
append these domains, in turn, until a match is found.

Notes

• To clear these settings, use the no command. For example, no dns name-server .
• To view the current settings, type the command but press Enter without specifying the variable value; after viewing the

settings, you can press Ctrl+C to cancel the command show full-configuration dns .

Examples
(config)# dns name-server 10.2.2.10 10.2.2.11

         

filetype-policy
Set file type and extension rules for all antivirus engines or set engine-specific rules. Rules guide Content Analysis in
whether to block, ignore, or scan specific file types or extensions.

Syntax
(config)# filetype-policy ? 

         

extensions blocked | ignored <extension> Define policy (block vs ignore) for file extensions at the global
level. Multiple extensions can be entered per command if
enclosed in square brackets and delimited with spaces.

global <file type> action scan | ignore |
block

Define policy (block, ignore, scan) for a file type at the global level
(applies to all antivirus engines). Only one file type can be entered
per command.

kaspersky <file type> action scan | ignore |
block

Define file type policy (block, ignore, scan) for Kaspersky. Only
one file type can be entered per command.

sophos <file type> action scan | ignore |
block

Define file type policy (block, ignore, scan) for Sophos. Only one
file type can be entered per command.
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symantec <file type> action scan | ignore |
block

(Added in version 3.1.5.1) Define file type policy (block, ignore,
scan) for Symantec. Only one file type can be entered per
command.

Notes

• You must enter file types and extensions in uppercase.
• You can specify multiple extensions by entering the extensions with a space between each one. For example:

filetype-policy extensions blocked [ EXE DLL ]
• If you have an existing extension list and enter another list, the existing list will be replaced with the new list.
• To append another extension to an existing list, type the extension on the same line as the command. For example:

filetype-policy extensions blocked GIF
• If you type the filetype-policy extensions blocked | ignored command, press Enter, and then type the

extension at the prompt, it will overwrite the existing list. For example: filetype-policy extensions blocked
[list] (EXE DLL): GIF

Examples

To display a list of valid file types, enter a ? after the sub-command.

(config)# filetype-policy global ?

Possible completions:

ASCII       ASCII Text file

BMP         BMP image (.bmp)

BZ2         BZip2 archive (.bz2, .tbz2)

DLL         Application Extension (.dll)

DOC         MS Word Document (.doc)

DOCFILE     MS Word Document (.doc)

EXE         Application (.exe)

FLV         Flash video file (.flv)

GIF         GIF image (.gif)

 

(config)# filetype-policy global ZIP action scan   

(config) # filetype-policy extensions blocked [ EXE DLL ]

         

health-monitoring
View Health Monitoring (HM) events and status, and view and change HM settings.

Syntax

(config-health-monitoring)# ?
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clear-history Clear the entire event history.
product1234-10414124(config-health-
monitoring)# clear-history Event history has
been cleared for all metrics.

history-duration Sets the number of days that the HM framework is to store its
history of events.
• It takes one argument, an integer representing the number of

days.
• Default value is 30.
• Once per day, the HM framework clears the event history of all

events older than the specified number of days.
product1234-10414124(config-health-
monitoring)# history-duration (<int>) (30):
60
This option is available only in config mode.

metric Set parameters for metrics. See health-monitoring metric.

view Show health status and metric settings. See health-monitoring
view

health-monitoring metric
Three metrics that the health monitoring system tracks are CPU utilization (cpu-util), memory utilization (memory-util), and
RAID status. Use the health-monitoring view settings command to see a list of metrics tracked on your system.

There are four possible thresholds that you can set for a metric:

• high-warning-threshold — If the metric is equal to or exceeds this threshold, the metric goes in to a Warning state.
• high-critical-threshold — If the metric is equal to or exceeds this threshold, the metric goes in to a Critical State.
• low-warning-threshold — If the metric is less than or equal to this threshold, the metric goes in to a Warning state.
• low-critical-threshold — If the metric is less than or equal to this threshold, the metric goes in to a Critical state.

Not all metrics have all four thresholds; some may have only the high thresholds.

When a threshold is exceeded and transitions to a new state (for example, from OK to Warning, or from Warning to
Critical), you can have the system notify you via Syslog or SNMP traps.

NOTE
You must configure event-log settings to send alerts to a syslog server, and SNMP trap targets and vacm groups
to send SNMP traps.

Syntax
health-monitoring 

(config-health-monitoring)# metric ? 

(config-health-monitoring)# metric <metric-name> <threshold-type> <value>

(config-health-monitoring)# metric <metric-name> { log | trap} { enabled | disabled } 

Examples

In the example below, set the high-warning-threshold for the memory utilization metric to 75 percent, and notify you via
Syslog when thresholds are exceeded.

(config-health-monitoring)# metric memory-util high-warning-threshold 75
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(config-health-monitoring)# metric memory-util log enabled

health-monitoring view
The view command in the health monitoring system is used for showing the event history and metric settings.

Syntax

(config-health-monitoring)# view ?

current View the current state of all metrics. The output lists each metric,
when the health monitoring system last checked it, the current
state (OK, Warning, Critical) and the current value (for example,
28%).

events [  all] [duration <value> d|h|m] Shows the event history for all metrics or for one metric, for the
specified duration. An event is an occasion where the metric
exceeded a configured threshold and changed state (for example,
from OK to Warning, Warning to Critical).
• The metric and duration parameters are optional.
• If the metric parameter is omitted, 'all' is assumed.
• If the duration parameter is omitted, "24h" is assumed.
• The d , h , or m suffix is used to indicate days, hours, or

minutes, respectively.

settings Shows the configured threshold settings and alert type (Log,
Email, SNMP Trap) for each metric.

Examples

View the current state (OK, Warning, Critical) and value of all metrics.

Last Check Metric Name State

2018-04-03 15:26:49 CPU Utilization OK - 11.00%

2018-04-03 15:27:00 License Server Communication Status OK

2018-04-03 15:27:20 License Validation Status OK

2018-04-03 15:27:20 Memory Utilization OK - 1762/7858MB 22%

icap
Configure Internet Content Adaption Protocol (ICAP) settings.

Syntax
(config)# icap ?

         

access-list Add subnets that are allowed to access Content Analysis over
ICAP. See icap access-list.

secure Configure secure ICAP listener settings for secure connections.
See icap secure.
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simple Configure ICAP listener settings for plain connections. See icap
simple.

 

icap access-list
Add subnets that are allowed to access Content Analysis over ICAP.

Syntax
(config)# icap access-list <IP address>/<prefix-length>

         

• To specify multiple subnets, enclose the list in square brackets and delimit with spaces.
• To show the list run show running-config icap access-list
• To remove subnets from the access list put no in front of the command.
• To clear the entire access list run no icap access-list

Examples
(config)# icap access-list 203.0.113.0/24

         

(config)# icap access-list [ 198.51.100.0/24 192.0.2.0/24 ]

         

(config)# no icap access-list 192.0.2.0/24

         

icap secure
Configure secure ICAP listener settings.

Syntax
(config)# icap secure ? 

         

enabled Enable secure ICAP.

handshakes <protocol>,<protocol>... Configure accepted TLS settings, entered as a comma-separated
list. Possible protocols include: TLSv12, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLSv1,
TLSv11. The protocols are case-sensitive.

port <number> Configure secure ICAP port. Default: 11344. You can change the
port, but be advised that this change must occur on both ends of
the transaction.

suites <cipher suite> Specify cipher suites available for use (in order of preference).
Type a ? after the command to see a list of cipher suites. To
specify multiple cipher suites, enclose the suite names in square
brackets, delimited with spaces.  The cipher suite names are
case-sensitive
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Examples
(config)# icap secure handshakes TLSv12,TLSv11

         

(config)# icap secure suites ?

Possible completions:

AES128-GCM-SHA256               High strength cipher

AES128-SHA                      High strength cipher

AES128-SHA256                   High strength cipher

AES256-GCM-SHA384               High strength cipher

AES256-SHA                      High strength cipher

AES256-SHA256                   High strength cipher

            

(config) # icap secure suites [ AES256-GCM-SHA384 AES128-GCM-SHA256 AES256-SHA ]

         

icap simple
Configure ICAP listener settings.

Syntax
(config)# icap simple ?

       

enabled Enable ICAP.

port <number> Specify the port number to use for the ICAP server (a ProxySG
or other ICAP-compliant network device). Default: 1344 You can
change the port, but be advised that this change must occur on
both ends of the transaction.

Examples
(config)# icap simple enabled

         

ictm
Intelligent Connection Traffic Monitoring (ICTM) monitors connections between your ProxySG and Content Analysis. If
connections take longer to complete than expected, (such as with infinite stream data, like stock tickers or Internet radio),
ICTM drops the connection to keep resources available for scanning other objects.

Syntax
(config)# ictm ? 
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drop Configure settings for dropped connections. See ictm drop.

enabled true | false Enable/disable ICTM. When ICTM is enabled, the system checks
for slow downloads and compares the number of concurrent
slow ICAP connections to the warning and critical thresholds.
If the warning threshold is reached, the appliance notifies the
administrator of the dropped URLs (through an e-mail or SNMP
trap, if the option is selected). You can use this information to
create policy on the ProxySG to ignore these URLs or URL
categories in the future.

seconds <number> Specify the number of seconds for an ICAP connection download
time; when download time exceeds this value, the connection is
considered slow and Content Analysis will take appropriate action
based on ICTM settings. Default: 60

warning Configure thresholds and frequency settings for ICTM warning
alerts. See ictm warning.

Examples
(config)# ictm enabled false

         

ictm drop
Configure settings for dropped connections.

Syntax
(config)# ictm drop  

enable-alerts true | false Send an alert when a connection is dropped. Alerts are sent when
the threshold is exceeded.

threshold <connections> Number of slow connections before dropping old connections.
Default: 90. Enter 0 to disable.

Examples
(config)# ictm drop enable-alerts true

         

(config)# ictm drop threshold 75

         

ictm warning
Configure thresholds and frequency settings for ICTM warning alerts. Content Analysis can send ICTM alerts via email,
SNMP traps, syslog, or local log see alert-settings destinations to configure ICTM alerts.

Syntax
(config)# ictm warning ?
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enable-alerts true | false Send an alert when there are too many slow connections. Alerts
are sent when the threshold is exceeded.

frequency <minutes> Repeat the alert every x number of minutes. Default: 60

threshold <connections> Number of slow connections before a warning is logged. Default:
70. Enter 0 to disable.

Examples
(config)# ictm warning enable-alerts true

         

(config)# ictm warning frequency 120

         

(config)# ictm warning threshold 50

         

interface
Configure the interface settings (such as IP address) on the appliance.

Syntax
(config)# interface <interface number>  ?

where <interface number> is the interface (0:0, 1:0, 1:1, and so forth) that you want to configure.

description <text> Description of the interface; enclose in quotes if the description
contains spaces.

disable Disable the interface.

enable Enable the interface.

ip-address <ip address> Set the static IP address of the interface.

mtu-size <size> Specify Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size (default=1500
bytes).

speed <speed> Set the speed of the interface (for example, 1gb,10gb,100mb).
The default setting is auto .

Notes

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in interface configuration mode (for example, at the config-
interface-1:0 prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt).

• Use the show full-configuration command in interface configuration mode to display the interface settings.
(See example below.)

• When you change the appliance IP address via the CLI, the appliance is still accessible on the old IP address. To
remove the old IP address, restart the netcfg-runonce service after changing the IP. Use the following command: ma-
actions service start netcfg-runonce
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Examples
(config)# interface 0:0

(config-interface-0:0)# ip-address 203.0.113.17 255.255.248.0

  ok

(config-interface-0:0)# show full-configuration

interface 0:0

description "management interface"

enable

speed  auto

duplex auto

mtu-size    1500

ip-address 203.0.113.17 255.255.248.0

         

ip
Configure the gateway, IPv6 neighbors, ARP table entries, and static routes.

Syntax
(config)# ip ? 

arp <IP address> <MAC address> Add a static IPv4 or IPv6 address to the Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) table, correlating the specified MAC address to the
IP address.

default-gateway <IP address> Change the IP address of the default gateway.

neighbor <IPv6 address> <MAC address Configure static IPv6 neighbor entries (similar to a static ARP
entry for IPv4). The IPv6 address and the hardware MAC address
must be provided.

route <IP address>[/<prefix>] [<subnet
mask>] [device-name <interface>] [metric
<value>]

Specify the static route. For deployments where the default
gateway does not route traffic to all segments of the network,
you can define additional routes. A typical use for the route
table is when the SMTP or DNS servers are located on an
internal network. The route metric is used by routing protocols
to determine whether one route should be chosen over another.
With all else being equal, lower metrics are given preference
when choosing routes. The specific metric values you assign are
arbitrary, but they should have values relative to routing priority.
For example, a route you want to assign high priority could have
a metric value of 5 and a lower priority route could have a metric
value of 10 or 20.

Examples
(config)# ip arp 1.1.1.1 01:23:45:67:89:ab

         

(config)# ip route 10.64.0.0/16 10.63.158.213 device-name 0:0 metric 10

         

(config)# ip route 2001:db8::/32 2001:0db8:0000:0000:0000:ff00:0042:8329 metric 20

         

(config)# ip route 10.63.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.63.158.213 metric 30
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(config)# ip neighbor 2001:db8::ff00:42:8329 01:23:45:67:89:ac

         

licensing
Configure licensing, including the loading of licenses on to the appliance.

Syntax
(config-licensing)#

auto-update [true|false] Enable or disable the automatic license update feature.

inline license-key [passphrase <value>] Import a license from terminal input (typically by pasting the
license content with a right-click). Include the passphrase to
decrypt the private key if the license has birth-cert and birth-key in
it. Press Ctrl-D after pasting the certificate content.

load [username <value>] [password <value>] Enter your MyBroadcom credentials to download the appliance
license from MyBroadcom. MyBroadcom credentials are required
only for  virtual appliances.

load url <url> passphrase <value> Download a license from the specified URL.

view [status|configuration] Display the license install status or licensing configuration details.

NOTE
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in licensing configuration mode (at the config-
licensing prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt).

Examples

To load a license from a custom URL:

(config)# licensing load http://test.server.com/license.txt

         

To view the currently installed license:

(config-licensing)# view

         

licensing-telemetry
Enable Broadcom licensing and usage telemetry and configure automatic uploads.

Syntax

(config)# licensing-telemetry <subcommand>
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where <subcommand> is one of the following:

{ activate | deactivate } Activate or deactivate telemetry uploads. Activating uploads
implies consent to the privacy policy.

internal-identifier <internal_identifier> (Optional) Specify a domain name or other internal identifier to
track chargeback or cost allocation.

privacy-policy Display a URL where you can view the privacy policy.

upload Force the immediate upload of usage data to Broadcom servers.

usage Display the last three months’ maximum usage.

use-proxy Use HTTP proxy settings.

Examples

Activate telemetry.

(config)# licensing-telemetry activate 

Automatic licensing telemetry activation successful.

Please review privacy policy, available at https://www.broadcom.com/company/legal/privacy/policy

Display the privacy policy URL.

(config)# licensing-telemetry privacy-policy

Privacy policy available at https://www.broadcom.com/company/legal/privacy/policy

logging
Set the level for logging events to a local file or a syslog server.

Syntax
(config)# logging file|syslog <facility> level <log level>

         

file Settings for sending logging messages to a local file named cas.
To view the cas log file, go to Utilities > System Logs in the
management console.

syslog Settings for sending logging messages to a syslog server.

Specify the <facility> to set the log level for:

AUDIT AV_WATCHDOG FILE_REPUTATION ICAP ICAP_CONNECTION INTERNAL KASPERSKY MCAFEE MODULES
PATTERN_UPDATES PREDICTIVE_ANALYSIS SANDBOXING SOPHOS SSL SYMANTEC

Enter one of the following strings for <log level>:

• CRITICAL : Critical conditions
• ERROR : Error conditions
• WARNING : Warning conditions
• INFO : Informational messages
• DEBUG : Debug-level messages

NOTE
Not all levels are applicable to all components.
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Examples
(config)# logging syslog FILE_REPUTATION level ERROR

         

ma-settings
Manage Symantec Malware Analysis on-box sandboxing settings.

Syntax
(config)# ma-settings ? 

         

analysis Configure event filters for on-box sandboxing. See ma-settings
analysis.

analytics Configure settings for the file reputation service used with on-box
sandboxing. See ma-settings analytics.

bootstrap Set the level of logging that the system will perform. See ma-
settings bootstrap.

cleanup Configure settings for activating the cleanup process of samples
on the disk. See ma-settings cleanup.

health-settings Enable/disable collection of Malware Analysis statistics so that you
can monitor the health of various components. See ma-settings
health-settings.

ivm Configure IntelliVM (IVM) analysis environment settings. See ma-
settings ivm. This command is not available on Content Analysis
VA, AWS, or CAS-S200 appliances.

ivm_watchdog Configure time settings for IVM process cleanup. See ma-
settings ivm_watchdog. This command is not available on Content
Analysis VA, AWS, or CAS-S200 appliances.

main Configure general settings for on-box sandboxing. See ma-
settings main.

nexus Configure settings for task-search Nexus reports. See ma-settings
nexus.

network ipv6 [enabled | disabled] Enable IPv6 support for Malware Analysis.

rapi Configure RAPI settings. See ma-settings rapi.

remote_syslog Configure remote syslog settings. See ma-settings remote_syslog.

task-defaults Configure task-related settings that control defaults for task
timeout, plug-ins, and so forth.

telemetry [enabled | disabled] Specify whether the system will report telemetry data. Default:
enabled

updates Configure Malware Analysis behavioral pattern update settings.
See ma-settings updates.

vtopd Configure settings for vtopd, a KVM periodic status reporting
service (daemon). See ma-settings vtopd. This command is not
available on Content Analysis VA, AWS, or CAS-S200 appliances.

webpulse Configure web reputation settings. See ma-settings webpulse.
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ma-settings analysis
Configure event filters for on-box sandboxing. You can specify the file paths, registry keys, or registry values that you don't
want Malware Analysis to filter out during analysis of samples.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# analysis ? 

         

keep_fs_paths <path> Specify file paths to keep when filtering.

keep_reg_keys <key> <key> ... Specify registry keys to keep when filtering.

keep _reg_values <value> <value> ... Specify registry values to keep when filtering.

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# keep_fs_paths "C:\Program Files\application"

ma-settings analytics
Configure settings for File Reputation Service, used with on-box sandboxing.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# analytics file_reputation  ? 

         

enabled | disabled Enable/disable the file reputation service. Default: enabled

lookup_timeout <seconds> Specify the number of seconds before a file hash lookup times
out. Default: 6

max-connections <value> Maximum number of concurrent connections to use for FRS
lookups. Default: 100

max_hashes_per_lookup <value> Maximum number of hashes to look up before yielding. Default: 30

per_task_timeout <seconds> Specifies the maximum number of seconds to spend doing file-
reputation lookups per task. Default: 30

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# analytics file_reputation lookup_timeount 10

         

ma-settings bootstrap
Set the level of logging that the system will perform. Default: 6

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# bootstrap loglevel <value>
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where <value> is one of the following log levels:

Value Description

3 log errors only

4 Log warnings

6 Log informational messages

7 Log debug messages

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# bootstrap loglevel 4

         

ma-settings cleanup
Configure settings for activating the cleanup process of samples from the disk. Samples are files or URLs that are
submitted to MA for analysis.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# cleanup ? 

         

fifo true | false Specifies whether the "first in, first out" rule should be applied
when deleting samples from the disk.

keep_interval <value> Specify the number of days to keep samples on the disk
before deleting them. Samples that have been on the disk for
<keep_interval> or more days have a higher deletion priority.
Default: 7

keep_score <value> Specify the maximum risk score at which samples on the disk are
deleted. Samples with risk scores that are <keep_score> or lower
have a higher deletion priority. Default: 6

max_queue_size enabled | disabled Enable or disable cleanup of task queue.  Default: disabled
Cleanup of task queues is not appropriate for most use cases.
Enable this setting only if the system is likely to receive more tasks
than it can process in a timely manner, and it is important to get
results for the newest tasks quickly at the expense of not getting
results for the older tasks. This feature might be removed in a
future release.

max_queue_size ivm | mvm | sbx | apple
<value>

Specify the maximum number of tasks for each type of sandbox
(IVM, MVM, SBX, Apple) before old ones are removed. Default: 0,
no limit.

max_samples limit <value> Start deleting samples when this limit is reached. Default: 0, no
limit

max_samples max_to_delete <value> Maximum number of samples to delete in one iteration. Default:
1000

max_tasks limit <value> Start deleting tasks when this limit is reached. Default: 0, no limit
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max_tasks max_to_delete <value> Maximum number of tasks to delete in one iteration. Default: 1000

min_interval <value> Specify the minimum number of days to retain samples before
deleting them. Samples that are have been on the disk for
<min_interval> or fewer days will not be deleted by the cleanup
daemon. Default=1 day.

min_score <value> Specify the minimum risk score at which samples should be
retained. Samples with risk scores that are <min_score> or higher
will not deleted by the cleanup daemon. Default=10.

percentage_override <percent> Specify the percentage disk space at which samples will start
being removed. When disk space is <percentage_override>
full, the cleanup daemon is activated, regardless of health state.
Default: 68

score_before_age true | false Specifies whether a sample's risk score(s) should be weighted
more than the age of the sample. Default: true (that is, risk scores
are weighted more than age when deciding when to remove
samples).

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# cleanup keep_interval 8

(config-ma-settings)# cleanup min_interval 2

         

ma-settings health-settings
Enable/disable collection of Malware Analysis statistics so that you can monitor the health of various components.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# health-settings ? 

        

database enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of database statistics, and set the
interval in seconds for checking the database statistics. Default:
300. Range: 30–300

mounts enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable mount points status, and set the interval in
seconds for checking the state of mount points. Default: 60.
Range: 30–300

mounts mount_percent_red |
mount_percent_yellow <percent>

Specify file system fill percentage before going into red or yellow
state. Default red: 90; default yellow: 70

mvm enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of statistics about the virtual machines
for mobile, and set the interval in seconds for checking the state of
VMs for mobile. Default: 30 seconds. Range: 30–300

process enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of process statistics, and set the interval
in seconds for checking process states. Default: 30. Range: 30–
300

queues enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of statistics about the message queues,
and set the interval in seconds for checking queue statistics.
Default: 30. Range: 30–300
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rabbitmq enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable RabbitMQ status, and set the interval in seconds
for checking the state of RabbitMQ. Default: 60. Range: 30–300

raid enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of statistics about RAID, and set the
interval in seconds for checking RAID statistics. Default: 60.
Range: 30–300

redis enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable Redis status, and set the interval in seconds for
checking Redis status. Default: 30. Range: 30–300

semaphores enabled | disabled |
query_interval <seconds>

Enable/disable collection of statistics about semaphore usage,
and set the interval in seconds for checking semaphore statistics.
Default: 30. Range: 30–300

system enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable collection of statistics about the system. and set
the interval in seconds for checking the system statistics. Default:
30. Range: 30–300

updates enabled | disabled | query_interval
<seconds>

Enable/disable update checks, and set the interval in seconds for
checking for updates. Default: 60. Range: 30–300

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# health-settings mounts mount_percent_red 85

(config-ma-settings)# health-settings raid query_interval 40

         

ma-settings ivm
Configure IntelliVM (IVM) analysis environment settings.

NOTE
These commands are not available in Content Analysis VA or CAS 200 appliances. Virtualization sandboxes are
not supported on these models.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# ivm ?

customize Configure IntelliVM (IVM) profile customization settings. See ma-
settings ivm customize.

detection disable_screenshots value true|
false

(Added in version 3.1.4) Enable/disable the ability to take
screenshots when documents are detonated. Set to true to
prevent confidential information from being exposed. Default: false

detection fakedisksize enabled true | false Enable/disable the fake disksize module. Default: true

detection fakememorysize enabled true |
false

Enable/disable the fake memory size module. Default: true

detection fileprotection enabled true |
false

Enables protection of critical system files. Default: true

detection hideprocesses enabled true | false Enable/disable hiding the internal IVM processes. Default: true

detection hidereg enabled true | false Enable/disable hiding certain registry values. Default: true

detection insomnia enabled true | false Enable/disable the skipping of Sleep() related function calls.
Default: true
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detection monitorwmi enable true | false Enable/disable monitoring Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) commands. Default: enabled

detection  pagefault enable true | false Enable/disable heap-spray detection. Default: true

detection paranormal enable true | false Enable/disable the mimicking of desktop user behavior. Default:
true

detection pcap max_size <bytes> Maximum size (in bytes) of packet captures collected from the
IVM. Default: 52428800

detection random_hostname_enabled value true
| false

(Added in version 3.1.4) Enable/disable a randomly
generated hostname for each malware detonation. Default: false

detection suspend_processes enable true |
false

Suspend monitored processes settings. When enabled, suspends
monitored processes once monitoring times out. Default: true
(enabled)

ivmservice enable true | false Enable/disable the IVM user-mode service. Default: true

ivmservice dllinject enable true | false Enable/disable DLL injection for enhanced stealth. Default:
enabled

limit_events <value> Specify the maximum approximate number of events captured
during an IVM task. Default: 100000

macaddress <address> | random Specify the MAC address to use for IVMs. The MAC address
should be entered as a single string without colons. Enter
random to auto-generate an address. (This is the default setting.)

script_timeout <seconds> Number of seconds before IVM scripts time out. Default: 60.
Range: 30–3600

sharkd IVM driver data capture settings

sharkd max_fs_size <bytes> Maximum amount of data captured (in bytes) for file-system
events. Default: 1024 bytes

sharkd max_net_size <bytes> Maximum amount of data captured (in bytes) for network IP
events. Default: 1600 bytes

sharkd max_reg_size <bytes> Maximum amount of data captured (in bytes) for registry events.
Default: 1024 bytes

sharkd max_sys_size <bytes> Maximum amount of data captured (in bytes) for system events.
Default: 1024 bytes

stream_listener_timeout <time> Duration before stream listener timeout. Range: 1–3600. Default:
10.

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# ivm limit_events 75000

         

ma-settings ivm customize
Configure IntelliVM (IVM) profile customization settings.

NOTE
These commands are not available in Content Analysis VA or CAS 200 appliances. Virtualization sandboxes are
not supported on these models.
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Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# ivm customize ? 

         

events_log enable true | false Enable/disable extraction of events from the Windows Event Log
for detection purposes (requires profile rebuild) . Default: true
(enabled)

name_server <dns_server_> Configure the DNS server host name or IP address to use in the
IVM.

pagefile enable true | false Enable/disable pagefile on Windows IVMs (requires profile
rebuild). Default: enabled

port_forwarding <port_number>,
<port_number>, ...

Configure a list of ports that is forwarded to the IVM during
customization. Separate port numbers with a comma.

services file_sharing true | false Enable/disable Windows file sharing (port 139 and 445) to the
running IVM during customization. Default: enabled

services rdp true | false Enable/disable remote desktop access (port 3389) to the running
IVM during customization. Default: enabled

services vnc true | false Enable/disable VNC access (port 5900) to the running IVM during
customization. Default: disabled

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# ivm customize services vnc true

(config-ma-settings)# ivm customize port_forwarding 25,443,80

         

ma-settings ivm_watchdog
Configure time settings for IVM process cleanup.

NOTE
These commands are not available in Content Analysis VA or CAS 200 appliances. Virtualization sandboxes are
not supported on these models.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# ivm_watchdog ? 

         

sleep <seconds> Specify the number of seconds between IVM process cleanup.
Default: 300

timeout <seconds> Specify the number of seconds, beyond the timeout value, to allow
an IVM task to run before killing it. Default: 600

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# ivm_watchdog sleep 400
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ma-settings main
Configure general settings for on-box sandboxing.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# main ?

 

cascade_delete_profiles true | false Specify if profiles should be deleted when the linked base image is deleted. Default: false

event_cache_expire <seconds> Specify the number of seconds to keep event data in cache memory. Default: 300

mq_consume_events_count <value> Specify number of workers doing post-processing of tasks. Default varies by model.

mvm_count <value> Number of workers doing mobile malware analysis (Advanced feature). Default: 2

phit_cache_expire <seconds> Number of seconds to keep pattern hits in cache memory. Default: 600

sbx_count <value> Number of workers doing sandbox emulation analysis (Advanced feature). Default=2

virus_total_key <api_key> Virus Total API key; used to provide VT lookup results in the task report.

yara_enabled true | false Specify whether YARA is enabled. YARA is a tool that helps malware researchers identify and classify malware
families. Default: true

yara_max_filesize <MB> Specify the maximum size (in megabytes) for the YARA rules file. Default: 4

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# main cascade_delete_profiles true

ma-settings nexus
Configure settings related to the task search reports.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# nexus ?

local_host [enabled | disabled] Enable or disable the local Elasticsearch host. Default: enabled

local_host es_config heap_size Specify how much heap memory in MB that Elasticsearch can
use. Default: 512

local_host index prefix String that names the indices on the local Elasticsearch host.
Default: nexus

local_host index shards Number of primary shards in the index on the local Elasticsearch
host. The shards hold all of the data. Default: 2

local_host keep_report [true | false] Keep the task-search report on the local Elasticsearch host after
the task has been deleted. Default:false

local_host timeout Number of seconds before the local Elasticsearch host times
out. When a connection times out the current action is saved and
retried later. Default: 15
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local_host update_report [true | false] Update the task-search report on the local Elasticsearch host
when the original task is updated. Default: true

monitor interval Health check interval in seconds of both the local and remote
Elasticsearch hosts. Range: 10–300. Default: 10

remote_host auth [enabled | disabled] Enable or disable authentication for the remote Elasticsearch host.
Default: disabled

remote_host auth username <username> User name for connecting to the remote Elasticsearch host.

remote_host auth password <password> Password for connecting to the remote Elasticsearch host.

remote_host enabled Enable or disable the remote Elasticsearch host. Default: false

remote_host index prefix String that names the indices on the remote Elasticsearch host.
Default: nexus

remote_host index replicas Number of copies of shards in the indices on the remote
Elasticsearch host. Default: 1

remote_host index shards Number of primary shards in the index on the remote
Elasticsearch host. The shards hold all of the data. Default: 5

remote_host keep_report [true | false] Keep the task-search report on the remote Elasticsearch host after
the task has been deleted. Default: true

remote_host timeout Number of seconds before the remote Elasticsearch host times
out. When a connection times out the current action is saved and
retried later. Max 600. Default: 30

remote_host update_report Update the task-search report on the remote Elasticsearch host
when the original task is updated. Default: false

remote_host url Specify the URL:port to the remote Elasticsearch host. Default
port: 9200

stored_actions action_interval Interval in seconds between each stored (previously failed) action.
Max: 60. Default: 1

stored_actions interval Interval in seconds between checking for stored (previously failed)
actions. Range: 30–300. Default: 60

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host url https://203.0.113.17:9200

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host auth enabled

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host auth username admin

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host auth password h@kM3n0t

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host index prefix CA-200

(config-ma-settings)# nexus remote_host update_report true

(config-ma-settings)# nexus local_host timeout 30

ma-settings rapi
Configure settings for Remote Application Programming Interface (RAPI).
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Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# rapi ? 

enable_authentication [true | false] Specify whether API calls to RAPI and Pub-Sub API must be
authenticated with security tokens. Default: enabled

max_sample_size <value> Specify the maximum size of a submitted file, in megabytes.
Default: 100

sample_resource_compressed_password
<password>

(Added in version 3.1.5.0) Specify a password to encrypt zipped
Malware Analysis sample files downloaded from the web
console. Default: infected

session_duration <minutes> Specify the number of minutes before an idle, authenticated
session times out. Default: 60

url_token [true | false] Allow "token" in URL for authentication. Default: false

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# rapi max_sample_size 300    

ma-settings remote_syslog
Configure remote syslog settings for on-box sandboxing.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# remote_syslog ? 

         

enabled | disabled Enable/disable remote syslog.

port <number> Specify server port to send syslog messages to. Default: 514

protocol UDP | TCP Specify the protocl used by remote syslog. Default: UDP

server <domain or IP> Specify the server name/IP to send syslog messages to.

To remove a remote syslog server, issue the no remote_syslog server command. Or to set other settings to their
default, type no before the command.

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# server 203.0.113.17

         

ma-settings updates
Configure settings for Malware Analysis behavioral pattern updates.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# updates ? 
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action_passive automatic | manual Specify whether pattern updates are installed automatically or
manually. Default: automatic

auto_download true | false Specify whether the system will automatically download updates.

enabled | disabled Enable/disable pattern updates. Default: enabled

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

(config-ma-settings)# updates auto_download false   

ma-settings vtopd
Configure settings for vtopd, a KVM periodic status reporting service (daemon).

This section is not applicable to Content Analysis VA, CAS-S200, or Amazon Web Services instances, because these
models do not support on-box sandboxing.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# vtopd ? 

 

capture_frame_buffer true | false Control the capture of frame buffer snapshots internally within
memory. When enabled, vtopd is allowed to capture multiple
frame buffers in memory. Default: false (capture is disabled)

resize_frame_buffer <thumbnail_size> Control the thumbnail size of the frame buffer, roughly equating to
screen resolution. (0,0) specifies the default screen resolution of
the IVM environment. Additional frame buffer sizes can be set but
Symantec recommends not modifying the default settings.

update_period <seconds> Define how many seconds elapse between frame-buffer updates
in vtopd. Default: 5

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

  (config-ma-settings)# vtopd resize_frame_buffer 10,1 

ma-settings webpulse
Configure WebPulse settings for the on-box sandbox.

Syntax
(config-ma-settings)# webpulse ? 

 

enabled | disabled Enable/disable the Web Reputation service.

lookup_timeout <seconds> Specify number of seconds before a bulk URL lookup times out.
Default: 6
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online_lookups true | false Specify whether a failed local lookup is automatically followed by
an online lookup on the Symantec Global Intelligence Network.
Default: true

refresh_interval <seconds> Specify number of seconds between updates of the local
WebPulse database. Default: true

Examples
(config)# ma-settings

 (config-ma-settings)# webpulse lookup_timeout 10    

message-templates
Customize alert messages. When significant events occur, Content Analysis sends alerts to the configured alert delivery
methods (email, SNMP, local log, and/or syslog). These messages are in plain text and can be customized with variable
keywords to provide context to each alert event. By including variables in the message, you can see, for example, the
URL from which an infected file was downloaded, who downloaded the file, and the name of the virus.

Syntax
(config)# message-templates alerts|headers|responses <template name> ?

Message templates are grouped into three categories: alerts, headers, and responses. To see the template names in
each category, type a ? after the category name, for example, message-templates alerts ? . After you determine
which template you want to configure, include the template name in the command, for example, message-templates
alerts blacklist-threat ? . By including a ? , you can see what sub-commands are applicable to that template.

The parameters for each template vary. Here are some of the sub-commands you may see; type ? after the template
name to see a list of applicable sub-commands for that template.

default-body <template message> Customize the text (HTML code) that appears in the body of the
message.

download | upload Some alerts have separate messages for downloads and uploads
of viruses and threats.

body <template message> Customize the text (HTML code) that appears in the body of the
message.

subject <subject text> Customize the text that appears in the Subject line of email alerts.
Text must be enclosed in quotation marks. Variables can be
included.

Template names are case significant.

The following variable keywords can be included in message body or subject.

Variable Description

%ACTION Action that was performed (file passed/dropped)

%ADMINMAIL Administrator's e-mail address

%APPNAME Application name (Content Analysis)

%APPVERSION Content Analysis software version

%AVENGINEVERS Antivirus engine version
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Variable Description

%AVPATTERNVERS Antivirus pattern version

%AVPATTERNDATE Antivirus pattern date

%AVVENDOR Antivirus vendor

%CAS_REPORT_URL URL to Content Analysis to display a threat report

%CLIENT Client IP address

%COUNTERTACK_TEXT_DETAILS IP addresses and host names of infected workstations

%COUNTERTACK_URL URL to the CounterTack report

%CYNIC_THREAT_SCORE The threat score for the sample sent to Symantec Cloud
Sandboxing

%CYNIC_THREAT_DETAILS The threat details for the sample sent to Symantec Cloud
Sandboxing

%FIREEYE_THREAT_HTML_URL URL to the FireEye threat report

%HWSERIALNUMBER Content Analysis appliance serial number

%LOCAL_HASHES_USER_COMMENT

%MACHINEIP Content Analysis appliance IP address

%MACHINENAME Name of the Content Analysis appliance

%REASON Why the event occurred. For example, why was the file scanned?

%SEP_ID ID of the Symantec Endpoint that made the request

%SERVER Server IP address

%SHA1_HASH The SHA1 hash of the file that was scanned

%SOLERA_PCAP_URL URL to sandboxing report on Security Analytics server. Notes:
• This variable is included in the Administrator Sandboxing

Threat alert template.
• The Security Analytics report link will not appear in the alert

if real-time sandbox analysis is enabled ("Wait for Result" is
selected) for the malware file type.

%THREAT_HTML_URL Full threat report on Malware Analysis appliance

%THREAT_SCORE Risk score

%TIMESTAMP Time the event occurred

%URL URL from which the file was downloaded

%VIRUS Virus or potentially unwanted software (PUS) name

The % character always precedes the variable name. Capitalization is also important; do not use lowercase variable
names.

Examples
(config)# message-templates alerts ?

Possible completions:

  blacklist-threat              Blacklist threat alert message templates

  default-subject               Default subject line for alerts

  email-blocked                 Email blocked alert message templates

  email-bounced                 Email bounced alert message template
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  email-quarantined-unscanned   Email quarantined unscanned alert message template

  email-served                  Email served message alert message templates

  file-reputation-threat        File reputation threat alert message templates

  generic                       Generic alert message templates

  ictm                          ICTM alert message templates

  predictive-analysis-threat    Predictive Analysis threat alert message templates

  sandbox-threat                Threat blocked by sandboxing alert message templates

  sandbox-threat-async          Administrator Sandboxing Threat alert message templates

  unscanned                     Allowed through or blocked without scanning alert message

                                templates

  virus                         Virus alert message templates

(config)# message-templates alerts blacklist-threat ?

Possible completions:

default-body   Default body for the Blacklist Threat alert message

download       Blacklist threat download alert message template

upload         Blacklist threat upload alert message template

(config)# message-templates alerts blacklist-threat download subject "Blacklist alert"

         

ntp
Configure Network Time Protocol (NTP) settings. Use NTP to synchronize the time on the appliance with another server
or reference time source. You can configure up to 10 NTP servers.

Syntax

(config)# ntp ?

disable Stops the NTP service on the appliance. The NTP service is
configured to not start when the appliance is rebooted.

enable Starts the NTP service on the appliance. The NTP service is
configured to start automatically when the appliance is rebooted.
At least one NTP server must be defined in order to enable the
NTP service.

server <hostname or IP address> Add an NTP server with the specified domain name or IP address.
The appliance is configured by default with Symantec NTP servers
(ntp*.net.symantec.com).

server <hostname or IP address> symmetric-
key <key_id>

(Added in version 3.1.3.0) Select an existing symmetric key to
secure the specified NTP server.

symmetric-key <key_id> algorithm sha1
[encrypted-secret <secret> | secret
<secret>]

(Added in version 3.1.3.0)  Add symmetric keys that can be used
to secure connections to configured NTP servers, where:
• key_id is a unique numeric key ID that is between 1 and

65534
• the algorithm is sha1 ; SHA-1 is the only algorithm

supported in this release.
• secret is the encrypted or non-encrypted key shared

between Content Analysis and the NTP server

update-now Forces the NTP service to update the appliance's clock.
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Notes

• Type ntp to enter NTP configuration mode. The prompt will display as (config-ntp)# .
• Use the no server command in the NTP configuration mode to remove a configured server. (See example below.)
• Use the show full-configuration command in the NTP configuration mode to display the NTP settings. (See

example below.)

Examples
(config-ntp)# show full-configuration

  ntp

  enabled

  server ntp1.net.symantec.com

  server ntp2.net.symantec.com 

orchestration
Configure settings for Splunk Phantom forwarding.

Syntax
(config)# orchestration splunk-phantom ?

auth-token Authentication token for the Splunk Phantom server

container-label Label for the metadata that is forwarded to Splunk Phantom.
Default: suspicious_binary

enabled Enable Splunk Phantom forwarding. Default: false

url URL for the Content Analysis app within Splunk Phantom

use-proxy Use HTTP proxy settings. Default: false

Examples
(config)# orchestration splunk-phantom container-label CA245

         

(config)# orchestration splunk-phantom url splunk.mycompany.com

         

(config)# orchestration splunk-phantom use-proxy true

         

password-policy
Configure password rules for administrative users. For example, you can require that the password contain at least one
uppercase letter, one number, and one special character. By default, the password length and prohibit-common-words
rules are defined. The default minimum password length is six characters.
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Syntax
(config)# password-policy ?

min-digits <value> Set the minimum number of digits required in a password. Range:
0–255. Setting this rule to 0 (the default) means that passwords do
not require numbers.

min-groups <value> Set the minimum number of password rules (min-digits ,
min-lowercase , min-special , min-uppercase ) that
must be met. Range: 0-4. The default value is 3. Setting this rule
to 0 means that the password does not have to meet a minimum
number of rules.

min-length <value> Set the minimum number of characters required in a password.
Range: 0–255. The default password length is 8.

min-lowercase <value> Set the minimum number of lower-case letters required in a
password. Range: 0–255. Setting this rule to 0 (the default) means
that passwords do not require lower-case letters.

min-special <value> Set the minimum number of special characters (symbols) required
in a password. Range: 0–255. The default password length
is 8. Setting this rule to 0 means that special characters are
not required in a password. Examples of supported special
characters:  !\"#$%&'()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\\]^_`{|}~ .

min-uppercase <value> Set the minimum number of upper-case letters contained in a
password. Range: 0–255. Setting this rule to 0 (the default) means
that passwords do not require upper-case letters.

prohibit-common-words builtin Do not allow common dictionary words in passwords.

prohibit-common-words none Do not check passwords against the built-in dictionary (common
words are allowed).

prohibit-whitespace true | false Enable or disable rejection of white space in passwords. Default is
false .

view Show current password rules.

Notes

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in password-policy configuration mode (at the config-
password-policy prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt).

• Use the show password-policy-configuration command to display the password policy settings.
• To remove a rule, type no before the rule command. For example: no min-lowercase
• If you configure multiple password policy rules but don't configure the min-groups command, the rules will not take

effect; only the min-length rule will be enforced.

Examples

To require a password to have at least 8 characters, and have at least one number, one symbol, and one uppercase letter,
set the following rules:

(config)# password-policy

(config-password-policy)# min-length 8  

(config-password-policy)# min-digits 1

(config-password-policy)# min-special 1
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(config-password-policy)# min-uppercase 1

(config-password-policy)# min-groups 3

(config)# show password-policy-configuration

min-uppercase: 1

min-groups: 3

prohibit-whitespace: false

min-special: 1

min-digits: 1

min-length: 8

min-lowercase: 0

prohibit-common-words: No dictionary defined

After these rules are configured and a user tries to specify "test" for the user password, the following message will appear:

(config local-user-list john_jones)# password test

Please enter a valid password.         

Password must contain at least 1 uppercase characters. 

Password must contain at least 1 special characters. 

Password must contain at least 1 digit characters. 

Password matches 0 of 3 character rules, but 3 are required. Password must be at least 8 characters in length.

predictive-analysis
Configure settings for Symantec Advanced Machine Learning.

Syntax
(config)# predictive-analysis symantec-aml ? 

active true | false Enable/disable the Symantec Advanced Machine Learning (AML)
predictive analysis service. When AML is engaged to evaluate
potential threats, the engine evaluates a multitude of information
contained in the file being analyzed. It uses a proprietary algorithm
to compute the probability of a file being malicious. AML is
included with any antivirus subscription.

heuristic level low | medium | high Set the detection sensitivity for AML. With a high detection
sensitivity, AML will be aggressive in its determination of whether
a file may be a threat, at the risk of blocking files that may not
actually be malicious. With a lower sensitivity, AML will block fewer
files but with a risk of some threats not being detected. Symantec
recommends a high detection sensitivity for the strongest network
security. Default: low

Examples
(config)# predictive-analysis symantec-aml active true 

(config)# predictive-analysis symantec-aml heuristic level high 

proxy-settings
Configure an HTTP proxy server in situations where your network requires all servers to connect through a proxy to
access Internet resources.
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Syntax
 (config)# proxy-settings enable|disable host <hostname or IP address> password <string> port <value>

 username <string>  view

disable Turn the proxy settings off.

enable Turn the proxy settings on.

host <hostname or IP address> Configure the HTTP proxy host name or IPv4/IPv6 address.

password <string> Enter the password for the HTTP proxy server.

port <value> Define the port number of the HTTP proxy server (0-65535).

username <string> Enter the user name for the HTTP proxy server.

view View the HTTP proxy config settings

You can enter all the subcommands in one line, or enter each command on a separate line.

Examples
(config)# proxy-settings enable host 10.10.12.11

         

(config)# proxy-settings enable

         

(config)# proxy-settings host 10.10.12.11

         

(config)# proxy-settings port 8008

         

(config)# proxy-settings view

         

enabled:true

host   :10.10.12.11

port no:8008

username:becky

reporter
Configure FTP or secure FTP settings to upload sandboxing logs to a Reporter server at regular intervals.

Syntax
(config)# reporter ? 

 

address <IP address or hostname> Specify IP address or host name of the FTP server.

enabled true | false Enable the upload of sandboxing reports to the configured
Symantec Reporter.

interval <minutes> Change the frequency that logs are uploaded to Reporter. Default:
15 minutes

password <password> Enter the password associated with the FTP server username.
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path <path> Enter the path to the folder on the FTP server into which this
appliance's data will be saved. This path should match the one
defined on your ProxySG appliance Access Log configuration.

port <number> Enter the port number. Default: 21

secure true | false Enable if your Reporter deployment uses secure FTP.

use-proxy true | false Enable this setting if access to your Symantec Reporter requires
traversing a proxy in your network environment, See proxy-
settings to configure the proxy server.

username <name> Enter the user name permitted to access the configured FTP
server.

Examples
(config)# reporter address 203.0.113.12

         

(config)# reporter enabled true

         

sandboxing
Configure sandboxing settings.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing ?

 

countertack Configure a CounterTack Sentinel Endpoint Security server to
integrate with Content Analysis. See sandboxing countertack.

enabled true | false Enable/disable sandboxing services.

extensions <extension> Specify a file extension to send to the sandbox servers.

file-types <file type> Specify a file type to send to the sandbox servers. File types must
be entered in uppercase.

fireeye Configure FireEye AX or NX sandboxing. See sandboxing fireeye.

lastline Configure Lastline sandboxing. See sandboxing lastline.

onboxma enabled true | false Enable/disable on-box sandboxing.

realtime See sandboxing real-time.

security-analytics-settings Configure a Symantec Security Analytics server. See sandboxing
security-analyics-settings.

symantec-cloud-sandbox Configure Symantec Cloud Sandbox settings. See sandboxing
symantec-cloud-sandbox.

symantec-endpoint-protection Configure Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) to
work with Content Analysis. See sandboxing symantec-endpoint-
protection.

symantec-malware-analysis Configure Symantec Malware Analysis appliance settings. See
sandboxing symantec-malware-analysis.
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Notes

• To create a list of extensions, enclose the extensions in square brackets and delimit with spaces.
• To append another extension to an existing list, type the extension on the same line as the command. For example:

sandboxing extensions GIF
• The above rules apply to file types and extensions.

Examples

Create a list of file extensions to send to the sandbox server:

(config)# sandboxing extensions [EXE | DLL | GIF]

Add one more extension to the existing list:

(config)# sandboxing extensions DOC

sandboxing countertack
Configure a CounterTack Sentinel Endpoint Security server to integrate with Content Analysis. When malware is detected
during sandbox evaluation, Content Analysis can query a CounterTack server in the network to determine if any users
retrieved the infected file. This information is then used in the report that Content Analysis sends to administrators, and
it includes infected workstation IP addresses and host names, as well as the malicious behavior enacted by the threat
on those systems. This allows security teams to prioritize alerts and focus first on threats that have been verified on the
endpoint.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing countertack ? 

 

enabled true | false Enable/disable CounterTack.

password <password> Specify the password for the CounterTack user.

server <IP address or hostname> Configure the IP address or host name of the CounterTack server.

use-proxy true | false Enable this setting if your CounterTack server is on the Internet,
and if your network requires Internet-bound requests to pass
through a proxy. To configure the proxy server, see proxy-settings.

username <name> Specify the user name authorized to access the CounterTack
server.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing countertack server 203.0.113.12

         

(config)# sandboxing countertack enabled true

         

sandboxing fireeye
Configure FireEye AX or NX sandboxing. FireEye AX sandbox scans result in either a positive or negative malware
found response. FireEye NX sandbox is deployed directly connected to the Content Analysis appliance, is configured in
TAP mode, and does not report back to Content Analysis.
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Syntax
(config)# sandboxing fireeye ? 

 

enabled true | false Enable/disable FireEye.

nx-interface <nic> Specify the interface to which the FireEye NX appliance is directly
connected to Content Analysis, for example, 0:0.

password <password> Specify the password for the FireEye user.

server <IP address or hostname> Configure the IP address or host name of the FireEye sandbox.

use-ax true | false Enable when you have a FireEye AX-series appliance in your
network.

use-nx true | false Enable when you have a FireEye NX-series connected to Content
Analysis. You must also specify the nx-interface .

username <name> Specify the user name authorized to access the FireEye sandbox.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing fireeye enabled true 

(config)# sandboxing fireeye use-nx true 

(config)# sandboxing fireeye nx-interface 0:0 

sandboxing lastline
Configure Lastline sandboxing. Sandboxing evaluation with Lastline first compares a hash of the file with a database
of known results. If no results are known, the file is executed and that execution results in a score from 0 (safe) to 100
(malware).

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing lastline ?

         

api-token <token> Enter the API token (an AES encrypted string), used to access
your Lastline server.

enabled true | false Enable/disable Lastline sandboxing.

hostname <IP address or hostname> Specify the IP address or host name of the Lastline server.

key <key> Enter the API key (an AES encrypted string) for your Lastline
server.

threat-score <score> Specify the threat threshold (0–100). Files that score below the
defined threshold are deemed safe, while files that score higher
than the threshold are classified as threats. Default: 70

use-proxy true | false Enable this setting if your Lastline server is on the Internet, and if
your network requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a
proxy. To configure the proxy server, see proxy-settings.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing lastline enabled true
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(config)# sandboxing lastline hostname 203.0.113.11

         

sandboxing real-time
Configure Content Analysis to wait for a response from the configured sandboxes before sending results.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing real-time ? 

 

enabled true | false Enable real-time sandboxing; users must wait for sandboxing
result before they can download a suspicious file. Use the
extensions and/or file-types sub-commands to specify
which file types to send for real-time sandboxing.

extensions <extension> Specify a file extension to send to the sandbox servers for real-
time analysis.

file-types <file type> Specify a file type to send to the sandbox servers for real-time
analysis. File types must be entered in uppercase.

timeout <seconds> Specify the maximum number of seconds to wait for results (0–
600). With the default value of 0, Content Analysis will wait until
the sandboxing analysis is complete, regardless of how long it
takes.

Notes

• To create a list of extensions, type the sandboxing real-time extensions command and press Enter; at the list
prompt, enter all extensions with a space between each one.

• To append another extension to an existing list, type the extension on the same line as the command. For example:
sandboxing real-time extensions GIF

• The above rules apply to file types and extensions.

Examples

To display a list of valid file types, enter a ? after the command:

(config)# sandboxing real-time file-types ?

Possible completions:

ASCII       ASCII Text file

BMP         BMP image (.bmp)

BZ2         BZip2 archive (.bz2, .tbz2)

DLL         Application Extension (.dll)

DOC         MS Word Document (.doc)

DOCFILE     MS Word Document (.doc)

EXE         Application (.exe)

FLV         Flash video file (.flv)

GIF         GIF image (.gif)
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To configure PDF and EXE file types for real-time sandboxing:

(config)# sandboxing real-time file-types

[list] :EXE PDF

Add one more file type to the existing list:

(config)# sandboxing real-time file-types DOC

  

sandboxing security-analytics-settings
Configure a Symantec Security Analytics server. When you integrate Security Analytics with Content Analysis, the alert
mechanism you have selected (email, local log, syslog or SNMP trap) for sandboxing alerts will contain a link to the report
on Security Analytics server.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing security-analytics-settings ?

 

enabled true | false Enable/disable Security Analytics integration.

mins-post <minutes> Specify the number of minutes of network activity after a malware
event. Default: 0. No maximum. Security Analytics constantly
records all network traffic activity. When malware is detected, the
report that is generated includes a window of activity showing the
events before and after detection.

mins-prior <minutes> Specify the number of minutes of network activity before a
malware event. Default: 0. No maximum.

server <IP address or host name> Configure the IP address or host name of the Security Analytics
server.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing security-analytics-settings enabled true

(config)# sandboxing security-analytics-settings server 203.0.113.14

(config)# sandboxing security-analytics-settings mins-prior 10

(config)# sandboxing security-analytics-settings mins-post 3

sandboxing symantec-cloud-sandbox
Configure Symantec Cloud Sandboxing to work with Content Analysis.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing symantec-cloud-sandbox

 

enabled true | false Enable/disable Symantec Cloud Sandboxing.

use-proxy true | false Enable this setting if your network requires Internet-bound
requests to pass through a proxy. To configure the proxy server,
see proxy-settings.
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Examples
(config)# sandboxing symantec-cloud-sandbox enabled true

(config)# sandboxing symantec-cloud-sandbox use-proxy true

sandboxing symantec-endpoint-protection
Configure Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) to work with Content Analysis. When Content Analysis is
integrated with SEPM, the administrator is sent a threat alert when sandbox analysis reveals a file to be malicious. The
admin then has the option of adding the file hash to a blacklist on the SEPM. Once the SEPM knows about this threat, no
other end users will be able to install the file since it is on the endpoint blacklist.

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing symantec-endpoint-protection

enabled true | false Enable/disable SEPM integration.

password <password> Specify the password for the SEPM user.

server <IP address or hostname> Configure the IP address or host name of the SEPM server.

use-proxy true | false Enable this setting if your SEPM server is on the Internet, and if
your network requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a
proxy. To configure the proxy server, see proxy-settings.

username <name> Specify the user name authorized to access the SEPM server.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing symantec-endpoint-protection enabled true 

(config)# sandboxing symantec-endpoint-protection server 203.0.113.15 

sandboxing symantec-malware-analysis
Configure standalone Symantec Malware Analysis appliance settings. The Symantec Malware Analysis (MA) appliance
evaluates the threat of a given file in one or more Windows Virtual Machines or emulated Virtual Machines and provides
a reputation score as a number between 1 and 10. The higher the number, the greater the threat. This command can also
be used to configure Content Analysis to send suspicious files to an external Content Analysis appliance that has an on-
box sandboxing license. (You might want to do this if the current appliance does not support on-box sandboxing.)

Syntax
(config)# sandboxing symantec-malware-analysis ? 

 

appliances add hostname <IP address or hostname> Add a Malware Analysis server. You will be prompted for the user
name and password.

appliances <IP address or hostname> delete Delete the specified Malware Analysis server.

appliances <IP address or hostname> edit [port <port> |
api-key <key>]

Edit the port or API key of the specified Malware Analysis server.

appliances <IP address or hostname> enabled [true | false] Enable/disable the specified Malware Analysis server.

appliances enabled [true | false] Enable/disable Malware Analysis.
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continue-after-detection [true | false] Send samples to the sandbox regardless of the verdicts from other
services. Default: false

interval-core-check <seconds> Interval in seconds for queue and health checks

interval-profile-check <seconds> Interval in seconds for propfile configuration checks

interval-queue-check <seconds> Interval in seconds for queue and health checks

load-balancer-support [true | false] Enable communication between Content Analysis and off-box
appliances behind a load balancer. Please contact your Symantec
account representative for help with this setting. This functionality
is experimental and requires specific configuration of the load
balancer. Default: false

tasks <profile> <plugin> enabled [true | false] Instructions for Malware Analysis to use when executing a file.

trusted-score <score> Set threat threshold trusted score (0–10). Files that score at or
above the threshold are considered threats, while files that score
below the threshold are considered safe. Default: 7

use-proxy [true | false] Enable this setting if your MA server is on the Internet, and if your
network requires Internet-bound requests to pass through a proxy.
To configure the proxy server, see proxy-settings.

use-sandbox [true | false] Submit files to an emulated Windows environment.

Examples
(config)# sandboxing symantec-malware-analysis

(config-symantec-malware-analysis)# appliances add hostname 203.0.113.17

Port: 443

API key: <key>

Testing connection...

...connection successful.

Enable this MA? (yes/no): yes

(config-appliances-203.0.113.17)# exit

(config-symantec-malware-analysis)# appliances 203.0.113.17

(config-appliances-203.0.113.17)# edit api-key <key>   

Success

(config-symantec-malware-analysis)# tasks Windows\ 7 ghost_user.py enabled true

services
Enable and configure Content Analysis file reputation, antivirus, and whitelist/blacklist services.

Syntax
(config)# services ? 

 

file-reputation active true | false Enable/disable file reputation services. Default: enabled (true)

kaspersky Configure Kaspersky antivirus service. See services kaspersky.

mcafee Configure McAfee antivirus service. See services mcafee.

policy Configure block/serve policies for antivirus exceptions (error
messages). See services policy.
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sophos Configure Sophos antivirus service. See services sophos.

symantec Configure Symantec antivirus service. See services symantec.

whitelist-blacklist active true | false Enable/disable custom whitelists and blacklists. Default: disabled
(false)

services clam
(Added in version 3.1.3.2) Configure the ClamAV antivirus service. In version 3.1.5.0, you can configure Content Analysis
to download the ClamAV virus database pattern files from a local mirror.

Syntax
(config)# services clam ?  

active true | false Enable/disable the ClamAV service.

mirror force-mirror-only true | false (Added in version 3.1.5.0) Use the local mirror for updates when
the appliance has no internet connectivity.

mirror url URL (Added in version 3.1.5.0) Specify the URL of the mirror where
you have installed the ClamAV virus database pattern files.

mirror use-proxy true | false (Added in version 3.1.5.0) If a networking proxy is specified in
Settings > Proxy, use the proxy to access the mirror.

Examples
(config)# services clam mirror use-proxy true 

services kaspersky
Configure Kaspersky antivirus service.

Syntax
(config)# services kaspersky ? 

 

active true | false Enable/disable the Kaspersky service.

check-url true | false Enable/disable URL checking. This option compares the URL in
all HTTP request and response headers with a list contained in
the Kaspersky antivirus pattern file of known malicious sources.
Default: disabled

detect-adware true | false Enable/disable adware detection. Default: disabled

detect-spyware true | false Enable/disable spyware detection. Default: disabled

enhanced-scan true | false In cases where a file cannot be identified, (when it is encrypted or
password-protected) the URL can aid in identifying whether the file
is likely to be malicious or not. Some HTTP responses may pass
the information required to decrypt files in the originating URL
address of the file, or the HTTP headers of the HTTP transactions
used to request or get the file. Enhanced URL checking may
use this information to decrypt protected files and scan them
unencrypted. Default: disabled
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heuristic true | false This option enables the appliance to catch potential viruses for
which pattern signatures might be unavailable. Default: disabled
Do not enable Kaspersky heuristics if the current CPU utilization is
in a Warning or Critical state.

limits archive-depth <layers> Specify maximum number of archive layers. Default: 16.
Maximum: 40

limits mtus <size> Specify maximum uncompressed size in MB. Default: 1000. In
versions before 3.1.5.0, the maximum is 5120; in version 3.1.5.0
and later, the maximum is 8192. The value must be greater than
or equal to the maximum file size specified in services policy
mifs.

limits total-archived <number of files> Specify maximum number of files in an archive. Default: 10000.
Maximum: 100000

scan-timeout <seconds> Configure file scanning timeout in seconds. Default: 800. No
maximum.

update [force] Download Kaspersky subscription updates. The system will
check to see if updates are available for the license, engine,
and patterns; if so, it will download the components that require
updating. Optionally, use force to force Content Analysis to
download and install the latest virus pattern files. Even if you have
the latest version installed, this option overwrites the file versions
currently residing on the appliance.

Examples
(config)# services kaspersky active true 

(config)# services kaspersky limits total-archived 5000 

services mcafee
Configure McAfee antivirus service.

Syntax
(config)# services mcafee ? 

active true | false Enable/disable the McAfee service.

detect-spyware true | false Enable/disable spyware detection. Default: disabled

heuristic true | false This option enables the appliance to catch potential viruses for
which pattern signatures might be unavailable. Default: disabled
Do not enable McAfee heuristics if the current CPU utilization is in
a Warning or Critical state.

limits archive-depth <layers> Specify maximum number of archive layers. Default: 16.
Maximum: 40

limits mtus <size> Specify maximum uncompressed size in MB. Default: 1000. In
versions before 3.1.5.0, the maximum is 5120; in version 3.1.5.0
and later, the maximum is 8192. The value must be greater than
or equal to the maximum file size specified in services policy
mifs.
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limits total-archived <number of files> Specify maximum number of files in an archive. Default: 10000.
Maximum: 100000

scan-timeout <seconds> Configure file scanning timeout in seconds. Default: 800. No
maximum.

update [force] Download McAfee subscription updates. The system will check to
see if updates are available for the license, engine, and patterns;
if so, it will download the components that require updating.
Optionally, use force to force Content Analysis to download
and install the latest virus pattern files. Even if you have the latest
version installed, this option overwrites the file versions currently
residing on the appliance.

Examples
(config)# services mcafee active true 

(config)# services mcafee scan-timeout 1000 

services policy
Configure block/serve policies for antivirus exceptions (error messages). By default, files are blocked when exceptions
occur. If you want to serve a file when a particular exception occurs, set it to false.

Syntax
(config)# services policy ? 

 

block-decompress-error true | false Block file when there is a decompression error.

block-mifs true | false Block file when the maximum individual file size has been
exceeded.

block-mtus true | false Block file when the maximum total uncompressed file size has
been exceeded.

block-on-arch-depth true | false Block file when the number of layers in an archive has been
exceeded.

block-on-file-count true | false Block file when the number of files in an archive has been
exceeded.

block-on-timeout true | false Block file on timeout.

block-other-error true | false Block file on all other errors.

block-password-protected true | false Block password protected archive.

block-storage-error true | false Block file when out of temporary storage space.

mifs <file size> Set maximum individual file size in MB. Default: 100

Examples
(config)# services policy block-mifs false 

services sophos
Configure Sophos antivirus service.
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Syntax
(config)# services sophos ? 

 

active true | false Enable/disable the Sophos service.

detect-pua true | false Enable/disable detection of potentially unwanted applications
(adware). Default: disabled

limits archive-depth <layers> Specify maximum number of archive layers. Default: 16 layers.
Maximum: 40

limits mtus <size> Specify maximum uncompressed size in MB. Default: 1000. In
versions before 3.1.5.0, the maximum is 5120; in version 3.1.5.0
and later, the maximum is 8192. The value must be greater than
or equal to the maximum file size specified in services policy
mifs.

limits total-archived <number of files> Specify maximum number of files in an archive. Default: 10000.
Maximum: 100000

scan-timeout <seconds> Configure file scanning timeout in seconds. Default: 800. No
maximum.

update [force] Download Sophos subscription updates. The system will check to
see if updates are available for the license, engine, and patterns;
if so, it will download the components that require updating.
Optionally, use force to force Content Analysis to download
and install the latest virus pattern files. Even if you have the latest
version installed, this option overwrites the file versions currently
residing on the appliance.

weak-types true | false Use Sophos weak types. Default: enabled

Examples
(config)# services sophos active true 

(config)# services sophos detect-pua true 

services symantec
Configure the Symantec antivirus service.

Syntax
(config)# services symantec ? 

active true | false Enable/disable the Symantec antivirus service.

file-insight true | false Enable/disable the cloud-based File Insight file reputation service
to determine trust level of files. Default: true (enabled)

limits archive-depth <layers> Specify maximum number of archive layers. Default:16. Maximum:
40

limits mtus <size> Specify maximum uncompressed size, in MB. Default: 1000. No
maximum, but must be greater than or equal to the maximum file
size specified in services policy mifs.
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limits total-archived <number of files> Specify maximum number of files in an archive. Default: 10000.
Maximum: 100000

scan-timeout <seconds> Configure file scanning timeout in seconds. Default: 800. No
maximum.

Examples
(config)# services symantec active true 

(config)# services symantec file-insight true 

show
Display information about the system and settings.

NOTE
These commands are available in standard and enable modes.

Syntax
# show ? 

 

appliance-csr Show appliance certificate signing requests (CSR).

authentication Modify security parameters.

banner-message Display pre-authentication consent banner message

banner-status Display pre-authentication consent banner status (enabled vs.
disabled).

classification-banner message | status Show the currently defined classification banner message and
feature status (enabled vs. disabled). See classification-banner.

cli Display CLI-related settings, such as complete-on-space, idle-
timeout, and history.

clock Display current date and time (local and UTC) and timezone.

configuration commit changes Display committed configuration changes.

configuration rollback changes Display configuration changes that were rolled back.

full-configuration Display current configuration. Must be in config mode.
This displays the same output as the show running-
configuration command in standard/enable mode. Note:
When in a configuration mode, such as authentication or SSL
mode, the show full-configuration command shows
just the settings applicable to the mode.

hardware-configuration Display system hardware configuration details, such as amount of
RAM, number of CPUs, and NIC speed.

health-monitoring Health monitoring settings.

history Display a list of previously-entered CLI commands.

isec Configure iSec settings.

licenses Show license components. For each component, the activation
and expiration dates are listed. For antivirus components use
show services .
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licenses enterprise If the appliance has enterprise licenses, this command shows
details about the licenses. Otherwise, displays a "Enterprise
licensing is not enabled" message followed by any non-enterprise
licenses.

log tailf [cas | cas-audit | cas-connection
| cas-on-box-sandboxing]

Show system logs in real time.

login-banner message | status Show the currently defined login banner message and feature
status (enabled vs. disabled). See login-banner.

notification Display notifications.

password-policy-configuration Display current settings for password policy, such as minimum
password length. See password-policy.

raid Display RAID configuration information. See show raid.

reboot_reason Display the reason the system last rebooted.

restconf-state Statistics about RESTCONF.

running-config Display current configuration.

sandboxing [symantec-cloud-sandbox |
symantec-endpoint-protection]

Display sandboxing settings for cloud and SEP

services Display status of antivirus services.

ssl ca-certificate | certificate | keypair |
keyring | signing-request

Display certificate details.

statistics Display system statistics.

timezone List supported timezones.

version List the software version and release ID, appliance serial number,
and the MAC address.

Examples
# show version

CAS release 3.0.1.1 (999999)

Serial number: 0000000000

NIC 0 MAC: 000000000000

# show hardware-configuration

Serial number: 0000000000        

System model: VMware, Inc. VMware7,1 

RAM: 

12288 MB

RAM slot #0 8192 MB DRAM

RAM slot #1 4096 MB DRAM

Number of physical CPUs: 2

Number of cores: 4

CPU frequency (MHz): 2499.999000

CPU Type: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2609 v2 @ 2.50GHz

Storage:

boot1 10 GB Virtual disk

slot1 107 GB Virtual disk

Network:

nic0_0 Intel Corporation 82545EM Gigabit Ethernet Controller (Copper) (00:00:00:00:00:00)

running at 1000Mb/s Full duplex
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nic1_0 Intel Corporation 82545EM Gigabit Ethernet Controller (Copper) (00:00:00:00:00:00)

running at 1000Mb/s Full duplex

snmp
Configure Secure Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

Syntax
(config) # snmp ?

agent Configure the SNMP agent. When an SNMP manager polls a
device for information, the SNMP agent on the device responds to
the queries. See snmp agent.

community Define the community strings for SNMP v1/v2c. See snmp
community.

notify Configure targets who will receive notifications. See snmp notify

system System configuration (contact, location, name). See snmp system.

target Create new SNMP targets to determine where SNMPv3
notifications should be sent. See snmp target.

usm local Define an SNMP local user entry. See snmp usm local.

usm remote Define a user or a management system that receives notification
of SNMPv3 traps and informs. See snmp usm remote.

vacm Configure view-based access control model. See snmp vacm
group access and snmp vacm group member.

snmp agent
When an SNMP manager polls a device for information, the SNMP agent on the device responds to the queries.

Syntax
(config) snmp agent ?

disabled Disable the agent

enabled Enable the agent.

max-message-size <value> The maximum length of SNMP message the agent can send or
receive. Range: 484-214748364. Default=50000.

version v1 | v2c | v3 SNMP protocol version used by the agent.

Examples
(config)# snmp agent enabled

         

(config)# snmp agent version v3
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snmp community
Define community strings for SNMP v1/v2. The community string acts as a password for accessing statistics on the
device. Equipment usually ships with a read-only community string set to public but network managers typically change
the community string to a customized value. Each system that polls your appliance could potentially have a different
community string.

NOTE
SNMP community strings are used only by devices that support SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c protocol. SNMPv3 uses
username/password authentication, along with an encryption key.

Syntax
(config)# snmp community <string>            

After defining the community string, the command prompt changes, indicating the community string. For example, for a
community string public , the prompt looks as follows: (config-community-public)#

The following sub-commands are available in community string configuration mode.

name <string> Necessary only when the community string is not the same as the
index.

sec-name string <value> Initially set to the value of 'index.'

target-tag <target_name> Limit access for this community to the specified target(s). See
snmp target for more information.

Examples
(config)# snmp community public

(config-community-public)# target-tag v1target

snmp notify
Configure targets that will receive notifications.

Syntax
(config)# snmp notify <list_name> tag <tag_value> [type inform | trap]

The tag list is used for grouping entries in the target address table, and contains a list of tag values that are used to select
target addresses to be used for a particular operation.

The default notification type is trap.

Examples
(config)# snmp notify std_v1_trap tag tagtest 

(config)# snmp notify std_v3_inform type inform 

snmp system
Configure SNMP system settings to identify the contact name, location, and fully-qualified domain name of the appliance.
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Syntax
(config) snmp system ?

contact <name> The name of the person managing the appliance; <name> can
be up to 256 characters long and must be enclosed in quotation
marks if spaces are used.

location <place> The physical location of the appliance (room, floor, building),
where <place> can be up to 256 characters long and must be
enclosed in quotation marks if spaces are used.

name <fqdn> The appliance's fully-qualified domain name for SNMPv1, where
<fqdn> can be up to 256 characters long and must be enclosed
in quotation marks if spaces are used.

Examples
(config)# snmp system contact "Gail Jellison"

(config)# snmp system location "building B, 1st floor"

         

snmp target
Create new SNMP targets to determine where SNMP notifications should be sent.

Syntax
(config)# snmp target <target_name> usm|v1|v2 ?  

engine-id <id> An SNMP Engine ID identifies an SNMP engine that will receive
trap and inform notifications. The default Engine ID for a remote
SNMP user is LocalSnmpId, the SNMP agent's own SNMP
Engine. If you omit this parameter, the remote user will user this
default LocalSnmpId Engine ID. To specify a different remote
SNMP engine with which this user can communicate, specify
the 24-digit hexadecimal Engine ID of a remote SNMP engine.
Needed only if this target can receive v3 informs.

ip <IP> IP address of a remote IP host, in dotted-decimal format.

retries <n> Number of times the appliance should attempt to retransmit an
inform message when it does not receive a response. Valid range:
1-10. Default=3.

tag <tag_value> List of tag values used to select target address.

timeout <seconds> Maximum round trip time for communications between
the appliance and the SNMP target address, in seconds.
Default=1500. Needed only if this target can receive v3 informs

udp-port <port> UDP port number. Default=162.

usm | v1 | v2c Select the security model for this notification by specifying v1 (for
SNMPv1), v2c (for SNMPv2c), or usm (for SNMPv3).

snmp usm local
Define an SNMPv3 local user entry.
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Syntax
(config)# snmp usm local user <user_name>            

After defining the local user name, the command prompt changes, indicating you are in configuration mode for the local
user. You can then define authentication and/or privacy keys that a management system can use to access the appliance.

auth [md5 | sha {key <key> | password
<password>}]

Specify either the MD5 or SHA hash algorithm and enter an
authentication key or password for the user (8-32 characters).

priv [aes | des {key <key> | password
<password>}]

Specify either the AES or DES encryption algorithm and enter the
privacy key or password (8-32 characters).

Examples
(config)# snmp usm local user altman

         

(config-user-altman)# auth md5 password Gquw4321

         

(config-user-altman)# priv aes password Gquw4321

         

snmp usm remote
Define the remote engine ID that receives notification of SNMPv3 traps and informs.

Syntax
(config)# snmp usm remote 

snmp vacm group access
Define access for an SNMP group. Each group is defined by a name, a security model (and level), and a set of views that
specifies which types of MIB data that access group can read or write.

Syntax
(config)# snmp vacm group <group_name> access {usm | v1 | v2c} {auth-no-priv | auth-priv |
 no-auth-no-priv}

         

auth-no-priv A connection that is secured with a passphrase and authentication
but no encryption.

auth-priv A connection that is secured with both authentication and
encryption.

no-auth-no-priv A connection that uses a simple passphrase (known as a shared
secret) to secure the communication.

After defining the access rights for the group, the command prompt changes, indicating the security level. For example: 
(config-access-v1/auth-no-priv)#
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You then need to specify the name of the MIB view for each type of access.

notify-view <MIB_view> Specify the name of the MIB view of the SNMP context authorizing
notify access. For example, in Content Analysis the view is named
cas-view (and is not user-definable).

read-view <MIB_view> Specify the name of the MIB view of the SNMP context authorizing
read access. Note that SNMPv1 is not permitted in read-view.

write-view <MIB_view> Specify the name of the MIB view of the SNMP context authorizing
write access. Note that write-view is not implemented in all
products.

Examples
(config)# snmp vacm group cas-group-v2c access v2c auth-no-priv

         

(config-access-v1/auth-no-priv)# read-view cas-view

         

snmp vacm group member
Define an SNMP access group member for a defined set of access rights.

Syntax
(config)# snmp vacm group <group_name> member <member_name> {sec-model usm | v1 | v2c}

         

Examples
(config)# snmp vacm group cas-group-2vc member member1 sec-model v2c

         

(config)# snmp vacm group cas-group-2vc member member2 sec-model v2c

         

After defining members, you can define the access rights for the group. See snmp vacm group access.

ssh generate
Generate a 2048-bit RSA host key pair. If you believe the key's security was compromised, you can generate a new SSH
key pair.

Syntax
(config) # ssh generate host-keypair | view

Example
(config) # ssh generate host-keypair
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Are you sure you want to regenerate the keypair? [yes,no] y

SSH host key successfully regenerated

ssl
Configure SSL settings.

Syntax

(config)# ssl ?

edit ccl <ccl-name> {add <ca-cert-name> |
remove <ca-cert-name> | reset | set <ccl-
name> | view}

(Added in version 3.1.4.1) Specify settings for the current CCL,
including adding or removing CA certificates.

inline {ca-certificate <ca-cert-name> |
certificate <keyring> | crl <crl-name>}

(Added in version 3.1.4.1) Import the specified CA certificate,
install a certificate to the specified keyring, or import the specified
certificate revocation list. Copy and paste the certificate contents
and then press CTRL+D.

trust-package {download-now | view} Download the latest trust package immediately or view the
download status. The appliance updates the trust package
automatically, but you can use the download-now command if the
appliance could not connect to the internet or had other issues
that might have prevented a successful automatic download.

trust-package view View the trust package details.

view {ca-certificate <ca-cert-name> | ccl
<ccl-name> | certificate <keyring> | crl
<crl-name>}

(Added in version 3.1.4.1) Display the specified SSL object
information.

Notes

The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in SSL configuration mode (at the config-ssl prompt or in
configuration mode (at the config prompt).

Examples

Download the trust package immediately.

(config)#        

(config-ssl) trust-package download-now

         

system
Configure system settings.

Syntax
(config)# system ?
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admin-email <email address> Configure the email address for the system administrator. If
Content Analysis sends an alert that mentions contacting the
administrator, this address is given. To specify multiple email
addresses, separate each one with a comma.

historical-connections <number of
connections>

Set the number of connections to maintain in the connections list.
Default: 50. No minimum or maximum but you probably won't want
to maintain more than a couple hundred.

machine-name <name> Assign a name to the appliance. Note that this command is
identical to the appliance-name command; changing the machine-
name also changes the appliance-name, and vice versa.

performance-profile balanced | sandbox With a balanced performance profile, resources are allocated
fairly to each service (antivirus vs. on-box sandboxing). Select the
sandbox performance profile if you will be using the appliance
primarily for on-box sandboxing and performing malware analysis.
Note that when the sandbox profile is selected, the majority of
resources are allocated to on-box sandboxing and antivirus
services are disabled.

Examples

To configure one email address:

(config)# system admin-email john.smith@example.com 

To configure multiple email address:

(config)# system admin-email john.smith@example.com,mary.johnson@example.com 

timezone
Set the time zone where the appliance is located or choose the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time standard.

Syntax

(config)# timezone [<area>/<location> | UTC | GMT]

Supporting Commands

show timezone current Display the currently configured timezone

show timezone Display the available timezone areas.

show timezone <area> Display the full list of timezones in a specific area.

show timezone <value> Display the current time to see the local time in a specific
timezone.

Examples

To select UTC as the time standard (instead of setting a time zone):

(config)# timezone UTC 
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To set an Antarctica time zone:

(config)# show timezone

Africa      

America

Antarctica

...

all

current

(config)# show timezone Antarctica

Antarctica/McMurdo

Antarctica/Rothera

Antarctica/Palmer

...

(config)# timezone set Antarctica/Palmer

web-management
Configure settings for web browser access to the management console.

Syntax
(config)# web-management ? 

 

access-list <IP address>/<prefix length> Create a list of IP addresses allowed to access the Content
Analysis management console over HTTP or HTTPS. Use CIDR
notation.

browser-inactivity-timeout <minutes> The number of minutes of inactivity before a user is logged out of
the management console. When the specified number of minutes
has passed without activity in the management console, the
session terminates. Default: 0 (no timeout). No maximum, but
users logged in to the management console for two hours are
automatically logged out, regardless of this value. This setting also
determines the SSH and SNMP timeouts.

compressed-password-protected-sample-
downloads disabled | enabled

(Added in version 3.1.5.0)  Enable or disable downloads of
zipped, encrypted Malware Analysis sample files through the
management console. When this option is enabled, clicking
Download Resource on sample pages downloads the sample
contained in an encrypted ZIP file. The default password is
"infected". To change the password, use the
(config)# ma-settings rapi
sample_resource_compressed_password password
command.
If the option is not enabled, and in versions before 3.1.5.0,
samples are downloaded as unencrypted files.

http Configure HTTP settings. See web-management http.

https Configure HTTPS settings. See web-management https.

Examples
(config)# web-management browser-inactivity-timeout 3 
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(config)# web-management access-list 203.0.113.25/24 

web-management http
Configure HTTP settings for the Content Analysis management console.

Syntax
(config)# web-management http ?

 

enabled true | false When enabled, this setting allows the administrator to access
the management console without a secure connection. Default:
enabled (true)

port <number> Change the default port number for HTTP access. Default: 8081

Examples
(config)# web-management http enabled false 

web-management https
Configure HTTPS settings for the Content Analysis management console.

Syntax
(config)# web-management https ? 

enabled true | false When enabled, this setting allows the administrator to access the
management console with a secure connection. Default: enabled
(true)

port <number> Change the default port number for HTTPS access. Default: 8082

handshakes <protocol>,<protocol>... Configure accepted TLS settings, entered as a comma-separated
list. Possible protocols include: TLSv12, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLSv1,
TLSv11. Default: TLSv12 The protocols are case-sensitive.

suite <cipher suite> Specify cipher suites available for use (in order of preference).
Type a ? after the command to see a list of cipher suites. The
cipher suite names are case significant.

Examples
(config)# web-management https enabled false

(config)# web-management https handshakes TLSv1,TLSv12

(config)# web-management https suite

(list): AES128-SHA AES128-SHA256

webpulse-feedback
Allow Content Analysis to notify Symantec WebPulse about suspicious files; the database can then be updated with the
URL and file hash classified as malware, thereby improving threat detection for all users worldwide, WebPulse is also
known as the Symantec Global Intelligence Network (GIN). This feature is enabled by default.
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Syntax
(config)# webpulse-feedback enabled [true | false]  
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 Content Analysis APIs
About Content Analysis APIs and some API functions.

Content Analysis offers three Application Programming Interfaces (APIs):

• REST Application Programming Interface for submitting files for scanning
• REST Application Programming Interface for performing malware analysis functions
• Publish-Subscribe Application Programming Interface (Pub-Sub API) to provide notification about tasks and scanning

verdicts

TIP

To see a complete list of API functions for performing malware analysis, go to the following URL: https://
<appliance_IP_address>:8082/rapi/system/documentation

This documentation is intended for malware analysts, researchers, and security practitioners who are using Content
Analysis for content scanning and malware analysis. This documentation assumes that the reader is well versed in
network terminology and operations, and is familiar with malware in general and malware analysis in particular. An
understanding of Windows system events and network intrusion techniques is helpful as well.

 Content Analysis API Architecture
The Content Analysis API is built using well-known open standards to facilitate interaction with a wide range of commonly
used tools. It is designed according to the Representational State Transfer (REST) API standard, an architectural style
consisting of a coordinated set of constraints applied to components, connectors, and data elements, within a distributed
hypermedia system.

The API returns data records in standard JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. For returning binary files, the MA
API uses Google Protocol Buffers (GPB), a standard method of serializing structured data in a language-neutral, platform-
independent, extensible way. Protocol buffers allow for flexible, efficient, and automated storage of nearly any type of
data. Malware analysts frequently retrieve analysis resources from Malware Analysis for further inspection including
screen shots, HTTP archives, sample binaries, and PCAP files through the API using GPB. The GPB filename extension
is .proto.
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API Architecture for Submitting Files to Content Analysis

The following diagram illustrates the API architecture for a single Content Analysis appliance that is performing antivirus
scanning and on-box sandboxing in Balanced mode.

Files Submitted via ICAP

When files are submitted to Content Analysis via ICAP (as when a ProxySG appliance sends CA files for scanning),
AV/ML scanning results are returned via ICAP, and on-box sandboxing verdicts are returned via MA WSS. On-box
sandboxing results may also be returned via ICAP if a previously cached verdict still exists or when real-time sandboxing
is enabled (applicable for light usage only).
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Files Submitted via API

• When an API submits a file to Content Analysis for AV/ML scanning, the AV/ML scanning results are returned via the
AV/ML WebSocket, and on-box sandboxing verdicts are returned via the MA WebSocket channel.

• When on-box sandboxing is enabled on CA but real-time sandboxing is not enabled or the timer has expired, CA will
send a partial verdict in JSON.  The status will show as 0 (IN_PROGRESS), and "expect_sandbox" will be set to true.
 When the final response is available, another JSON message will be sent with the final status of 1 (COMPLETE)
along with the sandboxing verdict.

• When files are submitted with the MA full RAPI, the files are only sent to the on-box sandbox (not to AV/ML) and
results are returned on the MA WebSocket channel.

• On-box sandboxing results are available via a RAPI poll (CAS AV to MA) provided the queue isn’t overrun; basic
results are available with ICAP when real-time sandboxing is enabled and the queue isn’t overloaded.

API Architecture for Content Analysis in Optimized for Sandboxing Mode

When Content Analysis is in Optimized for Sandboxing mode, the majority of resources are allocated to on-box
sandboxing and few resources are allocated to AV scanning.

API Architecture for Two-Box Content Analysis Deployment

In a two-box deployment, one Content Analysis appliance is dedicated to antivirus scanning (no sandboxing license) and
the other Content Analysis appliance has resources dedicated to on-box sandboxing (in other words, it is in Optimized for
Sandboxing mode).
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Generate an API Key
Authentication to the API is provided using unique authentication tokens (API keys) matched to specific users and access
roles.

Example API key:3970ae9b89b6402da1b706435d56006c

• Administrators can create and manage API keys using one of two methods:
– Using the RAPI function POST: /rapi/system/users/api_keys. (See Create API Keys.) You must generate an API key

for an administrator-level account before using this method.
– Using ma-actions api-key in the command-line interface, as shown below.

• An API key can be generated for any existing user.
• You must specify a role for the user. The role can be different from the user role in the web UI. See Authenticate

Users with Local Credentials for a list of API-eligible roles.
• By default Content Analysis will generate a key, or you can specify your own (with the value parameter in the CLI and

new_api_key for the RAPI) as long as it is 32 hexadecimal characters.
• You have the option of providing a label for the API key using the description parameter in the CLI or label with

the RAPI. Enclose the string "in quotation marks."

Generate the Key Using the Command Line Interface

• For more information consult ma-actions api-key.

1. Connect to the serial console or SSH to the Content Analysis appliance as a user with administrative privileges and
enter enable mode.

2. Enter the boldfaced commands below:
#  ma-actions api-key create user <username> role <role>

Note that keys are not stored on the system in plain text and cannot be retrieved later.

Created new API Key:<API_key> (Key ID<ID>)

3. Copy the generated API key and its ID and save it in a text file, because the key cannot be viewed later.
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Create an API Key
Generate an API key for a user and assign a role. Optionally, supply a label and user-defined API key. TheX-API-TOKEN
must be an administrator-level key.

TIP
To manage existing API keys runma-actions api-key from the command line in enable mode.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST "X-API-TOKEN:<admin-API-key>" -d
"user=<username>&roles=<role>&label="<string>"&new_api_key=<api_key>" https://<CA-host>:8082/rapi/system/users/
api_keys

HTTP Parameters

role Role type for new key. This role can be different from the user's
role in the web UI. Valid values: sysconfig , super-
analyst , guest , observer , write-only , analyst
, administrator . See Authenticate Users with Local
Credentials for an explanation of the roles.

username Existing local user

label Optional descriptor for the key. Enclose "in quotation marks"

new_api_key Optional user-provided key value; must be 32 hexadecimal
characters

Example
$ curl -X POST "X-API-TOKEN:8a09a20292404ea182f46e42db2bab41" -d "user=apiuser&roles=write-only&label="Key for

 API Users"&new_api_key=aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/users/api_keys

HTTP Return Value
{

"api_version": 9,

"exec_time": 0.077,

"request": "POST /system/users/api_keys",

"results": [

{

"api_keys_api_key": " <key> ",

"api_keys_date_added": " <YYYY-MM-DD> T <hh:ii:ss> ",

"api_keys_key_id": " <ID> ",

"api_keys_label": " <string> ",

"api_keys_privileges": <integer> ,

"api_keys_roles": " <role> ",

"users_username": " <username> "

}

],

"results_count": 1,

"server_time": " <YYYY-MM-DD> T <hh:ii:ss> .99999"

}
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Lost API Keys
API keys are not stored in clear text in the system database. For security reasons, only a one-way hash value is stored.
If a key is lost, it is impossible to retrieve it. In this situation, a user with an Administrator or a Super Analyst role should
delete the lost key (if it is identifiable via the UID and role), or delete and recreate all keys belonging to that user.

When a new key is created, the key is communicated to the administrative user in the output of the  ma-actions api-key
create CLI command. The administrator must then provide the user with the key via an external mechanism and it is the
user’s responsibility to securely store their key external to Content Analysis.

API Client Environment
The examples in this document use cURL, an open-source library and command-line tool for transferring data using
various protocols with URL syntax. It supports DICT, FILE, FTP, FTPS, Gopher, HTTP, HTTPS, IMAP, IMAPS, LDAP,
LDAPS, POP3, POP3S, RTMP, RTSP, SCP, SFTP, SMTP, SMTPS, Telnet and TFTP. cURL also supports SSL certificates,
HTTP POST, HTTP PUT, FTP uploading, HTTP form based upload, proxies, cookies, and user/password authentication.

The examples use cURL because it's easier to demonstrate API usage through the cURL command-line tool rather than
to include source code. However, you can access the Content Analysis and Malware Analysis APIs with your preferred
coding tool.

Pass API Keys to REST API
Once you have generated an API key, you can use it to authenticate REST API calls. To append an X-API-TOKEN header
for HTTP requests, the cURL command would be:

curl -H "X-API-TOKEN:<api-key>" https://mag2host/rapi/tasks

For example, if the API key is a2f26f1c84084eb4b1c4a694aa8ae9e6:

curl -H "X-API-TOKEN:a2f26f1c84084eb4b1c4a694aa8ae9e6" https://<CA_host>/rapi/tasks

REST API for Malware Analysis Operations
The full-featured Malware Analysis Application Programming Interface (API) can perform the operations in the Malware
Analysis tab as well as additional functionality.

The API supports basic and advanced integration and automation goals including: multi-step workflow processes;
integration into anti-malware solution suites; integration into extended security infrastructures; and context, correlation,
and enrichment processes. Content Analysis supports generic data exchange with external systems via a well-defined
event schema that is accessible through the API via Python, cURL, Ruby, and many other common programming
languages.

Common API uses include:
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• Bulk file submission for analysis
• Good–bad file determination for white/black lists
• Submit custom tasks to multiple analysis environments (SandBox, IntelliVM profile, MobileVM profile)
• Assign priorities to sample tasks (High, Medium, Low)
• Automatically submit dropped files for analysis
• Conditional processing based on risk scores or behavioral indicators
• Post-processing of analysis artifacts using third-party tools
• Inclusion of other tools as part of the core analysis process (such as VirusTotal counts, YARA signatures)
• Back-end for other processes (for example, checking attachments before uploading to Salesforce.com)
• Integration into coordinated product suites with other tools and appliances
• Enhance analysis with context, correlation, and enrichment processes

MA API Architecture

The API is built using well-known open standards to facilitate interaction with a wide range of commonly used tools. It is
designed according to the Representational State Transfer (REST) API standard, an architectural style consisting of a
coordinated set of constraints applied to components, connectors, and data elements, within a distributed hypermedia
system.

The API returns data records in standard JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. For returning binary files, the MA
API uses Google Protocol Buffers (GPB), a standard method of serializing structured data in a language-neutral, platform-
independent, extensible way. Protocol buffers allow for flexible, efficient, and automated storage of nearly any type of
data. Malware analysts frequently retrieve analysis resources from Malware Analysis for further inspection including
screen shots, HTTP archives, sample binaries, and PCAP files through the API using GPB. The GPB filename extension
is .proto.

Common Malware Analysis API Functions
The Malware Analysis API enables a rich array of dynamic functionality that is limited only by programming ability and
imagination.

It is impractical to detail all possible API usage implementations, so we provide a diverse, core set of examples to enable
productive usage of API functionality and jump-start learning of higher-level tasks.
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Create an API Key
Generate an API key for a user and assign a role. Optionally, supply a label and user-defined API key. TheX-API-TOKEN
must be an administrator-level key.

TIP
To manage existing API keys runma-actions api-key from the command line in enable mode.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST "X-API-TOKEN:<admin-API-key>" -d
"user=<username>&roles=<role>&label="<string>"&new_api_key=<api_key>" https://<CA-host>:8082/rapi/system/users/
api_keys

HTTP Parameters

role Role type for new key. This role can be different from the user's
role in the web UI. Valid values: sysconfig , super-
analyst , guest , observer , write-only , analyst
, administrator . See Authenticate Users with Local
Credentials for an explanation of the roles.

username Existing local user

label Optional descriptor for the key. Enclose "in quotation marks"

new_api_key Optional user-provided key value; must be 32 hexadecimal
characters

Example
$ curl -X POST "X-API-TOKEN:8a09a20292404ea182f46e42db2bab41" -d "user=apiuser&roles=write-only&label="Key for

 API Users"&new_api_key=aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/users/api_keys

HTTP Return Value
{

"api_version": 9,

"exec_time": 0.077,

"request": "POST /system/users/api_keys",

"results": [

{

"api_keys_api_key": " <key> ",

"api_keys_date_added": " <YYYY-MM-DD> T <hh:ii:ss> ",

"api_keys_key_id": " <ID> ",

"api_keys_label": " <string> ",

"api_keys_privileges": <integer> ,

"api_keys_roles": " <role> ",

"users_username": " <username> "

}

],

"results_count": 1,

"server_time": " <YYYY-MM-DD> T <hh:ii:ss> .99999"

}
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Shut Down or Restart System
Shut down or restart the Content Analysis appliance.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/shutdown

$ curl -X POST https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/reboot

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/system/shutdown

/system/reboot

 

Submit Sample File
Submit a new basic sample. Parameters must be encoded using multipart/form-data and not application/x-www-form-
urlencoded.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST --form upload=@<filename> --form "owner=admin" --form "extension=jpg" https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/
basic

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

source Source of sample. Default = www

resource_id Create sample using existing sample_resource

file Multipart form-data file attachment

owner Owner of sample

label Label of sample

target_name Override file name

description Free-form text description

extension Override file extension

exec_arguments Override default execution arguments

HTTP URL
/samples/basic
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Submit Sample URL
Submit a sample URL.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST -d "url=http://<URL>/" https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/url

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

source Source of sample. Default: www

exec_arguments Override default execution arguments

owner Owner of sample (required)

label Label of sample

description Free-form text description

url URL of sample

HTTP URL
/samples/url

 

Create Task
Create a new task. A task is an execution of a sample file or URL in a defined environment (operating system profile +
testing plugin script).

Syntax

$ curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_id>&env=drd" https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

$ curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_id>&env=sbx&tp_IVM.TIMEOUT=30" https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks

$ curl -X POST -d "sample_id=<sample_id>&env=ivm&exec_args=c:\windows\wscript.exe {sample}" https://<CA-host>/
rapi/tasks

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

sample_id Sample ID (required)

storage_classes How the event data will be stored. 1 Local database 2 Local
fileshare 4 Local fileshare as GZIP 8 Amazon S3 cloud storage 16
Amazon S3 cloud storage as GZIP

env={sbx|ivm|drd} Task environment (required)
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primary_resource_id Override default execution resource by ID

ivm_profile Virtual machine profile short name, if env=ivm is specified

exec_args Override default execution arguments

primary_resource_name Override default execution resource by name

priority={high|medium|low} Task priority

tp_<task_property> Set multiple task properties

vmp_id Virtual machine profile ID, if env=ivm is specified

HTTP URL
/tasks

 

Get Task Statistics
Get statistics for a completed task.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/stats

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)/stats

 

Get a Sample's Tasks
Get tasks for a sample.

Syntax

$ curl X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/<sample_id>/tasks

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/samples/(?P<sample_id>[09]+)/tasks

 

Get Pattern Group
Get all pattern groups or a specific pattern.
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Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>//rapi/pattern_groups

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>//rapi/pattern_groups/<group_ID>

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

include_global Include/exclude global patterns. Default: 1 (include).

owner Return only patterns belonging to the specified owner. If owner
contains a value, include_global=0 must also be specified.

HTTP URL
/pattern_groups

/pattern_groups/(?P<pattern_group_id>[09]+)

/pattern_groups/(?P<pattern_group_uuid>[af09\]{36})

 

Retrieve Sample Tasks
Get tasks for a sample.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/<task_id>/tasks

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/samples/(?P<sample_id>[09]+)/tasks

 

Get Risk Score
Get the risk score of a completed task.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/risk_score

HTTP Return Value
JSON
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HTTP Parameters

owner override sample owner for risk calculation

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)/risk_score

 

Retrieve Matched Patterns
Get pattern group results for a completed task.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/patterns

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)/patterns

 

Retrieve Task Events
Get event data for a completed task.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>//rapi/tasks/<task_id>/events

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>//rapi/tasks/<task_id>/events?mode=gpb&include_norm_stats=1

HTTP Return Value
[JSON|GPB]

HTTP Parameters

include_norm_stats Include/exclude normalization statistics. Default: 0 (exclude)

event_filter Return only certain event types (not implemented)

mode={json|gpb} Return events as JSON or Google Protocol Buffer. Default: json

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)/events
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Retrieve Task Resources
Get resources for a completed task.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>/resources

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)/resources

 

Retrieve Sample Binary File
Get sample resource binary.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/resources/<resource_id>/bin

HTTP Return Value
binary

HTTP URL
/samples/resources/(?P<resource_id>[09]+)/bin

 

Search for a Sample
Search for a basic sample.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/basic/<sample_id>

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/basic?owner=admin

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/basic?owner=admin&limit=2&offset=10

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

sha256 Search by SHA256

exact If exact=0 then allow partial string matches. Default: 0

md5 Search by MD5
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owner Search by owner

lable Search by label

offset Combine with limit to page through results. Default: 0

limit Limit number of results. Default: 100

resource_magic Search by sample resource magic string

resource_name Search by sample resource name

HTTP URL
/samples/basic

/samples/basic/(?P<sample_id>[09]+)

 

Search Tasks
Search for tasks by query string.

Only tasks that were created in versions 2.4.1 and later can be searched using this function.

You can get faster results when searching on some fields by using these RAPI endpoints:

• Search by Task Field — Search by one field and its value.
• Search for Tasks by Sample — Search by the MD5 or SHA256 value of the sample.
• Search for Task Reports — Search by report ID.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search?<parameters>"

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

q Query string using Lucene query syntax. Consult Search Malware
Analysis Tasks to see how to form the queries. Use an asterisk (*
) to match all reports. The default operator is AND .

full_source [0|1] Include a summary of important task events in the results. Default:
0 (summary not included)

order_by <field1>,<field2> One or more comma-separated fields to sort the results by.
Default order is ascending; to change to descending add :desc
to the field name. Default: task_start:desc (order the
results by the task-start time, in descending order)

date_lt [<epoch>|<date>] Upper limit for a date search. Combine with date_gte
(lower limit) for a date range. Use Unix epoch, ISO 8601, or
Elasticsearch date math (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/current/common-options.html#date-math).
Omit this parameter to default to the current time.
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date_gte [<epoch>|<date>] Lower limit for a date search. Combine with date_lt (upper
limit) for a date range. Default: 0 (1 Jan 1970 or later)

owner Filter results by the sample owner. Omit this parameter to see
results from all owners to which the API token permits access.

count Limit the number of results to this integer. Default: 10 (next 10
results in the current sort order)

from Combine with count to page through the results. Default: 0 (start
from the first sorted result)

search_after [<epoch>|<date>] Page through the results by specifying the sort values of the
last hit in a previous search. Omit this parameter to get results
according to count and from .

scroll <time_unit> How long to keep a scrollable search context alive. Use
Elasticsearch time units. (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/5.5/common-options.html#time-units=)
Default: None (do not return a scrollable search context)

remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Examples

Find d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e in any field:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/?q=d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e"

Search for structured reports from January 1, 2020 with risk score greater than 6:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search?

q=risk_score:>6&owner=admin&date_lt:2020-01-02&date_gte:2020-01-01"

Search for structured reports that have events with foo or bar in the file path. Order results by risk score in descending
order and include the event summary:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search?q=fs_paths:foo%20OR

%20fs_path:bar&order_by=risk_score:desc&full_source=1"

Search for structured reports that have events with foo in the file path and bar as the top-level domain. Return 1337
results and include the event summary:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search?q=fs_paths:foo%20AND%20tlds:bar&count=1337&full_source=1"

Search for structured reports where the sample is owned by user bar . Include the event summary. Order first by
timestamp in ascending order, then by task ULID in ascending order, and return 10 results after the result that has
timestamp with value 1507893203000 and task ULID with value 05FHAW33NQ8K3HFTMDR5C1FB8G :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search?

owner=bar&full_source=1&count=10&order_by=timestamp,id&search_after=[1507893203000,"05FHAW33NQ8K3HFTMDR5C1FB8G"]"

Search for structured reports where the sample is owned by user bar . Include the event summary. Return 1000 results
sorted in the fastest possible order and create a scrollable search context that will stay alive for another 5 minutes.

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search?

owner=bar&full_source=1&count=1000&order_by=_doc&scroll=5m"
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HTTP URL
/search

Search by Task Field
Search for tasks using the specified field. This method returns results faster than specifying a single field in /search .

Only tasks that were created in versions 2.4.1 and later can be searched using this function.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/field?fn=<field>&fv=<value>&<parameters>"

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

fn Field name to match. Required.

fv Field value to match. Required.

wildcard [0|1] Allow wildcards in fv . Default: 1 (wildcards ? and * are allowed)

fuzzy [0|1] Do fuzzy matching. Default: 0 (no fuzzy matching)

full_source [0|1] Include a summary of important task events in the results. Default:
0 (summary not included)

order_by <field1>,<field2> One or more comma-separated fields to sort the results by.
Default order is ascending; to change to descending add :desc
to the field name. Default: task_start:desc (order the
results by the task-start time, in descending order)

date_lt [<epoch>|<date>] Upper limit for a date search. Combine with date_gte
(lower limit) for a date range. Use Unix epoch, ISO 8601, or
Elasticsearch date math (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/current/common-options.html#date-math).
Omit this parameter to default to the current time.

date_gte [<epoch>|<date>] Lower limit for a date search. Combine with date_lt (upper
limit) for a date range. Default: 0 (1 Jan 1970 or later)

owner Filter results by the sample owner. Omit this parameter to see all
owners that the API token permits access to.

count Limit the number of results to this integer. Default: 10 (next 10
results in the current sort order)

from Combine with count to page through the results. Default: 0 (start
from the first sorted result)

search_after [<epoch>|<date>] Page through the results by specifying the sort values of the
last hit in a previous search. Omit this parameter to get results
according to count and from .

scroll <time_unit> How long to keep a scrollable search context alive. Use
Elasticsearch time units. (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/5.5/common-options.html#time-units=)
Default: None (do not return a scrollable search context)
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remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Examples

Search for structured reports where the MD5 hash of the sample is d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/field?fn=md5&fv=d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e"

Search for structured reports where the sample label fuzzy matches boofar and the sample owner is foo :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/field?fn=label&fv=boofar&owner=foo&fuzzy=1"

Search for structured reports where the risk score is 7 and the owner is foo ; include the event summary:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/field?fn=risk_score&fv=7&owner=foo&full_source=1"

HTTP URL
/search/field

Search for Task Reports
Search for or delete task reports, using the report ID. This method returns results faster than specifying the id or
task_local_ulid in /search .

Only tasks that were created in versions 2.4.1 and later can be searched using this function.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/report/[<task_local_id>|<task_ulid>]?<parameters>

$ curl -X DELETE https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/report/[<task_local_id>|<task_ulid>]?<parameters>

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

owner Filter results by the sample owner. Omit this parameter to see all
owners that the API token permits access to.

remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Example

Get the structured report with a task ULID of 05FHAW33NQ8K3HFTMDR5C1FB8G :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/report/05FHAW33NQ8K3HFTMDR5C1FB8G"

Get the structured report with a local task ID of 1337 :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/report/1337"

Get the structured report with a local task ID of 1337 , but only if the owner is foo :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/report/1337?owner=foo"
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Delete the structured report with a local task ID of 1337 , but only if the owner is bar :

$ curl -X DELETE "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/report/1337?owner=bar"

HTTP URL
/search/report/[<task_local_id>|<task_ulid>]

Search for Tasks by Sample
Search for tasks that are associated with a sample, using the MD5 or SHA256 hash. This method returns results faster
than specifying the hash field in /search . Partial hash searches are not permitted.

Only tasks that were created in versions 2.4.1 and later can be searched using this function.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/sample/[md5|sha256]/<hash>"

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

full_source [0|1] Include a summary of important task events in the results. Default:
0 (summary not included).

order_by <field1>,<field2> One or more comma-separated fields to sort the results by.
Default order is ascending; to change to descending add :desc
to the field name. Default: task_start:desc (order the
results by the task-start time, in descending order)

date_lt [<epoch>|<date>] Upper limit for a date search. Combine with date_gte
(lower limit) for a date range. Use Unix epoch, ISO 8601, or
Elasticsearch date math (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/current/common-options.html#date-math).
Omit this parameter to default to the current time.

date_gte [<epoch>|<date>] Lower limit for a date search. Combine with date_lt (upper
limit) for a date range. Default: 0 (1 Jan 1970 or later)

owner Filter results by the sample owner. Omit this parameter to see all
owners that the API token permits access to.

count Limit the number of results to this integer. Default: 10 (next 10
results in the current sort order)

from Combine with count to page through the results. Default: 0 (start
from the first sorted result)

search_after [<epoch>|<date>] Page through the results by specifying the sort values of the
last hit in a previous search. Omit this parameter to get results
according to count and from .

scroll <time_unit> How long to keep a scrollable search context alive. Use
Elasticsearch time units. (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/
elasticsearch/reference/5.5/common-options.html#time-units=)
Default: None (do not return a scrollable search context)
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remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Examples

Search for structured reports where the MD5 hash of the sample is d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/sample/md5/d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e"

Search for structured reports from January 1, 2020 where the MD5 hash of the sample is
d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e and the sample owner is foo :

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/sample/md5/d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e?

owner=foo&date_lt:2020-01-02&date_gte:2020-01-01"

Search for structured reports where the SHA256 hash of the sample is d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e , order
results by risk score in descending order, and include the event summary:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/sample/sha256/d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e?

order_by=risk_score:desc&full_source=1"

HTTP URL
/search/sample/[md5|sha256]/<hash>

         

Scroll Through Tasks
Scroll through tasks that are returned by other queries, or delete the search context when finished scrolling.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/scroll?<parameters>"

$ curl -X DELETE "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/scroll?<parameters>"

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

scroll <time_unit> How long to keep a scrollable search context alive. Use Elastic
search time units. (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/
reference/5.5/common-options.html#time-units=) Default: None
(do not return a scrollable search context)

scroll_id This value is always returned by a previous call to /search or /
search/scroll

remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Examples

Continue scrolling a search context with a scroll_id of ABCD1234 and keep the search context alive for another
minute:
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$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/scroll?scroll=1m&scroll_id=ABCD1234"

Delete the search context with a scroll_id of ABCD1234 :

$ curl -X DELETE "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/scroll?scroll_id=ABCD1234"

HTTP URL
/search/scroll

Aggregate Search Task Results
Do a query string search and aggregate the results.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/aggs?<parameters>"

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

q Query string using Lucene query syntax. Consult Search Malware
Analysis Tasks to see how to form the queries. Use an asterisk (*
) to match all reports.

buckets How to group reports into buckets. Supported values
are date_histogram , histogram , missing ,
significant_terms , and terms  Format is  <user-
selected_name>:<aggregation_type>:<field>:
[<interval>|<bucket_size>]  Default:
top_10_sample_sha256:terms:sha256:10 (return
an aggregation named top_10_sample_sha256 that
contains the top 10 sha256 samples) Chain or nest multiple
buckets together using comma separation. Field-name aliases are
supported. Max. number of buckets: 4Max. bucket size: 10 000
(If the specified interval would create a bucket size larger than 10
000, the interval will be adjusted to have a size of 9999 or less.)

metrics Which metrics to get from the buckets. Supported values
are avg , cardinality , max , min , percentiles
, stats , sum and value_count  Format is  <user-
selected_name>:<metric_type>:<field>:
[<interval>:<bucket_size>]  Default:
avg_risk_score:avg:risk_score (return a metric
named avg_risk_score with the average risk score for each
bucket in the aggregation) Use multiple metrics with comma
separation. Field-name aliases are supported.

full_source [0|1] Include a summary of important task events in the results. Default:
0 (summary not included)
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order_by <field1>,<field2> One or more comma-separated fields to sort the results by.
Default order is ascending; to change to descending add :desc
to the field name. Default: task_start:desc (order the
results by the task-start time, in descending order)

date_lt [<epoch>|<date>] Upper limit for a date search. Combine with date_gte (lower
limit) for a date range. Use Unix epoch or Elastic search date math
(https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/
common-options.html#date-math). Omit this parameter to default
to the current time.

date_gte [<epoch>|<date>] Lower limit for a date search. Combine with date_lt (upper
limit) for a date range. Default: 0 (1 Jan 1970 or later)

owner Filter results by the sample owner. Omit this parameter to see all
owners that the API token permits access to.

count Limit the number of results to this integer. Default: 0 (no search
results; only return the aggregated results)

from Combine with count to page through the results. Default: 0 (start
from the first sorted result)

search_after [<epoch>|<date>] Page through the results by specifying the sort values of the
last hit in a previous search. Omit this parameter to get results
according to count and from .

scroll <time_unit> How long to keep a scrollable search context alive. Use Elastic
search time units. (https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/
reference/5.5/common-options.html#time-units=) Default: None
(do not return a scrollable search context)

remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Examples

Search for structured reports where any field matches d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e and return the average
risk score of each of the 10 most occurring samples:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/aggs?q=d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e"

Search for structured reports from January 1, 2020 with a risk score higher than 6 and the owner named foo , and return
the average risk score of each of the 10 most occurring samples:

$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/aggs?

q=risk_score:>6&owner=foo&date_lt:2020-01-02&date_gte:2020-01-01"

Match any structured report and return the average risk score of each of the 10 most occurring samples in each month:

$ curl -X GET "https://ca_host:8082/rapi/search/aggs?

buckets=histogram:date_histogram:timestamp:month,top_10_sample_sha256:terms:sha256:10"

Get Task Results Schema
Return the task-results schema, with descriptions, in JSON format.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET "https://<CA-host>/rapi/search/schema"
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HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

remote [0|1] Search a remote search host instead of the local host. Default: 0
(search the local host)

Example
$ curl -X GET "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/search/schema"

 

Delete Task
Deletes a task. All events and task resources are also deleted.

Syntax

$ curl -X DELETE https://<CA-host>/rapi/tasks/<task_id>

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/tasks/(?P<task_id>[09]+)

 

Delete Sample
Delete a sample. This deletes the sample record, all attached task records, task events, task resources, and sample
resources. Sample resources records will not be deleted if another sample also shares the sample resource. Sample
resource binaries will be deleted and the resource flag set to False.

Syntax

$ curl -X DELETE https://<CA-host>/rapi/samples/<sample_id>

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/samples/(?P<sample_id>[09]+)

 

Fetch VirusTotal Data
VirusTotal is a free virus, malware, and URL online scanning service.
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Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/3rdparty/vt/<file_md5>

where <file_md5> is the MD5 hash of the file. For example:

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/3rdparty/vt/6600aaf7babed63bca0fa860ff0f69ff

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/3rdparty/vt/(?P<md5>[afAF09]{32})

 

Get Status of Queues
Get status of files in the queue waiting for the on-box sandbox to analyze.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/queues

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/system/queues

 

Get Health State
Get health state (green/yellow/red) of the Content Analysis appliance.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/health

HTTP Return Value
JSON

health_states = {0: "green", # Full operational 1: "yellow", # Operational, needs maintenance 2: "red" # Not

 operational, needs immediately inspection}

HTTP URL
/system/health
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Get Database Counts
Get database counts, including sample count, task count, event count, task count grouped by environment, task count
grouped by status.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/stats/counts

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/system/stats/counts

 

List Current Sessions
List all current user sessions. As an alternative to using an API key to authenticate, users can authenticate with their
Content Analysis user name and password, which will provide them with a temporary API key (also called a token).

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/auth/sessions

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP URL
/auth/sessions

 

Download Windows Base Image
Download a Windows base image from the specified Content Analysis appliance and place it on a local system.

Syntax

$ curl -OJ https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/bin

$ curl -k -OJ -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" https://<CA-host>:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/bin

HTTP Return Value
Binary

Example
$ curl -k -OJ -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/

bases/1/bin
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HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/(?P<vmb_id>[0-9]+)/bin 

 

Pull Windows Base Image from URL
Import a Windows base image onto the specified Content Analysis appliance by pulling the file from the specified URL.

Syntax

$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" -d "url=http://web_server/base_image.bundle" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/
bases/pull?product_key=<key>

HTTP Parameters

api_key API key when downloading from Content Analysis (optional)

product_key Microsoft Windows product key for the IVM

validate_cert Validate HTTPS certificate. Default: 1

retry_failed Retry base image download if the name is the same and the state
is error. Default: 0

use_proxy Use configured proxy server. Default: 0

url Location of VM bundle (required)

build_profile Build standard profile after downloading image. Default: 1

HTTP Return Value
JSON

Example
$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" -d "url=http://web_server/base_image.bundle"

 https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/pull?product_key=xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx

HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/pull

 

Upload Windows Base Image
Upload a Windows base image to the specified Content Analysis appliance.

Syntax

$ curl -F upload=@base_image.bundle https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/bases/post?product_key=<key>
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HTTP Parameters

product_key Microsoft Windows product key for the IVM

file Multi-part form-data file attachment

build_profile Build a standard profile after upload. Default: 1

HTTP Return Value
JSON

Example
$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64"  -F upload=@base_image.bundle

 https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/post?product_key=xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx

HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/post

 

Pull Windows ISO from URL
Install a Windows ISO image on to the specified Content Analysis appliance by pulling it from the specified URL. If you are
uploading a multiple-edition ISO, you must also follow the instructions in Install a Multi-Edition ISO File.

Syntax

$ curl -H "X-API-TOKEN:<api_key>" -d "url=http://<web_server>/<filename>.iso" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/bases/
pull_iso?product_key=<key>&iso_type=<type>

HTTP Parameters

product key Microsoft Windows product key for the IVM

display_name Display name of the new base image (required)

validate_cert Validate HTTPS certificate. Default=1.

use_proxy Use configured proxy server. Default=0.

file Multi-part form-data file attachment

iso_type={win7x64|win10x64|winxp-sp3} Type of ISO (required)

build_profile Build standard profile after downloading image. Default=1.

kms_server KMS server to use for activation, if not using the product key.

ntp_server NTP server, required if kms_server is set.

HTTP Return Value
JSON
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Example
$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:7a49af86645e4e3a9f24608636135f64" -d "url=http://web_server/windows.iso"

 https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/pull_iso?product_key=xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-

xxxxx&iso_type=win10x64

HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/pull_iso

 

Upload Windows ISO File
Upload and install a Windows ISO image to the specified Content Analysis appliance. If you are installing a multiple-
edition ISO, you must also follow the steps in Install a Multi-Edition ISO File.

NOTE
This method does not support Windows XP ISOs. Use Pull Windows ISO from URL instead.

Syntax

$ curl -F file=@<filename>.iso -H "X-API-TOKEN:<token>" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/bases/post_iso?
product_key=<key>&iso_type=<type>

HTTP Parameters

url Location of the ISO image (required)

display_name Display name of the new base image (required)

iso_type=[win7x64|win10x64] Type of ISO (required)

product_key Microsoft Windows product key for the IVM, if not using a KMS
server. Use the product key for the version and edition that you
want to install.

file Multi-part form-data file attachment

build_profile Build a standard profile after upload. Default: 1

validate_cert Validate the HTTP certificate. Default: 1

kms_server KMS server to user for activation (if not using product key)

ntp_server NTP server, required only if kms_server is set.

use_proxy Use the global proxy settings. Default: 0

HTTP Return Value
JSON

Example
$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN: 3b6d132a0d6b44409693d55d77137a8c" -d "roles=administrator&user=admin"

 "https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/post_iso?build_profile=1&product_key=xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-

xxxxx&name=win7x64_post&display_name=win7x64_post&iso_type=win7x64" -F file=@WIN7-x17.iso

HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/post_iso
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Install a Multi-Edition ISO File
Install a Windows base image from a multiple-edition Windows ISO onto the specified Content Analysis appliance. A
multi-edition ISO contains more than one edition of a Windows version, for example, Windows 7 Home Basic or Windows
10 Professional. See KB188512 to determine the supported Windows versions.

Complete the following steps to install an image from a multi-edition ISO:

1. Pull Windows ISO from URL or Upload Windows ISO File.
2. Run GET /rapi/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/iso_selection to obtain the edition's index number.
3. Run POST /rapi/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/iso_selection to include version_index and the

product key or KMS server, which will install the image.

Syntax
$ curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:<API-key>" -d "roles=<role>&user=<username>" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/bases/

(<vmb_id>)/iso_selection[&product_key=<key>&version_index=<ID>]

HTTP POST Parameters

version_index (Required) Index number of the Windows edition; obtain by
running GET /rapi/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/iso_selection.

vmb_id Integer that represents the base image that was installed in step 1.
Returned as vm_bases_vmb_id.

product_key Microsoft Windows product key for the ISO, if not using the KMS
server. Use the product key for the version and edition that you
want to install.

kms_server KMS server to use for activation, if not using the product key.

ntp_server NTP server, required if kms_server is set.

queue_if_busy Queue the operation if the controller is busy. Default: 0

HTTP GET Return Value
{

             "api_version": 9,

             "exec_time": 0.0057,

             "request": "GET /system/vm/bases/xx/iso_selection",

             "results": [

                 {

                     "index": "<integer>",

                     "name": "Windows <version> <edition_name>"

                 },

                 {

                     "index": "<integer>",

                     "name": "Windows <version> <edition_name>"

                 },

                 {

                     "index": "<integer>",

                     "name": "Windows <version> <edition_name>"

                 },
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                 {

                     "index": "<integer>",

                     "name": "Windows <version> <edition_name>"

                 }

             ],

             "results_count": 4,

             "server_time": "2020-08-28T10:07:02.652755"

         }

Example

Obtain the edition's index number:

$ curl -k -H GET "X-API-TOKEN:aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa" -d "roles=administrator&user=isoloader"

 https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/1/iso_selection

Install the edition:

$ curl -X POST -H "X-API-TOKEN:aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"  -d "roles=administrator&user=isoloader"

 https://203.0.113.17:8082/rapi/system/vm/bases/1/iso_selection&product_key=xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxxxx-

xxxxx&version_index=2

HTTP URL
/system/vm/bases/<vmb_id>/iso_selection

Export iVM Profile
Export an iVM profile or modify an already exported profile's metadata.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST -d \"vmp_id=1\" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/profiles/export

$ curl -X POST -d \"description=new description\" https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/profiles/
export/05E9QMMKF8ANPGZNG7DJY9D4DR

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

queue_if_busy Queue the operation if controller is busy. Default: 0 (off)

short_name Abbreviated name of the exported profile

vmp_id Virtual machine profile ID to export (only if vme_id is not specified)

compression={none|gzip|lzma} Optional compression to use. Default: none

name Name of the exported profile

description Description of the exported profile

ttl Number of hours the exported profile should be kept on disk.
Default: 24. Enter 0 to keep forever.
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HTTP URL
/system/vm/profiles/export

/system/vm/profiles/export/(?P<vme_id>[0-9A-HJKMNPQRSTVWXYZ]{26})

 

Get Exported IVM Profile Metadata
Get exported IVM profile metadata.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/profiles/export/05E9QMMKF8ANPGZNG7DJY9D4DR

HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

vme_id Exported IVM profile ID (optional)

HTTP URL
/system/vm/profiles/export

/system/vm/profiles/export/(?P<vme_id>[0-9A-HJKMNPQRSTVWXYZ]{26})

 

Download Exported iVM Profile
Download an exported iVM profile to the specified CA appliance.

Syntax

$ curl -X GET https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/profiles/export/05E9QMMKF8ANPGZNG7DJY9D4DR/bin

HTTP Return Value
Binary

HTTP URL
/system/vm/profiles/export/(?P<vme_id>[0-9A-HJKMNPQRSTVWXYZ]{26})/bin

 

Import IVM Profile
Import an exported IVM profile.

Syntax

$ curl -X POST -F upload=@profile.qcow2.bundle https://<CA-host>/rapi/system/vm/profiles/import
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HTTP Return Value
JSON

HTTP Parameters

short_name Abbreviated name to use for the new profile (default from the
bundle)

file Multi-part form-data file attachment

name Name to use for the new profile (default from the bundle)

set_default Set the profile as the default profile

build_profile Build the profile after import. Default: 1 (yes)

overwrite Overwrite the profile if it already exists. Default: 0 (off)

description Description of the exported profile

HTTP URL
/system/vm/profiles/import

 

Pub-Sub API for Notifications
The Publish-Subscribe Application Programming Interface (Pub-Sub API) allows for the immediate and secure notification
of tasks in progress, tasks that have been completed, and scanning verdicts. This functionality allows for the automation
of additional post-processing outside of Content Analysis, the initiation of downstream processes in other systems, and for
the assignment of targeted actions to be taken by analysts or security practitioners.

WebSocket is a web technology providing full-duplex communications channels over a single TCP connection.
WebSocket differs from TCP in that it enables a stream of messages instead of a stream of bytes. The communications
are done over TCP port numbers 8081 and 8082, which is of benefit for those environments that block non-standard
Internet connections using a firewall.

The WebSocket implementation provides for secure communications between clients and servers over the web. It
features an HTTP-compatible handshake so that HTTP servers can share their default HTTP and HTTPS ports with a
WebSocket gateway or server.

The WebSocket protocol uses ws:// and wss:// prefixes to indicate standard WebSocket and WebSocket Secure
connections, respectively. Symantec strongly advises its customers to utilize WebSocket Secure wss://.

Pass API Keys to the Pub-Sub API
The Pub-Sub API accepts API keys for user security authentication. (See Generate an API Key.) This simple example in
Python demonstrates how to connect and authenticate with the Pub-Sub API:

from websocket import create_connectionaddr ="wss://<CA-Host>:8082/rapi/ws/task_state"ws =

 create_connection(addr, header={'X-API-TOKEN':<api-key>}) while processing_tasks:  print ws.recv()

WebSockets and Commands
The  task_complete  and  task_state  WebSockets accept JSON-formatted commands that identify which tasks
the client wishes to receive notifications for.
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Supported commands and formats include:

{"command":"add_task", "args":"*"} Receive notifications for all tasks
{"command":"add_task", "args":<task_id>} Receive notifications for the specified task
{"command":"add_task", "args":[<task_id>,
<task_id>]}

Receive notifications for all tasks in the list

{"command":"clear_tasks", "args":None} Clear all tasks from the list

task_complete

The task_complete WebSocket retrieves notifications when tasks are complete. This WebSocket provides two URL
endpoints:

ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/task_complete/*

Connections to this endpoint will receive task_ complete notifications for all tasks processed by the system. However, if
authentication is enabled, only users with privileges to view all tasks can connect to this endpoint.

ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/task_complete

Connections to this endpoint require additional commands, in the format shown above, to indicate which tasks the user
wishes to receive notifications for. If authentication is enabled, users can receive only notifications for tasks that they have
permission to view.

This WebSocket will not provide notifications for failed tasks. The task_state WebSocket should be used to receive
notifications of any tasks that enter an error state.

task_state

The task_state WebSocket is used to receive notifications when a task changes state. This WebSocket provides two
different URL endpoints: ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/task_state/* Connections to this endpoint will receive task_state
change notifications for all tasks processed by the system. However, if authentication is enabled, only users with privileges
to view all tasks can connect to this endpoint.

ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/task_state

Connections to this endpoint require additional commands, in the format detailed above, to indicate which tasks the client
wishes to receive notifications for. If authentication is enabled, the client can only receive notifications for tasks that it has
privileges to view.

Example

The notifications are JSON-formatted text and include only the task ID and state value, as shown in the following example:

'{"new_state": 2, "task_id": 443}'

A list of all valid task_state values can be found in Task States.
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Task States

The table below lists valid task states for on-box sandboxing.

Task State Description API task_state ID

CORE_UNINITIALIZED Task is uninitialized Task_State = 0
CORE_INITIALIZED Task is initialized Task_State = 1
CORE_INTASKQUEUE Task is queued Task_State = 2
CORE_POSTPROCESSING Task event processing Task_State = 3
CORE_ININSERTQUEUE Task events are awaiting insert Task_State = 4
CORE_ERROR Generic error Task_State = 5
CORE_COMPLETE Task complete Task_State = 6
CORE_PROCESSING_INSERT Inserting events in database Task_State = 7
CORE_INSERT_ERROR Error inserting events in database Task_State = 8
SBX_INPROCESS Processing task in SandBox or MobileVM Task_State = 100
SBX_COMPLETE SandBox or MobileVM task is complete Task_State = 101
SBX_ERROR Error while processing in SandBox or

MobileVM
Task_State = 102

IVM_INPROCESS Processing task in IntelliVM Task_State = 200
IVM_COMPLETE IntelliVM task is complete Task_State = 201
IVM_ERROR Error while processing in IntelliVM Task_State = 202
APPLE_INPROCESS Processing task in Apple Analyzer Task_State = 300
APPLE_COMPLETE Apple Analyzer task is complete Task_State = 301
APPLE_ERROR Error while processing in Apple Analyzer Task_State = 302

syslog

The syslog WebSocket receives notifications for all syslog entries that are emitted by the system's malware analysis
components.

ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/syslog[?loglevel=<value>]

The optional loglevel parameter indicates the level of messages that will be received, as defined below:

_log_levels = {     'ERR': 3,     'WARNING': 4,     'INFO': 6,     'DEBUG': 7}

If loglevel is omitted, this value defaults to the config value set for bootstrap.loglevel.

Example
{"source": "stats", "message": "Starting stats update", "level": 7, "ts": "2020-12-10T02:37:40.011019",

 "server": "mag2"}

health

This WebSocket receives notifications about the Content Analysis system health status.

ws[s]://<CA-host>/rapi/ws/health
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A message is published for each health check, indicating the reason for the check and the current health state (0=green,
1=yellow, 2=red).

Examples
{"last_state": 0, "msg_type": "state_unaltered", "state": 0, "source": "df_health", "reason":

 "df_health_daemon_not_running", "time": 1418178554}

{"last_state": 2, "msg_type": "state_unaltered", "state": 2, "source": "license", "reason":

 "license_validity", "time": 1418178886}

Sample Use Cases for Pub-Sub API
The Pub-Sub API facilitates many productive use cases for both end users and integrators, including post-processing and
conditional processing of task results. Some common examples are described below. Notification via the Pub-Sub API
makes it possible to automate processing as soon as the desired results become available.

Resubmit Dropped Files

Malware often proceeds along a multi-stage infection cycle, where an initial file drops additional files during its run. These
additional files may be of interest to the analyst, who can gather up these resources and resubmit them for automated
analysis in Content Analysis.

In the API, use the <task_id> to request task_resources. Request each task resource, iterate through the list to identify
resources of interest, download to a local file system, and then submit the desired files normally. Task resources may
include screen shots, PCAPs, dropped files, and files the plugin itself creates.

Syntax

To fetch a list of task-resource IDs for the specified task:

GET /rapi/tasks/<task_id>/resources

To download a binary file for the specified resource:

GET /rapi/resources/<resource_id>

         

Download PCAP for Network Traffic Analysis

Download the PCAP file in the same manner as above for thetask_resource. The line in the resource list that specifies the
PCAP is:

"resource_magic_magic": "bin:pcap"

You can open the PCAP in Security Analytics (which has a Wireshark-like feature) for detailed analysis and artifact
extraction or you can use an intrusion detection system (IDS) such as Snort or Suricata to identify network anomalies.

Conditional Processing

Conditional processing is often performed based on the particular results contained within a specific task.

When connected to the task_complete WebSocket, a Content Analysis user will receive all task meta-data, including risk
score, when the task completes. Alternatively, the user can retrieve a task directly via the API as follows:

GET /rapi/tasks/<task_id>
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Performing contingent actions programmatically based on the sample’s risk_score is a common function. Content Analysis
maintains two separate risk_score values:

tasks_global_risk_score: 8 Risk score based on default patterns
tasks_owner_risk_score: 0 Risk score based on user’s custom patterns

Example

For risk_score >=7, write the task_id to a log file for additional follow-up analysis.

REST API for File Submission
Symantec provides a REST API for submitting individual files to Content Analysis for evaluation using the current
configuration. The API is available to people or programs that want to know how Content Analysis would evaluate a file
but don’t want to translate it into ICAP, the web-centric protocol that Content Analysis uses. Examples of how the API can
be used:

• Use the API with an email gateway to evaluate file attachments.
• Create a script running on a file server to periodically check for malicious files.
• Create a program that submits individual files so that an analyst can see if they are malicious or contain viruses.

CAUTION
This version of the REST API is considered to be phase 1 and is a limited submission API.

To deliver the scanning verdicts to the client, the Pub-Sub API is used. The API is asynchronous and uses WebSocket
protocol, which provides full-duplex communication channels over a single TCP connection. The following four-step use
case describes how to generate an API key, subscribe to the WebSocket, select the IVM profile to use, and submit files for
evaluation.

Get Started: Step 1: Generate an API Key

• cas-websocket.py
• cas-submit.py

Step 1: Generate an API Key
The first step to using the REST API for file submission is to generate a key for authenticating to the API. See Generate
an API Key for details.

Other CLI commands are available to view and delete API keys:

• ma-actions api-key list Shows the ID for each API key and its associated privileges. Note that it does NOT
show the value of the key.

• ma-actions api-key delete <id>  Deletes the API key with the specified ID.

Next Step: Step 2: Subscribe to the WebSocket

Step 2: Subscribe to the WebSocket
An API key allows access to the file submission endpoint and to the WebSocket used for results. It is recommended
that you subscribe to the results WebSocket before submitting files so that you don't miss responses. Results for all files
submitted via the file submission endpoint are sent to the WebSocket. Each request has a server-generated ID and may
contain a client-provided identifier to aid in matching the responses to the appropriate requests.
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See Example Python Code: WebSocket Scan Notifications.

The URL for the WebSocket is wss://<CA-host>:<port>/rapi/ws/cas_task , where <CA-host> is the host name
or IP address of Content Analysis and <port> is the web management HTTPS port. If Content Analysis is configured to
use HTTP for web management, you can use ws://... instead of wss:/..., provided that you specify the HTTP port instead
of the HTTPS port.

When attaching to the WebSocket, you need to provide a header with the API key. The header is called "X-API-TOKEN"
and its value should be the string obtained from the command line in Step 1.

Once attached to the WebSocket, you can listen for messages. Each message is a JSON string representing a Content
Analysis result. If sandboxing is enabled on Content Analysis but is configured to not wait for the sandboxing verdict, you
will receive two results for each request that was sent to sandboxing. In other cases, there will be a single response for
every request. The format of the JSON response is described in Appendix A: Asynchronous Response Syntax.

Next Step: Set Default IVM Profile

Step 3: Select IVM Profile
Select the IntelliVM profile you want the API to use for files that are submitted for scanning by Content Analysis. In the
Content Analysis management console:

1. Select Services > Sandboxing > Malware Analysis.
2. In the Servers panel, make sure Local Instance is enabled.

3. In the Tasks panel, specify your profile and plugin configuration.

4. Click Save Changes.

Step 4: Submit Files for Evaluation
Once you have an API key, are subscribed to the WebSocket, and have set the default IVM profile to use, you are ready
to submit files for evaluation.

Sample python code to submit a file is available here: cas-submit.py
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The URL for file submission is https://<server>:<port>/rapi/cas/scan .<server> is the host name or IP
address of Content Analysis, and<port> is the web management HTTPS port. The discussion in Step 2 about HTTP and
HTTPS applies to this URL as well.

When submitting files, you need to provide a header with the options in the following table.

Header Option Description Required?

X-API-TOKEN The API key string obtained from the
command line in Step 1.

Yes

X-Continue-After-Detection Indicates whether to send files for
evaluation in the sandbox regardless of the
verdict given from other configured services
(such as AV or File Reputation Service).
If set totrue, this option ensures that
regardless of what the other services may
have found, the file is sent to sandboxing.
For example, if an AV engine determines
a file to be malicious but you still want the
file to be analyzed by sandboxing, set this
option totrue so that it will be sent to the
configured sandbox for additional analysis.
IfX-Continue-After-Detection is not included
in the header (or is set tofalse), when a file
has a malicious verdict from AV or FRS, it
will not be sent to the sandbox for further
analysis.

No

X-Response-Wait-MS The number of milliseconds for CA to wait
before returning the response to the HTTP
POST request. If CA receives a verdict
before the wait time is reached, it will return
the response immediately. IfX-Response-
Wait-MS is set to 0 or not present in the
header, all scan results are returned via
the WebSocket, and only the server ID is
returned as part of the POST.

No
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Header Option Description Required?

X-HID-Level  To control the threshold and
aggressiveness at which Advanced
Machine Learning (AML) file blocking
occurs, you can set the detection sensitivity
level for files submitted through the API.
Possible values are:
• 0 = known bad
• 1 = low
• 2 = medium
• 3 = high
With a high detection sensitivity, AML
will be aggressive in its determination of
whether a file may be a threat, at the risk
of blocking files that may not actually be
malicious. With a lower sensitivity, AML
will block fewer files but with a risk of some
threats not being detected. Symantec
recommends a high detection sensitivity
for the strongest network security. IfX-
HID-Level is not set, the Detection
Sensitivity level configured for Advanced
Machine Learning in the Content Analysis
Management Console will be used.

No

If you want to specify a client ID, provide it on the query string of the POST request to this URL as a parameter called
client-id. For example: POST to https://<server>:<port>/rapi/cas/scan?client-id=<client specified
id>

The response to the POST request will be a JSON string that indicates whether the response was accepted and, if it
was accepted, the server ID assigned to this request. If the verdict was available, the POST response will contain the
information and it will not be sent to the WebSocket. It is also possible for a partial verdict to come back via the POST
response, and to later be updated via the WebSocket. The full format of these responses is described in Appendix B:
POST Response Syntax. Sample JSON responses for successful and failed requests are listed in Appendix C: Sample
JSON.

Example cURL submissions:

curl -X POST --form upload=@test.cmd https://casva:8082/rapi/cas/scan -H "X-API-

TOKEN:1d61ebd6a51b435999cd22e0373c41dc"

curl -X POST --form upload=@test.cmd https://casva:8082/rapi/cas/scan -H “X-Continue-After-Detection:true” -H

 “X-API-TOKEN:1d61ebd6a51b435999cd22e0373c41dc”

curl -X POST --form upload=@test.cmd https://casva:8082/rapi/cas/scan -H “X-HID-Level:1” -H “X-API-

TOKEN:1d61ebd6a51b435999cd22e0373c41dc”

Next Step: Appendix A: Asynchronous Response Syntax

Appendix A: Asynchronous Response Syntax
Responses contain the following elements:
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• server_time — The current time on the Content Analysis appliance in an extended ISO string
• id — The id that was assigned to the request when it was uploaded to the server
• client_id — If the client provided an id when it uploaded the request, it will be included here. Otherwise it will be an

empty string
• exec_time — The elapsed time in milliseconds since this request was uploaded
• filename — The name of the file in the request
• score — An integer from0–10, with0 meaning safe,10 meaning malicious, and5 meaning that the file is not known to

be either definitely safe or definitely malicious.
• status — An integer representing the status of the request:

– 0 (IN_PROGRESS) — The response is not the final response; expect another response when sandboxing is
complete.

– 1 (COMPLETE) — The response is the final response.
– 2 (ERROR) — Content Analysis was unable to fulfill the request.
– 3 (COMPLETE_WITH_ERRORS) — Some aspect of the request was unsuccessful, but Content Analysis still

created a verdict from the other information it has.
• expect_sandbox — A Boolean that is true if an additional response with the sandboxing verdict is expected for this

request

If file type and size policies didn't trigger an early verdict, the request also contains the following elements:

• sha1 — The SHA1 hash of the file
• sha256 — The SHA256 hash of the file
• md5 — The MD5 hash of the file

If the status wasERROR (2), the response also contains the following element:

• error — A human-readable string describing the reason for the error

If the file was sent to the File Reputation Service (FRS) the following element is present:

file_reputation

• score — An integer from1 to10, with10 indicating a known malicious file, and1 indicating a known safe file. If the score
was not present in the FRS database, this element will not be present

• status — The status of the FRS request, using the same enumeration as the global status

If the file was blocked or served because of the custom whitelist or blacklist on Content Analysis, the following element is
present:

user_hash_list

• score —0 for allowed by the custom whitelist,10 for blocked by the custom blacklist
• status — The status of the user hash list, using the same enumeration as the global status

policy

• score —0 for allowed by policy,10 for blocked by policy
• status — The status of the policy, using the same enumeration as the global status
• code — The reason code for which policy triggered the verdict. These codes are strings and are the same as the X-

Error-Code values returned from ICAP. This field would be useful for automation as the strings will not change
• details — A human-readable explanation of which policy triggered the verdict

If AV scanning was run on the file and there were errors or a virus found, one or more of the following elements is present
on the response:
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• kaspersky
• sophos
• mcafee
• symantec

Each of the elements has the same sub-elements:

• score —10 for known bad,5 for not known bad
• risk_score — From AML heuristics, a scale of1–10 with10 for known bad
• status — The status of the antivirus request, using the same enumeration as the global status
• engine_version — The version of the binary for the vendor
• pattern_version — The version of the patterns in use for the vendor
• pattern_date — The date and time of the patterns in use
• file_name — The file name that caused the AV verdict
• subfile_name — The file within the file that caused the AV verdict
• error_code —"virus_found" or any of theX-Error-Code values returned from ICAP. This field is suitable for machine

consumption as the strings will not change
• error_details — A human-readable string indicating the reason for the verdict

If a virus was found, it also contains the following element:

• virus_name — The name assigned to the virus by the AV vendor

If the file was evaluated using a sandbox and found to be a threat, one or more of the following elements is present on the
response:

• malware_analysis
• fireeye
• lastline
• cloud_sandboxing

Each of these elements has the same sub-elements:

• score — For Malware Analysis, an integer from0 to10, with10 indicating a malicious file. FireEye returns either0 for
safe or1 for malicious. Lastline uses a scale from0–100 with100 indicating malicious. Cloud Sandboxing returns a0
(safe) or10 (malicious) score.

• status — The status of the sandboxing request, using the same enumeration as the global status
• report_url — A URL for a detailed report about the sandboxing task
• pdf_url — A URL where a detailed report in PDF form can be obtained

If the file was evaluated using a sandbox, an additional response (after the initial WebSocket message) sends details
about the sandboxing tasks and where to poll for them:

• sandbox_tasks — Connection information and task IDs for the configured sandbox. Note that these details are not
available for FireEye NX.

• server_url — The URL of the sandbox server. For Malware Analysis, a port must also be specified (for
example,https://203.0.113.100:8082).

• task_ids — The ID number(s) assigned to the task(s) for the submitted file
• type — The type of sandbox processing the sample:malware_analysis,fireeye,lastline,cloud_sandboxing.

Appendix B: POST Response Syntax
The response contains the following elements:
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• api_version — 1
• exec_time — The elapsed time, in milliseconds, that it took to process this request and add the request to the

processing queue
• server_time — The current time on the Content Analysis appliance in an extended ISO string
• request — "POST /rapi/cas/scan"
• sandbox_tasks — Connection information and task IDs for the configured sandbox. Note that the sandbox task

IDs may be returned in the initial post response, depending on how long the timeout is configured for and if the task
IDs are available by the time the response is sent. However, if the client does not wait for a full response, then the
sandbox task IDs will not be available and will not be included in the POST response. Available in CA 2.3.5
and higher releases

result

• status — Either ERROR (0) or IN_PROGRESS (1), using the same enumeration as the global status in the
asynchronous responses

If the status is ERROR (0), the following element is present under the result:

• error — The reason the request was rejected, currently one of:
– "Unauthorized" — The API key provided could not be verified.
– "No file uploaded" — The file was not found in the upload.
– "Multiple files not supported" —There were multiple files in the upload.

Otherwise, the following element is present under the result:

• id — The server-assigned ID for this request (string)

Appendix C: Sample JSON

Sample POST Responses

A response to a successful request:

    {

         "client_id": ", 

         "exec_time": 0.0188, 

         "expect_sandbox": False, 

         "filename": "PDF_V1_5_MPP.pdf", 

         "id": "8d610cdd-1eec-40f5-af63-6e48f463b20b", 

         "request": "POST /rapi/cas/scan", 

         "sandbox_tasks": [ 

          { 

            "server_url": "https://203.0.113.100:8082", 

            "task_ids": [ 

             "1422" 

             "1423" 

            ], 

            "type": "malware_analysis" 

          } 

         ], 

         "score": 5, 

         "server_time": "2020-12-29T14:01:20.821277", 

         "sha1": "a7d96611b23ad872cbe96c235c1f0b3ea0977655", 

         "status": 1
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    }

A response to a failed request:

    {

         "client_id": ", 

         "exec_time": 0.0188, 

         "expect_sandbox": False, 

         "filename": "PDF_V1_5_MPP.pdf", 

         "id": "8d610cdd-1eec-40f5-af63-6e48f463b20b", 

         "request": "POST /rapi/cas/scan", 

         "score": 5, 

         "server_time": "2020-12-29T14:01:20.821277", 

         "sha1": "a7d96611b23ad872cbe96c235c1f0b3ea0977655", 

         "result": {

            

             "error": "Unauthorized", 

             "status": 0

             }

    }

Sample Asynchronous Responses

A successful response:

    {

        "server_time": "2020-01-15T18:34:33.941133", 

        "id": "8d610cdd-1eec-40f5-af63-6e48f463b20b", 

        "client_id": "15f80202-1b0c-4cd9-a467-75cc3d4f26c9", 

        "score": 10, 

        "exec_time": 0.103, 

        "status": 1, 

        "sha1": "4660dcd9b6b1f436d7fa202ad1889f6e7fda77d5", 

        "sha256": "ace4012e8b1789554d2bd8fba106bbee0cb4f088c91ff7f38ea21e810f61299f", 

        "md5": "aa7e92df14f21eb6eca314d161c20c52", 

        "expect_sandbox": false, 

        "file_reputation": {        

        

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 8

            

        },

        "user_hash_list": {

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 10

            

        }, 

       

        "policy": {

            

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 10, 

            "code": "blocked_extension", 
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            "details": "Blocked extension detected: exe"

                    

        },

        "symantec": {

            

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 5, 

            "engine_version": "1.0.1.18", 

            "pattern_version": "20170817.186908", 

            "pattern_date": "2020/08/18"

                          

        },

        "sophos": {

                

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 10, 

            "engine_version": "3.69.3", 

            "pattern_version": "5.42", 

            "pattern_date": "2020/08/17", 

            "virus_name": "Something nasty", 

            "file_name": "archive.zip" 

            "subfile_name": "dir/something.exe", 

            "error_code": 25, 

            "error_details": "Virus found in something.exe: Something nasty"

               

        },

        "bcma": {

               

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 5, 

            "report_url": "http://ma/report/taskid", 

            "pdf_url": "http://ma/report/taskid.pdf"

               

        },

        "lastline": {

            

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 3, 

            "report_url": "http://url", 

            "pdf_url": "" 

            

        },

        "FireEye": {

            

            "status": 1, 

            "score": 0 

            "report_url": "http://url", 

            "pdf_url": ""

               

            }

         

        }
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An error case:

    {

        "server_time": "2020-01-15T18:34:33.941133", 

        "id": "8d610cdd-1eec-40f5-af63-6e48f463b20b", 

        "client_id": "15f80202-1b0c-4cd9-a467-75cc3d4f26c9", 

        "exec_time": 0.133, 

        "status": 2, 

        "error": "Bad request"

    }

      

A partial success:

    {

            "server_time": "2020-01-15T18:34:33.941133", 

            "id": "8d610cdd-1eec-40f5-af63-6e48f463b20b", 

            "client_id": "15f80202-1b0c-4cd9-a467-75cc3d4f26c9", 

            "score": 5, 

            "exec_time": 0.103, 

            "status": 3, 

            "sha1": "4660dcd9b6b1f436d7fa202ad1889f6e7fda77d5" 

            "sha256": "ace4012e8b1789554d2bd8fba106bbee0cb4f088c91ff7f38ea21e810f61299f", 

            "md5": "aa7e92df14f21eb6eca314d161c20c52", 

            "file_reputation": {

          

                "status": 1, 

                "score": 8            

            

            },

            "user_hash_list": {

            

                "status": 1, 

                "score": 10

            

            },

            "symantec": {

                "status": 2, 

                "score": 5, 

                "engine_version": "1.0.1.18", 

                "pattern_version": "20170817.186908", 

                "pattern_date": "2020/08/16", 

                "file_name": "something.exe", 

                "subfile_name": "", 

                "error_code": "decompression_error", 

                "error_details": "failed to decompress archive: 0x80034233"

            },

            "lastline": {

                "status": 2, 

                "error": "Connection error"
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            },

            "FireEye": {

                "status": 1, 

                "score": 0          

            

            }

    }

Appendix D: Example Python Scripts

Example Python Code: WebSocket Task_Complete Notifications
This example demonstrates how to receive basic notifications for completed tasks. Note that only on-box sandboxing
results are sent over this WebSocket. It does not include results from antivirus or other Content Analysis scanning
technologies.

# DISCLAIMER: This code is for API demonstration purposes only.

# It is not indented for production use without modification.

Description: This example demonstrates using WebSockets to receive task_complete notifications. Note that no

 authentication is performed in this script, so it will only work on CA systems where authentication has been

 disabled.

"""

import sys

import argparse

import json

import ssl

from websocket import create_connection

def parse_message(msg, min_score):

msg = json.loads(msg)

score = msg['task']['tasks_global_risk_score']

if int(score) < min_score:

return

sample = msg['sample']

rsrc = sample['sample_resources'].values()[0]

magic = rsrc['resource_magic_magic']

md5 = rsrc['sample_resources_md5']

print('%s %d %s' % (md5, score, magic))

def listener(server, min_score, key):

url = "wss://%s/rapi/ws/task_complete/*" % server

ssl_options = {'cert_reqs': ssl.CERT_NONE} # bypass certificate verification

ws = create_connection(url, header={'X-API-TOKEN': key}, sslopt=ssl_options)

while True:
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parse_message(ws.recv(), min_score)

ws.close()

def main(server, min_score, key):

listener(server, min_score, key)

if __name__ == '__main__':

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='example multiple websocket client')

parser.add_argument('--key', type=str, required=True, help="Use specified API key to authenticate.")

parser.add_argument('--min-score', type=int, default=0, help='only display tasks over this score')

parser.add_argument('server', type=str, default=['localhost'], help='server address')

args = parser.parse_args()

sys.exit(main(**vars(args)))

Example Python Code: Submit Files to Content Analysis
This example submits files to Content Analysis for evaluation over the REST API. You should first subscribe to the
websocket using cas-websocket.py in order to see the responses.

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Dependencies: websocket-client, requests

#

# websocket-client can be downloaded from:

#    https://pypi.python.org/pypi/websocket-client

#

# requests can be downloaded from:

#    https://codeload.github.com/kennethreitz/requests/legacy.tar.gz/master

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"""

Description: This example submits files to Content Analysis for evaluation over

the REST API.  You should first subscribe to the websocket using cas-websocket.py

in order to see the responses.

"""

import sys

import argparse

import json

import ssl

import requests

import os.path

def main(args):

secure_prefix="s"

if bool(args.insecure):

secure_prefix=""

token = args.key;
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# If no API key is specified, try to acquire one

if len(token) == 0:

# Authenticate and get a token

auth_url = "http%s://%s/rapi/auth/session" % (secure_prefix, args.host)

auth_message = { 'username': args.username, 'password': args.password      }

r = requests.post(auth_url, data=auth_message, verify=False)

if not r.ok:

print "failed to authenticate"

print r

print r.content

return -1

auth = r.json()

token = auth["results"]["session_token_string"]

 

headers = {'X-API-TOKEN': token, ‘X-Response-Wait-MS’: 1000}

#CA scan request

basename = os.path.basename(args.file.name)

ma_files = { basename: (basename, args.file, 'application/octet-stream') }

scan_url = "http%s://%s/rapi/cas/scan?token=%s" % (secure_prefix, args.host, token)

r = requests.post(scan_url, files=ma_files, verify=False, headers=headers)

if not r.ok:

print "Failed to scan Content Analysis"

print r

print r.content

ws.abort()

return -1

print "Success!"

print r.json()

if __name__ == '__main__':

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='simple CA websocket example')

parser.add_argument('-s', '--host', default='localhost', help='CA hostname or IP address')

parser.add_argument('-u', '--username', type=str, required=False, default='admin')

parser.add_argument('-p', '--password', type=str, required=False, default='admin')

parser.add_argument('-o', '--owner', type=str, required=False, default='admin')

parser.add_argument('-f', '--file', type=argparse.FileType('rb'), required=True)
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parser.add_argument('-k', '--key', type=str, required=False, help='The API Key to use')

parser.add_argument('-i', '--insecure', required=False, default=False, action='store_true')

sys.exit(main(parser.parse_args()))

Example Python Code: WebSocket Scan Notifications
This example demonstrates using websockets to receive scan notifications from the REST API in Content Analysis.

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Dependencies: websocket-client, requests

#

# websocket-client can be downloaded from:

#    https://pypi.python.org/pypi/websocket-client

#

# requests can be downloaded from:

#    https://codeload.github.com/kennethreitz/requests/legacy.tar.gz/master

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"""

Description: This example demonstrates using websockets to receive scan

notifications from the REST API in Content Analysis. Submit files using

cas-submit.py.

"""

import sys

import argparse

import json

from websocket import WebSocketConnectionClosedException

from websocket import create_connection

import ssl

def websocket_scan_thread(ws):

while True:

msg = ""

try:

msg = ws.recv()

except WebSocketConnectionClosedException as e:

print("Failed to receive: %s" % (e))

return

 

try:

print msg

msg = json.loads(msg)

#TODO: parse fields out of the json. Right now it just

# verifies that it is json
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except:

print("Message in unexpected format: '%s'" % msg)

def main(args):

secure_prefix="s"

if bool(args.insecure):

secure_prefix=""

token = args.key;

# If no API key is specified, try to acquire one

if len(token) == 0:

# Authenticate and get a token

auth_url = "http%s://%s/rapi/auth/session" % (secure_prefix, args.host)

auth_message = { 'username': args.username, 'password': args.password    }

r = requests.post(auth_url, data=auth_message, verify=False)

if not r.ok:

print "failed to authneticate"

print r

print r.content

return -1

auth = r.json()

token = auth["results"]["session_token_string"]

 

headers = {'X-API-TOKEN': token}

#subscribe to the websocket

url = "ws%s://%s/rapi/ws/cas_task" % (secure_prefix, args.host)

ws = create_connection(url, sslopt={"cert_reqs": ssl.CERT_NONE}, header=headers)

thread = websocket_scan_thread(ws)

thread.start();

 

if __name__ == '__main__':

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='simple CA websocket example')

parser.add_argument('-s', '--host', default='localhost', help='CA hostname or IP address')

parser.add_argument('-u', '--username', type=str, required=False, default='admin')

parser.add_argument('-p', '--password', type=str, required=False, default='admin')

parser.add_argument('-k', '--key', type=str, required=False, help='The API Key to use')

parser.add_argument('-i', '--insecure', required=False, default=False, action='store_true')
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sys.exit(main(parser.parse_args()))
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Troubleshooting and Support
About troubleshooting utilities and Support resources.

When Content Analysis exhibits errors or problems, Symantec Support engineers can assist you with the Content
Analysis troubleshooting utilities.

• Symantec Support portal: https://support.broadcom.com/security
• Search the Symantec Content Analysis Tech Docs: https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs.html
• For questions about documentation:

– Send an email to documentation.inbox@broadcom.com.
– If you have comments about a specific topic in this guide, click the link at the foot of the topic to open the feedback

form. This form also provides links to communities and support resources.

 Malware Analysis System Information
Select  Malware Analysis > MA Version to view information about the on-box sandboxing system. This information may
be requested when working with Symantec Support.

(Item) Version Notes

MAA Version Version of Content Analysis software
Patterns Version Downloaded patterns version
Protocol Buffer Revision Software information 
REST API Version See API Guide for  Content Analysis  and  Malware

Analysis for details.
System Manufacturer Symantec
System Platform Hardware platform model number
Serial Number Serial number assigned to the appliance
Driver Version Version of driver
Bufflib Version Downloaded Symantec Web Filter BUFF database version

Check System Health
To monitor the system health of your Content Analysis appliance you can check these systems and processes.

MIB

Download either version of this spreadsheet to see the OIDs for various processes.

• CA_MIB.xlsx
• CA_MIB.csv (zipped)

Useful OIDs for monitoring health (located within thedeviceUsage table):

Description OID

CPU utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.1

Memory pressure 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.2
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Description OID

Interface 1 utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.3

Interface 2 utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.4

/core partition utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.5

/data partition utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.6

/encrypted-data partition utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.7

/cache-data partition utilization 1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.4.8

ICAP Connections

• To check the number of ICAP connections checkOID 1.3.6.1.4.1.14501.8.1.13.0 casConnections or runstatistics view
stat-type CONNECTIONS_COUNT in enable mode.

• For sizing guidelines consult TECH245432 — Recommended ICAP connections on ProxySG and Maximum ICAP
connections supported on Content Analysis models

Malware Analysis Queue Length

Run this API:

curl -k -H "X-API-TOKEN:<admin-api-key>" -X GET https://<IP>:8082/rapi/system/queues

Stop limits for the sandbox queue:

• 180*logical cores
• 50*logical cores (small queue)

Set Notification Thresholds

To see the threshold settings for CPU and memory utilization, as well as license server and validation settings, enter
config  mode and run

health-monitoring view settings

To set the thresholds see health-monitoring metric .

Review System Activities
Use this page to review the Content Analysis subsystem activity logs. All functions performed by Content Analysis
appliance are logged. Typically, this information is only useful when troubleshooting an issue with the assistance of a
Symantec Support engineer or partner.

The logs in this list, along with web logs and the system configuration can be sent to Symantec Support via the Utilities >
Troubleshooting page.
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Available System Logs

• cas: The internal ICAP service logs.
• cas-audit: Administrative actions performed on the web interface.
• cas-connection: ICAP connection logs.
• clp_alerts.log: Captures everything system wide that has been flagged as an “alert”
• clp_services.log: Internal appliance log for system services.
• cron: Scheduled jobs log.
• diskled.log:  Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dmesg: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dmesg.old: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• dracut.log: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• lastlog: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.
• ma:  The internal on-box sandboxing service logs.
• user_syslog.log:  Internal debugging log, for Symantec engineering use.
• wtmp: Internal service log, for Symantec engineering use.

Click the

button to view the selected log file or the

button to download the selected log file.

Deleting System Logs

To comply with any General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements that may arise, you can delete logs from
the CA system. The

button deletes all data in the specified log.

Keep in mind that most user-identifiable information resides on the ProxySG. Refer to the appropriate version of the SGOS
Administration Guide for instructions on deleting the logs.

Rotate System Logs

The Rotate Logs button saves the current logs as backup files and creates new empty logs. This operation can be useful
when troubleshooting a problem. For example, you can rotate the logs, reproduce a problem, and then look at the new
logs to help diagnose the issue. After you have rotated the logs, the new log files are smaller and more manageable to
analyze.

To view the updated list of log files after rotating the logs, click Refresh. The names of the backup files either have a
number appended (such as clp_alerts.log.1) or the current date (such as user_syslog.log-2017-09-22-1506103590.log).

Automatic Log Rotation
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The logs are rotated automatically according to the following schedule:

Logs Rotation

System Logs
• cas
• cas-connection
• cas-audit
• dmesg
• ma

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily when the log size
reaches 100MB. When there is less activity the log may not
rotate for several days, until it reaches 100MB.

• 10 rotated logs are maintained.

System Logs
• clp_alerts.log
• clp_services.log
• user_syslog.log

• Logs are rotated once per week or when the size reaches
100MB, whichever comes first.

• 4 archived log files are maintained.

Web Logs
• catalina.log
• hostmanager.log
• host-manager.log
• localhost.log
• manager.log
• catalina.out
• localhost_access_log.txt

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily regardless of the size
of the log.

• 7 rotated logs are maintained.

Review the Web Logs
Used for troubleshooting research by Symantec Support, the Web Logs page displays a list of the logs generated
by the Content Analysis web server subsystem. At the instruction of a Symantec Support engineer, click

to view the selected log file or

to download the selected log file.
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View Web Logs

Clicking

opens the log in another window.

Drag the corners or sides of the log viewing window to resize it.

Download Web Logs

When you click
,

you are prompted to view or save the file.

Rotate Web Logs

The Rotate Logs button saves the current logs as backup files and creates new empty logs. This operation can be useful
when troubleshooting a problem. For example, you can rotate the logs, reproduce a problem, and then look at the new
logs to help diagnose the issue. After you have rotated the logs, the new log files are smaller and more manageable to
analyze.

To view the updated list of log files after rotating the logs, click Refresh. The names of the backup files either have a
number appended (such as clp_alerts.log.1) or the current date (such as user_syslog.log-2017-09-22-1506103590.log).
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Automatic Log Rotation

The logs are rotated automatically according to the following schedule:

Logs Rotation

System Logs
• cas
• cas-connection
• cas-audit
• dmesg
• ma

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily when the log size
reaches 100MB. When there is less activity the log may not
rotate for several days, until it reaches 100MB.

• 10 rotated logs are maintained.

System Logs
• clp_alerts.log
• clp_services.log
• user_syslog.log

• Logs are rotated once per week or when the size reaches
100MB, whichever comes first.

• 4 archived log files are maintained.

Web Logs
• catalina.log
• hostmanager.log
• host-manager.log
• localhost.log
• manager.log
• catalina.out
• localhost_access_log.txt

• Logs are rotated and compressed daily regardless of the size
of the log.

• 7 rotated logs are maintained.

Manually Scan Files for Threats
Use the Test utility to upload a file that you suspect is infected with malware to the appliance for an immediate scan result.
Content Analysis scans the file as if it were transmitted by the ProxySG appliance via ICAP. The scan is performed with all
active AV and sandboxing engines, predictive analysis and file reputation services, and uses the whitelist, if active.

This utility is also useful to Symantec Support, to verify that the appliance is functioning as expected.

TIP
The eicar.org site provides a benign malware pattern that will trigger a Malware Found verdict.

1. Select Utilities > Test.
2. Click Select and Scan Test File to select a file you suspect may be bad on your local system.

The results of the scan are displayed on the screen. If a virus is found, the name appears next to Virus Name.

TIP
If your system has an on-box sandboxing license, you can submit files, archives, and URLs for malware
analysis. See Submit a Sample File for Analysis, Submit a Zip File Sample, and Submit a URL for Analysis. See
the Guide for Performing  Malware Analysis  on  Content Analysis.

 Troubleshoot ICAP Errors
ICAP error codes are available as objects in policy for the Content Analysis ICAP server only and are useful for creating
policy that is flexible and granular. SGOS 6.5.2 introduced policy actions to react to the results of an ICAP scan. See the
ICAP Policy and  Content Analysis Exemption Policy topics for examples on working with the response codes below in
policy.
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NOTE
To take action on ICAP scan results, your ICAP request modification rule (or Malware Scanning configuration)
must use the Continue without ICAP/Malware Scanning option enabled to take action on a given request.

The following table lists common ICAP errors that the Proxy can address in policy:

ICAP Error Codes Available in Policy

ICAP Error Code VPM Object Name Description

Anti-virus Engine Failure Anti-virus Engine Failure The ICAP appliance was unable to load the
configured antivirus scanning engine.

Anti-virus License Expired Anti-virus License Expired The antivirus license on the ICAP device
has expired.

Anti-virus Load Failure Anti-virus Load Failure The ICAP device responded to the
ICAP request, but was unable to begin
the file scan because the service was
unavailable.

Connection Failure Connection Failure A connection to the ICAP device could not
be established.

Decode error Decode Error Error detected during file decompression/
decoding.

File Extension Blocked File Extension Blocked The ICAP device has the requested file
extension set to Block.

File Type Blocked File Type Blocked The ICAP device identified the file type
from the file's header and found that the
detected file type is set to Block.

ICAP Connection Mode Not Supported ICAP Connection Mode Not Supported A configuration mismatch has occurred
with plain and secure ICAP settings.
Verify that your ICAP appliance and
ProxySG appliance ICAP service and policy
objects all support the same set of secure
and insecure connection methods.

ICAP Connection Unavailable ICAP Connection Unavailable A connection with the ICAP device could
not be established.

ICAP Security Error ICAP Security Error A connection was established with the
ICAP device but the security settings
between the ProxySG appliance and the
ICAP device could not be negotiated.

Internal Error Internal Error The ICAP device reported an unspecified
error that prevented the file from being
scanned.

Password Protected Password Protected Archive Archive file could not be scanned because
it is password protected.

Insufficient Space Insufficient Space Indicates that the disk is full.
Maximum Archive Layers Exceeded Maximum Archive Layers Exceeded The ICAP device reported that the

configured maximum layers permitted in an
archive file have been exceeded.

Max file size exceeded Maximum File Size Exceeded Maximum individual file size to be scanned
exceeds settings in configuration.
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ICAP Error Code VPM Object Name Description

Maximum Total Files Exceeded Maximum Total Files Exceeded The requested file exceeds the configured
maximum number of files permitted in a
single archive file.

Maximum Total Size Exceeded Maximum Total Size Exceeded Maximum total uncompressed file size
exceeds settings in configuration. The
maximum limit varies by appliance model. 

Request Timeout Request Timeout The requested file failed to load, as the
connection with the origin content server
timed out.

Scan timeout Scan Timeout Scan operation was abandoned because
the file scanning timeout was reached. The
default is 800 seconds.

Server Error Server Error The origin content server responded to the
user's request to serve a file with an error.

Server Unavailable Server Unavailable The origin content server hosting the
requested file is unavailable.

Troubleshooting Windows Image Upload/Download Issues
Here are some tips if you experience issues with adding a Windows ISO or base image.

• If you had a failed attempt to add an ISO or base image, you may need to remove the partial image before you can
proceed. Use the Manage button to remove the image.

• If you have trouble uploading a Windows base image or ISO file, make sure the Content Analysis web UI is running in
a Chrome, Firefox, or Safari browser. File uploads from Internet Explorer may fail due to the browser's file upload size
restrictions; 4GB is the maximum file size that can be uploaded in IE 9–11.

• When Content Analysis proxies through a ProxySG that is using Content Analysis for malware scanning, adding a
base image using URL download will fail because the base image file (~10GB) exceeds the file size limit allowed on
Content Analysis. There are few ways to work around this limitation. The recommended method is to bypass ICAP/
CA scanning for *.symantec.com as the files hosted on the Symantec site are known good. Another workaround for
this is to configure Content Analysis to serve (not block) the file if it exceeds file size limit: Services > AV Scanning
Behavior > maximum individual file size exceeded > serve. Configure this setting before downloading the image,
and if you like, set it back to block after the download is complete. Alternatively, you can upload the base image from a
file, instead of downloading from a URL.

Send Diagnostic Information to Symantec Support
In the event that Content Analysis fails or restarts unexpectedly, it will produce a file that contains system logs and the
contents of memory at the time of the failure. When troubleshooting issues of this nature, Symantec Support engineers
will request the relevant files on this page. They can examine the data contained in each package to identify the cause
of the issue. To send log files to Symantec Support, you must have an open and active support case number. To open a
support case, log into MySymantec at https://mysymantec.force.com/customer/s/

Upload Log Files to Symantec Support

1. Select Utilities > Troubleshooting.
2. Click Create troubleshooting log to select the pertinent core files to include in your report to Symantec Support. The

Create Troubleshooting Logs dialog opens.
3. Click each core file pertinent to your support case (as directed by a Symantec Support engineer) and click Create. The

system takes a moment to compress the selected files into an archive.
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4. Under Troubleshooting Logs, put a check next to the file you want to send to Support. Files are listed based on the
time and date they were created.

5. Click Upload selected logs to service request. The Service Request Upload dialog opens.
6. Enter your support case number into the field in the dialog, click Upload.
7. Click Delete selected logs to ensure that the archive file is removed from the appliance.

Delete Core Files

System core image files are very large and should be deleted as soon as they are no longer necessary.

1. On the Troubleshooting page, select the core image file you wish to delete.
2. Click Delete selected cores.

Troubleshooting Tips

If you have trouble uploading files to the  Symantec  Support server, check for the following issues.

• If your traffic is being sent from Content Analysis to your ProxySG appliance, verify that SSL intercept for https://
upload.bluecoat.com and https://MFT.symantec.com is not enabled on that ProxySG appliance.

• Verify that the support case number is valid and has not previously been resolved.

Clear File Caches
At the suggestion of a Symantec Support engineer, use the Cache utility to clear the files cached by the appliance during
antivirus scanning, file reputation analysis, sandboxing, or predictive analysis. Clearing these caches is not necessary for
normal operation of Content Analysis.

Clear Caches

Each of the buttons on this page will clear the cache for the appropriate cache store. Use Clear All Caches to clear all
cached files.

TIP
The sandboxing and file reputation caches persist through a reboot, while the antivirus cache is cleared when
Content Analysis is restarted.
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Onboard Diagnostics
View the output from the Content Analysis hardware monitoring sensors. If the values on this page display with a Critical
status, contact a Symantec Support engineer for assistance.

Available Sensors

• Voltages—Reports the Voltage, Status, and State of components for which the appliance has a voltage sensor such
as CPU cores, power supply and others.

• Rotation Per Minute—Reports the speed at which the fans on the appliance spin.
• Temperatures—The results of temperature monitoring for the chassis, CPU and other components that produce heat

in the appliance.
• Power Supplies—The state of the appliance's power supplies.

NOTE
Power Supply Status is not available for S200 model appliances.

Inspect Traffic
The Packet Capture utility examines data sent to and from Content Analysis. Packet captures (PCAPs) are saved as
PCAP files, compatible with Wireshark and other packet analysis tools that support the same format.

Available Options

• Filter—Define a filter for your packet capture. PCAP filter, using the standard Berkeley PCAP filter syntax.
• Duration—Set the amount of time (in seconds) to capture traffic.
• Start—Begin capturing data.
• Stop—Stop the capture and write it to disk
• Refresh—As data is being captured, click Refresh to see the file and its size in the table

After clicking Stop, the appliance saves the capture and displays it in the list at the bottom of the page.

Manage PCAP Files

Once a packet capture has been stopped, the table displays a filename, (based on the time and date of the capture) the
file size and the date it was saved. The first column provides two buttons:

 Download
the PCAP file to your local system.

 Delete
the PCAP file.

WARNING
No alert or confirmation message appears when you click the delete button on this screen.

Filter Packet Captures

Because unfiltered packet capture files can grow very large in a small amount of time in a busy environment, it's often
prudent to filter your captures to look for only the traffic you're interested in. The following PCAP filter expression
examples will help define your own filters. For a more comprehensive look at Berkeley packet filtering, see  http://biot.com/
capstats/bpf.html .
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Example 1 

I want to capture all traffic requested by a single user at the IP 203.0.113.17:

host 203.0.113.17

         

Example 2

Capture all traffic between a single user and a specific URL: 

host www.eicar.org and host 203.0.113.17

Example 3 

Capture all HTTP traffic for a specific user:

host 203.0.113.17 and port 80

Example 4 

Capture only TCP traffic:

tcp

Example 5

Capture traffic for either one user or another: 

host 203.0.113.17 or host 203.0.113.18

Restart System Services
Under the direction of a Symantec Support engineer or partner, use the options on this page to reboot or shut down the
system or to restart specific Content Analysis services.
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NOTE
This screen also contains options for generating core dumps. See Generate Core Dumps for more information.

Available Options

• Reboot System: Force the system to reboot.
• Shutdown System: Powers down the system.
• Refresh Antivirus Engines and Signatures: Stop and start the antivirus subsystem.
• Restart ICAP Service: Stop and start the service responsible for accepting incoming ICAP connections.
• Restart Web Management: Stop and start the web server, responsible for hosting the Content Analysis web user

interface.
• Restart Licensing and Subscription Services: Stop and start Content Analysis licensing services.
• Restart On-box Sandboxing: Stop and start the on-box sandboxing service.

Generate Core Dumps
To help troubleshoot situations, such as a Content Analysis hung state, Symantec Support may request that you send
specific core dump files. At Support's request, use the Generate buttons on the Utilities > Services screen to generate
the cores needed to troubleshoot your problem.
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Available Options

• Generate ICAP Service Core: Generate a core dump for the ICAP service which is responsible for accepting
incoming ICAP connections.

• Generate Symantec Core: Produce core dumps for all Symantec AV/AML processes and the updater processes.
• Generate Sophos Core: Generate a core dump for the Sophos antivirus subsystem.
• Generate McAfee Core: Generate a core dump for the McAfee antivirus subsystem.
• Generate Kaspersky Core: Generate a core dump for the Kaspersky antivirus subsystem.
• Generate Web Management Service Core: Generate a core dump for the web server, responsible for hosting the

Content Analysis web user interface.
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While the system is generating a core, there will be an interruption in the normal operation of the system. You can still use
the Web UI, but certain operations might not work.

Next Step: After the core(s) are generated, you can create a troubleshooting log and select the cores to include. See
Send Diagnostic Information to Symantec Support.

 

Reboot Corrupted System with Another Image
If your system image is corrupted and won't boot properly, you can reboot Content Analysis with another system image
that you know to be problem-free. This procedure requires that you console connect to the appliance.

1. Using a null-modem cable, attach a workstation or PC to the Content Analysis port labeled CONSOLE.
2. Start your terminal emulation program (such as HyperTerminal).
3. Verify that you have configured the program with the following values to communicate with the appliance's console

serial port:
– 9600 bps
– 8 data bits
– 1 stop bit
– no parity
– hardware flow control

4. Power on the unit, if you have not already done so. If the unit was already turned on, you will need to press Enter
several times to make the connection.

5. A boot menu will display a list of bootable systems; press the space bar to select an alternate system to boot and then
type the number next to the system image you want to boot.

Test Network Connectivity
The Utilities > Ping utility tests the network path between the appliance and another host.
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Ping Utility Fields

• Address: Enter the hostname or IP address of the site or host you wish to ping and press the enter key on your
keyboard.

• Ping: Sends four ICMP packets to the host defined in the address field.

The system displays the results below the Ping option.

Example
PING support.symantec.com (203.0.113.17) 56(84) bytes of data.

64 bytes from 203.0.113.17: icmp_seq=1 ttl=55 time=24.4 ms

64 bytes from 203.0.113.17: icmp_seq=2 ttl=55 time=24.2 ms

64 bytes from 203.0.113.17: icmp_seq=3 ttl=55 time=24.4 ms

64 bytes from 203.0.113.17: icmp_seq=4 ttl=55 time=24.4 ms

--- support.symantec.com ping statistics ---

4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 3029ms

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 24.274/24.420/24.498/0.179 ms

View and Export the System Information File
When working with a Symantec Support engineer, one crucial piece of information in determining the cause and solution
to an issue is the System Information file. On this page, the System Information file is presented in a text editor window
(in JSON format) and it contains your appliance configuration as well as the results of all current diagnostic reports for the
appliance.

When prompted by Symantec Support to provide this information, click into the text box, highlight all of the text, (there will
be several pages of information) and copy it. You can then paste the text into an email, your support case, or a text file.
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Usage Data (Telemetry)
Configure Content Analysis to collect and send product usage and system configuration data to Broadcom.

You can configure  Content Analysis to collect and send telemetry data — product usage and system configuration data
— to Broadcom. Use the information on this page to learn how to send usage data to Broadcom.

If you are licensed to use Content Analysis under a Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) subscription, you must configure it
to collect and send product-specific usage data. If you are licensed to use Content Analysis under a standard license, you
can consent to having it collect and send usage data. By default, Content Analysis does not collect and send usage data.

What Data We Collect

The usage data information is securely transmitted to Broadcom. The data includes the number of devices that are being
monitored. No Personally Identifiable Information (PII, as legally defined) covered under GDPR is transmitted. For more
information about how your information is collected and used, read our Privacy Policy. The following table describes some
of the usage data that your product may send to Broadcom.

Name Description

Product This product or product family identifier.

Feature List of features enabled on the appliance.

Instance ID A product-generated unique ID representing a single installation or
environment.

Internal Identifier Optionally associate an internal identifier with the appliance (for
example, for tracking chargeback or cost allocation).

Date Collected Use the yyyy-mm-dd format.

Product Version The product model and version.

Site ID Your Enterprise Support Site ID.

Licenses A summary of the installed product licenses.

Usage The maximum meter count which was used during a reporting
period.

Serial Number A value that associates a customer with a specific entitlement
(allowed usage and time period) to a Broadcom product, typically
included in a license.

SKU The product SKU based on the entitlement.

Usage data reports on the number of cores that a Content Analysis appliance uses to perform scans over a given
month. Content Analysis stores telemetry data once per day in a database on the device. When the telemetry feature is
activated, the appliance sends the following data to Broadcom servers daily.

How License Metrics Are Calculated

Content Analysis calculates usage data based on the number of cores licensed and used by the device.

How to Report Usage Data Automatically

To upload usage data automatically, use the (config)# licensing-telemetry CLI command. See licensing-
telemetry  for an overview of the command.
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How to Report Usage Data Manually (Closed Network)

If you cannot send usage data automatically, you can enter it manually using the Product Usage Reporting Portal.

1. In the Content Analysis CLI, enter the following command:(config)# licensing-telemetry usage
The CLI shows the usage metrics for the appliance.

2. Enter the results at the Product Usage Reporting Portal at https://support.broadcom.com.

For more information on the Product Usage Reporting Portal, refer to the Usage Reporting documentation.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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